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16 KeyKeypad for the VIC-20 TM

and Commodore 64 TM

TheCARDKEY/1 provides
an additional
programable 16 keys to

either the VIC or 64. This is

a separate pad that plugs
into the joystick port of
your computer. It comes
with tape programs
(transferable to disk) that

allow the user to define
the 16 keys as any
number, letter or

character string value. It

additionally allows the
keys to be defined as
strings. Another function
available is the direct
calculator mode in which
you use your computer as
a calculator. For example
you press 5 + 5 (enter)
and the computer prints

10 on the screen.

Suggested retail: $39.95

°JSee us at
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Fall '83

November 28-December 2, 1983
Las Vegas Convention Center

Las Vegas, Nevada

The CARDKEY features:

• 16 keys laid out in a
calculator format

• All keys are user
definable

• Keys can be defined as
any character

• Keys can be defined as
complete strings

Optional calculator
mode

e
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See a complete line of American
made Cardco Products at a
computer store near you, today.

313 Mathewson • Wichita, Kansas 67214 • (316) 267-6525

VIC-20 & C-64 are registered trademarks ot Commodore Business Systems, Inc. cardco, inc



Net results are what you get with PerComNet ' the

sophisticated, USei installable I oral Area Network from

Pf RCOM DATA CORPORA1 ION

PerComNet IBM interface cards are available now to

provide true networking capabilities for IHM and most IBM
compatible personal computers This includes the sharing

of peripheral dev ices such as printers, moderns, floppy disk

drives, and all PERCOM DATA High Performance PHD
\ lard Disk Drives.

PerComNet provides these net results:

Ibken passing reliability

Built-in 64K FIFO buffer, to speed data transmissions.

• Signal regeneration at each node to eliminate noise,

regardless of network size.

• User installation simplicity.

• Optional NBS encription for data security.

• Support for simultaneous voice data transmissions.

Operating system compatibility for MS-DOS M
, CPM K

,

UNIX \ and uNETix". uNETix for PerComNet is distri-

buted by Percom Data

If you want net results PerComNet is the logical, eco-

nomical and reliable choice PI RCOM DATA has a
PerComNet OEM \ valuation Package* ready tor your im-

mediate use l*he package includes all the hardware, and
communications and file transfer utilities you need for con
figuring a network of three IBM PC computers Package
price is only $1695.

To order your evaluation package or to get more informatioi i

contact us today!

PERCOM DATA CORPORATION
1 1220 Pagemill Road • Dallas, Texas 75243

Name: Title:

.

Company:

Address: _

I'd like you to send me more information.

I'm very interested, please have your rep call me at

.

I'd like to know more about your PHD Hard Disk.

PEOM DATA
CORPORATION

Expanding Your Peripheral Vision
DRIVES NETWORKS SOFTWARE

11220 Pagemill Road. Dallas. Texas 75243 (211) 340 5800
1-800-527-1222

'i toes not mi lude operating system 01 application software
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FRIENDLY COMPUTER
Satisfaction Guarantee:
refund or exchange within
14 days (less shipping) if

returned in original MINT
CONDITION with all papers

(as shipped)

FRIENDLY SERVICE AT A FRIENDLY PRICE

Friendly Computer Center, Inc. M t Have It Immediately?
Ask for

EEN LIGHT SERVICE
r Same Day Shipment

1381 Coney Island Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 1 1230

TOORDERCALL /QAA) 9CQ.COnC FOR INFORMATION
tollfree loOH; Z5o B5oQ5 (919) 9C9.

From Continental USA. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico \ mm mm / Mm ^P mm(212)252-9737
Computers

EPSON

386K w/valdocs and CP/M
Super Special!

Free RX-80 printer

and Peachtree 5000 software

We Service all Epson products

Sorry NO Mail Order on QX-10.

Computer displayed and sold

SANYO in store only.

MBC-555-IBM compatable CALL
MBC-1 150 2-320K drives with $2,000 worth

of software only $2,1 00

EAGLE
1600 w/Eagle hard disk, 8086 8 Mhz CALL
PC-2, 2 320 K drives, monitor,

software CALL
Victor 9000 CALL

Monitors

— ~ * - ~ •

SUPER ONE TIME SPECIAL
CR-6600 RGB with Apple Interace board, only $379.00

IBM Cable for CR-6600 IN STOCK
CR-6500 13" color(same as AMDEK color 1) $299.00

CR-5600 High res green (80 columns) $144.90

CR-5400 9" high res green (80 columns) $99.50

5600 and 5400 amber add $13.00

AMDEK
Video -300 $134.90

Video -310A, IBM $189.90

Color -1 $314.90

Color -IV Hi res RGB $1,049.00

TAXAN
12" color RGB $329.95

12 Amber $144.90

12" color $309.95

"After Sale Friendly Support"
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 8 YRS EXPERIENCE SERVING BOTH
PROFESSIONALS AND AMATEUR ENTHUSIASTS WORLDWIDE

We will ship orders at the advertised Prices. Prices guaranteed until Jan. 1 , 1984

Printers

EPSON

FX100F/T IIIJJJJ IIP In stock!

MX100F/T 1 P 111 SUPER
FX80 '1|P

P DEAL
RX 80 F/T PLEASE
RX 80 CALL
SPECIAL PRICE on Interfaces and Cables w/purchase

of EPSON printer.

Peripherals
FOR APPLE
Rana Disk Drive

Controller Card (Rana)

Jaguar Disk Drive ( Vz HT.)

Kensington Fan
Jaguar Fan
Microtek Buffers/Interfaces

Microbuffer Interfaces

VIDEX
Amdek 3" microfloppy drive

Kraft Joystick/Apple

FOR IBM
QCS Big Blue Z-80 board with 64K RAM, clock, parallel

and serial I/O, Hard disk interface - allows your IBM to

read several formats of CP/M

279.95

85.00

239.00
69.95

54.95

IN STOCK
IN STOCK

CALL
$249.95

44.44

on ly $499.95 «

CR-1 parallel or serial CALL

CR 2 SPECIAL PRICE $449.00
NOTE: CR-2 has 5K buffer and runs at 13 cps

ANADEX
DP 9501

A

$1,079.00

DP9620A.200CPS $1,149.00

DP 9625A-color. New CALL
DP 6500 500 CPS! $2,449.00

Florida Data 600 CPS $3,000.00

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10x w/friction $309.90

Gemini 15x wide carriage $479.95

NEW! Delta 10 160 CPS CALL
STX-80 parallel $169.95

Commodore Interface for STX-80 $29.95

NEC
8023 Dot-Matrix $419.95

NEC 3550 Spinwriter/IBM CALL
NEC 3530 Spinwriter/parallel $1,695.00

OTHER PRINTERS
TTX 1014 Daisy, Parallel and Sereial $479.90

Smith Corona TP-II, New! CALL
Commodore 1525 Printer CALL

Modems
Hayes, Micromodem II w/terminal software $299.95

Hayes Smartmodem - RS-232 $229.95

Hayes Smartmodem • 1200- RS-232 $519.95

Hayes Smartmodem 1200B for IBM PC $444.44

U.S. Robotics 1200 Baud RS 232 $379.00

Novation J-CAT-RS-232 $129.95

102 Smart Cat CALL
212 Auto Cat $599.90

Apple Cat II, for Apple $284.90

212 Upgrade for Apple Cat II $330.00

'ith software

AST Research Megapius CALL
Sweet P plotter $590.00

ElectrohomeRGBforlBM $399.00

132 column card CALL
Monte Carlo Quatro $259.00

Corona Portable-IBM compatable $2,200.00

FOR OTHER COMPUTERS
Rana 1000 Disk Drive/Atari CALL
Kraft Joystick for Atari $15.95

Cardco Interface/Commodore $67.95

6 Outlet Surge Protector $38.90

Software

L

We have a full line of

CP/M (any format),

MS-DOS, Apple, Atari

and Commodore
software. Programs

ranging from dBASE II

to PAC-MAN! Callus
with your choice of

software and we will

ship immediately!!

Supplies
FLOPPY BONANZA
10 Memorex DS/DD 10/$37.95

10TDKSS/DD10/$27.95
Flip File multi colored $19.95 (5x10)

Flip File with lock $19.95 (1x25)

Flip File with lock $24.95 (1x50)

Flip File $4.95 (1x10)

STORE HOURS: MON.-THURS 9:30-6:30/FRI. 9:30-2:00/OPEN SUNDAY 1 0-4

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. FOR MAIL ORDERS: Send Money Order.

Certified Check, Mastercard, VISA gladly accepted. Add estimated price for shipping, handling and insurance, guaranteed til Jan. 1, 1984. All orders are subject to

our acceptance and verification. This ad supersedes all previous ads. Not responsible for typographical erros. No returns on software.

to
t°o

r
l

d
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ll (800) 258-5805
FOR ORDERS ONLY EXCEPT ALASKA. HAWAII & N Y

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(212)252-9737
Friendly Computer Center, Inc. ^j ^j

1381 Coney Island Avenue Brooklyn, New York 11230
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PUBLISHER'S REMARKS way„e
By

Green

Don't Fly Those

Skies

Boycott Eastern!

When an airline gratuitously bans the

use of the greatest executive travel aid

yet invented it's time to fight back. I'm

talking about the new kneetop comput-
ers that allow a businessman to sit on a
plane and, without annoying the other

passengers, do his work.

I was shocked and angered when I

heard of Eastern Airlines' decision to pro-

hibit the use ofmy workstation. I've used
mine on dozens of flights since buying it

last April.

It's worked for me on the Concorde to

London and back, on a recent trip around
the world and on innumerable flights

within the United States, all with no
problems to anyone.

My kneetop computer lets me write

editorials for my six monthly computer
magazines and for my magazine for elec-

tronics hobbyists, 73. I use it to answer
my mail, write memos, keep notes, have
addresses and phone numbers handy,
and keep my appointment schedule. I'd

be lost without it.

No Potential Danger

If there were any technical reasons for

banning this type of portable computer, I

wouldn't be so upset, but there have been
no tests that show any potential interfer-

ence with any of the plane's navigation or

communications equipment.

Indeed, as an expert on both radio com-
munications (an old pilot myself) and
computers, I've carefully tested my own
kneetop computer and found it free from
generating interference.

The Federal Aviation Administration

has also run careful tests—even to the

point of holding a computer right up
against the plane's equipment. Nothing.

The FAA says further that it has no
reports of any interference from portable

computers.

In the face of this evidence, there

seems to be no good reason for the East-

ern ban—so I'm banning Eastern from my
travel plans and I'm taking airlines that let

me do my work. Further, I'm asking every

reader to pass the word and help me fight

back against Eastern and its decision. Let's

boycott Eastern until it makes its skies

friendlier for businessmen.

You may not have discovered how
much you can get done in between the

snacks aloft when you answer mail in-

stead of watching an old movie. Unless

you join me in fighting back against this

slap at business, you're going to have to

continue to waste much of your flight

time.

These kneetop computers beat the

heck out of even the best of portable type-

writers. The clicking from those can
drive nearby passengers nuts.

Kneetop computers are especially handy
on trips because you can connect them to

a telephone and send letters and informa-

tion to and from your office—from all

around the world.

Let's not take this reclining; let Eastern

know that it's realty screwing up when it

messes with businessmen.



101 Business Letters
Ready to Use-
On Disk...

NO WRITING!
NO TYPING!
NO DICTATION!
PRINT A PROFESSIONALLY
WRITTEN LETTER
IN SECONDS!

Phone in your order
call toll free

1-800-922-5555

00

MasterCard

VISA

Only $ 1 59.
(Dealer Inquiries Invited)

Total technical support provided

tor Gold Letters. Checks, money
orders. COD's accepted. Visa or

MasterCard In writing or by

phone. $5 tor shipping. California

residents add 6% tax Overseas,

add $15.

Letter Listing

9 credit letters

4 marketing letters

13 customer relations letters

8 employee letters

12 contracting products letters

6 follow up letters

9 sales letters

4 media letters

7 collection letters

2 sympathy letters

9 services letters

4 procurement letters

21 other business letters)

Yes. send me

Enclosed It $

Name

copies ofGokj Letters for $1 59 each

Company _
Address

City/State/Zip

Telephone

VIsa/MC*

Exp

Mail to:

Data Bom Industries

330 W Fellclla Aim. D-6

Escondkto. CA 92025

(61 9)4*0-96 16

Data Ba/e Indu/trie/ 330 West Felicita Avenue, Suite D6, €scondido
CA 92025
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THE EDIT MODE
During the past year, we've noticed a

sharp increase in the number of what
could be considered "single-product"

microcomputer shows. Maybe it was the

phenomenal success of Applefest that

gave the sponsors of all these shows,

Northeast Expositions, the encourage-

ment to organize other single-product,

end-users shows.

We recently visited two of these exhibi-

tions: CP/M '83 East and PC '83.

CP/M *83 East

Gathered under one roof were thou-

sands of products designed for the CP/M
environment. The Hynes Auditorium in

Boston was the site of the second interna-

tional CP/M exposition (the first was in

January in San Francisco).

Digital Research was prominent, with

its exhibit demonstrating its DR Logo
and DR Graph.
Across the way, Digital Equipment

Corp. grabbed its share of the spotlight,

showing off its new Rainbow 100 +
machine.

DEC made its new marketing debut by
offering demo Rainbows to many exhib-

itors in the hall. There were even Rain-

bows in the press room!
Other major exhibitors included Micro-

Pro and Advanced Logic Systems (the

folks who turn Apples into CP/M-compat-
ible machines with a plug-in cord).

We're anxious to get our hands on a
few of the innovative products we saw.
Look for our review on the Dimension

Computer by MicroCraft. The company
claims its machine can run Apple, IBM,
TRS-80, UNIX and, of course, CP/M soft-

ware. If it was nothing else, CP/M '83 East

was a strong statement for the continued
staying power of CP/M.

PC '83

The IBM show, also a first for the north-

east, took place at Boston's new Bayside
Exposition Center.

The mood of the IBM show was indica-

tive of how the PC is perceived—with a
sense of seriousness. The IBM booth was
large and prominent (more than 2000
square feet!).

While the IBM staff was helpful, there

were no startling unveilings (or any un-
veilings, for that matter).

Across the way was a large exhibit by
DEC, who was once again showing off its

Rainbow 100 + —a machine positioned

directly against IBM PC-XT. There
wasn't much socializing across that

aisle!

Hewlett-Packard had a modest booth to

demonstrate its new touch-screen HP- 150.

There were quite a few impressive

hardware and software displays exploit-

ing the PC's fine graphics capabilities.

Other vendors had an opportunity to

demonstrate their specialized software.

In future issues, we'll be reporting in

detail on some of the interesting products
introduced at CP/M '83 East and PC '83.

K.T.

Sneak Previews
In January, Microcomputing will be

packed with interesting and useful arti-

cles on graphics.

We'll have a major system review of

the graphics power of the Sony SMC-70
with the Genlocker peripheral, which
interfaces the micro with video equip-

ment.

The NCR Decision Mate V has en-
tered the market with some impressive

business graphics capabilities. We'll

take a look at that, too.

If you don't know much about Teli-

don now, you will after reading Jerry
Waese's informative article about the

standard for encoding graphics images.
The hows of computer-aided design,

along with some consideration of CAD,
will be discussed in the first of a two-
part article computer-aided design for

the Apple II.

Tax season is here—and your personal

computer just might qualify as a tax de-

duction. Our article, "The Personal
Computer As A Tax Deduction," was
written by tax specialists. It will answer
just about any question you may have
on the subject.

For the thousands of IBM/WordStar
users, we'll print a program listing en-

abling you to reassign or redefine the

IBM function keys under WordStar.

Most of the micro industry is probably

suffering from "Peanut envy." With the

start of the new year, we'll look at the
reason for it: IBM's follow-up to the PC.
Will this hotly anticipated new micro be
as highly regarded as its big brother? Mi-

crocomputing will separate rumor from
fact on what has been called everything
from "The Peanut" to "PCjr."D
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The STX-80 printer for Ch ristmas '83

!

What a great gift idea!

It's the STX-80 printer from Star. Sleek,

compact and priced under $200, it's sure to

put you in a very giving mood.

The STX-80 prints whisper-quiet print-

outs. It features true descenders, foreign

language characters and special symbols. It

offers both finely detailed dot addressable and

block graphics.

And you can give it with confidence

knowing that it can run with virtually every type

of personal and business computer.

The STX-80 printer from Star. It's

the perfect gift for every computer user in your

life. Especially if one of them happens to be you!

Enjoy your presents and have a happy

and healthy holiday

micro nici'in c

THE POWER BEHINDTHE PRINTED WORD.
Computer Peripherals Division
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Now the excitement of original

arcade graphics and sound effects
comes home to your computer

Introducing ATARISOFT™ A new
source for computer software.

If you own a Commodore VIC 20
or 64, a Texas Instruments 99/4A, an
IBM or an Apple II, you can play the
original arcade hits.

DONKEY KONG by Nintendo,
CENTIPEDES PAC-MAN, DEFENDER,
ROBOTRON: 2084, STARGATE and
DIG DUG. (On the Tl 99/4A you can
also play Protector II, Shamus, Picnic

Paranoia and Super Storm.)
So, start playing the original hits

on your computer
Only from ATARISOFT
Some games also available on

ColecoVision and Intellivision.

TM

ATARISOFT
Now your computer fits

the arcade hits.

DONKEY KONG. Mario and NINTENDO are trademarks and ©
Nintendo 1981, 1983. PAC-MAN and characters are trademarks
of Bally Midway Mfg. Co. sublicensed to Atari, Inc. by Namco-
Amenca, Inc. DEFENDER is a trademark of Williams Electrodes,
Inc. , manufactured under license from Williams Electronics, Inc
ROBOTRON: 2084 is a trademark and © of Williams 1982. manu-
factured under license from Williams Electronics, Inc. STARGATE
is a trademark and © of Williams 1981, manufactured under license
from Williams Electronics, Inc. DIG DUG is created and designed
by Namco Ltd manufactured under license by Atari, Inc. Trade-
marks and © Namco 1982. PROTECTOR II is a trademark of Syn-
apse Software Corporation, manufactured under license by Atari,
Inc. SHAMUS is a trademark of Synapse Software Corporation,
manufactured under license by Atari. Inc PICNIC PARANOIA is a
trademark of Synapse Software Corporation, manufactured by
Atari. Inc. SUPER STORM is engineered and designed by Synapse
Software Corporation, manufactured under license by Atari, Inc.

ATARISOFT™ products are manufactured by Atari, Inc. for use on
the above referenced machines and are not made, licensed or
approved by the manufacturers of these machines. COMMODORE
64, VIC 20, TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 99/4A. IBM, APPLE. COLE-
COVISION and INTELLIVISION are respectively trademarks of
Commodore Electronics Limited, Texas Instruments, International
Business Machines Coro., Apple Computer Inc

, Coleco Industries,
Inc. and Mattel, Inc A ©Warner Communications Company
© 1983 Atari. Inc. All rights reserved

Complete this coupon and well keep you
up to date on the newest hits from
ATARISOFT™

Name

Address

City State Zip

Telephone

PRODUCT OWNED: (Check one)

TI-99/4A Commodore Vic 20

| |
IBM PC Q Intellivision

| I
Commodore 64 [_J Apple II

I I
ColecoVision LJ Other

Mail to:

Atari, Inc., P.O. Box 2943,
So. San Francisco, CA 94080. ASM 10

Circle 58 on Reader Service card.
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W© OpOlied thiS quality diSC tO On the surface.flexible discs look alike.

show how it stands up and performs. c^SES
itself apart.

The cross-linked oxide coating is unique. It results in a coating that will hold a stronger signal
for greater recording and playback accuracy. Each disc is burnished to an ultra-smooth surface to reduce
head wear and extend media life. A protective hub ring on mini discs
eliminates edge damage to the drive access opening resulting in

better alignment and dependable performance.
For durability, we constructed a disc jacket from extra-stiff vinyl

that loads easier. Glue-sealed to prevent intermittent bonding and
stress-notched for added protection, discs withstand the rigors of
everyday usage better.

We added a self-cleaning jacket liner that cleans and removes
debris from the disc while in use. The result is top performance throughout
a long disc life.

You can trust Memorex flexible discs. You know they're reliable
because we individually certify every one to be 1 00% error free.

For any application- 5%" or 8," one side or two, single m mm
or double density- look to Memorex Flexible discs. For more IV il ETIIilfl ?L- V
information, call (800] 222-1150, or your local distributor today. IVI L_lVIV^IlL-W
<D 1983 Memorex Corporation Memorex is a registered trademark of Memorex Corporation

A Burrou9nsCompany

Circle 382 on Reader Service card.



OVERVIEW

Inimitable IBM:

The Secret's Out

By Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

PCjr Unveiled
On the Heels

Of the XT/370

In this issue of "Overview," we'll examine the impact of the IBM PC-
jr and the IBM PC XT/370. These are systems positioned below and
above the common PC in power and price.

IBM has clearly shown that the original PC is now a central product
in its marketing strategy. It has placed products around the original

PC in a profusion that could actually lead to confusion in the market.

On September 18, 1983, IBM annonced the PC XT/370. On
November 1, 1983, it raised the curtain on the long-awaited

"Peanut," which it has chosen to call the "PCjr." Both of these

releases expand the PC family and extend the ability of the company
to market the PCs to both sophisticated business people and casual

home users. Because it's more fun, let's look at the Junior first.

Peanut Grinder Makes Apple Sauce!

Once upon a time (all good stories start

that way), the Xerox corporation thought

it would develop a microcomputer to

challenge the lofty marketing position

held by the Apple II. The code name for

this product was reported to be "Worm."
As the Worm (the Xerox 820) turned out.

Microcomputing Technical Editor Jim Heid gets thefeel of the PCjr at its unveiling in

the IBM building in New York, November 1 .

it was a limp creature that wasn't even

able to dent the peel on the Apple.

Now there is a new critter in the garden

that has an eye set on the Apple crop, but

instead of trying to worm his way into the

apple, this beast is going to shake the

whole tree!

Many people have depicted IBM as a

slow, ponderous elephant. The joke

about teaching the elephant to tap dance

has become a common reference in the

industry. But the recent actions of this

company have made it clear that its

mascot should instead be a grizzly bear!

The IBM bear has been prowling and
sniffing the air, and it smelled some ripe

sales in an area just below its PC off-

spring. The bear denned up for a few

months, and then, on November 1, it

brought out a new cub, the PCjr.

Junior seems to have been conceived

with one idea in mind: to challenge Ap-

ple, Atari and Radio Shack on their home
grounds. It is venturing into an area that

has defeated Texas Instruments and

Contact the author at PO Box 691 , Hern-

don, VA 22070.
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Timex/Sinclair. Less directly, it will chal-

lenge the powerful marketing positions

of the Commodore-64 and the Coleco
Adam.

Junior Size

The Junior is nothing new. Its most
innovative aspect is a cordless keyboard
that communicates to the main unit
through an infrared light link. Aside from
that unique interface, Junior is simply a
pint-sized repackaging of its older

brother with a little better ability to play
music (three voices) through its internal

speaker.

A PCjr system consists of the system
unit, a cordless keyboard and a separate
power transformer. The system unit is

about 14 inches long, 1 1 inches deep and
four inches high. It weighs nine pounds.
Note that the basic PCjr system doesn't

include a monitor. You can choose to use
a standard television set (with some limi-

tation in the presentation), a mono-
chrome monitor (not the standard PC
monochrome monitor) or an RGB color

display. You have to add various optional

interface cables to the system unit to con-
nect to the video display you select.

The keyboard has 62 keys that are full

travel, but they have squishy rubber
domes on the top that could slow down a
touch-typist. The keytops themselves do
not have any numbers or letters on them,
but are identified on a template that is

overlayed on the keyboard.

Four AA batteries are placed in the key-

board unit to provide power to its internal

logic and its light link. An optional cord is

available to attach the keyboard to the
main unit if two systems are being used
in the same room or if the batteries go
out. Normal range for the cordless key-

board is about 20 feet, but the system
unit must be able to physically see the
keyboard.

Junior uses the same 8088 processor
used in the PC. It doesn't, however, have
the PC's expansion bus structure used to

add additional memory and input/output
devices. There are places to add ports
and expansion memory, but they aren't

part of the same bus architecture used on
the PC. IBM has announced an internal

modem and paraHel and serial ports for

the Junior.

IBM has taken a clue from Atari and
Texas Instruments computers and in-

cluded in the Junior the ability to accept
two program cartridges. IBM has pub-
lished the specifications for these car-

tridges, and it's safe to bet that program
houses are rushing to provide software in

this format.

The marketing target of the PCjr was
clearly demonstrated by the inclusion of

joysticks and games in the product line.

The IBM joysticks have two control but-

tons and either free-floating or spring-

loaded operation. The joysticks sell for

$40 each, and most games marketed by
IBM will have a price tag of about $35.

Two Juniors

IBM has initially released the Junior in

two versions: an entry model and a full-

power model.

The entry model (dubbed "Pee-Wee"
by some observers) is simply a stripped-

down version of the Junior that can be
upgraded. This version comes with 64K
ofRAM and 64K ofROM. It is intended for

use with ROM cartridges or a cassette

tape recorder and does not contain a disk

drive. The entry version displays less

than 40 characters and graphics in color

on the screen of a television set or

monitor. Its price is $669.
In this entry-level configuration, the

PCjr is a head-to-head-competitor with
the Atari line.

The Atari 800 is nearly four years old,

The gossip can stop—IBM's PCjr is out.
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but it has some advantages over the

Junior. The Atari has an established base
of software and users, it has an excellent

keyboard, it still has perhaps the best

graphics display in the low-price industry

and it's being deeply discounted. If you
shop carefully, you can add a disk drive

to an Atari 800XL and equal the price of

the PCjr without a disk drive.

The entry model of the PCjr has few
real advantages over Atari systems. Cer-

tainly Junior can call on the huge ex-

isting base of 8088 software and pro-

gramming experience that exists in the

industry, but there are problems to be
faced in moving the existing software

into the entry-level Junior.

The low-level Junior doesn't have a
disk drive to take advantage of its bigger

brother's programs. Most of those pro-

grams require more than 64K of RAM to

be effective. Others that can work in 64K
of RAM, such as WordStar, function

much better with displays providing at

least 64 characters on a line.

IBM has announced some general-pur-

pose software, such as word processing

and home finance, for the PCjr, but the
proven software from the mainstream PC
line will not help the entry-level system
survive in the face of strong competition.

The entry-level IBM PCjr suffers even
more when it is compared with the Com-
modore-64. Disk drives for the C-64 may
be scarce and rumors of quality control

problems abound, but there are many
happy C-64 owners who know they got a
lot of computing power at a bargain price.

A C-64 with a disk drive and an 80-col-

umn display can be purchased for less

than the price of the entry-level PCjr.

The power of the IBM name may have
Atari and Commodore up on their toes,

but point-by-point comparison to the

PCjr should show them that they have
nothing to dread.

Junior Eats Apples

The standard PCjr, however, is quite

another matter. The boys at Apple had
better be ready to either pull a rabbit out
of the hat or take the Apple He into a
power dive on the price curve. The IBM
bear cub is shaking their tree!

The standard PCjr comes with 64K of

ROM, 128K of RAM and a 360K half-high

disk drive that uses the same format and
operating system (DOS 2.1) as the stan-

dard IBM PC. It has an 80-column display

screen capability that requires the use of

a monochrome video monitor or RGB color

monitor. The list price of this system is

$1269.

The PCjr can take advantage of the

world of software that has been devel-

oped for the PC. The 128K of memory
may be limiting to some of the more spec-

tacular integrated programs, such as
1-2-3, but most of the programs released

for the PC can either run in or be slightly

modified to run in 128K of RAM.
The ability to provide graphics that are



3702 N. Wells St.

D&N MICRO PRODUCTS, INC. ^"•rs.^f80"

TERMS $3.00 shipping, Foreign orders add 15%, Indiana residents add 5% sales tax.

(219)484-6414

COMPUTER
MICRO-80 COMPUTER
Z-80A CPU with 4Mhz clock and
CP/M 2.2 operating system. 64K
low power static memory. Cen-
tronics parallel printer port. 3 serial

ports. 4" cooling fan. Two 8" single

or double sided floppy disk drives.

IBM single density 3740 format for

243K or storage, double density

format for 604K of storage. Double
sided drives allow 1.2 meg on
each drive. Satin finish extruded

aluminum with vinyl woodgrain
decorative finish. 8 slot backplane,

48 pin buss compatible with OSI
boards.
MODEL 80-1 200 $2995

2 8" Single sided drives

MODEL 80-2400 $3495
2 8" Double sided drives

MICRO-65 COMPUTER
6502 CPU with 2Mhz clock and
DOS-65 operating system. 48K of

low power static memory. 2 serial

ports and 1 Centronics parallel

port. 2 8" single or double sided

drives. Satin finish extruded
aluminum with vinyl woodgrain
finish. 8 slot backplane, 48 pin buss
compatible with OSI. Will run OSI

65D and 65U software. Includes

Basic E/65 a compiled BASIC for

6502 CPU.
MODEL 65-1 $2995

2 8" Single sided drives

MODEL 65-2 $3495
2 8" Double sided drives

BP-580 8 Slot Backplane $ 47
OSI 48 pin Buss compatible

MEM-CM9 MEMORY/
FLOPPY CONTROLLER

24K memory/floppy controller card
uses 2114 memory chips, 1 8K and
1 16K partition. Supports OSI type
disk interface
24MEM-CM9 $325
16MEM-CM9 $260
8MEM-CM9 $180
BAREMEM-CM9 $ 50
Controller on assembled unit

add $ 90

BIO-1600 Bare IO card $ 50

Supports 8K of memory, 2 16 bit

parallel ports, 5 serial ports,

with manual and Molex
connectors.

Circle 293 on Reader Service card.

PRINTERS
Okidata

ML82A,120cps,10" .$409
ML83A,120cps,15" .$895
ML84 Parallel, 200 caps, 15". $1150

C. loth

8510APProwriter, parallel ...$419
120 cps, correspondence quality

8510APDProwriter, serial $585
F10-40PUStarwriter, parallel $1319

Letter quality daisy wheel
F10-40RUStarwriter, serial. .$1319
F10-55PU Printmaster $1610

parallel, Letter quality daisy
wheel

F10-55RU Printmaster, serial $1610
DISK DRIVES AND CABLES

8"ShugartSA801 $385
single sided

8"ShugartSA851 $585
double sided

FLC-66 ft cable from D&N $69
or OSI disk controller to 8" drive

5V4 " MPI B51 disk drive with .. $450
cable, power supply and
cabinet. Specify computer type.

FLC-5V4 cable for connection .$75
to 5 1/4 drive and D&N or OSI
controller, with data separator
and disk switch. Specify
computer type

HARDWARE
OSI COMPATIBLE

IO-CA1OX Serial Printer Port. .$125

Specify Device #3 or #8

IO-CA9 Parallel Printer Port . . $1 50

CMOS-MEM
64K CMOS static memory board,

uses 6116 chips, 3 16K, 1 8K and 2

4K blocks, Partitionable for multi-

user, OSI type disk controller, 2 IO

mapped serial ports for use with

D&N-80 CPU. Ideal way to upgrade
from cassette to disk.

64K CMOS-MEM $490
48KCMOS-MEM $390
24K CMOS-MEM $250
16KCMOS-MEM $200
BARECMOS-MEM $ 50
Controller add.$ 90
2 IO mapped serial ports add. $125

on assembled memory board
Z80-IO 2 IO mapped serial $160

ports for use with D&N-80 CPU
card

FL470 Disk Controller $155
Specify SVi or 8" drive

STANDARD
CP/M FOR OSI

D&N-80 CPU CARD
The D&N-80 CPU allows the owner
of an OSI static memory computer
to convert to Industrial Standard
IBM 3740 single density disk for-

mat and CP/M operating system.
Double density disk operation is

also supported for 608K of storage

on an 8" diskette. When used with

a 5 1/4 " disk system 200K of storage
is provided. Includes parallel

printer and real time clock. Also
available for polled keyboard and
video systems. Compatible with

C2, C3, C4 and 200 series OSI com-
puters.

N /
D&N-80- P $349

CP/M2.2 $150

64KCMOS-MEM with D&N-80
CPU card $450X N

HARD DISK DRIVER $140
Allows D&N-80 CPU board to con-

trol OSI 40 or 80 meg hard disk unit.

Will not destroy OSI files. Will also

allow for a true 56K CP/M system.

Specify 40 or 80 meg drive.

BUSSTRANSFER $135
Allows for D&N-80 and OSI CPU to

be in the computer at the same
time. Toggle switch provides for

alternate CPU operation.

DISKTRANSFER $100
Utility program to transfer OSI
CP/M format disk to IBM 3740
single density format. Will also

transfer IBM to OSI format.

SYSTEM HARDWARE
REQUIREMENTS

D&N-80 CPU, D&N FL470 or OSI
470 controller, 48K memory at

0000-BFFF, 4K memory at D000--

DFFF, two disk drive cables.

FORMATTRANSFER $15
You supply software on 8" diskette

D&N will transfer OSI CP/M format

to IBM 3740 CP/M format. Can also

transfer IBM 3740 CP/M format to

OSI CP/M format. Original diskette

returned.
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better than the Apple's, the ability to use
most of the IBM PC disk-based software

and the strong marketing appeal of the
IBM name should combine to make the
PCjr a formidable presence in the mid to

low price range for computer systems.

Junior's Older Brother

The release of the PCjr didn't cause
nearly the stir among the Fortune 1000
companies, governments and institu-

tions that was caused by the release of its

bigger brother, the IBM PC XT/370.
The XT/370 is difficult to describe in

simple terms. It has at least three roles.

First, it is a powerful stand-alone

multiprocessor microcomputer that can
use MS DOS and CP/M software. Second,
it's a sophisticated communications ter-

minal that can interact with much larger

mainframe computer systems. Third, it

is also a unique desktop mainframe that

is able to run programs under IBM's own
VM (Virtual Machine) operating system.

The PC XT/370 gets this processing

power from the use of three microproces-

sors added to the PC's standard 8088
main processor. The XT/370 uses two
Motorola 68000 processors and an Intel

8087.

Like the 8088 found in every PC, the

68000 uses a wide addressing scheme in-

ternally to increase speed, but it uses a
narrower external memory structure to

reduce costs. But while the 8088 uses 16
bits on the inside and eight bits on the

outside, the 68000 uses 32 bits internally

and 1 6 bits in external addresses.

Word of this dual 68000 project leaked

out of IBM months ago, but many people

rejected the idea of IBM abandoning the

Intel chip architecture (8080, 8086,
8088) after they bought a part of the

company.
What we overlooked (because I was one

who thought it was a red herring) was the

new pragmatism of IBM. Intel is repre-

sented in the PC XT/370 in the form of

the original 8088 and the 8087 mathe-
matical processor, but the most powerful

processing ability for the machine comes
from the Motorola chips.

The PC XT/370 is also a strong bridg-

ing device. It bridges the world of MS
DOS and CP/M-86 to the world of main-
frame operating systems. The same
machine will run the software that is

familiar to readers of Microcomputing
and programs designed for the larger

mainframe machines.

Versions of the IBM VM operating sys-

tem have been around for nearly 20
years. Twenty years worth of IBM 360/

370 software is available to run with it.

Much of the IBM 360/370 software is

primitive and awkward compared to off-

the-shelf database, spreadsheet and
decision-support programs available

under MS DOS. Some of it is terribly

expensive in contrast to the widely

marketed MS DOS software, but many
companies have sunk investment in
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commercial 360/370 software and, most
importantiy, thousands of lines of de-

bugged and familiar software to run on
these systems.

If they can carry this code directiy to a
communicating desktop PC, they will

have a total integrated system able to use
the same programs from desktop to main-
frame. The advantages in software com-
patibility, file structure compatibility

and the ability to easily transfer data are

great.

Low-Cost Relative
The PC XT/370 is relatively inexpen-

sive. You can upgrade an existing PC XT
with the 370 Option Kit for $3790. A
complete PC XT/370 sells for $8995. This
price doesn't include any VM software,

but if you're in a managerial position

where you rely on the IBM VM operating

system for your mainframe computing,
the addition of an XT/370 as a work-
station or software development tool can
be an economical investment.

IBM has taken the wise step of pro-

viding a clear path of progression from
the smallest game-playing home device

to a powerful machine able to run main-
frame software.

IBM isn't the only bear in the woods,
but it now has the strongest family.

Adam Osborne and
Osborne Computer Corp.

deserve a special place

in the history

of computing machines.

The company made a

daring and innovative

product for the time, and
the man gave momentum

to the entire industry.

Osborne Computer Corp.'s
Collapse

As this column is being written,

Osborne Computer Corp. is emulating a
meteorite and disappearing in a puff of

smoke.
A column with a name like Overview

shouldn't let such a happening pass
without comment, yet it's difficult to find

a clear pointer to the problems of the

bankrupt company. Like most post-ca-

tastrophe reports, any comments on the

problems that Osborne is having must in-

clude many phrases that begin with the

words "if only."

What if . . .?

If only Adam Osborne had been able to

make some of his plans come true soon-

er. . . Adam had many good ideas, like

giving the Osborne 1 the powerful ability

to read multiple disk formats, but the

execution of the idea was somehow never
as successful as the idea itself seemed.
Improvement projects apparently be-

came delayed by unforeseen circum-

stances that must have caused the cost to

become more than the projected gain.

If only IBM had not become so success-
ful so fast . . . Osborne had a clear market
position in the pre-IBM world, but the

presence of IBM surely complicated the

marketplace and at least delayed what
should have been "sure" sales.

If only Kaypro hadn't come out with a
system having such a nice screen and
keyboard at a competitive prvc^ ....

Osborne probably had the lead in soft-

ware integration and initially in retail

marketing, but the Kaypro display and
keyboard are hard to beat.

If only the Executive had come out
sooner so it could have run head-to-head

with Kaypro. . . Instead, it took sales

from the remaining Osborne 1 buyers
and now is causing that machine to be
sold at almost embarrassing prices. The
Executive was not delivered in large

enough quantities to fight Kaypro's lead.

If only the IBM adapter for the Execu-
tive had been ready to meet the mar-
ket. . . IBM compatibility with the Os-
borne name and marketing base would
have done well. Apparently, though, the
IBM adapter is still not ready.

Finally, if only the company had gone
public in the narrow window of time be-

tween the decline of national interest

rates and the decline of corporate prof-

its .. . The money available from a public

stock offering and the broadened inter-

est in the corporation would likely have
saved it.

Kaypro and Eagle are certainly in

much better positions because they went
public. It seems likely that Kaypro is

using the money in its coffers to finance
PC compatibility for their systems.

"If only" is an easy phrase to use in

hindsight. But actions and decisions are

much more difficult to make in real time.

Osborne Computer Corp. may well

come out of this rough time stronger than
before, and Adam Osborne is certainly re-

sourceful and resilient, but regardless of

the outcome for both entities, the man
and the company deserve a special place
in the history of computing machines.
The company made a daring and innova-
tive product for the time, and the man
gave a philosophy and momentum to the
entire industry, and it's still apparent.
We wish them both well.
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Get the single most
importantperipheralforyour

ibm pcand compatibles
AND SAVE 47%

!

PCW
PC WORLD is much
MORE THAN A MAGAZINE.

PC World is the single most important

peripheral for your IBM Personal Computer
and Compatibles.

The world of the personal computer is

expanding every day. Hardware and soft-

ware makers are working
"around the clock'' develop-

ing new products to expand
the capabilities of your PC.

Each month PC World's own
experts report to you what's

new in this growing world.

At last, you have an

independent and
authoritative source of

information to help

you get more of

everything you need

and want from your PC.

What's more, PC World is written in a fresh

and lively style—with a minimum of tech-

nical jargon. PC World gives you what you
need most-straightforward information

you can rely on— before you spend your

money on other necessary peripherals.

If you're not reading PC World, you're

not getting the most out of your personal

computer.

The personal computer
world of tomorrow is

being charted in the pages
OF PC WORLD TODAY.

PC World will keep you up to date on
the state of the art in areas such as local

networks, telecommunications, and data

bases. We'll bring you impartial, reliable

reports on the fast-growing body of secoi

generation software being developed

especially for the IBM PC and Compatibles

all with a level of editorial excellence you
simply won't find in any other magazine.

Special issues you won
want to miss: the
PC WORLD HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE REVIEWS.

Take advantage of PC World's limited 5

time offer and you'll receive two special
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Expand your world!

PC World will

help you expand
your own world

as we explore the

vast potential of

the personal

computer.

Together-

PC World and its

readers-will advance the state of the art by

sharing their discoveries and experiences.

To expand your world, order your

subscription to PC World now during this

special offer.

PC WORLD'S
NO-RISK GUARANTEE:

We're absolutely certain that once

you've come to rely on PC World you won't

want to miss a single issue. That's why
we can make this no-risk guarantee: If,

within the first 90 days of beginning your

subscription to PC World, you are not

completely satisfied, just write us of your

intention to cancel and we'll REFUND
100% of your subscription price.

With new advance-
ments EVERY DAY, YOU
NEED PC WORLD
EVERY MONTH.

issues - the PC World HARDWARE and

SOFTWARE REVIEWS. These issues will

include everything you need to make pur-

chasing decisions that are right for you:

specs, sources of supply, prices, perform-

ance data, comparisons, and much,

much more.

This is a limited-time offer. Subscribe

immediately before March 1, 1984, to get

12 regular issues of PC World plus the two

special issues for a total of 14 issues— all

for only $24. Act now and you'll save 47%
off the regular newsstand price.

Mail the coupon below today OR call TOLL-FREE: 800-247-5470 (From Iowa: 800-532-1272).

O/^ A A/S^P T T^n I ACCEPT! Please enroll me as a

X V^> V V 1^1VLjL>/ PC World subscriber for 14 issues at $24.

M0342

D Bill Me Payment Enclosed Charge to my VISA MasterCard

Account # Interbank #

SignatureExpiration date

All subscriptions begin with the next available issue. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of your first

issue. Outside the U.S., subscriptions must be prepaid in U.S. funds. For foreign surface mail add

$24 per year to the subscription rates; for foreign airmail add $101 per year to the subscription

rates. Allow an additional 4 weeks for delivery by foreign surface mail.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS.

CITY, STATE, ZIP_
Mail to: PC World, Subscription Dept, P.O. Box 6700, Bergenfield, NJ 07621.
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Get The Whole Picture
\

Now you can develop your
knowledge of computing in-

stantly. Microcomputing uncov-

ers important trends and new
discoveries. . .then shows how
they'll affect you.

Other multi-system magazines are

loaded with filler stories. Not Micro-
computing. Every issue is alive with use-

ful programs, money-saving projects, instructive col-

umns, and exciting articles. Here are just a few:

• Overview examines industry trends and new tech-

nologies in-depth.

• new-product announcements explore state-of-the-art

products before they reach the stores.

• extensive buyer's guides save you money as you compar-
ison-shop from home.

• candid reviews of software, hardware, and books en-

sure that your next purchase will be a sound invest-

ment.
• hardware projects help you modify your system to fit

your changing needs.
• software conversions widen the scope of your machine

.

Discover
MICROCOMPUTING ®

With all this at your fingertips, you could save the cost

of your subscription with one wise purchase.
Subscribe to Microcomputing today. A full year is only

$24.97. Just fill out the coupon below or the attached
order card and return it right now to: Microcomputing
Subscription Department, PO Box 997, Farmingdale NY
11737. For even faster service, call toll free:

1 (800) 258-5473

You risk nothing. If you don't like your first issue for

any reason, simply write "cancel" across the invoice and
return it. You won't owe a thing.

Subscribe today . . .and get a 13th issue FREE when you
include payment or charge it on your Mastercard, Visa, or

American Express.

YES! Give me the whole picture. Send me 12 issues of Microcomputing for $24.97. I understand that with payment enclosed or credit
card order I will receive a FREE issue, making a total of 13 issues for $24.97.

D Check enclosed DMC VISA DAE Bill me

Card#. Exp. date.
*»*«.

Signature.

Name

Address

City

MICROCOMPUTING
State. Zip.

®

33DF7

PO Box 997, Farmingdale NY 11737
Canada & Mexico $27.97, 1 yr. only, US funds drawn on US bank. *C,
Foreign surface $44.97, 1 yr. only, US funds drawn on US bank.
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Foreign Airmail please inquire.
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<^CA I want to start my own collection of Microcomputing

\\CR°
(

°*w^//Vs

D Check enclosed for $24.97 for one year

subscription to MICROCOMPUTING

DMC DVISA DAM EX Bill me

1 understand that with payment enclosed or credit card order I will receive a

free issue making a total of 13 issues for $24.97.

Canada & Mexico $27.97/1 year only, U.S. Funds drawn on U.S. Bank.

Foreign Surface $44.97/1 year only, U.S. Funds drawn on U.S. Bank.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

ftKoog*ov V 7
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Card* Exp. Date

^
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Signature

Name

Address

City. State. Zip.

lease allow 6-8 weeks for delivery Box 997 Farmingdale, NY 11737 33DF79
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CALENDAR

Comdex/Fall—Las Vegas
The fifth annual Comdex show will take place November 28

through December 2 at the Las Vegas Convention Center and at

three nearby hotels. The show will feature about 1500
companies exhibiting their wares.

In addition, a 52-session conference will focus on business, fi-

nancial and marketing topics. Attendance for the five-day show
is projected to be 75,000. For information and registration,

contact The Interface Group, 300 First Ave., Needham, MA
02194 or call 617-449-6600.

Down by the River—California

Loma Linda University in Riverside, CA will be the site of the

Riverside Computer Fair December 4. The show will feature ed-

ucational, business, personal and home applications.

Manufacturers will be represented and local user's groups
will be on hand to share information. Tutorial seminars and
workshops are also in the works. For more information, contact

Riverside Computer Fair, PO Box 8236, Riverside, CA 92515.

On-line in the Kingdom by the Sea
The seventh annual International On-line Information

meeting will be held this year December 6-8 in London. A con-

ference is slated to discuss major trends in on-line information

retrievals as well as many other topics. Sessions will be held in

four languages.

In addition, a debate forum will be held as well as product re-

view sessions, manufacturer exhibitions and workshops. For

further information, contact John Ozimek, Sales Promotion Ex-

ecutive, Learned Information, Besselsleigh Road, Abingdon,

Oxford, England OX 13 6LG.

The World of Commodore—Canada
Commodore Computer will host the World of Commodore

computer show in Toronto, Canada on December 8-11.

The show is billed as Canada's first truly international com-

puter gathering. There will be hardware and software exhib-

itors from ten countries as wel as a host of international seminar

speakers. For more information, contace Commodore at 3370
Pharmacy Ave., Agincort, Ontario, Canada M1W 2K4 or call

416-499-4292, telex 06-525400.

Georgia on My Mind
Returning for a third year in Atlanta, the Southeast Computer

Show will take place on December 8-11. An Office Equipment
Exposition will be held in conjunction with the show.

This year, free seminars will be offered that cover different

aspects of computer applications. For more information, call

800-368-2066 or, from inside Maryland, 800-492-0192, or write

to Computer Expositions, Inc., PO Box 3315, Annapolis, MD
21403.

Paris in the Wintertime
EDUCATEC '83, an exhibition discussing the latest tech-

nology in education, will take place on December 9-15 in the

Exhibition Halls of Porte de Versailles in Paris. The conferences

will cover the role of microcomputers and data processing in

education—this is a good opportunity for people wishing to

establish links internationally.

Several countries will be represented and members of the

French Ministry of Education are slated to appear. Several con-

ferences and a technical symposium are also planned. For more
information, contact: Edit Expo International, 4 Rue de Cheroy,
75017 Paris, France. Telephone 33-1-294.05.60 or Telex
641284 (EDIXPOF).

Computer Shopping—San Mateo
The Computer Supermarket Chrsitmas show will be held De-

cember 10 and 1 1 at the San Mateo Fairgrounds, CA.
Retailers, manufacturers and distributors will be displaying

their wares. There will be opportunities for substantial savings

on micros, software and accessories for home and business ap-

plications. For more information, call 415-571-8041 or write to

Microshows, PO Box 4323, Foster City, CA 94402.

Sauk Valley Computer Fair

The Sauk Valley, Illinois, Computer Club will host the Forth

Annual Computer Fair January 14 and 15, 1984. The fair will

be held at the Northland Mall, Rt. 2 in Sterling, Illinois.

For more information, contact Vinus Williams, Rt. 1, Mill-

egeville, IL 61051; 815-625-8585 days.

UNIX in the Capital

UNIFORUM, a user's group conference for people who use the

UNIX operating system, will be held January 16-20, 1984 in

Washington, D.C. The conference is being cosponsored by

USENIX and Software Tools.

Meetings are to be held all week long, and exhibits are sched-

uled for January 17,18 and 19. For more information, contact

Mark Weber at Professional Exposition Management Company,
Suite 205, 2400 East Devon Ave., Des Plaines, IL 60018; 800

-

323-5155 or, in Illinois, 800-312-299-3131.

Southcon and Mini/Micro in Florida

The Orange County Convention/Civic Center Will host two
shows January 17-19, 1984. Southcon/84 is billed as a High-

Technology Electronics Exhibition and Convention.

The show will share the hall with Mini/Micro Southeast-84,

which specifically focuses on computers. For more information

on either show, contact Nancy Hogan or Kent Keller at 213-

772-2965.
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WHATS NEW, ? By Thomas Bonoma

A Pack Of Power KnowledgeMan:

And Complexity
The All-Purpose

DB System

Getting Personal

I've got a detective story/project for you
this month.
Say you've been running PFS:File and

PFS:Report quite a bit and have gen-

erated three databases with these pro-

grams. One has 44 records, one 23 and
one 102. The programs have worked
flawlessly with your two floppies, al-

though somewhat slower than you'd like.

The holidays come! What do you find

under the tree but an IBM Expansion
Chassis with a hard disk and a memory
board from Tecmar, and with a clock-cal-

endar, extra serial port and 256K extra

memory? Wow!
You hook it all up, copy all of your flop-

pies to hard disk C:, install the device

drivers for the clock and RAM disk to use

that extra memory, and you're off. Every-

thing works perfectly. . .except PFS:Re-

port. It starts to print reports, all right,

but then, somewhere in the middle, it

dies with an I/O Error Number 7

message. . . that's not even in the PFS
manual!
You've invested all that labor and now

you can't even get at your data. Pssssss . . .

you can almost hear yourself deflate. You
want to smash the machine and the idiots

who wrote the PFS program that won't

run right on a hard disk.

Question 1: What's wrong? Question 2:

What do you do and in what order? (Hint:

there is no bug in PFS:Report.)

We'll publish some user responses next

month, and reward (purely subjectively,

of course) a software package to the best

response.

This month, I have a load of packages

—

as well as John Schnell's MM.PRG dBase-

to-MailMerge converter—to review.

Database Management

KnowledgeMan, a DBMS with spread-

sheet capabilities, out-performs dBase II

in functionality. It also outdoes dBase in

complexity, which should give you an
idea of its power on one hand and the nec-

essary time investment on the other.
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KnowledgeMan offers as many records

as dBase can handle (65,535), but with

up to 255 fields per record. Each record

can have 65K characters in it, too, as can
any one field. So, in theory, you could file

entire manuscripts of 20-30 pages as a

single KnowledgeMan record.

Don't Peek

KnowledgeMan also offers mainframe-

like data security (by access to the pro-

gram itself, by file and even by field in a

record), and encrypts your data file so

that little eyes don't peek where they

shouldn't. It has automatic data check-

ing, limited automatic filing and good re-

porting abilities {ad hoc and structured).

For instance, KnowledgeMan automat-

ically computes statistics (count, sum,
minimum, maximum, average, standard

deviation) on your database, and it holds

these in variables you can manipulate at

will.

Similar to dBase, KnowledgeMan has a
"picture"-generating ability that allows

the user to create data entry and retrieval

of print forms in any way he'd like. Best

of all, output and input can be done in

user-controlled colors, including blink-

ing, high-intensity and eight foreground/

background combinations.

If all that isn't enough, KnowledgeMan
includes its own spreadsheet where the

results of database searches, for instance,

can be automatically "stuck" by the pro-

gram to allow further manipulations that

only a spreadsheet can provide.

KnowledgeMan's spreadsheet has auto-

matic label spillover, windowing, full color

control (you can really be "in the red") and
some high-level contingency programming
options. KnowledgeMan supports, in both

DBMS and spreadsheet modes, full macro
capabilities, one- and two-dimensional ar-

ray manipulation (students by grades, for

example) and a host of other features.

The "price," other than the $500 you'll

be asked to part with at the cash register,

is best paraphrased from a letter the

KnowledgeMan people sent to me. Knowl-

edgeMan, they note, may not be as easy to

learn as other programs, although it's

easy to use.

Further, while it's "not aimed directly

at the first-time computer user," future tu-

torial aids will allow even first-timers to

use it in a "few hours." Well, "few" means
50 or so hours. You really work to learn

this program; the documentation's turgid,

the manual-based tutorial is skimpy and
the program is complex.

But if you learn it, I think it'll repay you

handsomely in functionality. It is, at my
current level of learning, very, very good.

"Good" is a funny word, though. I speak

to you as ajaded user and as someone who
has mucked about in more incomprehen-

sible manuals than I'd ever care to

remember.

Past Facts Pacts

If you don't like the learning time ex-

pended, let me recommend a DBMS on

the opposite end of the ease dimension:

Fast Facts. Released by the Innovative

Software people of TIM and Fast Graphs
fame, Fast Facts goes beyond these a/-

ready good programming efforts in my
opinion.

In addition to all the regular DBMS fea-

tures you'd expect from a full-function

database manager, Fast Facts offers an in-

program calculator, a mail list program-

mer, a fine on-screen (and on-paper) forms

designer, automatic data corruption cor-

rection and a surprisingly extensive report

generator.

The latter is a library-based system; you

design report formats for a "file library"

and then call them up as wanted with any
file. Long text items are supported, sorts

are done well, numbers are formatted with

commas and dollar signs, and a nice

statistical pack is included.

As with all of its programming efforts,

Innovative goes to great lengths with use-

ful utilities, including ones to read or write

Address correspondence to Thomas V.

Bonoma. 45 Drum Hill Roaa\ Concord
MA 01 742.



ASCH files as well as with the DIF format.

The manual is a miracle of clarity, and the

program (with example files) is a joy to

use.

Thank God It's Friday!

Friday! is Ashton-Tates entry into the

customer-segment characterized more by
Fast Facts buyers than KnowledgeMan
ones. Friday! uses the new dBase II Run-
time package to give the user a much
simpler (but less functional) subset of

dBase. It's solid, but it keeps some of the

disadvantages inherent in its big brother

while losing some of the advantages that

are found there.

On the plus side, Friday! is completely

menu-driven and presents a short and
concise set of alternatives from which the

user can choose. Additionally, Friday!

files are fully compatible with those of

dBase—a major plus.

Data file design has been simplified

greatly in Friday!; you need only decide

whether your data is "numbers" or

"anything at all" if the field is not a

"yes/no" one. The difference between
the first and second categories is that

mathematical manipulations can be
done on numbers. And, if you just want a
quick and dirty data entry screen, Fri-

day! will manage the entire formatting

process in a pleasing way (same as

dBase).

However, Friday! drops the browse

function, one of the most useful in dBase,

and restricts entries to 55 characters per

field (32 fields per record), a disadvantage

for both dBase file compatibility and long

text entry. Additionally, the program is

fairly slow, and a profusion of menus can

get between user and use.

On the other hand, computed fields,

dBase's search capabilities and "pictur-

ing" forms are well-supported in Friday!

in a very friendly way. You can even

write form letters (unjustified, and a lot of

work for the result) with the screen lay-

out feature. And labels are a snap. Some
of the "extras" in Friday! are real god-

sends, like a good computed-field capa-

bility, a clear and useful menu structure

and default responses for all prompts.

Essentially, what we have in Friday! is

a solid menu-driven subset of dBase II.

You wouldn't believe the manual that

came from Ashton-Tate; it includes a
glossary and handy fold-outs of each ma-
jor instruction. And, each message given

by the program is keyed with a number
to a "prompts" section in the manual,
which explains everything about it there

is to know.

I think reviewers will be hard on Fri-

day!, but unjustly so. Their tendency

(and the one I'm fighting here) is to com-
pare it to dBase, to say "it doesn't do

everything its brother does" and to look

for flaws. Looked at the opposite way—as
a DBMS for the first-time organizer—Fri-

day! is a fine program with a few restric-

tions it shouldn't have, but it has a friend-

ly way of relating to the user.

The program is supplied with sample
files that are truly useful in figuring out
how the program works. I think it will,

and should, sell very well.

Word Processing

Sick of high prices, mail merges and
complicated stuff? Then how about

B-Writer, a $39 text processor written in

BasicA (a compiled version is supplied

too).

B-Writer

Now, you're going to have to make
some concessions with this baby—like

telling it how many "screens" you want
to write before writing, and having only a

Multi

WHAT

Part

BLUE Da te :

DO E £5-
*

Headers

8-30- 1983

Blue is color word processor for the PC which can
edit files up to 64K in length
popular processors, made up
formatting program. The former
the latter for printing it

effects (numbered lists,
appendices, etc. )

.

TEXT EDI

It is, like many of the
of a screen editor and

is for entering test;
with associated special
automatically set-up

OR
The text editor has a full complement of movement

commands, smooth scrolling, and a number of
"convenience" features which aren't absolutely
necessar y to text editing, but which sure do help:

mac r o s ( en t e r ed wh i 1 e

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Key boa r d

ed i t i ng ) ;

facility to input extended ASCII characters;
auto time display;
a " bookma rk" (i.e., a single file ma r ke r ) ;

an on-line directory of disk;

interact ively

a "mode" command.

.

a stack buffer for
8 , count ' em , 8.

files to be edited
on 1 i ne he 1 p

.

wo r ds ;you can work with lines or
delet ions/ "undo" /copying ;

separate text windows allowing 8

s imu

1

taneousty ;

E ORMATT
The text po s t - f o rma t t e r has a command set more

extensive than many; maybe about 1/3 as extensive as
The FinalWord Nonetheless, it gets the job done
just fine. Included are commands to automate all the
usual functions, like holding, underlining, headers
and footers (but no. first-page omit on headers and
footers), but also:

a) f oo t no t es , so r t of (see below);
b) automated chapter, section and appendix titling

and numbering;
c > i nc

1

ude files;
d) automated title page formatting;
e) auto date stamping from the DOS system wherever

you want i t

;

f) macros, including author's name.

So, what doesn't it do?
see?

Nope, it's got those
Super and subscripts?
and in addition, many

Blue Word Processor, Symmetric Software, Inc. , 2005
Balboa Blvd., Suite 256, Newport Beach, CA 92663
$150.00, manual only $25.00, demo disk $10.00.

Footer 1 8-30-1983

Fig. 1 . A sample of the Blue word processor, IDS Prism.
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line-oriented editor. You get, however,

automatic centering, left or right justifi-

cation, complete integration with the ar-

row and cursor keys and even a help

screen.

B-Writer is equipped with many print

options, such as underlining and empha-
sized, compressed or double-wide print.

It even has a file-include option.

This program is well-done, although

WordVision (at $50) is certainly a much
better product. However, B-Writer is sup-

plied with source code, and it makes a

fascinating excursion into learning about

programming if you play with and
modify this package (you're allowed).

I'd spend $40 on this before I would on

many games— it can teach a lot.

Software Blues

Fig. 1 shows some sample output (IDS

Color Prism) from Blue, an interesting

and solid word processor just released by
Symmetric Software.

Blue runs in color, uses a separate edi-

tor and "formatter" (i.e., print program)

and supports many of the features (foot-

notes, eight separate windows, on-line

help) of the big boys.

About the only faults I can find with

Blue are that it has no mail merge facility,

no speller (which is no real problem—get
The Word + ) and no math numbering or

autonumbering of footnotes.

On the other hand, you'll absolutely

love Blue's smooth scrolling, color imple-

mentation and simple printer configura-

tion file. And Symmetric will send you a

demonstration disk for $10 if you don't

believe me.

More from Muse: Super Text

Muse Software's Super Text, like PIE

Writer, is an Apple II born-again word
processor. It's delivered on a single disk

with a set of function key stickers, a refer-

ence card and a clear manual (but no tu-

torial of any sort and no index in the

manual).

Super Text is a competent screen-ori-

ented text editor that mostly shows what
you'll get on the printer as you type it in

(like WordStar). It's very, very well-inte-

grated with PC cursor controls (e.g., ESC-
right arrow moves to the end of the cur-

rent line), and it makes good use of ten of

the PC's 50 function keys. Screen scroll-

ing is generally smooth, except when
you're at the bottom of a screen and you
want to go down a line—then it's a little

slow.

The program supports the usual block

move, extract and delete options we've

come to expect. Additionally, it's got a

couple of exceptionally nice features I

didn't expect, like multiple search and
replace. With this feature, you can tell

Super Text that you want to find A, B and
C, and replace them with D, E and F.

Pretty nice.

Even better is AutoLink, whereby you
tie files together as in "include files" in
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other word processors. What's so "better"

about that? Well, searches in edit, for in-

stance, work through all of your linked

files at once, so you can be editing chapter

1 and search through to chapter 9 for a

section you know you wrote but can't find.

Super Text also supports split-screen (one

split only) editing, which is nowhere as ex-

tensive as Blue's nine screens, but still

useful.

Print formatting (a narrow range of

printer configurations are presupplied,

but it's easy to configure for others) is done

via a single nine-item format line inserted

anywhere in the file. Or you can specify a

global print format from the print menu.
Super Text also allows you to format

disks from within the program—a handy
feature.

Muse Software's Super Text

is an Apple II

born-again word processor.

As with Blue, Super Text has no speller.

Additionally, it has no way to handle foot-

notes or super/subscripts (unless they are

engaged by print macros at print time).

You don't get color on a color monitor with

Super Text, and, since there's no manual
index, you can page for a long time before

finding what you want.

At $100, though, Super Text is a value

for the money. If this baby had a mail

merge feature, that AutoLink stuff would
make it worth its weight in gold.

Programming

Shelly Gerstein is the author of Active

Trace, a marvelous Basic programming
aid I have a strong interest in. I helped

a little bit as Shelly got the program to

run bug-free under every kind of DOS
revision.

Active Trace consists of three pro-

grams—two mundane and one stellar.

On the mundane end are VREF and
GOREF. The first creates an alphabet-

ized list of program variables and every

line in which they occur. GOREF works
similarly to VREF, but creates a numeri-

cally ordered map of every line that is

called (by a Goto or Gosub), and where
the call occurred. (This isn't so mundane,
come to think of it, if you've ever spent

half a night trying to figure out subrou-

tine flows.)

The stellar part of Active Trace is

Scope, which reads your program and
creates a new version that lets you see in-

side the program as line numbers and
variable values change.

It's similar to Basic's Tron command,
but instead of just line numbers, Scope
prints the value of all of the variables in

your program as well. Not only do you

learn how to fix your programs, but you

learn to understand them.

It's just amazing to watch a program

you wrote run under Scope; debugging

becomes at least doable, if not trivial.

/HELP!

Need more help with Basic program-

ming? How about /Help, a reference man-
ual (on disk) of Basic commands that you

can call up with a keystroke while you're

programming in Basic?

/Help runs on the Compaq and the PC,

loads itself out of Basic's way (but needs

at least 128K to help you) and comes up

in Basic whenever you press the slash key.

Type in that you want help with some-

thing, like MID$, and it searches its file to

give you a half-screen summary of how
the command works, at least one example

of the command in use and available

cross-referenced topics.

Better yet, the IBM Basic reference

manual page number where the com-

mand is described is also put up on the

screen. You can even get help on the

meaning of Basic error messages when
your program generates them.

/Help in no way contains reference to

all of Basic's commands, but it can get

you going with many of them. If you find

using your manual tedious, /Help may be
useful to you. Alternatively, you can look

stuff up in that manual they gave you
and spend your money (and RAM} on
something else.

VEDIT

If you've ever thought about a program
(or a writing) editor, think no more. No,

not IBM's Personal Editor; that doesn't

measure up to VEDIT.
VEDIT is from the old days of micro-

computing, but I hope it will be around
for years to come. To see it on the 8086 is

a joy for me, since I know people who
have written entire books, not to mention
programs, with it.

VEDIT uses two modes: visual, in

which the program works like any other

screen editor, and command, where you
load or save files, search and replace files

and so on.

So what? So, in visual, you can
redefine the keyboard totally to execute

any one of the VEDIT commands your
way. For word processing, VEDIT has

word wrap, adjustable margins and
paragraph reformatting. It allows embed-
ded print controls but not proportional

printing. There are ten text buffers avail-

able to the user all at once, allowing al-

most awesome cut-and-paste flexibility.

In command mode, you can create

command macros that customize these

often repetitive functions to your style

and needs. Best of all, VEDIT is a virtual

text editor, which is to say that only your

disk space limits the file size you can edit.

The extensivity of VEDIT's command set

means that it requires some use to get

used to; but, an on-line help facility
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PERSONAL ROBOTS
Peripherals and Software for personal Robots

VOICE COMMAND SYSTEM FOR HERO
MICROMATION proudly presents a new peripheral for HEATHKIT'S® HERO-I robot which elevates the robot to a new level of sophistica-

tion. We call this peripheral a Voice Command System (or VCS) because it not only consists of a voice recognizer, but also an advanced

level machine language program for the robot which actually allows you to program robot movements by voice. We call the voice recognizer

VOREC and the voice driven program VOCOL (VOice COmmand Language). Highlights of these two important parts of the VCS are

described below.

VOREC VOCOL
VOREC is a powerful, microprocessor controlled, speech recogni-

tion board which mounts next to, and interfaces with, our HERO-I

MEMCOM BOARD. The recognizer has the following principal

features and specifications:

• Speaker-dependent recognizer with nearly instantaneous word
recognition rates.

• Recognition accuracy about 98%.
• Vocabulary of up to 256 words (stored as 16 word groups with

16 words in each group for greater recognition accuracy).

• I6K of onboard static RAM of which I4K is battery backed to retain

recognized word parameters during power down.
• RS232 port for receiving commands from, and reporting status

and words recognized to, the host (HERO).
• Highly sensitive audio input circuitry requires only an external

speaker for audio input rather than a microphone. (This allows robot

to receive commands from up to 15 feet away.)

• Utilizes state-of-the-art high speed (HC) CMOS chips and the new
CMOS 65C02 microprocessor for ultra low power consumption.

Complete board consumes an incredibly low 45 ma while active and

I ma when inactive.

• Speech recognition is accomplished by a software algorithm con-

tained in a 2K EPROM. (Future product updates will require only

replacement of this EPROM.)

This software is even more amazing than the voice recognition

hardware. VOCOL is like a high level language for the robot (such

as BASIC) which supports both deferred and immediate execution

modes. The only difference is in BASIC you "write it," and in VOCOL
you "speak it." The software is provided on an EPROM which plugs

into a memory socket on our HERO-I MEMCOM BOARD. VOCOL
has the following principal features:

• When first run, the robot talks to you through a voice training ses-

sion in which you are asked to repeat words in his command
vocabulary three (3) times.

• Following this training session, you can literally talk in a program
of movements for later execution, or command immediate move-
ment by voice.

• The robot prompts you for a command and when received, repeats

it back to you for verification. If verified and if in immediate execu-

tion mode, the robot will execute the movement. If in deferred ex-

ecution mode, the robot proceeds to write a machine language pro-

gram in his memory for later execution. When your program of

movements is complete, you signify this with a "STOP" command.
A "GO" command will then cause the robot to execute the pro-

gram it wrote in memory. After execution, the robot returns to the

command mode.
• Complete instructions and installation manual.

The Voice Command System manual contains a complete description of how to use the VOREC board under program control from

HERO. The 6808 Source Code for VOCOL is available on an APPLE® DOS 3.3 disk at additional cost. This source code is compatible

with the SC-6800 CROSS ASSEMBLER.

VOCOL Source Code $55.00 (not sold separately) TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE $595.00

i
Nj#£ poet

*'vv^~his is an Artificial Intelligence program similar in concept to STORYTELLER, but more advanced. The program uses an advanced self-

programming technique which allows the robot to speak self-generated, random three line Haiku poems on an endless list of subjects.

After HERO speaks a poem and likes it enough, he will make a comment about it or do some meaningful body movement.

PRICE: TAPE (machine code) $20.00 PRICE: DISK (source code) $30.00

HERO MEMCOM BOARD
This product provides a means to develop programs for the robot

using a personal computer, and expands the robot's memory with

an additional 30K of RAM. This product includes:

• Two 8-bit bi-directional parallel ports with handshaking lines for

superfast data transfers between the robot and a computer (con-

nects directly to our APPLE-HERO COMMUNICATOR board), plus

two 16-bit timers.

• An RS232 serial port for two-way communications between the

robot and any computer having an RS232 serial port.

• Serial communications software in an onboard EPROM which allows

uploading/downloading of programs via the serial port.

• Complete instruction manual and schematics.

PRICE $295.00

APPLE-HERO COMMUNICATOR
This product provides the hardware and software necessary to

implement two-way high speed parallel communication between an

APPLE® computer and a HERO-I robot equipped with our HERO
MEMCOM BOARD. It includes:

• A peripheral card for an APPLE that contains two 8-bit parallel

ports with handshaking lines, and two 16-bit timers.

• Data transfer software for the APPLE board and for the HERO
MEMCOM BOARD burned into two 27I6 EPROMS. These programs

provide ultra fast two-way communications.

• A disk containing heavily commented 6808 and 6502 source codes
for the communications software. These source codes are compati-

ble with the S-C MACRO ASSEMBLER and the S-C 6800 CROSS
ASSEMBLER available for the APPLE from the S-C SOFTWARE COR-
PORATION. PRICE $159.00

Send check or money order to:

MICROMATION INC
9104 Red Branch Rd.

Columbia, MD 21045

NKniOfvQiT]

Add $3.00 for shipping.

For information call:

(301)730-1237
9 am-5pm Monday through Friday

MasterCard & Visa welcome
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ANALYTICAL

PROCESSES

CORPORATION

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

for

IBM-PC, OSBORNE, XEROX
NORTHSTAR, RADIO SHACK
EPSON QX-1 0, CPM & MS-DOS

All Prices Include Full Support

and Source Code

* TAX/PACK #
TAX/PACK for practitioners is

complete, coordinated, and in-

cludes most-used forms and
schedules. Prints all schedules,

no masks, no data field entered
more than once. All data passed
automatically between sched-

ules and 1 040. Fully supported
all year. Partial or full system.

Can be used for single or multi-

ple returns. Extremely flexible.

Computing taxes for over five

years.

$995.00

MORE!
TRIED & TRUE APPLICATIONS

MAIL LIST MANAGER
MEMBERSHIP LIST MANAGER
UTILITY BILLING
REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL
PETROLEUM DISTRIBUTORS
RETAIL INVENTORY& BILLING

Send Check, M.O., orVISA/MC Number
and Expiration Date TODAY to:

ANALYTICAL PROCESSES CORP.
635 Main Street - P.O. Box 1313

Montrose, Colorado 81402

For More
Information

Call:

(303) 249-1400

We Are Unique . . . Try Us . . . Find Out
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things a lot better.

Take a look at it; you'll see why thou-

sands of users swear by it, and are even

using it as their only editor while buy-

ing text post-processors to finalize their

output

The Super Star Difference

Want to know the difference between
WordStar 3.24 and 3.3? Super Star,

that's what.

Super Star lets you configure your
WordStar 3.2x version for foreground

and background color selection, set up
default editing parameters, define the ten

function keys and select printer control

settings. The program works well, is

clear even with no documentation and is

copyable.

The problem, of course, is that John
Schnell's WSCONFIG.BAS program,
found on Volume 1 , Number 1 of the PC
Disk Magazine, does almost everything

Super Star does, and you get a number of

other programs as well.

This isn't an endorsement for PC Disk

Magazine; we'll review three disk maga-
zines next month. It is, though, a prob-

lem for the Super Star people, who have
written a solid WordStar configuration

utility that Schnell coinvented at the

same time.

If you're a WordStar user, you should

have one of these programs.

Lauding Waterloo Logo

Not in the utility class—or even in the

editor class—is Waterloo Logo, an imple-

mentation of Logo with a clear manual
and reference card.

Waterloo Logo needs a color card and
monitor; given those needs, though, it

does a fine job with turtle graphics,

sound and even point graphics and color

manipulations.

If you're tired of Basic and want to

branch out into another language, Wa-
terloo Logo's tutorial will get you going.

A Trio of Project Managers

Three project management programs
in the same month? I'm going crazy from
Gantt charts!

Project management involves techniques

for scheduling tasks, which are a part of

grander projects. Tasks have well-defined

beginnings and ends and somewhat pre-

dictable duration and costs. Milestones

are specific events that are objectively de-

scribable.

Knowing these two things, any project

can be decomposed into tasks and
milestones. The advantage of such de-

composition is that the interrelationship

of tasks can be studied and controlled to

maximize certain variables (e.g., comple-

tion time) or minimize others (e.g., staff or

total costs).

Harvard's Project Manager

There. Now that you know that, we can

look at the Harvard (Harvard, MA, not

Harvard University) Project Manager, a

slick project scheduler.

Project Manager does critical path

analysis and PERT charting with exten-

sive PC text graphics to provide nice pro-

ject flowcharts. The program also can

display any project as a bar chart, show-

ing when each task begins and ends.

The system is interactive; as you refine

the definition of your project, Project

Manager recalculates and redisplays

total project costs, duration and graph-

ics. The program has an on-board calen-

dar function that lets you define special

holidays, vacation schedules or any other

strange requirements implicated in your

project.

Additionally, Project Manager lets you
schedule slack time so that you can start

tasks with slack later and you still won't

delay the project. This, of course, can re-

duce manpower requirements.

The program has extensive tracking

abilities as well; these abilities let you
monitor project execution as it moves
from planning through completion.

Several other functions make this

product a worthy entry in the project

management race. You can print your
flowcharts or other data as wall charts if

you'd like.

The Project Manager supports multiple

split-screen capabilities so that the de-

scription of a task and the flowchart, for

instance, can be on the screen at the

same time. A subtask facility is support-

ed for jobs that are themselves composed
of many smaller ones.

The program shows great coding care;

for instance, there is an integrated set of

eight demonstrations and an execute

function in the program itself. Exe-
cute allows the demonstrations to be run
at will.

The manual, one of the shortest I have
seen for what it covers, is also one of the

best; it's a pleasure to read.

The Harvard folks have done an out-

standing job with their project scheduler,

within the limits of the application need-

ed by managers (see below).

MicroGantt

MicroGantt doesn't have all of the

graphics features of Project Manager, but
it's an excellent Gantt-charting imple-

mentation, especially if you need task

and subtask costs, work hours or person-

nel requirements easily at hand. Where-
as the Project Manager's strengths lie in

its graphics and ease of use, the strengths

of MicroGantt are in options that Project

Manager doesn't offer, such as assigning

people with different skill levels and dif-

ferent hourly (or project) wages to tasks

and then seeing "what if?"

Similarly, MicroGantt breaks up costs

into fixed and variable ones, a sought-

after feature. And, matrixes of task by
date, showing personnel requirements,
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It-Li E
PASCAL TOOLS FOR
JRT, MT + & MT + 86

Circle 78 on Reader Service card.

SFP includes 34 indispensable scientific functions such as cir-

cular, hyperbolic trig and inverses, log, exp, ert, gamma and
others. MT + 86 and JRT versions are true double precision unlike

MT + 86 originals which are only accurate to 7 digits. From as-fast

to far-faster than the originals.

CAP includes 26 complex algebra functions with basic arithmetic,

exp, sqrt, log and conversions among reals, polar and rectangular.

Allows complex value equations to be expressed in natural nested
form. A must for engineers.

SIG includes: A fast FFT and inverse. Simultaneous complex
linear equation solver, complex polynomial root finder, program
mable digital filter. A RPN complex value oriented calculator pro-

gram designed for real engineering problems. A complex vector

oriented calculator program for interactive signal analysis. Re-

quires CAP package described above.

SFP, CAP, SIG: $35, 2/S60, 3/$75. $25 for each additional.

Specify your Pascal version and disk format: 8" and most 5-Vi"

CPM formats available. (Eagle 1. 2, IBM PC, Kaypro 2, 4, 10.

Osborne. Xerox 820, Z 100). Send check or money order to: WHITE
LABLE SOFTWARE,

P.O. Box 282, Holden, MA 01520

WE FILL ORDERS PROMPTLY!!!

rTM TMJRT 1 ™, JRT Systems. MT + MT + 86

'

M
. Digital Research
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Serial 4 mill 1 1 Parallel

PRINTERS!
PLOTTERS!
PUNCHES!
ROBOTS!

Convert What You Have
To What You Want

!

* RS232 Serial
* 8 Baud Rate*
* Latched Outputs

* Centronics Parallel
* Handshake Signals
* Compact 3y. x 4% x 1X

No longer will your peripheral choices be limited by the type
of port you have available! Our new High Performance 700
Series Converters provide the missing link. Based on the
latest In CMOS technology these units feature full baud
rate selection to 19.2K, with handshake signals to maximize
transfer efficiency. Detailed documentation allows
simplified Installation Order the Model 770 (Ser/Par) or
Model 775 (Par/Ser) Today!

Butter Products
Coming Soon!

1S01 BPinaSlrMI
Pot Otf<c» Bom 2233

Oxnard. California 93030

omy*89.M
Connector Option $10 00
CA RMldanti 6% ta«

UPS Shipping S3 00

CALL (805) 487-1665 or 487-1666

For FAST Delivery

Circle 143 on Reader Service card.

®
POCKET CALC
HEXADECIMAL TO DECIMAL

CONVERSION TABLE

CONVERT HEX
•n£ii%\ CODE TO DECIMAL

IN SECONDS

mon Data Transfer Rates

y Representation of Hex
bers thru F
irts a Binary Number to

omplement
and EBCDIC Codes

Dealer inquiries invited

Send $3.00 (2 for $5.00) with name and

address to:

MICRO INNOVATIONS®
9898 Summit Road, Newark, Ohio 43055

EXP0TEK
2723 W. Windrose • Suite 3

Phoenix, Arizona 85029

1-800-528-8960

GUARANTEED
LOW PRICES

IBM
CALL SAVES

ATS
Big Blue
Hercules
Microsoft
Maynard

DISK DRIVES
Tandon 100-2
Davong 5,10,15mg
Carona 5,10,15mg

Persyst
Profitsystem
Quadram
StB
Talltree

MONITORS
• Tax on
PGS
US I

$7680
$5498
- $8399

5-15D— $2120 586-14-
580-10 — $4199 586-10 -
580-14— $9395 8600-12

CITOH
F10 40cps— $1090 F10 55CPS — $1499
1550P— $599 1550CD— $655
8510P— $375 8510BCD — $499

DATASOUTH
DS120— $595 DS180 — $1155

DIABLO
630RO — $1710 620 — $875

HA2ELTINE
1500 — $995 ESPRIT I — $498

HAYES
HAYES
HAYES

$245 — Apple Drive/Card — $330

MODEMS
MICROMODErvl — $263
SMARTMODEM — $199
1200 Baud— $485

MONITORS
Amdek 300G — $129 Color I — $275
Amdek Color II — $425 Amber — $145
BMC Green — $88 USI Amber — $149

NORTHSTAR
Advantage— $2150 280A — $1950
5m Byte — $3350 15m Byte — $4310

NEC
8023 — $399 7710— $1900
3510— $1365 3550— $1705

OKIDATA
M92A— $ CALL M93A — $ CALL
M82A — $ CALL w/Tractor & Grap. $ CALL
M84P— $ CALL M84S — $ CALL
Pacemark 2350P— $ CALL

TELEVIDEO
802— $2515 802H— $4449
806— $4950 800A— $1250
803— $1845 1603 — $2199

TELEVIDEO
910— $555 925 — $699
970— $1015 950— $865

All Major Brands Discounted — $ CALL
DISKETTES/BOXES

Elephant - $15.50 Scotch - $22 Dysan - $33
($100 Min.)

All Prices Subject To Change

Customer Service

602-863-0759

SAVE AT ELEK-TEK
oim PRINTERS

HUGE SAVINGS ON
ALL EPSON PRINTERS

MX 80 FT MX 100
FX 80 FX 100
CALL FOR SUPER
LOW PRICES

EPSON RX-80
275.00

8750 Ribbon Cartridges for Epson
80 Column Printers 4.00

8755 Ribbon Cartridges for Epson
132 Column Printers 7.00

GEMINI 10X
DOT MATRIX PRINTER

GEMINI 10X
$275.00
GEMINI 15

15 in. wide carriage
$399.00

NEW HIGH SPEED
DELTA 10— call for price
Gem 01 Ribbons for Gemini Printers - 6 for 15.00

12 for 24.00

Cables for Epson or Gemini
PA10A 10 ft. 36/36 pin

standard parallel

IB-P10 10 ft. 36/25 pin parallel

for IBM
PA6T 6 ft. 36/16 pin parallel

for TI-99/4A
RS10A 10 ft. 25 pin

standard RS-232(full loaded)
RS1Y RS-232 V cable for TI-99/4A

3000

32.00

25.00

21.00
35.00

PRINTER INTERFACES
DISCOUNTED TOO!

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS
$500—81,550

TTX — COMREX — DIABLO

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621 1269
EXCEPT Illinois, Alaska, Hawaii

Corp. Accts. invited. Min Ord. S15.00 Mastercard or Visa by
man or phone Mail Cashier's Check. Money Ord . Pers Check [2 wks
to dr.] Add $4 00 1st item (AK, HI, P.P., Canada add $10.00
firat itam) $1 00 ea add'l shpg 6. handl Shipments to IL address
add 6% tax Prices subj to change WRITE for free catalog.
Return policy for defective on arrival replacements only: 90
day mfr. wty. ALL ELEK-TEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND
NEW, FIRST QUALITY AND COMPLETE.

.inc.
6557 N Lincoln Ava . Chicago IL 60645
(600)621 1269 (312)677 7660
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The Desk Organizerfeatures the "meta" command, which allows access to the pro-

gram—without rebooting—while it's "sleeping."

variable and fixed costs for any project,

are readily available. MicroGantt also has
subtask capabilities and a clear menu
structure.

While its manual is not as easy to read

as Project Manager's, and no graphics are

used (there are no flowcharts, and only

letter-based Gantt charts), MicroGantt

permits significantly more decomposi-

tion of costs and people. For some appli-

cations, MicroGantt may well be the bet-

ter program.

Listing J. John Schnell's MM.PRG program.

*» DBASE-MM.PRG - JOHN SCHNELL - 1983 #*
** program to convert dBASE.DBF files to MAILMERGE.TXT files *»
» #»

*» datefile needed: TEMPLATE. DBF (zero records) *
** one fieldname: CONCAT,C, lOO (increase size up to 254 **
** characters, to equal maxlength field) *»

ERASE
SET TALK OFF
SET ECHO OFF
SET BELL OFF
SET CONFIRM ON
SET DEFAULT TO B:
CLEAR
STORE 100 TO maxlength

* get name of file to convert »
######*###*#*##»########*»«#
STORE F TO ok
DO WHILE .NOT. ok

STORE *
' TO filename

@ 01,05 SAY Enter name of dBASE fil to convert to MAILMERGE file*;

GET filename
READ
ERASE
e 01,05 SAY Insert diskette with .DBF file into drive B: , push any

key'
SET CONSOLE OFF
WAIT
SET CONSOLE ON
IF FILE< &f llename'

)

STORE T TO ok
ELSE
ERASE
? CHR(7)
© 01,00 SAY '!« Sorry, only these .DBF files Are on this disk,';" please try again •

!

'

•?

LIST FILES LIKE *.dbf
STORE lOO TO delay
DO WHILE delay > O

STORE del ay- 1 TO delay
ENDDO delay > O
ERASE

ENDIF FILE( &f ilename)
ENDDO .NOT. ok

Graphics Pro-ject

Conceptually Pro-ject 6 is almost ex-

actly in the middle between Project Man-
ager and MicroGantt. It uses some PC
graphics, and it runs exceptionally well

in color and adequately in monochrome.

It allows some breakdown of task costs

into smaller units, and it uses "resourc-

es," a clever concept that allows your

tasks to be comprised of people at a cer-

tain wage.

Like MicroGantt, Pro-ject 6 has no flow-

charting abilities, but like Project Man-
ager, it uses user-defined character

graphics to produce a bar chart of the

project. If you run it in color, the critical

path will be in red, which is a good idea.

The manual as well is "in between"; it

doesn't have Project Manager's clarity

but is easier to follow than MicroGantt's

documentation.

Take Your Pick

This is the first time in a year of writing

this column that I can honestly say I

think you have three excellent software

choices. Each of these packages is stellar

in its own way.
If I were a general manager with nor-

mal general management problems, I'd

pick Project Manager or Pro-ject 6 for

their clarity and ease of use. If I were a

project manager, MicroGantt would win
hands-down, because its personnel and
costing abilities far outstrip the capabili-

ties of the other programs.

If I did a little of each, or just wanted a
solid PERT-charting implementation for

personal as well as business use, I'd pick

up Pro-ject 6.

Isn't it nice to have a choice for a

change?

Desk Organizer

Remember, you read it here first!

The Desk Organizer, from Conceptual
Instruments Co., will vie for the most
useful software package title with all

serious users. The Desk Organizer is just

that; a complete desk organizer that puts

my little Desktop program to shame (but

fear not—revision 2 is in the works!).

By the way, I'm not pricing differently

here and on the Source. Desktop should
have been $25, not $20. But, since I made
the mistake, you can get it for $20.

The Desk organizer has a nearly infi-

nite calendar, a clock and an alarm, all

always visible in the upper corner of the

screen, and multiple "rolling indexes" in

which you store information.

The upper half of the screen is taken up
by the calendar and index information;

the lower half is taken up by a 12-line

"notepad" where you jot notes then file

them in one or another index. For exam-
ple, on my system, there's an index for

appointments (filed by time and
day/month/year), one for names and ad-

dresses, one for "to-do" items, one for ar-
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tides I've read and one for special printer

controls (more below).

To file an item, I just type it into the

free-form notepad space (see photo),

choose the index in which I'd like it and
then enter a label for it. If it's an appoint-

ment. Desk Organizer helps me with the

labels so that they're all consistent. And,
if I want an item cross-referenced by a
company and person's name, for in-

stance, that's available too. The appoint-

ment index is hooked into the clock so

that the alarm can go off each time I have

an appointment to keep.

Miraculous Integration

So what? Is this another time manager
program that looks useful but is actually

worthless? Nope. The miracle of Desk Or-

ganizer is its integration.

What if I want to call one of the people

in my name file? Recall the message, and
dial the phone, right? Nope. With a Hayes
modem, hit P and the machine calls the

number for me!
What if I want to enter an appointment,

or my own name, repetitively on a note?

The Desk Organizer has ten "stamps," or

macro commands, that give me one-key

entry offrequently used phrases.

I even keep an index of special MX-80
print commands for expanded text and
the like, so that when I want something

in a note printed in a compressed fashion,

I just call up the index and insert the con-

trol code (filed like any other note) into

my notepad.

If you do a lot of math with your clients'

index, Desk Organizer just happens to

have a full-function calculator (four-func-

tion) that can automatically put the re-

sults of calculations into my notepad and

can compute equations that you enter

from the notepad!

All of this would make Desk Organizer

extraordinarily impressive, but quite

useless. Why's that? Well, I don't know
about you, but I can't see leaving a $5000
computer in the service of a calendar pro-

gram all day. I have other things to do

with my machine, but I need access to

my calendar and appointments when-

ever I want—without rebooting.

With Desk Organizer's "meta" com-

mand, that's just what you've got (as

long as you have more than 128K of

memory). Meta puts Desk Organizer to

sleep and allows you to do anything else

you'd like with the computer.

The program may be sleeping, but isn't

gone because it will politely interrupt you
with a mellifluous chime if you have an

appointment.

If you think these meta commands are

restrictive, how about the ability to re-

boot the machine? I used meta, put a

DOS 2.0 master in the machine, and lo

and behold. . .everything I had before

was there again, while Desk Organizer

slept.

When I got done with The Final Word, I

just hit CTRL-Break, and there was Desk

Listing continued.

##-*##**##*«*»»*#*#*#«####*#*
* read file structure and get fields to convert *
*************************************************
ERASE
SET CONFIRM OFF

'=== Retrieving database record structure ===

'

USE {(filename
COPY STRUCTURE EXTENDED TO tempstru

USE tempstru
STORE F TO ok
DO WHILE .NOT. ok

STORE O TO count
STORE 2 TO offset
STORE TO length
GOTO TOP
ERASE
e 01,01 SAY ' FIELDNAME / TYPE / LENGTH *;

'- Please identify fields you wish to convert.
DO WHILE .NOT. eof

STORE N' TO include
@ #-*-<of f set) ,01 SAY str(#,2) + '. +f ield: name-*-

'

'+f ield: type-*-

'

n MailMerge file (Y/N)

var i able

-*-STR(f ield:len,3)-*-'
GET include
READ
IF ! (include) = 'Y'

IF field:type = C*
STORE var +STR< count-*- 10, 2) TO
STORE field: name TO {(variable
STORE length+f ield: len TO length
STORE count-*- 1 to count

ENDIF field:type = C
IF field:type = N'
STORE var ' +STR (count+ 10,2) TO variable
STORE ' STR (

' +f i el d : name

;

-»-*
, -*-STR(f ield: len, 2) ;

+ '
, -*-STR<f ield: dec, 2)-*-' ) ' TO Variable

STORE length+f ield: len TO length
STORE count+1 to count

ENDIF field:type = N'

ENDIF ! (include) = Y'
SKIP
IF # = 20
ERASE
STORE -19 TO offset

ENDIF # = 20
.NOT. eof

SAY 'Is the above correct 777

> max length
ok

ENDDO
@ 24, lO
GET ok
READ
IF length
STORE F TO
ERASE
7 CHR<7)
7 'Concatenated string too long, ';

'el i mi nate ' +STR < length - max length ,3) ;' characters from selected fields'
STORE lOO TO delay
DO WHILE delay > O

STORE del ay- 1 TO delay
ENDDO delay > O
ERASE

ENDIF length > max length

ENDDO .NOT. ok
USE
DELETE FILE tempstru

############*#*####**##***##*#****##****#*#
* convert fields to one concatenated field in tempfile *
********************************************************
ERASE
7 ' === Creating tempfile ===== '

7
USE template
COPY STRUCTURE TO tempfile
USE
ERASE
7 ' === Creating concatenated records =====

SELECT PRIMARY
USE Scfilename
SELECT SECONDARY
USE tempfile
SELECT PRIMARY
GOTO TOP
DO WHILE .NOT. eof .AND. count >

STORE ' " ' TO m:concat
STORE O TO loop
DO WHILE count > loop

STORE var -*-STR<loop+ 10, 2) TO variable
STORE ^variable TO variable
STORE m:concat-8tvariable TO
STORE loop+1 TO loop

m: concat
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Listing continued.
IF count > loop
STORE mrconcat-"','" TO mrconcat

ELSE
STORE miconcat-'"' TO mrconcat

END IF count > loop
ENDOO count > loop
SELECT SECONDARY
APPEND BLANK-
REPLACE concat WITH mrconcat
? mrconcat
SELECT PRIMARY
SKIP

ENDDO .NOT. eo-f .AND. count >
SELECT PRIMARY
USE

copy concatenated .DBF file to .SDF/.MM file *

STORE F to ok
DO WHILE .NOT. ok

ERASE
STORE " " TO mmfilename
SET CONFIRM ON
@ 01,05 SAY What name do you want for the Mail Merge .TXT file ? ';

get mmfilename

READ
SET CONFIRM OFF
© 03,05 SAY Is '+! (mmfilename) -'.TXT correct (Y/N) ' GET ok
READ

ENDDO .NOT. ok
ERASE
@ 01,05 SAY • (mmfilename)-' .TXT file now being created, please stand-b
V
SELECT SECONDARY
COPY TO ^mmfilename SDF delimited with ,

USE
DELETE FILE tempfile
ERASE
6 05,05 SAY dBASE to Mail Merge file conversion is complete'
SET INTENSITY OFF
CLEAR
RELEASE ALL

The "Big Blue" Black Book
Prices, Addresses of This Month's Featured Products, Companies

Active Trace ($79.95)

Awareco
38401 S. Highway One
Gualala, CA 95445

B-Writer ($39)

Automated Information Systems
1503 Avenue J, Suite 103

Lubbock, TX 79401

Blue ($150)

Symmetric Software

2005 Balboa Blvd., Suite 206
Newport Beach, CA 92663

The Desk Organizer ($250)

Conceptual Instruments Co.

4730 Warrington Ave.

Philadelphia, PA 19143

Fast Facts ($195)

Innovative Software, Inc.

9300 W. 1 10 St., Suite 380
Overland Park, KS 66210

Friday! ($295)

AshtonTate
10150 W. Jefferson Blvd.

Culver City, CA 90230

Harvard Project Manager ($395)

Harvard Software, Inc.

Harvard, MA 01451

/Help ($39.50)

Southeastern Software

7743 Briarwood Drive

New Orleans, LA 70128

KnowledgeMan ($500)

Micro Data Base Systems
PO Box 248
Lafayette, IN 47902

Organizer, ticking away. The "meta"
ability makes this program just about the

most useful thing to come around for the

manager since 1-2-3, or maybe it's bet-

ter, since you can run 1-2-3 from Desk
Organizer.

MM.PRG
This month's program comes to us

courtesy ofJohn Schnell of the New York
Personal Computer Club. John is rapidly

gaining fame as a program writer.

In case you hadn't guessed, MM.PRG
converts dBase files to ones compatible

with WordStar's MailMerge program. It's

really a useful utility.

MM.PRG requires only that you call up
dBase and define a new file, TEMPLATE-
.DBF, with one fieldname, CONCAT. As
Schnell indicates, make CONCAT a

character field (C) with a size equal to the

largest field you'd like to translate (100

with do for most users). Then, just do
MM.PRG from within dBase and follow

the prompts.

I think you'll really be impressed as

well as interested in just how much can

be done with dBase's own little program-

ming language.

Schnell has OKed our offering

MM.PRG (and other programs from this

column) to you, as per our usual practice.

Send me a disk, mailer and $10 to cover

costs and we'll send it out. Happy
Holidays.

MicroGannt ($395)

Earth Data Corp.

POBox 13168
Richmond, VA 23225

Project 6 ($149)

SoftCorp, Inc.

2340 State Road, Suite 244
Clearwater, FL 33575

Super Star

Relational Solutions, Inc.

8723 Woodleigh Drive

Houston, TX 77083

Super Text ($99)

Muse Software

347 N. Charles St
Baltimore, MD 21201

VEDIT ($150)

Compuview Products

1955 Pauline, Suite 200
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

Waterloo LOGO ($180)

Waterloo Microsystems, Inc.

175 Columbia St, N.W.
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
N2L 5Z5
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Circle 251 on Reader Service card. Circle 322 on Reader Service card.

CP/M® with80 x24VIDEO DISPLAY
for TRS-80® MODEL III

HOLIDAY SPECIAL ONLY

$325.00
(Add M 00.00 for 64K extended memory)

V\

FEATURES OF VIDW,
W/ CP/M»:
• CP/M OP System
• Read & write many disk

formats - including IBM PC,
Osborne I, KAYPRO II,

ZENITH, XEROX, etc.

• 80 x 24 Display ^V
• UCSD Pascal - p System (optional)

• Model IV Compatible - Run TRS DOS 6.1 (optional)

• Read-Write-Run many of the thousands ofCP/M based business

and personal software packages
• 1 12K Extended memory option - set up as solid state disk
• Optional 5MHZ System speed up - Sprinter III™

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE. . .

— ORDER FROM STOCK TODAY —

Call or write today for a free full product brochure on Model 100 Micro

Drives, accessories, and Model I, III and IV peripheral products.
CP M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.

VISA' master charge

HOLMES
ENGINEERING, INC.

5175 Green Pine Dnve Sah Lake City, Utah 84107

(801) 261 5652 or 24 Hr BBS (801) 268 1103

Call For Dealer Nearest

You
Dealer Inquiries Invited

One year warranty on all

products.
Add shipping/ handling $5.00 U.S.
and Canada. All others add 15%.
Prices subject to change without
notice.

Isn't it about time
Timex-Sinclair Grew up?
Would you believe up to ONE MEGABYTE!

BASICare
Modular
Expansion
Systems

TS1000
ZX81

Modules mrm available to
provide:
— Input/output devices

for control of relays and
other 'real world' de-
vices including robotics

— 1 28 new high definition
characters for hi-reso-
lution graphics

— Permanent non-volatile
RAM memory storage

— Sophisticated music
and sound synthesizers
programmable from
BASIC

— Centronics printer in-

terface

Ml

It can grow up. To a
computing system with up
to ONE MEGABYTE of
memory. Memory that is

INSTANTLY AVAILABLE.
Memory that can be added
AS REQUIRED in 'blocks' of
16K or 64K. And memory
expansion is only the start
of what can be done with
the BASICare Modular Ex-
pansion System.

This is a unique flexible
'Building Block' expansion
system that enables you to
expand your system in any
configuration you choose.

BASICare modules are
. what is required to turn any
I Timex Sinclair into a seri-

ous computer for business,
education, industrial, and
hobby applications.

Call our toll-free
number NOW at

800-833-8400

•Jp N.Y. (716) 874-5510
iftagfor a free catalog

Lv
T_fl_FfAC ELECTRONICS INC.
CraTaTaW and selected dealer

BASICare is available fr_.
UaLCJMJmJ W CefaVaTasW and selected dealers

7585 Kenmore Ave., Buffalo, New York 14217
Please CALL, WRITE or circle reader service number

Dealer and educational enquiries welcome.

MCI 2

Circle 244 on Reader Service card.

Hello, Noah here. Recently I got a contract to build

this fellow a large boat. It seems he wants to

collect two of each animal and make a floating zoo
of some sort. So, in order to keep track of all the

building materials and converting everything to

cubits like he said, I got a minicomputer. But, with

all this rain we have had lately, the power to my
computer has been terrible. Every day for the last

39 days I have lost data every time the light

blinked. So I got a MAYDAY Uninterruptible

Power Supply from SUN RESEARCH up there in

New Hampshire. Takes all the surges and spikes

out of the line and keeps me running during those

blackouts. So now I can keep track of all the

animals and how many of each I have (those

rabbits will drive you foolish) and keep track of all

the different supplies (those elephants will eat you
out of house and home). I have also hooked my
phone system into the MAYDAY so I can keep
track of incoming calls during those blackouts. The
Boss gets really angry when He can't get

through...more lightning. I was building this boat in

my cellar, but the wife got tired of moving it

around and said, "Get that ark out of here."

"Ark". I kind of like that name.

So get a MAYDAY...for Heavens sake!

SUN RESEARCH, INC.
Box 210
New Durham, NH 03855
603/859-7110
TWX 5102974444
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PET-POURRI By Robert Baker

A Company
Rich in Products

A Rundown
On a Shipload

Of CBM Products

Rich vale Telecommunications (10610
Bayview Ave., Richmond Hill. Ontario.

Canada L4C 3N8) oilers a wide collection

of products for various Commodore
systems that are carried here in the

United States by a number of distributors

and dealers. From the few samples I've

seen they appear to produce quality prod-

ucts that are well-documented.

Linked with Character

The company's most interesting pro-

duct is the C-64-Link cartridge for the

Commodore-64 that lists for $169.95 re-

tail. It provides your C-64 with a number
of characteristics and features normally
found only on the more expensive PET/
CBM series of microcomputers. Unlike

other interface devices, the C-64 Link has
no switches to set. It simply plugs into

the cartridge port and provides Basic 4.0

features at power up.

The C-64 Link gives you an IEEE-

488 bus interface so you can use any PET/
CBM peripheral, like the 4040 or 8050
high-capacity disk drives. You can even
intermix serial, parallel, and IEEE periph-

erals when they are all connected to the

C-64. Additional Basic commands are

added to the operating system to allow se-

lection of which peripheral interface is to

be used.

Once the C-64 Link is installed, all you
need is a standard PET-to-IEEE cable to

connect the first IEEE peripheral. Stan-

dard IEEE-to-IEEE cables can then be used

to daisy chain additional peripherals.

Special cables are also available for in-

terfacing a parallel printer via the VL-3
cable: standard RS-232C modems via the

VL-4 cable: or standard RS-232C serial

printers via the VL-8 cable. Each of these

cables is connected to the Commodore-64 s

user port and the C-64 Link provides the

necessary support software.

Besides the additional interfaces, you
also get a number of new Basic com-
mands normally found in Commodore's
Basic 4.0 in the PET and CBM systems.

This includes the 16 DOS commands for
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Header, Copy, Catalog, DOpen, DClose,

Rename, Scratch and so on. You also get

a built-in machine language monitor just

like in the PET/CBM systems.

There's also a built-in modem program
which may not be fancy but does work
well. It will support the VIC-modem or an
external standard RS-232C interface

modem connected to the user port usin^>

the VL-4 cable. It simply makes the Com-
modore-64 emulate a dumb terminal

with no file transfer or printer output
capabilities.

A special relocator program is supplied

on tape along with an information pro-

gram that explains various ways the car-

tridge can be used. The relocator allows

you to combine disk and printer types,

convert CBM ASCII characters to true

ASCII for most parallel printers and save

selected settings for the next time the re-

locator is used.

Keep in mind that when the C-64 Link

is used, you lose 8K of Basic program
space. This loss of memory space or the

difference in ROM software may make
the cartridge incompatible with some
software packages. By relocating the

C-64 Link software you can usually over-

come this drawback. The relocator pro-

gram allows six options on where and
how you want the C-64 Link software re-

located.

You can relocate the C-64 Link soft-

ware to reside starting at $B000, under

the Basic memory, where it's invisible to

the C-64 operating system. This only re-

quires 512 bytes from Basic at $7E00,

$8E00, or $9E00: or above Basic at

$C000 or $CE00.
Alternately, the entire C-64 Link soft-

ware can be stored at $C000. Relocating

to either area doesn't destroy the func-

tionality of the C-64 Link.

Another relocation option is to copy the

Basic and kernal ROMs and then modify
all serial and disk routines to support

IEEE devices. The normal ROMs are then

disabled to use the new routines. When
this method is used, the machine lan-

guage monitor and Basic 4.0 features are

no longer available.

Other relocation options allow flipping

the C-64 Link in and out of the system or

relocating to an area compatible with the

PET emulator program. Most of these op-

tions also disable the machine language

monitor and the Basic 4.0 commands.
If a program isn't compatible with the

C-64 Link cartridge, you can turn off the

link after loading the program, assuming
the program doesn't use the disk. Other-

wise, you'll have to load the relocator

program first, relocate the C-64 Link soft-

ware to an appropriate location for the de-

sired program and then load the program
itself.

Having the IEEE type disks on the

Commodore-64 is really a pleasure when
compared to the VIC- 1541 serial inter-

face drives. A 20K program takes about

40 seconds to load from a VIC- 1 54 1 drive.

The same program takes only ten sec-

onds to load from a 4040 drive with the

C-64 Link. Actually, there wasn't any ap-

preciable difference between loading a
program on the PET or the Commo-
dore-64 (with the C-64 Link) from the

4040 disk.

Process in Script

Richvale also provides a word pro-

cessor for the Commodore-64, called

Script-64, that includes special support

for the C-64 Link cartridge. If the pro-

gram detects that the C-64 Link cartridge

is installed during initialization, it will

prompt for the desired peripheral types to

be used.

Script-64 is written in assembly lan-

guage and takes a unique approach to

word processing.

Instead of providing a scrolling display

while editing and inserting text, this pro-

Address correspondence to Bob Baker, 1 5
Windsor Drive, Atco, NJ 08004.



gram restricts you to 22-line screens.

Each file consists of 40 screens and each

disk can hold only 999 files. With this

structure, you typically write one para-

graph per screen to allow room for future

expansion and editing.

Formatting is controlled by one global

control map while a special, small control

map is associated with each screen for

local control. When printing a document,

you must specify which screens are to be

included and in what order they are to be

printed, but you can use ranges of

numbers for convenience.

The program is supplied on a disk but it

isn't copy protected. However, a protec-

tion key supplied with the program must
be inserted in the front joystick connec-

tor before the program can function.

New Products

Other products from Richvale Tele-

communications for the Commodore
systems include:

• Scratchpad 64 is a database/mail list

program for the Commodore-64. It's fully

C-64 Link compatible and suitable for

both single and dual disk drives. Scratch-

pad data can be merged with Script-64

word processor data to produce hun-

dreds of letters from a single document.
Scratchpad-64 formats the disk as a

series of screens with each screen allow-

ing 20 lines of up to 30 characters per

line. The screens can be stored in alpha-

betic or numeric order around a single or

selected line. You can do a global search

on any line, and each line can be used for

a different type of data. You can print

labels, envelopes, or mailing lists using

parallel, serial or IEEE printers.

• Color 80 turns the Commodore-64 into

an 80-column computer without the ex-

pense of extra cartridges or boards. You
can create and run 80-column programs
without losing any Basic memory.
• Supercopy is a disk utility for the Com-
modore 1541 disk drive. The program is

menu-driven with frequent on-screen

prompts. It includes a complete set of

disk maintenance commands and re-

duces the time needed to back up a disk

with a single drive to two-to-seven

minutes.

• SuperBasic 64 gives you three versions

of Commodore Basic version 4, plus a

built-in machine language monitor. It

provides the standard Basic 4.0 disk, file,

data handling and string handling/gar-

bage collection features. It includes Basic

4. 1 graphics, which features three graph-

ics modes and extra graphics commands
for draw, box, locate, color and scale.

SuperBasic also includes Extended Ba-

sic 4.2 that's fully compatible with the

new Commodore B series. This includes

full error-trapping commands, the ability

VIC Games is a

bargain. It has to

be the most complete

introduction to a

computer ever published.

to load and save binary files, function

keys to display Basic or user-defined

commands, and extra Basic commands
like else, print using, dispose, DRun,
DClear.

• INTEL Terminal is an intelligent,

menu-driven terminal program for the

Commodore-64. It operates using RS-

232C modems, and separate versions

will be available for the entire line of

Commodore computers. With this pack-

age you can store data to tape or disk and
yon can upload or download files. There's

a 50K buffer for recording data for output

to the printer, disk or tape. You'll also line

autodialing features, four function keys

that are user definable and a real-time

clock with an alarm feature.

• Basic Aid is a programmer's develop-

ment tool for the Commodore Basic lan-

guage. Separate versions are available for

the entire Commodore line. The Commo-
dore-64 version adds 33 additional com-

mands, including special editing, disk

and printer commands as well as special

help features and conversion functions.

• Planet Quarx is a three-stage video

game for the Commodore-64. The object

of the game is to reach the planet called

Quarx. In stage one, the player must
maneuver his spaceship through the as-

teroid zone, avoiding asteroids as they

spin out toward his ship from the center

of the screen.

Past the asteroid field, play moves into

Stage 2 where the ship meets the outer

defense system of Quarx. The display

shows the view from the cockpit of the

player's ship. Using the joystick, the

player aims and fires at approaching
alien spaceships or turns on his forcefield

to avoid collisions. Once past the outer

defenses, play moves to the planet Quarx
itself where the player destroys Quarxite

tanks.

There is no time or fuel limits—play

continues until all five ships have been

destroyed. The game provides arcade

sound and graphics displays with joy-

stick controls and escalating difficulty.

• Space Gunner is an exciting video

arcade-type game for the Commodore-64
with the object being to defend the planet

Namcap against the fleet of the Warlords
of Zorlon. The screen shows the display

from inside the cockpit of an attack ship.

The joystick is used to aim the gunsight

and fire to destroy the approaching

Zorlons. The control panel at the bottom

of the screen gives continuous readouts

of both fuel and scores. As the player's

ship absorbs energy from exploding

Zorlon ships, the fuel count rises. The
level of difficulty increases and the game
progresses.

• V-Link-20 is a cartridge that plugs into

the back of the VIC-20, expanding it to

the power of a much larger computer. It

supports serial, parallel and IEEE periph-

erals and adds Basic 4.0 commands, a

machine language monitor, and a built-

in modem program just like the C-64
Link.

• VICscript is a word processor for the

Circle 329 on Reader Service card.

IT'S SIMPLE. . .CALL AND SAVE MONEY!

Since 1978 1-800-841-0860
GA. & INFO

912-377-7120

TELEMARKETING COMPUTERS

AND EQUIPMENT

TO SAVE YOU
MONEY!

FREE UPON REQUEST
•PRICE LIST AND INFORMATION KIT

•COPY OF MFR S WARRANTY
PRICES AND PRODUCTS ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

TRS-80
COMPUTERS

UP TO
20%

DISCOUNT

•CALL

F FRANKLIN
ACE 1000 ACE 1200

'CALL
PRINTERS

EPSON SCM TP-1 OKIDATA

STAR C.ITOH BANANA

o
commodore

64 EQUIP.

'CALL

ROBOT
'CALL

-<» Best F f i e n d^)^-

MicroManagement
Systems, Inc.

2803 Thomasville Road East
Cairo, Georgia 31728
TELEMARKET DEPT 7
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VIC-20 that is similar in operation and
appearance to Script-64 and RTC 4, also

from Richvale Telecommunications.
Data created with VICscript is compati-

ble with both of these word processors.

• The Draft Aid Computer Aided Design

System is a CAD System that is designed
for the Commodore 8000 series. Draft

Aid goes from hand drawing to plotter

quickly and easily, through four user

friendly steps:

The Matrix Editor lets you specify

where you want the drawing to appear on
the plotter's board.

The Segment Editor is then used to

draw on the screen shapes that will ap-

pear in the final drawing.

The Relation File Editor combines
shapes with positions.

The Relation File Plotter then performs

the actual plot with one instruction,

which leaves the operator free to proceed

with other work.

The plotting features allow for creating

arcs and circles, rotating drawings
through 360 degrees, moving drawings

anywhere on the plot surface, enlarging

or reducing drawings in either axis, In-

verting any drawing in cither axis and
drawing up to 9801 shapes with one in-

struetion.

The data entry features include opera-

tional and error alarms, full error check-

ing, an escape function to cancel the last

command, full menu-drive for ease of

use, a built-in calculator, cross referenc-

ing, file sorting and formatted screen dis-

plays.

All in all, this is a great package for edu-

cational uses, printed circuit boards, de-

sign and electronic drafting.

Super VIC-Kit

Mantronics Software Designs offers a
Basic programmer's utility pack on disk

called the Super VIC-Kit. This package
adds more than two dozen new com-
mands to simplify writing and editing Ba-

sic programs. It also includes a resident

machine language monitor, a complete
set of disk commands, an escape key op-

tion and automatic keyword genera-

tion. The package requires at least 8K of

memory plus the VIC- 1540/1541 disk

drive.

The program is supplied on disk in a
special relocating format. When first

loaded, it relocates itself to the top of

memory. It occupies 3K of memory and
doesn't use any zero page locations, mak-
ing it transparent to most programs.

In addition to 26 new commands. Super
VIC-Kit has a repealing key for each key

on the board. It also provides you with a
space bar pause option for catalog, Dlist,

list, and find commands.
The program is a great addition for all

Commodore VIC users. You should spec-

ify which Super VIC-Kit fits your comput-
er. The Commodore and VIC packages
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cost $24.95. Mantronics Software De-

signs at 360 Pierce Ave., Suite 120, No.

Mankato, MN 56001.

Speed Term II

Gary Sehroeder of Astral* Image is

offering the latest version of his

SpeedTerm II intelligent terminal pro-

gram for the Commodore-64. SpeedTerm
II resides in high RAM ($C000 to $CFFF)
leaving approximately 38K ($0801 to

$9DFF) free for the upload/download buf-

fer area. Other terminal packages typical-

ly use compiled Basic and only offer a

24K to 28K buffer area.

Another unique feature of SpeedTerm
II is the on-line printer dump with its

ability to create program files for

uploading to CIS or sending to friends

with SpeedTerm II. SpeedTerm II will

automatically convert downloaded files

into a program and then load and run it at

the stroke of a key.

The Super VIC-Kit

is a great

addition for

all VIC users.

Besides the upload and download capa-

bilities, you can also select screen colors,

view the function key assignments and
change terminal options. When using the

on-line printer dump, normal XOFF
(control-S) and XON (control-Q) flow con-

trol is used to ensure that no data is lost.

Several additional utility programs are

also included in SpeedTerm II. DiscPrint

gives you reviewing and printing options

for sequential disk files. Progfile converts

program files on disk into an .IMG file

called Up for uploading SpeedTerm II.

Fileprogram converts downloaded
Basie files into program files on disk. The
SpeedTerm Editor creates sequential files

used for either future uploading with

SpeedTerm II or for your purposes.

For more information on the entire

package, check the CompuServe xal
database of the C-64 SIG and look at a file

named "speed.tii 73575,604" or write As-

tral»Image, 812 B St., Studio A, San
Rafael, CA 94901. The complete package
sells for $29.95 and includes disk and
documentation for the Commodore-64.

Mator Products
Mator Systems Ltd. of Sussex, England

has been designing and building highly

technical microprocessor-based prod-
ucts since 1976. It currently has several

interesting products for the Commodore
PET/CBM systems.

Shark Deep in Capacity

The Mator Shark is an intelligent high-

density hard disk storage system with

storage capacities of ten, 20, 30, 60 and
120 megabytes. Through its processor

and disk operating system, it provides

you with a number of software interfaces.

Various hardware interfaces, including

Intel Multibus, RS-232 and IEEE-488, are

also available to accommodate most ex-

isting micro systems.

As an option, there's a disk operating

system that's completely compatible

with the Commodore PET/CBM systems

in conjunction with the IEEE-488 inter-

face. This version simply connects to

your PET/CBM with standard IEEE ca-

bling and instantly provides unprece-

dented data-storage capacity and perfor-

mance. Existing software developed for

use with Commodore floppy disks can be

used without modification since all

features of the latest Commodore PET
DOS 2.5 are supported.

Sharkive on Tape

As if that weren't enough, there's also a

fast tape archive unit available that di-

rectly connects to the Shark hard disk

system. The Sharkive is a high-speed

tape archiving system designed specif-

ically for use with the Mator Shark hard

disk system. It uses ANSI standard ' i-

ineh removable magnetic- tape cartridges

such as the DC-300XL and DC-600A.
These cartridges provide 1 1M or 15M for-

matted capacity on each cartridge.

Transfer Data in No Time

The Sharkdrive is a separate unit from
the Shark hard disk and can be added at

any time. It is directiy connected to the

Shark by ribbon cable and is controlled

by the same controller that controls the

Shark's hard disk. This avoids the time-

consuming transfer of data to and from
the host computer when carrying out a
back-up or restore function.

A Dolphin Connection

The Mator Dolphin 3 is a compact and
extremely cost-effective microprocessor

based solution to the problem of connect-

ing micros to mainframe computers. It

allows virtually any micro system with a

standard IEEE-488 or RS-232C commu-
nications interface to successfully com-
municate with mainframes. It achieves

this through specially designed hard-

ware and PROM resident software.

Commodore Converts to Protocol

To date, Mator has successfully in-

stalled protocol converters for Com-
modore systems involving the following

protocols:

• IBM Bi-Sync Protocols.

• ICL XBM protocols: PCT2, C02 and
C03 batch.

2780, 3780 and HASP batch.
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• Burroughs poll/select protocol,

•various asynchronous protocols.

Also, many standard and well-proven

conversions are now available and new
conversions are constantly under de-

velopment.

For more information on these and
other Mator products, contact Mator,

Inc., 4203 Spencer St., Torrance, CA
90506.

Misc Happenings
Sirius Software (10364 Rockingham

Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827) recently

released a new game for the Commo-
dore-64 and VIC-20 called Type Attack.

Developed by a game designer and a
professional educator. Type Attack
teaches typing skills in a fast-action

arcade-style game. Groups of words and
letters falling from the top of the playing

field must be stopped by typing the same
words or letters on the computer key-

board.

The game includes 39 preprogrammed
lessons designed to follow standard typ-

ing course formats in such a way that the

player automatically learns typing con-

ventions and concepts. A lesson creator

allows the player to design lessons for

specific typing or vocabulary problems.

There's also a real-time words-per-min-

ute bar with settings from one to 99.

The program is supplied on disk for the

Commodore-64 and on cartridge for the

VIC-20. Suggested price is $39.95 retail.

Other new programs for the Commo-
dore systems include:

• Gruds in Space and Blade of
Blackpoole, both graphics adventure
games for the Commodore-64 at $39.95

each.

• Squish'em, originally on disk for the

C-64 is now on cassette for the VIC-20 at

$19.95. It requires a minimum of 8K ex-

pansion memory to load on the VIC.

• Final Orbit is a simulated 3D battle in

space for the VIC-20 with a free game on
the cartridge. The pinball simulation

game called Bumper Bash and Final Or-

bit retail for $39.95.

Written for Challenge

Hayden Book Company recently an-

nounced a new book, VIC Games written

by Nick Hampshire. The book includes a
collection of 36 arcade-style, strategy and
educational word games for the VIC-20.

With this book you can challenge your
driving skills on your own Grand Prix

race track, fight a war with space pirates,

maneuver your way through a maze of

landmines, solve the Rubik's cube,

create colorful images and music, find

your way out of the jungle or improve
children's spelling and vocabulary skills.

The 192-page softbound book sells for

$12.95.

Commodore Guide

The editors ofConsumer Guide offer an
introductory guide for the Commodore-
64 and VIC-20 by Jim and Ellen Strasma.

This 80-page, spiral-bound picture book
makes things simple for the first-time

computer user. It's completely illus-

trated with exceptionally clear photo-

graphs.

The book shows you how to connect
the computer to your television or mon-
itor, introduces you to the many features

found on the keyboard, explains the var-

ious peripherals and how to expand your
system and reviews various software and
other resources that are available.

Meet the Keys

A special chapter, "Meet the Keys," en-

sures that you'll fully understand the ex-

act function of each key on the keyboard.
There's also a series of step-by-step

screen-illustrated exercises.

This super book is a bargain at $4.98. It

has to be the most complete and under-
standable introduction to a computer ever

published. I highly recommend it.D

l
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Coupon on
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SINTEC COMPANY We Carry
28 8th Street Over 1 500 Parts
Box 410 in Stock!! <£
Frenchtown, NJ 08825 vj>

(201) 996-4093 Fill in below for Socket Deal d*

D I want the Socket Deal Enclosed is my $1 .00 cash

Name

1 Address

$ City State Zip

AFFORDABLE PROM
EPROM PROGRAMMING !!!

Until now manufactures of programming equipment cost

thousands of dollars. That is until now! If you can afford a Radio

Shack Model III or IV you can afford a PROM/EPROM pro-

grammer! Riverlake Systems Inc. has introduced the model

EP-10 PROM/EPROM programmer that connects directly to the

Model III or IV 50 pin bus and programs the popular PROM types

82S23/123, 82S126/129, and 82S130/131 ALSO EPROM types

2758, 2716, 2732, 2732A, and 2764. The EP-10 comes

complete with menu driven single key command software. Since

were always updating the capability send for a complete list of

device capability.

Riverlake
Systems

r Inc.

RIVERLAKE SYSTEMS, INC.

P. 0. BOX 1927

ROSWELL, GA. 30077

$384.95

404-475-0028
Radio Shack" and TRS 80 " are trademarks of Tandy Corp
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

In Search Of . . .

I am writing to express concern over

the absence of research in connection

with computer usage.

I am attempting to update my files on

what is and isn't being done around the

country. My immediate goal was to update

an article I wrote that appeard in the

November/December 1982 issue of Elec-

tronic Learning. However, various let-

ters I've received, plus articles I've seen in

the popular press indicating at least some
backlash to the "hyping" of computers,

have made me feel that there is much
more at stake here than my curiosity.

One problem I'm having in gathering in-

formation is that people doing research in

instructional computing are "loosely

coupled." If I want information on cog-

nitive development in children from birth to

age two, I know exactly where to start. But

people in CAI research are all over the

place in terms of departments and institu-

tions as well as geography. Newspapers

often print "author's queries" requesting

information of some type. I would like to

query for research papers on instructional

computing. Any assistance would be most
appreciative.

Gerald W. Bracey , Ph.D.

Director, Research, Evaluation and
Testing

Commonwealth of Virginia

Department of Education
PO Box 6Q

Richmond, VA 23216

A Dialogue on Analog

I am writing in reference to the article

"Scope It with Your Apple" (p. 76,

August 1983). I was surprised to read

that the LM3914 is a D/A converter.

I counted five references to the circuit

under discussion as a D/A converter. The
other two references correctly identify

the function as that of an A/D converter.

This can be remembered by the function

you are performing. The real world that

you are measuring is analog—everything
varies continuously—while the comput-

ers we are using work digitally—on or off.

When you take a real world signal (ana-

log) and feed it into a computer you use

an analog-to-digital converter (A/D), and
when you want to send an analog signal

out of a computer you use a digital to
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analog converter (D/A).

Overall, I enjoyed the article. I look for-

ward to each issue of several of your mag-

azines.

Larry G. Nelson
Webster, MA

Commodore Software
Wanted Down Under

There is a shortage of programs for the

VIC-20 and Commodore-64 in Australia,

especially the Commodore 64.

I would be happy to act as an agent for

any company that would like to sell its

programs in Australia. I would be willing

to promote programs to the dealers.

John Presutto

Computers by Post

781 Centre Road
East Bentleigh

Melbourne, VIC 3165 Australia

Know Your Rights

In reference to September's Publisher's

Remarks ("Dealer Frustrations," p. 6)—the
type of contract referred to is to the best of

my knowledge, as a nonlawyer, called an

"adhesion contract."

Namely, all rights accrue to the contrac-

tor and not to the contractee. I believe that

if you conferred with a contracts lawyer,

you would find that such a contract is likely

to be considered legally and inherently in-

valid and virtually unenforceable.

The fact that contractors are getting

away with this tactic is, in my opinion, in-

dicative of a populace unfamiliar with its

rights.

Lawrence G. Teebken
New York, NY

Guarding Against Protection

It has been mentioned many times in

your publication that people should try to

stay away from buying protected software.

I have about a half-dozen letters out

to various companies with just one sim-

ple question, "Is your program XXXXX
copy protected?" It's kind of obvious that

they will not pay 20 cents to tell you not

to buy it.

Maybe going to your local computer

outlet, if your outlet is good, is one way of

finding out whether a program is pro-

tected, but what if the dealer makes a

mistake? It's a 90 percent chance that he

won't buy it back if he erred.

I think the best way to deal with this

problem is for reviewers to include a state-

ment about whether the program is copy

protected or not.

Marvin A Konopik
San Francisco, CA

I Hate Them
Mices t' Pieces

Having recently read many articles

describing the care and feeding of mice

(mouses or whatever), I decided to go out

and see what all the noise was about.

I noticed that several designers in an

attempt to increase the utility of the little

devils have added additional keys, and

some have even developed encoding

schemes so that three keys can be used to

implement a number of functions.

Due to the prohibitive cost of a com-

mercial unit, I set out to grow one at

home. Not being as innovative as these

high-paid engineers, I felt that the best

way to incorporate more input functions

would be to simply add more keys. But

how many? Let's see, perhaps ten, no 20,

30, no, no, how about 50? I know, 53

keys. That should be just about enough

to enter almost any type of data, and im-

agine not having to learn how to type!!!

I have developed a prototype ofjust such

a device and found that it can be used to

enter just about any kind of data and is

compatible with almost all software (with

little or no modifications). An initial pro-

blem was the unit's tendency to roll

around the work surface. I solved this

problem by attaching four small rubber

feet (Radio Shack P/N 64-2346).

A remaining problem is the difficulty

I have encountered in memorizing the

function of each key. I think that some
form of labeling on each plastic key cap

might be in order . . . Let me see, QWER
TYUIOP???

Seriously though, can you flip a mouse
over and use it as a trackball? Maybe
then you could at least use it to play

space invaders.

Clifford I. Knight
Manomet, MA



Software
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTIONS

TPM (TPM I) - S80 A Z80 only operating system which is

capable of running CP'M programs Includes many features not

found in CP/M such as independent disk directory partitioning for

up to 255 user partitions, space, time and version commands, date

and time, create FCB. chain program, direct disk I/O. abbreviated

commands and more! Available for North Star (either single or

double density). TRS—80 Model I (offset 4200H) or II. Versafloppy

I. or Tarbell I.

TPM-II - S125 An expanded version of TPM which is fully CP/M
2 2 compatible but still retains the extra features our customers
have come to depend on This version is super FAST Extended
density capability allows over 600K per side on an 8 disk Availa-

ble preconfigured tor Versafloppy II (8" or 5"). Epson QX-10.

Osborne II or TRS-80 Model II

CONFIGURATOR I

This package provides all the necessary programs for

customizing TPM for a floppy controller which we do

not support We suggest ordering this on single den-

sity (8SD)

Includes: TPM-II ($125) Sample PIOS (BIOS) SOURCE

(SFREE). MACRO II (S100) LINKER (S80) DEBUG I (S80)

QED (S150) ZEDIT (S50) TOP I (S80) BASIC I (S50) and

ZEST™ NOW $250

CONFIGURATOR II

Includes TPM-II ($125). Sample PIOS (BIOS) SOURCE
(SFREE) MACRO II (S10O). MACRO III (S150) LINKER

(S80). DEBUG I (S80) DEBUG II (S100) QSAL (S200I QED

(S150). ZTEL (S80) TOP II (S100» BUSINESS BASIC

(S200) and MODEM SOURCE (S40) and DISASSEMBLER

Sl^va.ue NOW $400

MODEL I PROGRAMMER
This package is only for the TRS-80 Model I Note

These are the ONLY CDL programs available for the

Model I It includes TPM I (S80) BUSINESS BASIC

(S200). MACRO I (S80) DEBUG I (S80) ZDDT (S40) ZTEL

(S80). TOP I (S80) and MODEM (S40)

$680 Value NOW $175

MODEL II PROGRAMMER
This package is only for the TRS-80 Model II

It includes TPM-II (S125) BUSINESS BASIC ($200)

MACRO II (S100) MACRO III (S150) LINKER (S80)

DEBUG I ($80) DEBUG II (S100) QED ($150) ZTEL (S80)

TOP II (S100) ZDDT (S40) ZAPPLE SOURCE (S80)

MODEM (S40) MODEM SOURCE (S40) and DISAS-

SEMBLER (S80) t
$1445 Value NUW oo/D

BASIC I - S50 a 12K • basic interpreter with 7 digit precision

BASIC II S100 A 1? digit precision version of Basic I

BUSINESS BASIC $200 A full disk extended basic with

random or sequential disk file handling and 12 digit precision

(even for TRIG functions) Also includes PRIVACY command to

protect source code fixed and variable record lengths simultane-

ous access to multiple disk files global editing and more 1

ACCOUNTING PACKAGE S300 Written in Business

Basic Includes General Ledger Accounts Receivable/Payable

and Payroll Set up for Ha^eltme 1500 terminal Minor modifica-

tions needed for other terminals Provided in unprotected source

form

MACRO I S80 A Z80/8080 assembler which uses COL/TDL
mnemonics Handles MACROS and generates relocateable code

Includes 14 conditionals 16 listing controls 54 pseudo-ops 11

arithmetic/logical ops local and global symbols linkable module

generation and more 1

MACRO II S100 An improved version of Macro I with

expanded linking capabilities and more listing options Also inter-

nal code has been greatly improved for faster more reliable

operation

MACRO III -S150 Anenchanced version of Macro II Internal

buffers have been increased to achieve a significant improvement
in speed of assembly Additional features include line numbers
cross reference compressed PRN files form feeds page parity

additional pseudo-ops internal setting of time and date and
expanded assembly-time data entry

DEVELOPER I

Includes MACRO I (S80) DEBUG I (S80) ZEDIT (S50)

TOP I (S80). BASIC I (S50) and BASIC II ($100)

$440 Value NOW Si 50

DEVELOPER II

Includes: MACRO II (S100). MACRO III (S150). LINKER

(S80). DEBUG I (S80). DEBUG II (S100). BUSINESS BASIC

($200), QED (S150). TOP II (S100). ZDDT ($40). ZAPPLE

SOURCE ($80). MODEM SOURCE (S40). ZTEL ($80). and

DISASSEMBLER ($80).

$1280 Value NOW $350

DEVELOPER
Includes: QSAL (S200). QED ($150). BUSINESS BASIC

(S200) ZTEL (S80) and TOP II (S100) .^... ^1^
$730 Value NOW $300

COMBO
Includes DEVELOPER II (S1280) ACCOUNTING PACK-

AGE (S300). QSAL (S200) and 6502X (S150)

$1930 Value NOW S500

LINKER - S80 A linking loader for handling the linkable

modules created by the above assemblers

DEBUG I - S80 A tool for debugging Z80 or 8080 code
Disassembles to CDL/TDL mnemonics compatible with above
assemblers Traces code even through ROM Commands include

Calculate Display Examine. Fill Goto List Mode Open File. Put.

Set Wait Trace and Search

DEBUG II $100 A superset of Debug I Adds Instruction

Interpreter Radix change Set Trap/Conditional display Trace

options and Zap FCB

6502X S150 A 6502 cross assembler Runs on the Z80 but

assembles 6502 instructions into 6502 object code 1 Similar features

as our Macro assemblers

QSAL S200 A SUPER FAST Z80 assembler Up to 10 times

faster than conventional assemblers Directly generates code into

memoiy in one pass but also to offset for execution in its own
memory space Pascal like structures repeat until if then else

while do begin end case of Multiple statements per line

special register handling expressions long symbol names auto

and modular assembly and more' This one uses ZILOG Mnemonics

QED S150 A screen editor which is both FAST and easy to

learn Commands include block delete copy and move to a

named file or within text repeat previous command change
locate find at start of line and numerous cursor and window
movement functions Works with any CRT having clear screen,

addressable cursor, clear to end of line, clear to end of screen, and
80X24

DISK FORMATS
When ordering software specify which disk format you would like

ZTEL - S80 An extensive text editing language and editor

modelled after DEC s TEC0

ZEDIT -S50 A mini text editor Character/line oriented Works
well with hardcopy terminals and is easy to use Includes macro
command capability

TOP I - S80 A Text Output Processor for formatting manuals,

documents etc Interprets commands which are entered into the

text by an editor Commands include justify page number, head-

ing subheading centering, and more

TOP II S100 A superset of TOP I Adds embedded control

characters in the file page at a time printing selected portion

punting include/merge files form feed/CRLF option for paging,

instant start up and final page ejection

ZDDT - S40 This is the disk version of our famous Zapple

monitor It will also load hex and relocatable files

ZAPPLE SOURCE - S80 This is the source to the SMB
ROM version of our famous Zapple monitor It can be used to

create your own custom version or as an example of the features

of our assemblers Must be assembled using one of our assemblers

MODEM - A communication program for file transfer between
systems or using a system as a terminal Based on the user group
version but modified to work with our SMB board or TRS-80

Models I or II You must specify which version you want

MODEM SOURCE - S40 For making your own custom

version Requires one of our Macro Assemblers

DISASSEMBLER - S80 Does bulk disassembly of object

files creating source files which can be assembled by one of our

assemblers

HARDWARE
S-100 — SMB II Bare Board $50. System Monitor Board for

S-100 systems 2 serial ports 2 parallel ports, cassette inter-

face 4K memory (ROM. 2708 EPR0M 2114 RAM), and power
on jump When used with Zapple ROM below, it makes putting

a S-100 system together a snap
Zapple ROM $35. Properly initializes SMB l/ll hardware, pro-

vides a powerful debug monitor

IBM PC — Big Blue Z80 board $595. Add Z80 capability to your
IBM Personal Computer Runs CP/M programs but does not

require CP/M or TPM Complete with Z80 CPU 64K add on
memory serial port parallel port time and date clock with

battery backup hard disk interface, and software to attach to

PC DOS and transfer programs Mfr d by QCS
50% Discount on all CDL software ordered at the same time as

a Big Blue (and for the Big Blue)

APPLE II — Chairman Z80 $345. Add Z80 capability to your
Apple ll/ll Plus computer Runs CP/M programs with our

more powerful TPM Includes 64K memory add on (unlike the

competition this is also useable by the 6502/D0S as well as

the Z80) TPM QSAL assembler. QED Screen Editor and Busi-

ness Basic Mfr d by AMT Research

Apple Special $175. Buy the Apple Z80 Developer at the same
time as the Chairman and pay only S175 instead of S325

— APPLE Z80 DEVELOPER
Includes: 6502X (S150). MACRO II ($100). MACRO III

(S150). QSAL (S200). QED (S150). LINKER (S80). DEBUG I

($80). DEBUG II ($100). ZDDT ($40) and BUSINESS
BASIC (S200)

VALUE: $1250 NOW $325
S175 when purchased with AMT "Chairman" Board

CODE

8SD

8DD

8XD

5SD

5EP

5PC

5XE

50 S

5ZA

DESCRIPTION

8" IBM 3740 Single Density (128 bytes/26 sectors/77 tracks)

8" Double Density (256 bytes/26 sectors/77 tracks)

8" CDL Extended Density (1024 bytes/8 sectcr/77 traceks 616K)

MoslptCord

5 25" Single Density (TRS80 Model I. Versafloppy

5 25" Epson Double Density

5 25" IBM PC Double Density

5.25" Xerox 820 Single Density

5 25" Osborne Single Density

5 25" Z80 Apple (Softcard compatible)

Tarbell I)

ORDERING INFORMATION:
VISA/MasterCard/C.O.D.

Call or Write With Ordering

Information....
VISA

OEMS:
Many CDL products are available for

licensing to OEM's. Write to Carl

Galletti with your requirements.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

TPM INFO When ordering TPM I or II in addition to Disk Format please specify one of the following codes

TPM

CODE DESCRIPTION

NSSD/H North Star Single Density for Horizon I/O

NSSD/Z North Star Single Density for Zapple I/O

NSDD/H North Star Double Density for Horizon I/O

NSDO/Z North Star Double Density for Zapple I/O

TRS80-I TRS-80 Model I (4200H Offset)

TRS80II TRS-80 Model II

VI8 Versafloppy I

8"

VI5 Versafloppy I 5 25"

TPM-II: VII8 Versafloppy II
8" (XD)

VII5 Versafloppy II 5 25'

TRS80II TRS-80 Model II (XD)

Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice

TPM Z80 CP/M TRS80 are trademarks of CDL. Zilog. DRI and Tandy respectively

For Phone Orders ONLY Call Toll Free...

1 -(800| 458-3491
Ask For Extension #15

For information and Tech Queries call

(609) 599-2146

(Except Pa.)

Computer Design Labs
342 Columbus Avenue/Trenton. NJ 08629

Circle 18 on Reader Service card.



Make a Real Investment

In Your Micro
This real estate investment article doesn't promise to make you

rich, but it will have you knocking on the right doors. You could

be a rich man—you could lose your shirt.

By Richard Gillette

/y ny list of the world's richest peo-

x\ple shows that real estate is a lucra-

tive profession.

The reason is simple: real estate can
generate income while deferring and/

or reducing income tax. But a word of

caution is in order: you can also lose

your shirt in real estate. What makes
the difference?

Good real estate investments, like

most human endeavors, are the result

of both skill and effort. Luck can play

a part, but in the end, luck isn't the

controlling factor.

It Takes Time

One problem investors have encoun-

tered is that the financial analysis "ef-

fort," even when you have the skill,

requires a lot of time. My attempts to

evaluate an opportunity previously

took many hours with pencil, paper

and calculator, leaving only a few
hours to master the skills and leaving

some accuracy questions. But that

was before the home computer, Visi-

Calc, and my investment program.
By eliminating the manual rote ef-

fort, I find skill improvement per unit

time increases at an incredible rate.

The program I'll describe here pro-

vides the potential real estate investor

with the ability to financially evaluate

alternatives with armchair ease, de-

veloping overnight insights that many
professional investors spend a lifetime

achieving.

This article will cover the funda-

mentals of both residential real estate

investing (including the income tax

implications) and my VisiCalc-based

program. The program is presented as

a preformatted spreadsheet where
specific data is entered at appropriate

points. Calculation over a ten-year

span is automatic.

The program fully and uniquely ac-

counts for the effects of income tax.

Hence, even if you're an experienced

investor, you should cover the funda-

mental parts of this article to fully ap-

preciate the program.

This investment program will let

you analyze real estate ventures with

more sophistication than the pro-

grams at many large real estate con-

cerns. Various rates of financing, in-

flation, depreciation and taxing can be

programmed, which lets you analyze

various scenarios in real time. It be-

Richard F. Gillette is a registered professional en-

gineer and a real estate broker. Address correspon-

dence to 311 W. Daniels Road, Palatine, IL 60067.
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comes easy to financially compare
real estate alternatives.

The Rules, Basically

The basic rules of investing, given

equal risk, are: 1) more money re-

turned is better than less, 2) the same
monies returned earlier are better

than later, and 3) the same earnings

taxed at lower rates are better than

those taxed at higher rates. It sounds
simple, and with this program, it is.

Real estate investments generate in-

come over time. The monies you re-

ceive from two alternate investments

may be the same. However, if they

don't occur at the same time, they

aren't equal. The one that occurs first

is greater than the other. Returns that

occur over time must be evaluated on
the basis of alternate investment op-

portunities—that is, compared over

time at an interest rate. For example,

$1000 today is equal to $1100 one year

from now when the simple interest

rate is ten percent.

Real estate investments also gen-

erate various types of returns: ordi-

nary income (or loss), depreciation (an

offset to taxable income), capital gains

(taxed at a lower rate than ordinary in-

come) and, sometimes, investment tax

credits.

All four types have different tax im-

plications; for the same dollars earned,

each gives different returns after tax

income. This program calculates pre-

tax income equivalents (my nomen-
clature) for each type of return as a

function of your marginal tax rate.

Your marginal tax rate is the dec-

imal fraction paid on the last dollar

you earn. Pretax income equivalence

lets you compare alternate real estate

investment returns against each other

and/or against other investments,

such as stocks or bonds. Investment
returns are normalized by being cal-

culated in pretax equivalent units.

PIE Ingredients

Pretax income equivalents (PIE) are

the wages you must earn at your mar-
ginal income tax rate to obtain the

same after-tax income as the invest-

ment. For example, we all have seen

tax-free bonds advertize data at ten

percent interest rate, 20 percent effec-

tive in the 50 percent tax bracket. The
20 percent return is a ' 'pretax income

The basic rules of

investing sound simple

and with this program

they are.

equivalent" as a function of a 50 per-

cent marginal tax rate.

If your marginal tax rate is 20 per-

cent, the bond pretax equivalent

would be 12V2 percent—quite a dif-

ference from the 20 percent above.

Pretax income equivalents and the

acronym PIE will be used inter-

changeably throughout this article.

This concept isn't unique, but it's not

commonly used because its applica-

tion requires extra calculation. How-
ever, once programmed, it requires no
extra effort.

This complete program allows you
to evaluate alternatives, testing var-

ious inflation, finance and tax scen-

arios over a ten-year period. Both the
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time value of money and PIE are in-

cluded. The program, therefore, pro-

vides a fast method of choosing the op-

timum investment that meets your

personal investment criteria.

The Example Program Screen

The full spreadsheet screen is

shown in Fig. 1; all values are calcu-

lated over ten years. The screen is

ordered in accordance with the terms
defined in the sidebar article. Al-

though a large amount of information

has been generated, the numeric in-

puts required are minimal. Only the

data that is underscored has been used

as input data!

When the screen is viewed on your
CRT terminal, not all of it will be visi-

ble. A minimum of three columns will

be available on a 40-column display.

The program has been formatted to

have titles in the first three columns,
and the required input data is limited

to columns 2 (B) and 3 (C). The paren-

theticals denote the spreadsheet col-

umn nomenclature.

When the format is loaded into

computer memory, each required

data point appears as a blank with a

dotted underscore. When you input

data, you overwrite the underscore.

These two features allow fast and effi-

cient data entry, even if the user has
limited terminal skills.

For the six-apartment example
shown, 200000 is entered at the top of

column 3 (C) as the price and 50000 is

entered as the down payment. In col-

umn 2 (B), the entry is .13 as the mort-

gage interest rate, .03 as points, and 30

as years. In column 3 (C), 1000 is

entered as the purchasing fees.

All other information in this section

was calculated. Only the underscored

^L #



INVESTMENT DEC. RATE

PRICE NA

DOWN PAYHT 0.25

MORTGAGE 0.13

POINTS

-S. DEPOSIT

PURCH.FEES

OTHER

PERIOD

CASH REQUIRED

INCOME

UNIT 1

UNIT 2

UNIT 3

UNIT 4

UNIT 5

UNIT 6

UNIT 7

UNIT 8

MAS.& DRY.

VACANCY 9R

GROSS OPER.

EXPENSES

R.E.TAX

6AS

ELECTRIC

MATER

SCAVEN6ER

INSURANCE

ASSOC. FEES

SEWER

REPAIR

DECORATING

SNOW PLOM

6ARDENIN6

ADVERTISE

PHONE

OFF.* POST

MISC.

LEGAL ANNL

NANAGMT.dR

INST.S.DEP

POINTS

PURCH.FEES

6R0SS OPERT.

DEC. I NFL

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.03

0.04

INCOME

NA

NA

EXPENSE

J0
NA

2150

DEC.INFL MONTH 1

0.07 208

0.12 100

0.12 25

0.04 30

0.07 30

0.06 38

0.10 50

0.10 50

0.10 17

0.10 25

0.10 3

0.10 4

0.10 3

0.10 10

0.10 17

0.05 9

M0RT6AGE BALANCE

MORTAGE

MONTHLY

PAYMENT

1ST 5 YEARS

1659

DOLLARS (YEAR 6)

200000 REMORTG.

50000 DEC. RATE

150000 0.13

4500 0.00

-2100 DOLLARS

1000

YEARS

NA 25

53400 NA

YEAR 1

3900

4200

4200

4200

4200

4500

600

-1008

24792

YEAR 1

2496

1200

300

360

360

456

f

600

600

204

300

36

48

36

120

204

105

7425

YEAR 1

149966

149931

149896

149861

149825

149789

149752

149715

149678

149640

149602

149563

619

MONTH 1

MONTH 2

MONTH 3

MONTH 4

MONTH

MONTH

MONTH

5

6

7

MONTH 8

MONTH 9

MONTH 10

MONTH 11

MONTH 12

Fig. 1. Screen example.

PAYMENT PER MONTH PER YEAR

1ST 5 Y 1659 19912

YR 6 ON 1659 19912

YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10

4095 4300 4515 4740 4977 5226 5488 5762 6050

4410 4631 4862 5105 5360 5628 5910 6205 6516

4410 4631 4862 5105 5360 5628 5910 6205 6516

4410 4631 4862 5105 5360 5628 5910 6205 6516

4410 4631 4862 5105 5360 5628 5910 6205 6516

4725 4961 5209 5470 5743 6030 6332 6649 6981

618 637 656 675 696 716 738 760 783

-1058 -1111 -1167 -1225 -1286 -1351 -1418 -1489 -1564

26020 27308 28661 30081 31571 33136 34778 36503 38313

YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10

2671 2858 3058 3272 3501 3746 4008 4289 4589

1344 1505 1686 1888 2115 2369 2653 2971 3328

336 376 421 472 529 592 663 743 832

374 389 405 421 438 456 474 493 512

385 412 441 472 505 540 578 619 662

483 512 543 576 610 647 686 727 770

660 726 799 878 966 1063 1169 1286 1415

660 726 799 878 966 1063 1169 1286 1415

224 247 272 299 329 361 398 437 481

330 363 399 439 483 531 585 643 707

40 44 48 53 58 64 70 77 85

53 58 64 70 77 85 94 103 113

40 44 48 53 58 64 70 77 85

132 145 160 176 193 213 234 257 283

224 247 272 299 329 361 398 437 481

110 116 122 128 134 141 148 155 163

8067

YEAR 2

149524

149484

149445

149404

149364

149322

149281

149239

149196

149153

149110

149066

8768

YEAR 3

149021

148976

148931

148885

148839

148792

148744

148696

148648

148599

148550

148500

9535

YEAR 4

148449

148398

148346

148294

148241

148188

148134

148080

148024

147969

147912

147856

10373

YEAR 5

147798

147740

147681

147622

147562

147501

147439

147377

147315

147251

147187

147122

11291

YEAR 6

147057

146991

146924

146856

146788

146719

146649

146578

146507

146435

146362

146288

12295

YEAR 7

146214

146138

146062

145985

145908

145829

145749

145669

145588

145506

145423

145339

13395

YEAR 8

145254

145168

145082

144994

144906

144816

144726

144634

144542

144448

144354

144258

14600

YEAR 9

144162

144064

143966

143866

143765

143664

143561

143457

143351

143245

143138

143029

15921

YEAR 10

142919

142808

142696

142582

142468

142352

142235

142116

141997

141876

141753

141630
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Figure continued.
1

MORTAGE PRINCIPAL REPAID/YEAR 437 497 566 644 733 834 949 1080 1230 1399

CUMULATIVE 437 934 1500 2144 2878 3712 4661 5742 6971 8370

DEPRECIATION LIFE VALUE YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEA/? 10

ADJUSTED BASES NA 205500

LAND VALUE (COST) NA 20000

ACRS PP 3Y 3 10000 2500 3800 3700

ACRS PP 5Y 5 15000 2250 3300 3150 3150 3150

ACRS PP10Y 10

ACRS RP15Y 15 159300 19116 15930 14337 12744 11151 9558 9558 9558 9558 7965

I1ACH. EXP. 2500 MAX/EA 1200 90 132 126 252 252

TOTAL ACRS / YEAR 185500 23956 23162 21313 16146 14553 9558 9558 9558 9558 7965

ACRS CUMULATIVE 23956 47118 68431 84577 99130 108688 118246 127804 137362 145327

DEPRECIATION STRAI6HT LINE

PP 3Y MY 3 10000 1667 3333 3333 1667 «

PP 5Y 8NY 5 15000 1500 3000 3100 3000 3000 1500 f

PP 10Y 9NY 10

RP 15r iNY 15 159300 5310 10620 10620 10620 10620 10620 11620 10620 10620 10620

MACHNY.9NY 5 1200 114 228 228 228 228 114

TOTAL/YEAR 185500 8591 17181 17181 15515 13848 12234 10620 10620 10620 10620

STRAI6HT LINE CUMULATIVE 8591 25772 42953 58468 72316 84550 95170 105790 116410 127030

OPERATING INCOME (PRE TAX) YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10

GROSS 0PERATIN6 INCOME 24792 26020 27308 28661 30081 31571 33136 34778 36503 38313

LESS GROSS OPERATING EXPENSE 7425 8067 8768 9535 10373 11291 12295 13395 14600 15921

0PERATIN6 PROFIT OR LOSS (-) 17367 17953 18540 19126 19708 20281 20841 21383 21903 22392

CASH FLOW 0.30 DEC. TAX R

0PERATIN6 PROFIT OR LOSS M
-MORTAGE INTEREST 9 ABOVE RATE

-ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE PRINCIPAL

CASH FLOW <) OR M (PRETAX)

ACRS (1) S.L.(0) DEP 1

ITC (0) YEAR (1) EXP

NET CASH FLOW AFTER TAX 9 T.R.

INCOME 0.30 TAX RATE

QFERATIH6 PROFIT OR LOSS (-)

-M0RTA6E INTEREST 9 ABOVE RATE

DEPRECIATION DISCOUNTED BY TAX

INVST CREDIT DISCOUNTED BY TAX

NET PRETAX INCOME EQUIVALENT

0.06 ANNUAL RTAPPRECIAT.

LESS SALES 0.06 CQHMISSN.

APPRECIATED INV. VALUE PRETAX

ADJUSTED 1NVESTMNT GAIN PRETAX

PRETAX APPRECIATION PIE

ACC. DEPRECIATION RECOVERY CUM

PERSONAL PROPERTY DEP. RECOVERY

INVESTMENT CREDIT RECOVERY CUM

TOTAL APPREC. CUMULATIVE PIE

0.20 ANNUAL RTINVEST. ALT

CUMULATIVE INVESTMENT NOT PV

CUMULATIVE ROI PIE NOT PV

PV OF INVESTMENT 9 YEAR N

PV OF ROI 9 YEAR N, PIE

PV OF ROI 9 YEAR N, AFTER TAX

PV I ROI 9 YEAR N, PIE

PV I ROI 9 YEAR N, AFTER TAX

YEAR 1

17367

-19475

-437

-2545

-23956

120

5394

YEAR 1

17367

-19475

10267

171

8331

212000

-12720

199280

-11530

-11530

-15365

-2953

-137

-29985

YEAR 1

53837

-21654

53764

-18045

-12632

-33.56

-23.49

YEAR 2

17953

-19414

-497

-1959

-23162

5428

YEAR 2

17953

-19414

9927

8465

224720

-13483

211237

-10193

-10193

-21346

-7874

-103

-39516

YEAR 2

54334

-22720

54110

-14621

-10234

-27.02

-18.91

YEAR 3

18540

-19346

-566

-1371

-21313

5264

YEAR 3

18540

-19346

9134

8329

238203

-14292

223911

-8139

-8139

-25478

-11482

-69

-45168

YEAR 3

54900

-20043

54437

-8498

-5949

-15.61

-10.93

YEAR 4

19126

-19267

-644

-785

-16146

4101

YEAR 4

19126

-19267

6920

6778

252495

-15150

237346

-5324

-5324

-26109

-12779

-34

-44246

YEAR 4

55544

-12343

54748

-428

-300

-0.78

-0.55

YEAR 5

19708

-19179

-733

-204

-14553

4003

YEAR 5

19708

-19179

6237

6766

267645

-16059

251586

-1704

-1704

-26814

-12263

YEAR 6

20281

-19077

-834

369

-9558

2875

YEAR 6

20281

-19077

4096

5299

283704

-17022

266682

2772

3484

-24138

-10456

YEAR 7

20841

-18962

-949

929

-9558

3233

YEAR 7

20841

-18962

4096

5975

300726

-18044

282682

8152

10249

-23076

-7842

-40781 -31110 -20669

YEAR 5

56278

-2111

55042

7240

5068

13.15

9.21

YEAR 6

57112

12859

55322

14985

10489

27.09

18.96

YEAR 7

58061

29274

55587

21303

14912

38.32

26.83

YEAR 8

21383

-18831

-1080

1472

-9558

3574

YEAR 8

21383

-18831

4096

6648

318770

-19126

299643

14493

18220

-22014

-5228

-9022

YEAR 8

59142

47570

55838

26519

18563

47.49

33.25

YEAR 9

21903

-18682

-123#

1991

-9558

3892

YEAR 9

21903

-18682

4096

7317

337896

-20274

317622

21852

27471

-20952

-2614

3905

YEAR 9

60371

67814

56076

30792

21555

54.91

38.44

YEAR 10

22392

-18512

-1399

2460

-7965

3706

YEAR 10

22392

-18512

3414

7293

358170

-21490

336679

30289

38078

-18297

19781

YEAR 10

61770

90983

56302

34408

24086

61.11

42.78
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data had to be entered. The same ap-

plies to the remainder of the screen.

In addition to this input data, a

number of options are included. In-

terest rate and financing terms can
be changed at the start of year 6 (a

five-year balloon sale is refinanced at

year 6).

This is accomplished by adding the

quisition are capitalized (not ex-

pensed), the change in points required

for alternate financing changes the de-

preciation values—hence the error

check.

To calculate the information after

you have entered the input data or

changed it, issue a recalculation com-
mand by typing an exclamation mark.

Three-year personal property:

Five-year personal property:

Ten-year personal property:

15-year real property:

three, five or 12 years

five, 12 or 25 years

ten, 25 or 35 years

15, 35 or 45 years

Table 1. Limitations imposed by new tax law.

The manual recalculation is required

as the spreadsheet takes about 30 sec-

onds for each recalculation, much too

long to wait while entering data with

automatic recalculation. Only one

recalculation is required as the pro-

gram converges. All formulas have

been arranged so as to not require data

before it's been calculated. This fea-

ture called for special attention in for-

matting.

To iterate optional financing, infla-

tion, tax rate and so on, simply over-

write the old data with the new data

and issue a recalculation command.
Presto, the new data is calculated!

What You'll Need

Memory used in my Apple 11 is

64K-30K for VisiCalc and 34K for the

new interest rate, point rate, purchas-

ing fees and the period of the new loan

at the top of column 4 (D).

Options are included to select ACRS
or straight-line depreciation (defaults

to ACRS), and to select either income
tax credit for machinery or to expense

it during the first year (default to ex-

pense).

These selections are accomplished

in column 3 (C) at the middle of p. 2

(row 101 and 102) by changing the 1 to

a 0. With these options, you can ex-

amine the tax implications of ACRS or

straight-line depreciation, and of in-

vestment tax credit or first-year ex-

pense, with respect to when you ex-

pect to sell the building.

Depreciation years are fully selec-

table under ACRS and are automatic-

ally replicated for straight-line depre-

ciation. The new tax law, however,

limits your selection of years to those

in Table 1.

The program further limits your
machinery depreciation life, selected

under straight line, to three or five

years. Defaults for depreciation life

are the rriinimums, three, five, 10 and
15 years, except for machinery where
five years has been used.

I have included a depreciation-val-

ue-checker. If the total of all deprecia-

tion components and the land value

isn't equal to the adjusted basis, the

total ACRS value and straight-line

value—in the third (C) column—will
show an error.

The total value will be shown only
when you input the correct values. I

have found that, as I iterated financing

alternatives, I would forget to modify
the amounts to be depreciated.

Remembering that the costs of ac-
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A Look at the Lingo

This article is designed to give a brief re-

view of real estate investment terms.

•Mortgage: Price -down payment.

•Cash required: Down payment + points -

security deposit (if applicable) + purchas-

ing fees (legal, title, appraisal and so on, that

by law are capitalized) + other (prorations,

i.e., items prepaid by the seller that you as-

sume, such as real estate tax, insurance and

so on. These are expensed, not capitalized).

•Mortgage payment per month or year: A
function of the amount borrowed, interest

rate and the period of the loan (an algebraic

question that, once programmed, is trivial).

Note: Before computers, most people used

tables, not algebra.

•Inflation rate: The decimal-rate rents and

expenses projected to a compound rate over

time. Each may have (and typically does

have) its individual rate.

•Gross operating income (pretax): Rents +

other (typically, washer and dryer). Note:

Rents are reduced if you have vacancies.

•Vacancy rate: The decimal rate of annual

rents lost due to vacancies.

•Gross operating expense: All costs of oper-

ation. Doesn't include the interest on your

loan or the principal repaid.

•Management (fee) rate: The decimal frac-

tion of income paid to manage the building.

Note: It's zero if you manage it yourself.

•Mortgage balance: The amount of principal

owed at the stated date.

•Repaid per year and cumulative: Principal

repaid as stated.

•Adjusted Basis: Price of building + costs as-

sociated with its initial acquisition (points,

fees and so on) that are capitalized.

•Depreciation straight line: Unaccelerated

depreciation. Note: You may choose between

ACRS and straight line; however, your choice

of years to depreciate is limited to fixed years.

ACRS will return money to you faster; how-

ever, you should realize that all income tax

savings resulting from ACRS are subject to in-

come tax when you sell the building (i.e., all

accelerated depreciation recovered is taxed

as ordinary income).

All depreciation recovered from personal

property is also taxed as ordinary income.

Straight-line depreciation recovered from the

sale of residential real property isn't subject

to depreciation recovery. It isn 't taxed as ordi-

nary income, but it is included in your in-

come during the year of sale as capital gains

and taxed at a lower rate. This feature, con-

version of ordinary income into capital gains,

is one of the major reasons for real estate in-

vesting. Depreciation defers tax and, in the

case of residential property, reduces it.

Hence, the more you have, the better, and the

higher your tax rate, the greater the benefit,

assuming that you have taxable income.

Depreciation note: If ITC (see below) is

chosen, the amount depreciated is reduced

by half of the ITC. If machinery is expensed

(see below), it isn't depreciated. Only one ITC

•Depreciation ACRS: A fixed annual percent

specified by the Economic Recovery Tax Act

of 1981. ACRS replaces all accelerated

depreciation (sum-of-digits, double-declining

balance and so on) with a standard set of

tables. ACRS covers both real and personal

property, but the value of the land isn't depre-

ciated.

(continued on p. 42)



Circle 338 on Reader Service card.

WHEN YOUWORK WITH YOURMICRO
FROM THEINSIDE, YOUCANKEEP
ALL THEBUGSON THEOUTSIDE.
The only way to maximize your micro's potential—and keep yourprograms running smoothly while you experiment with new
techniques— is to have a goodadvance idea of what will work, what won't, and why. Wiley's answerbooks reveal your micro's
inner workings so you can get inside and understand those crucial concepts. Written with clarity and unusual detailby people
who are tops in their fields, these are the guidebooks you'll reach for when you sit down to think at the screen.

THE UNir OPERATING SYSTEM BOOK
Mike Banahan andAndy Rutter

THE UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM BOOK is a highly readable intro-

duction to the features, capabilities, and limitations of this increas-

ingly popular system— the brainchild of Bell Laboratories— that
brought manageability and flexibility to previously unwieldy oper-

ating systems. The guide provides in-depth coverage of the UNIX
editor, the "C" programming language, and text processing. You'll

also find clear coverage of logging in, using the commands, "C"
libraries, the filestore, the process environment, library routines,

and system calls.

224 pages (1-89676-4) $16.95

THE UNIX™ OPERATING SYSTEM
Kaare Christian

UNIX runs on a wide variety of computers and has a broad range
of applications to business, science and industry, making it one of
the most important systems to have debuted in the past decade.
This book is a readable, step-by-step introduction to the features
and uses of this system, which was first developed at Bell Labs.
It includes an abridged UNIX manual, with citations for forty of

the most commonly used UNIX commands.
400 pages (1-87542-2) $24.95

PC DOS
USING THE IBM PC OPERATING SYSTEM
Ruth Ashley and Judi N. Fernandez

Most manuals tell you what commands to use, but only this self-

teaching guide explains all aspects of a command and leads you in

hands-on practice to reinforce each new skill you acquire. Starting

with the most basic task— creating a new file name— and pro-

gressing through thoughtfully graduated steps, you will master
the entire PC DOS 1.1 system. Numerous examples clarify impor-
tant new concepts, as you learn to create and erase files, copy
files, run other programs, print data from files, and implement
every other function of PC DOS.
288 pages (1-89718-3) $14.95

CP/M® FOR THE IBM
USING CP/M-86®
Judi N. Fernandez and Ruth Ashley
CP/M-86 is the widely accepted operating system used with the
new IBM Personal Computer. When you fully grasp how the entire

CP/M-86 package works, you're able to perform both routine

functions and sophisticated tasks with maximum flexibility and
efficiency. And this is the only self-teaching guide, ideal for both
novices and experienced pros, that will enable you to effortlessly

master the entire operating system. From the simplest tasks
to the most complex, you'll learn through progressive steps and
hands-on applications.

288 pages (1-89719-1) $14.95

THE 8087 PRIMER
John F. Palmer and Stephen R Morse
The 8087 from Intel is a chip with special capabilities for rapid
numerical processing and computation that can be used in the
IBM PC and machines from Zilog and Motorola. It's in demand
everywhere, but no one understands the potential of the 8087
better than its designer: author John Palmer. From their profes-
sional perspective, Palmer and Stephen Morse (designer of the
8086) explain in clear detail how to use and program the 8087,
how to interface it with 8086-based machines, and how to
program it in various languages, including Fortran and Pascal.
224 pages (1-87569-4) $16.95

WORDSTAR™ AND CP/NF MADE EASY
John D. Lee
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program. The full ten-year program
requires a 64K system; however, a

four-year analysis can be accommo-
dated in a 48K configuration, if rents

and expenses are not itemized in full

detail. The screen format was de-

signed to allow for this contingency.

After the program was developed, it

was also tested on an IBM PC. The
listing was transferred via an RS-232
serial link. The program ran without
change! The memory requirement is

76K-42K for VisiCalc and 34K for the

program. A five-year analysis can be

accommodated in a 64K PC.

Again, note that the format was de-

signed to allow for this contingency.

VisiCalc isn't the only base program
that can be used. I loaded the program
into The Spreadsheet by A.P.P.L.E.,

and it ran without change. The
Spreadsheet uses 34K, so only an

The program explanation

will start from the

bottom of the listing,

which is the beginning

of the program.

eight-year program can be accommo-
dated on a 64K Apple II. This pro-

gram, however, automatically finds

and uses all RAM cards up to 512K, so,

with any extra RAM you can run the

full ten years.

Either VisiCalc or The Spreadsheet

is required and must be loaded into

memory before this program is used.

Each data cell is ten columns wide;

the titles and ten years of calculations

take up 130 columns and 132 rows, re-

spectively, plus one row for scratch-

pad calculations. The scratchpad was
required for convergence. This pro-

vides a two-page output on most
printers.

I usually print the screen of Fig. 1 on
my Epson MX-80 in the 132-column
mode. This mode can be entered from
VisiCalc by typing a (quote, up-arrow,
H, 0, F " ("tHOF) between the printer

slot selection and the lower-left selec-

tion (-M132). The minus sign sup-

presses printer linefeed for single-

space printing. It is required for only
your first printing; the same is true for

("tHOF) on the Apple II.

The (-) is not required, and the

("tHOF) is required each time with the

IBM PC. Other printers will use their

unique set-up code. Printers with ca-

pabilities of less than 132 columns
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can be used by printing in sections.

The first five years can be printed in

80 columns, and the next five years in

50 additional columns.

About the Program

The complete listing for the pro-

gram is provided in Listing 1. It's the

(from p. 40)

or machinery expense is allowed for a given

equipment.

•Machinery expense: The new tax law

allows you to fully expense the first $2500 of

machinery each year ($5000 if a joint return)

as an alternate to the investment tax credit.

•ITC investment tax credit: A reduction in

your income tax for investing in income-

producing machinery. Note: For a small

apartment owner, investment credit is ten

percent of the cost of, typically, a washer and

dryer, lawn mower or snow plow (not the

water heater, boiler and so on). Investment

credit is six percent if the machinery has a life

of less than five years.

•Operating income pretax (operating profit

or loss): Gross operating income (pretax) -

gross operating expenses (pretax).

•Marginal income tax rate: The decimal tax

rate paid on the last dollar earned.

•Cash flow (pretax): Net operation in-

come - debt service payments (payment on

loan), interest and principal.

•Net cash flow (after tax): Pretax cash flow

discounted by your marginal income tax rate +

depreciation discounted by your marginal tax

rate + any investment tax credit likewise dis-

counted.

Note: This (post-tax cash flow) should be

positive, otherwise you have a poor or

unusual investment. Furthermore, for a good

investment, the post-tax cash flow should be

positive even if your tax rate drops. An in-

vestment shouldn't be totally dependent on

tax savings; however, tax savings are a major

part of real estate investment returns.

•Income (net pretax income equivalent):

Gross profit (or loss) - mortgage interest

payments + the depreciation discounted by

your marginal tax rate + the investment tax

credit, which is likewise discounted.

•Appreciation: The increasing value of the

building as supply, demand and inflation act

on the building. Note: this may be a large part

of your investment return.

•Sales commission: The decimal fraction of

the sales price paid to the real estate broker to

sell the building. Note: It may be zero if you

do it yourself, but be sure that doing it your-

self doesn't reduce the price you get for the

building.

•Appreciated investment value pretax: ap-

preciation - sales commission.

•Adjusted investment gain pretax: Appre-

ciated building value - adjusted basis -

cumulative straight-line building deprecia-

tion (i.e., the investment growth that is tax-

able as capital gains).

• Pretax appreciation PIE: Appreciated build-

ing value converted to a PIE at the end of each

year. This increased value (PIE) reflects the

reduced rates for capital gains tax.

•Accelerated depreciation recovery cumula-

1

line depreciation (both valued at the end of

each year).

• Personal property depreciation recoved:

Value of personal property when sole -

cumulative straight-line depreciation.

Note: Accelerated depreciation recovery

(ACRS - straight line) has already been taken

into account. All depreciation recovered on

the sale of personal property is taxed as ordi-

nary income. Furthermore, no depreciation

is allowed for the year of the sale. To simplify

calculations, all sales are assumed to be at the

end of the year.

•Investment credit recovery cumulative: A
set rate (percentage) that recovers the tax sav-

ings you received if you didn't keep the ma-

chinery the length of time required by law to

earn the credit. The original investment

credit offsets income tax; hence, the recovery

is taxed as ordinary income.

•Total appreciation cumulative PIE: Ap-

preciation discounted by tax - accelerated

depreciation recovery - personal property

straight-line recovery - investment tax credit

recovery.

•Investment alternative annual rate: The in-

terest rate that you want to use to evaluate

your investment return over time. Note that

as a minimum, it's equal to the highest rate

you can receive from alternative investments

with equal risk.

•Cumulative investment (not present value):

Cash required at the start of the investment +

cumulative payments to debt service principal.

•Cumulative return on investment (ROI)

PIE (not PV): The summation of net pretax in-

come equivalents over the years evaluated +

total appreciation cumulative pretax income
equivalents. Note that this ROI doesn't take

into account the time value of money (in-

terest or personal investment rate), so it has

no comparative value.

•Present value of investment at year n: Cash
required at initial investment - expensed

prorations (other above) + mortgage prin-

cipal payments discounted by present value

of ROI at year n PIE.

• Present value (PV) of ROI at year n PIE:

The investment rate discounted sum of each

year's PIE + the investment rate discounted

cumulative total appreciation PIE. Note: This

value is used when you compare alternative

investment, given equal investment rates and
risk.

•Present value of ROI at year n after tax:

The time discounted return after you pay
your income tax. Note: As the income is both

PV and PIE, income tax is just the tax rate

multiplied by PIE.

•PV percent at year n PIE and post-tax: The
respective values evaluated against the cum-
ulative investment at the same year, express-

ed as a percentage.



Fig. 2. Listing of real estate program.
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Figure continued.
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>L41 : (1+B41) *K41
>K41:! < 1^-841 >*J41
>J41 : (1+B41) «I41
>I41j: (1+B41)»H41
>H41 : <1+B41>*G41
>G41:: (l-i-B41)*F41
>F41;: <1+B41)*E41
>E41:: (H-B41)*D41
>D41:: 12*C41
>C41: ••
>B4 1

:

>A4 1

:

: "ADVERTISE
>M40;: < 1+B40) *L40
>L40: ; < 1+B40) KK40
>K40:: ( 1^B40) *J40
>J40: : (1^B40)*I40
>I40!: (1^B40) *H40
>H40: : (1+B40) *G40
>G40:: ( 1+B40) *F40
>F40: (1+B40) *E40
>E40: : (H-B40)*D40
>D40: 12*C40
>C40: • •••
>B40: /F%"
>A40: : "GARDENING
>M39: (1+B39) *L39
>L39: : <1+B39>*K39

>M54:
>L54:
>K54:
>J54:
>I54:
>H54:
>G54

:

>F54:
>E54:
>D54:
>C54:
>M53:
>L53:
>K53:
>J53:
>I53:
>H53:
>G53:
>F53s
>E53:
>D53:
>C53:
>M52:
>L52:
>K52:
>J52:
>I52:
>H52:
>G52:
>F52:
>E52:
>D52:
>B52:
>A52:
>0Oli
>M50:
>L50:
>K50:
>J50:
>I50:
>H50:
>G50:
>F50:
>E50:
>D50:
>C50:
>B50:
>A50:
>I49:
>B49:
>A49:
>I48:
>B48s
>A48:
>M47:
>L47:
>K47:
>J47:
>I47:
>H47:
>G47:
>F47:
>E47:
>D47:
>C47:
>B47:
>A47:
>M46:
>L46:
>K46:
>J46:
>I46:
>H46:
>G46:
>F46:
>E46:
>D46:
>C46:
>B46:
>A46:

+M53-E133-KM53»D7/12)
^L53-E133+(L53*D7/12)
+K53-E133+<K53*D7/12>
+J53-E133-KJ53*D7/12)
+ I53-E133-KI53*D7/12)
+H53-A60+ (H53tB7/ 12)
+G53-A60-I- < G53 *B7 / 1 2 )

-»-F53-A60-MF53*B7/12)
+E53-A60+ <E53*B7/ 12)
^D53-A60+(D53»B7/12>
"MONTH 2
+L64-E133+<L64*B7/12)
^K64-E 1 33-KK64 *B7 / 1 2

)

+J64-E133-MJ64*B7/12>
+ I64-E133-KI64*B7/12)
+H64-E133+(H64*B7/12)
+G64-A60-KG64*B7/12)
+F64-A60+ <F64*B7/ 12)
+E64-A60-KE64*B7/12)
-I-D64-A60-I- <D64*B7/ 12)
+C7-A60^ <C7*B7/ 12)
"MONTH 1

YEAR 10
YEAR 9

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR

"ALANCE
"MORTGAGE B
/FG"
«>SUM<M29 M49)
5>SUM(L29 L49)
3SUM<K29 K49)
3SUM<J29 J49)
5>SUM(I29 149)
^SUM(H29 H49)
3SUM<G29 G49)
»SUM<F29 F49)
»SUM<E29 E49)
5>SUM<D29 D49)
©SUM(C29 C49)
"T. EXPENSE
"GROSS OPER
-HD10
8HA
"PURCH.FEES
S)IF <D8>0,D8*F64,0)
5)NA
"POINTS
+B47*3SUM <M16 M23) / 12
+B47»5>SUM (L16 L23) / 12
-t-B47*»SUM(K16 K23)/12
+B47*SSUM(J16- . . J23) /12
+B47*aSUM<I16.
+B47*5)SUM(H16.
+B47*SSUM(G16.
+B47*3SUM(F16.
+B47*»SUM(E16.
12*C47
+B47* (C26-C24 ) / 1

2

/F%"
"INST.S.DEP
+B4£*M26
+B46»L26
•^B46»K26
^-B46«J26
+B46*I26
+B46*H26
-»-B46*G26
+B46*F26
^B46»E26
+B46*D26
+D46/12
/F»"
"MANAGMT.SR

I23)/12
H23)/12
G23)/12
F23)/12
E23)/12
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Figure con tinued.

>H61: +H60-A60+ <H60*B7/ 12) >I72: YEAR 6 >B81s "ATIVE
>G61: +G60-A60+ <G60*B7/ 12) >H72: YEAR 5 >A81:"ACRS CUMUL
>F61::+F<S0-A60+<F60*B7/12> >G72: YEAR 4 >M80:»SUM(M75 M79)
>E61: +E60-A60+<E60*B7/12> >F72: YEAR 3 >L80:3SUM(L75 L79)
>D61: +D60-A60+ <D60*B7/ 12) >E72: YEAR 2 >K80:»SUM(K75 K79)
>C61: "MONTH 9 >D72: YEAR 1 >J80:®SUM(J75 J79)
>M60:.+W59-E133+<M59*D7/12) >C72: VALUE >I80:»SUM(I75 179)
>L60:: +L59-E133+ <L59*D7/ 12) >B72: "ON LIFE >H80:5)SUM(H75 H79)
>K60!:+K59-E133+<K59*D7/12> >A72: "DEPRECIATI >G80:3SUM<G75 G79)
>J60::+J59-E133+<J59*D7/12> >M70: +M69+L70 >F80:5)SUM(F75 F79)
>I60;: +I59-E133+ ( I59*D7/ 12) >L70: +L69+K70 >E80:5>SUM<E75 E79)
>H60: ; +H59-A60+ <H59*B7/12> >K70: +K69+J70 >D80: 5>SUM <D75 D79)
>G60:: +G59-A60+ <G59*B7/ 12) >J70: +J69+I70 >C80:»IFOSUM(C75 C79) = (C73-
>F<S0: : +F59-A60+ <F59*B7/ 12) >I70: +I69+H70 C74) , (C73-C74) , 1/0)
>E60:: +E59-A60+ <E59*B7/ 12) >H70: +H69+G70 >B80: " / YEAR
>D60: +D59-A60+<D59*B7/12> >G70: +G69+F70 >A80: "TOTAL ACRS
>C60;: "MONTH 8 >F70: +F69+E70 >H79:5)IF(C102=1,0, -21*C79)
>A60:: <1+<B7/12))'MB12*12>*B7/1 >E70: +E69+D70 >G79:o>IF(C102=l,0, .21*C79)
2* (C5-CA)/( ( <1+<B7/12> )' <B12*1 >D70: +D69 >F79:»IF(C102=1,0,S)IF(B87=5, -2
2) >-lL) >C70: "UMULATIVE 1* (C79-C102/2) , . 37* (C79-C102/2
>M59j!+M58-E133+<M58*D7/12> >B70: C ) ) )

>L59 :+L58-E133+<L58*D7/12> >M69: +L64-M64 >E79: 5>IF <C102=1 , 0, 5)IF <B87=5, . 2
>K59:: +K58-E 1 33+ (K58*D7 / 1 2

)

>L69: +K64-L64 2* (C79-C102/2) , . 38* (C79-C102/2
>J59 :+J58-E133+<J58*D7/12> >K69: +J64-K64 ) > )

>I59::+I58-E133+<I58*D7/12> >J69: +I64-J64 >D79: 3IF <C102=1 , C79, 5>IF (B87=5,
>H59:: +H58-A60+ ( H58*B7/ 12) >I69: +H64-I64 . 15* (C79-C102/2) , . 25* (C79-C102
>G59: : +G58-A60+ <G58*B7/12) >H69: +G64-H64 /2) ) )

>F59;: +F58-A60+ <F58*B7/ 12) >G69: +F64-G64 sr79i ••

>E59

:

+E58-A60+ <E58*B7/ 12) >F69: +E64-F64 >B79: "500 MAX/EA
>D59:: +D58-A60+ <D58*B7/ 12) >E69: +D64-E64 >A79: "MACH.EXP-2
>C59: "MONTH 7 >D69: +C7-D64 >M78: .05*C78
>M58: 1 +M57-E 1 33+ <M57*D7/ 12) >C69: "PA ID/YEAR >L78: -06*C78
>L58: +L57-E133+<L57*D7/12> >B69: "INCIPAL RE >K78: -06*C78
>K58: +K57-E133+<K57*D7/12) >A69: "MORTAGE PR >J78: -06*C78
>J58: +J57-E133+<J57*D7/12) >H67: "ILLETTE : 178: . 06*C78
>I58: : +I57-E133+ ( I57*D7/12) >G67

:

"83 R- F. G >H78: -07*C78
>H58: +H57-A60+<H57*B7/12> >F67: "GHT (C) 19 >G78: -08*C78
>G58::+657-A60+<G57*B7/12) >E67: " 2, COPYRI >F78: -09*C78
>F58: : +F57-A60+ <F57*B7/12> >D67: " PIE PAGE >E78: . 1*C78
>E58::+E57-A60+<E57*B7/12) >C67: "T ANALYSIS >D78: . 12*C78
>D58:: +D57-A60+ ( D57 *B7 / 1 2

)

>B67

:

"E INVESTMEN \P70 • ••

>C58:: "MONTH 6 >A67: "REAL ESTAT >B78: 15
>B58: : "S >M64:•+M63-E133+<M63*D7/12) >A78: "ACRS RP15Y
>A58j: "1ST 5 YEAR >L64: +L63-E133+<L63*D7/12) >M77: .09*C77
>M57; : +M56-E 1 33+ <M56*D7 / 1 2

)

>K64: +K63-E 1 33+ <K63*D7/ 1 2

)

>L77: -09*C77
>L57

1

: +L56-E133+ <L56*D7/ 12) >J64: +J63-E133+ <J63*D7/ 12) >K77: -09*C77
>K57::+K56-E133+<K56*D7/12) >I64: + I63-E133+ < I63*D7/ 12) >J77: -09*C77
>J57 :+J56-E133+<J56*D7/12) >H64: +H63-A60+ (H63 *B7 / 1 2

)

>I77: - 1*C77
>I57:: +I56-E133+< I56*D7/12> >G64; +G63-A60+<G63*B7/12) >H77: - 1*C77
>H57 :+H56-A60+<H56*B7/12> >F64

:

+F63-A60+(FA3*B7/12) >G77z . 1*C77
>G57:: +G56-A60+ <G56 *B7 / 1 2

)

>E64: +E63-A60+ <E63*B7/ 12) >F77: . 12*C77
>F57 :+F56-A60+<F56*B7/12) >D64: +D63-A60+(D63*B7/12) >E77: . 14*C77
>E57:: +E56-A60+ <E56*B7/ 12) >C64

:

: "MONTH 12 >D77: -08*C77
>D57 :+D56-A60+<D56*B7/12) >M63: +M62-E133+<M62*D7/12) >C77: "

>C57:: "MONTH 5 >L63::+L62-E133+(L62*D7/12) >B77: 10
>A57;: "PAYMENT >K63: +K62-E133+ (K62*D7/ 12) >A77: "ACRS PP10Y
>M56: +M55-E 1 33+ <M55 *D7 / 1 2

)

>J63::+J62-E133+(J62*D7/12) >H76: .21*C76
>L56: +L55-E133+<L55*D7/12) >I63::+I62-E133+(I62*D7/12) >G76: .21*C76
>K56: +K55-E133+<K55*D7/12> >H63::+H62-A60+<H62*B7/12) >F76: -21*C76
>J56::+J55-E133+<J55*D7/12) >G63: : +G62-A60+ <G62*B7/ 12) >E76: .22*C76
>I5<S: +I55-E133+<I55*D7/12> >F63:: +F62-A60+ <F62«B7/ 12) >D76: - 15*C76
>H56:: +H55-A60+ <H55 *B7 / 1 2

)

>E63:: +E62-A60+ <E62 *B7 / 1 2

)

>P7A-

"

>G56; : +G55-A60+ (G55 *B7 / 1 2

)

>D63;:+D62-A60+(D62*B7/12) >B76:5
>F56:: +F55-A60+ <F55*B7/ 12) >C63: : "MONTH 11 >A76: "ACRS PP 5Y
>E56::+E55-A<S0+<E55*B7/12) >M62::+M61-E133+<M61*D7/12) >F75: .37*C75
>D56,: +D55-A60+ < D55*B7 / 1 2

)

>LA2::+L61-E133+<L61*D7/12) >E75s.38*C75
>C56: : "MONTH 4 >K62::+K61-E133+<K61*D7/12) >D75: .25*C75
>A56:: "MONTHLY >J62:;+J61-E133+(J61«D7/12) >P7S«

"

>M55:;+M54-E133+<M54*D7/12> >I62:;+I61-E133+<I61*D7/12) >B75:3
>L55::+L54-E133+<L54*D7/12> >H62:;+H61-A60+(H61*B7/12) >A75: "ACRS PP 3Y
>K55::+K54-E133+<K54*D7/12> >G62::+G61-A60+(G61*B7/12> -S"\_, / *T •*•
>J55::+J54-E133+<J54*D7/12) >F62: ! +F61-A60+ <F61 *B7/ 12) >B74: " (COST) NA
>I55: +I54-E133+ ( I54*D7/12> >E62:: +E61-A60+ <E61 *B7/ 12) >A74: "LAND VALUE
>H55:: +H54-A60+ <H54*B7/ 12) >D62::+D61-A60+<D61*B7/12) >C73: +C5+C8+C10
>G55: +G54-A60+ <G54 *B7 / 1 2

)

>C62:: "MONTH 10 >B73: "ASES NA
>F55:: +F54-A60+ (F54*B7/ 12) >M61::+M60-E133+<M60*D7/12> >A73: "ADJUSTED B
>E55:: +E54-A60+ <E54*B7/ 12) >L6»l!: +L60-E 1 33+ (L60»D7 / 1 2 > >M72: " YEAR 10
>D55 : +D54-A60+ ( D54*B7/ 1 2

)

>K61: : +K60-E 1 33+ <K60 *D7 / 1 2

)

>L72: " YEAR 9
>C55 : "MONTH 3 >JA1::+J60-E133+<J60»D7/12> >K72: " YEAR 8
>A55 : "MORTAGE >I61i : +I60-E133+ < I60*D7/ 12) >J72: " YEAR 7

\More___±
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Figure continued.

>C86;:+C78
>B86: +B78
>A86;: "RP 15Y 3NY
>M85: , +L85
>L85:: +K85

»

>K85:;+J85
>J85::+I85
>I85: +H85
>H85::+G85
>G85: +F85
>F85: +E85
: E85: 2«D85
>D85::+C85/<B85*2)
>C85: +C77
>B85::+B77
>A85: : "PP 10Y ©NY
>M84s:3IFOSUM(D84. . -L84)+1>C84
,0,3IFOSUM(D84 L84)+D84+1>C
84,D84,C84/B84> >

>L84 : 3 I F < 9SUM < D84

.

. . K84 ) + 1 >C84
, 0,5)IFOSUM<D84 K84)+D84+1>C
84,D84,C84/B84)

)

>K84 : 3 1 F OSUM ( D84

.

. . J84)+1>C84
,0,S)IF<S>SUM<D84 J84)+D84+1>C
84,D84,C84/B84)

)

>J84 : 3 1 F < 5>SUM ( D84

.

. . I84)+1>C84
,0,3IFOSUM<D84. . . I84)+D84+1>C
84,D84,C84/B84)

)

>I84:3IFOSUM<D84. . -H84)+1>C84
,0,5)IF(3)SUM<D84 H84 ) +D84+ 1 >C
84,D84,C84/B84)

)

>H84 : +G84 .

: G84:+F84
>F84:+E84
>E84:2*D84
; D84: +C84/ (B84*2)
>C84 : +C76
>B84 : +B76
>A84: nPP 5Y 5>NY

>M83 : 3 I F (©SUM ( D83

.

. . L83)+1>C83
5>IF<S)SUM<D83 L83) +1 >C83, 0, 5)1

F < 3SUM ( D83 L83 > +D83+ 1 >C83 , D8
3,C83/B83)

)

>L83 : 5) I F < 5>SUM ( D83

.

. .K83)+1>C83
, 0,3IFOSUM<D83. - . K83)+D83+1>C
83,D83,C83/B83)

)

>K83 : 5> I F OSUM ( D83

.

. . J83)+1>C83
,0,3IFOSUM(D83. . . J83)+D83+1>C
83,D83,C83/B83>

)

>J83: 3IF OSUM (D83. - . I83)+1>C83
, 0,i)IF (5)SUM(D83 IB3)+D83+1>C
83,D83,C83/B83)

)

>I83:5>IFOSUM<D83. . .H83)+1>C83
,0,S>IFOSUM<D83. . . H83)+D83+1>C
83,D83,C83/B83>

)

>H83 : 3 I F < 5>SUM < D83

.

. ,G83)+1>C83
,0,3IF (5)SUM(D83. . . G83)+D83+1>C
83,D83,C83/B83)

)

>G83: »IF OSUM (D83. - .F83)+1>C83
,0,3IFOSUM<D83. . . F83)+D83+1>C
83,D83,C83/B83)

)

>F83:: +E83
>E83 :2«D83
>D83 :+C83/<B83«2>
>C83 :+C75
>B83::+B75
>A83 : "PP 3Y »NY
>C82::

M T LINE
>B82 : "ON STRAIGHT
>A82:: "DEPRECIATI
>M81 :+L81+M80
>L81j:+K81+L80
>K81,:+J81+K80
>J81::+I81+J80
>I81 :+H81+I80
>H81::+G81+H80
>G81 :+F81+G80
>F8l!:+E81+F80
>E81 :+D81+E80
>D81i:+D80

>I93
>H93
>G93
>F93
>E93
>D93
>C93
>B93
>A93
>M92
>L92
>K92
>J92
>I92
>H92

+ 150
+H50
+G50
+F50
+E50
+D50
" EXPENSE
OPERATING

"LESS GROSS
+M26
+L26
+K26
+J26
+ 126
+H26

>G92:+G26

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

+F26
+E26
+D26
"ME
"ATING INCO
"GROSS OPER

YEAR 10
YEAR 9
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR
YEAR

"E TAX)
"INCOME (PR
"OPERATING
+L89+M88
+K89+L88
+J89+K88
+I89+J88
+H89+I88
+G89+H88
+F89+G88
+E89+F88
+D89+E88
+D88
"TIVE
"INE CUMULA
"STRAIGHT L
5>SUM<M83 M87)
aSUM(L83 L87)
5>SUM(K83.
5)SUM<J83.
a)SUM<I83.
3SUMCH83.
o)SUM(G83.
5>SUM(F83-
3SUM(E83.
5>SUM<D83.
+C80
"TOTAL/YEAR
5>IF<B87=3,0,D87>
5>IF(B87=3,0,G87>
5>IF <B87=3, D87, F87)
+E87
2*D87
3IF<C102=0, <C87-<C133/:

>F92
>E92
>D92
>C92
>B92
>A92
>M91
>L91
>K91
>J91
>I91
>H91
>G91
>F91
>E91
>D91
>C91
>B91
>A91
>M89
>L89
>K89
>J89
>I89
>H89
>G89
>F89
>E89
>D89
>C89
>B89
>A89
>M88
>L88
>K88
>J88
>I88
>H88
>G88
>F88
>E88
>D88
>C88
>A88
>I87
>H87
>G87
>F87
>E87
>D87
/ <B87*2> , <C87/ <B87*2) )

)

-K87)
• J87)
. 187)
.H87)
.G87)
-F87)
.E87)
.D87)

) )

>C87
>B87
>A87
>M86
>L86
>K86
>J86
>I86
>H86
>G86
>F86
>E86
>D86

+C79
5
"MACHNY.5)NY-
••-L86

+K86
J86
+ 186
+H86
1-G86
+F86
-»-E86

2*D86
•t-C86/(B86»2)

>K100: +K97+-K98+K99
>J 100: -»-J97-»-J98-»-J99

>I 100: +197-*- 198+ 199
>H 1 00 : +H97+H98+H99
>G100: +G97+G98+G99
>F100: +F97+F98+F99
>E100: +E97+E98+E99
>D100: +D97+D98+D99
>C100: M (PRETAX)
>B100: " ( + ) OR (-)

>A100: "CASH FLOW
>M99: -M69
>L99: -L69
>K99: i -K69
>J99: -J69
>I99:1-169
>H99: -H69
>G99::-G69
>F99: -F69
>E99::-E69
>D99: -D69
>C99i:" PRINCIPAL
>B99: : "BT SERVICE
>A99:; "-ANNUAL DE
>M98: i -G6+M69
>L98:: -G6+L69
>K98: : -G6+K69
>J98i:-G6+J69
>I98::-G6+I69
>H98:: -G5+H69
>G98: : -G5+G69
>F98::-12*A60-»-F69
>E98: -12»A60+E69
>D98::-12*A60+D69
>C98: "ABOVE RATE
>B98: i "NTEREST 9
>A98: "-MORTAGE I

>M97i:+M94
>L97: +L94
>K97: : +K94
>J97::+J94
>I97 8+194
>H97:!+H94
>G97 :+G94
>F97:5+F94
>E97 :+E94
>D97;:+D94
>C97 : "LOSS (-)

>B97i: "PROFIT OR
>A97 : "OPERATING
>M96:: " YEAR 10
>L96 : " YEAR 9
>K96 : " YEAR 8
>J96 : " YEAR 7
>I96 : " YEAR 6
>H96 : " YEAR 5
>G96 :

" YEAR 4
>F96 : " YEAR 3
>E96 : " YEAR 2
>D96 : " YEAR 1

>C96: ; " DEC. TAX R
>B96;
>A96:! "CASH FLOW
>M94 : +M92-M93
>L94;: +L92-L93
>K94:: +K92-K93
>J94:;+J92-J93
>I94:: +192-193
>H94 s : +H92-H93
>G94 . +Q92-G93
>F94 : +F92-F93
>E94 : +E92-E93
>D94:: +D92-D93
>C94 t"LOSS <-)

>B94i! "PROFIT OR
>A94i: "OPERATING
>M93:I+M50
>L93::+L50
>K93: +K50
>J93s:+J50
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Figure continued.

>D107:+D98
>C 107: "ABOVE RATE
>B107: "NTEREST 9
>A 107: "-MORTAGE I

>M106:+M94
>L106:+L94
>K10fc-.+K94
>J106:+J94
>I 106: +194
>H106:+H94
>G106:+G94
>F106:+F94
>E106:+E94
>D106:+D94
>C106:"LOSS <-)

>B106: "PROFIT OR
>A106: "OPERATING
>M105:

"

>L105:

"

>K105:

"

>J105: "

1105:

"

>H105:

"

>G105:

"

>F105:

"

>E105:

"

>D105:

"

>C105:

"

YEAR 10
YEAR 9
YEAR 8
YEAR 7
YEAR 6
YEAR 5
YEAR 4
YEAR 3
YEAR 2
YEAR 1

TAX RATE
>B105:/F*+B96
>A105: "INCOME
>M103: +M97+M98- < (M97+M98+M101

)

»B96)+M99
>L103: +L97+L98- < (L97+L98+L101

)

*B96)+L99
>K 1 03 : +K97+K98- < (K97+K98+K 101)
»B96)+K99
>J 103: +J97+J98- < <J97+J98+J 101

)

*B96)+J99
>I 103: +197+198- < ( 197+198+ I 101

)

*B96)+I99
>H103: +H97+H98- ( (H97+H98+H101

)

*B96)+H99
>G103: +G97+G98- < (G97+G98+G101

)

*B96)+G99
>F103: +F97+F98- < (F97+F98+F101

)

*B96)+F99
>E103: +E97+E98- < (E97+E98+E101

)

*B96)+E99
>D103: +D97+D98- ( (D97+D98+D101+
5>IF<C102=1,D102,0) >*B96)+D99+5)
IF(C102=1,0,D102)
>C103: "TAX 9 T.R.
>B103: "LOW AFTER
>A103: "NET CASH F
>D102:+C133
>C102:0
>B102: "AR <1) EXP
>A102:" ITC (0) YE
>M101:5)IF<C101 = 1,-M80,-M88)
>L101 : »IF (C101*l , -L80, -L88)
>K101:5)IF<C101 = 1,-K80,-K88)
>J101:3)IF<C101«1,-J80,-J88)
>I101:5>IF<C101 = 1,-I80,5)IF<D102
*l,-( 188-187) ,-188))
>H101:»IF<C101 = 1,-H80,S)IF<D102
*1,-<H88-H87) , -H88)

)

>G101:5>IF<C101*1,-G80,»IF<D102
=1,-<G88-G87) , -G88)

)

>F101:3IF<C101«1,-F80,«)IF<D102
=1 , - (F88-F87) , -F88)

)

>E101:S)IF<C101«1,-E80,5)IF<D102
=1,-(E88-E87) , -E88)

)

>D101 : 5)1 F(C 101 = 1 ,S> IF (CI 02=0, -D
80,-<D80-D79> ) , S)IF(D102=1,-(D8
8-D87) ,-D88)

)

>C101:

1

>B101: ".L. (0) DEP
>A101:"ACRS (1) S
>M100: +M97+M98+M99
>L100: +L97+L98+L99

>M1
>L1
>K1
>J1
>I1
>H1
>G1
>F1
>E1
>D1
>C1
>B1
>A1
>M1
>L1
>K1
>J1
>I1
>H1
>G1
>F1
>E1
>D1
>C1
>B1
>A1
>M1
>L1
>K1
>J1
>I1
>H1
>G1
>F1
>E1
>D1
>C1
>B1
>A1
>M1

>L1
>K1
>J1
>I1
>H1
>G1
>F1
>E1
>D1
>C1
>B1
>A1

2
2
2
2
2

0:

"D INV. VAL
"APPRECIATE

4:+M112+M113
4:+L112+L113
4:+K112+K113
4:+J112+J113
4:+I112+I113
4:+H112+H113
4:+G112+G113
4:+F112+F113
4:+E112+E113
4:+D112+D113
4: "UE PRETAX
4
4i

-B113»M112
-B113*L112
-B113*K112
-B113*J112
-B113*I112
-B113»H112
-B113*G112
-B113*F112
-B113*E112
-B113»D112
" COMMISSN.
/F%"
"LESS SALES
(1+B112XL112
(1+B112) *K112
<1+B112)*J112
(1+B112XI112
<1+B112)*H112
<1+BU2)*G112
(1+B112XF112
<1+B112)»E112
(1+B112) *D112
(1+B112) *C5
" ANNUAL RT.
/F*"
"APPRECIAT.
+M 106+M 1 07+M 1 08
+L106+L107+L108
+K 1 06+K 1 07+K 108
+J 106+J 107+J 1 08
+1 106+1 107+1 108
+H 106+H 107+H 1 08
+G106+G107+G108
+F106+F107+F108
+E106+E107+E108
+D 1 06+D 107+D 108+D 109
"UIVALENT
" INCOME EQ

0: "NET PRETAX
>D109:S)IF<C102=0,D102/ (1-B105)
,0)
>C109: "TED BY TAX
>B109:"IT DISCOUNT
>A 1 09 :

" INVST CRED
>M108:-B105*M101/ (1-B105)
>L108:-B105*L101/ < 1-B105)
>K108: -B105*K101 / ( 1-B105)
>J108:-B105*J101/ (1-B105)
>I108:-B105*I101/ (1-B105)
>H108: -B105«H101 / ( 1-B105)
>G108:-B105*G101/ (1-B105)
>F108:-B105«F101/ (1-B105)
>E108:-B105*E101/ (1-B105)
>D108:-B105*dIF(C102«l, (D101+D
102) , D101)/ (1-B105)
>C108
>B108
>A108
>M107
>L107
>K107
>J107
>I107

"TED BY TAX
"ON DISCOUN
"DEPRECIATIO
+M98
+L98
+K98
+J98
+ 198

>H107:+H98
>G107:+G98
. F107:+F98
>E107:+E98

- 2 * < -K89+3SUM < D86 K86 ) )

XJ118: . 3*<-J89+3)SUM<D86. . . J86)
)

>I118: . 4*<-I89+5)SUM<D86. . . 186)
)

>H118: . 5*<-H89+»SUM<D86 H86)
)

>G118: .6*<-G89+S)SUM<D86 G86)
)

>F1 18: - 7* (-F89+SSUM (D86 F86)
)

>E 1 1 8 : . 8* ( -E89+3SUM < D86 - - . E86

)

)

>D1 18: .9* <-D89+S)SUM<D86- . .D86)
)

>C 1 1 8 :
"P . RECOVERY

>B 1 1 8 :
"ROPERTY DE

>A118: "PERSONAL P
>M117:«>IF<C101«0,0,M89-M81)
>L117:5>IF<C101*=0,0,L89-L81>
>K117:S)IF<C101=0,0,K89-K81)
>J117:3IF<C101=0,0, J89-J81)
>I117:5)IF(C101=0,0, 189-181)
>H117:5)IF<C101=0,0,H89-H81)
>G1 17: 5>IF <C101=0, 0, G89-G81

)

>F117:3IF(C101-0,0,F89-F81)
>E117:5)IF<C101-0,0,E89-E81)
>D117:5)IF<C101*0,5)IF(C102=0,0 f

D102-D87) , D89-D81

)

>C 1 1 7 :
"COVERY CUM

>B117: "CIATION RE
>A117: "ACC. DEPRE
>N116:/FI"
>M116:S)IF<M115>0,+M115*<l-<.4*
B105) )/<l-B105),M115)
>L116:dIF<L115>0,+L115*<l-<.4*
B105) )/(l-B105) ,L115)
>K116:5)IF(K115>0,+K115*<l-(-4*
B105) >/<l-B105> ,K115>
>J116:5)IF<J115>0,+J115* <l-(.4«
5)IF(J115>0,+J115* (1-(.4*B105) )

/ (1-B105)

,

J115)
>I116:5)IF(I115>0,+I115«(l-<.4*
B105) ) / (1-B105) , 1115)
>H116:5)IF<H115>0,+H115*<l-<.4*
B105) )/ (1-B105) , HU5)
>G116:3IF<G115>0,+G115*<l-(.4*
B105) )/(l-B105) ,G115)
>F116:©IF(F115>0,+F115*<l-(.4*
B105) )/<l-B105) , F115)
>E116:5)IF<E115>0,+E115»<l-<.4*
B105) )/<l-B105) ,E115)
>D116:5)IF(D115>0,+D115*<l-(.4*
B105) >/<l-B105> ,D115)
>C116: "PIE
>B116: "RECIATION
>A 1 1 6 :

"PRETAX APP
>M 1 1 5 : +M 1 1 4-C73-SSUM ( D86 M86
)

>L 1 1 5 : +L 1 1 4-C73-3SUM ( D86 L86
)

>K 1 1 5 : +K 1 1 4-C73-5>SUM ( D86 - - - K86
)

>J 1 15: +J 1 14-C73-3SUM (D86 J86
)

>I115:+I114-C73-5)SUM<D86 186
)

>H 1 1 5 : +H 1 1 4-C73-3SUM <D86 H86
>

>G1 15: +G1 14-C73-3SUM (D86. - . G86
)

>F 1 1 5 3 +F 1 1 4-C73-3SUM < D86 F86
)

>E1 15: +E1 14-C73-3SUM (D86 E86
)

>D 1 15 : +D 1 14-C73-3SUM <D86 . - . D86
)

>C115: "AIN PRETAX
>B115: "NVESTMNT G
>A1 15: "ADJUSTED I

More
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same for the Apple II and the IBM PC
with VisiCalc or The Spreadsheet. The
program is copyrighted; however,
purchasers of this magazine have my
permission to use it (not to sell or give

it away) providing my credit remains

on the program and its printout. If you
wish to avoid the typing, see the offer

at the end of this article.

The listing from a VisiCalc or The
Spreadsheet program comes out back-

ward. The end lists first and the begin-

ning last. It is listed by saving it to the

printer. With the Apple II and Visi-

Calc, you list by typing "slash, S, S,

comma, S, N" (/SS,SN), where N is the

printer slot number.
The program specification, with the

equations omitted, is presented as the

glossary. This specification (the

glossary) follows the flow of both the

screen and the listing.

This listing provides full details on
how the data is interrelated, including

the equations. The user can just enter

this listing into computer memory and
then go right ahead with the financial

analysis. For safety, save it periodical-

ly during your entry and back it up
(two copies).

After you have loaded the program
and before you enter or calculate the

data, many of the cells will show an

Now Available
THE ORIGINAL
CREATOR ™
by Bruce Tonkin

The CREATOR is a sophisticated, but easy to

use data base program generator. It writes in

BASIC code but you talk to it in simple English.

Thousands of copies already sold and operated
by happy users. Excellent for mail lists, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, check writers,

and the list goes on and on. But don't be fooled,

the CREATOR is only limited by your imagina-
tion.

The CREATOR can help make you a real pro.

Based on your ideas, it writes complete stand-
alone programs. If you wish, you may even sell

the programs you generate and owe NO royal-

ties.

The CREATOR is available lor

•Radio Shack I, II. III. IV
• IBM PC. PC XT
•Osborne 1. Osborne

Executive
•Kavpro II

• LNW-80
• Morrow Micro Decision
•NEC PC 8001 Alpha
•Omikron Mapper
• Holmes Vid-80
•Compaq, Corona.
Columbia

• Apple II. II He*
• Xerox 820-1, 820-2
• IBM PC CP M 86
•Zenith H 89, Z 100
•Eagle
• Cromemco Z-2
•I <>bo Max 80
• Ac » ess Matrix
•Memory Merchant Shuffle
Board

•Hyperion
•Hurricane Compactor I, II

All brands are registered Trademarks

The CREATOR includes free the Reporter and
complete documentation.
Price: $59?9&~ Special Offer: $39.95

Send check or money order along with $1.50
postage to:

Rio Grande Software
P.O. Box 77
West Liberty, IA 52776
319-627-2272

Requires (P M 2.2

Circle 15 on Reader Service card.

Figure continued.

+C13-Cll+<i>NPV<B122,D69 J69)
>I125:+C13-Cll-i-aNPV<B122,D69. .

. 169)
>H125:+C13-C11+«)NPV<B122,D69. .

-H69)
>G125:+C13-C11+3NPV<B122,D69.

-

-G69)
>F125:+C13-C11+5)NPV<B122,D69. .

-F69)
>E125:+C13-C11+S)NPV<B122,D69. -

-E69)
>D125:+C13-C11+»NPV<B122,D69. .

.D69)
>C125: "EAR N
>B125: "STMENT 3 Y
>A125:"PV OF INVE
>M124:5)SUM<D110 Ml 10) -H11 20
>L124s«)SUM<D110 LI 10) -M_ 120
>K124:5>SUM<D110 K110)+K120
>J124:5)SUM<D110 J110)+J120
>I124:dSUM<D110 I110)-»-I120
>H124:3SUM<D110. . -H110)+H120
>G124:3SUM<D110 G110)+G120
>F124:«)SUM<D110 F110)+F120
>E124:5)SUM<D110 E110)+E120
>D124:3SUM<D110 D110)-i-D120
>C124: "OT PV
>B124: " ROI PIE N
>A124: "CUMULATIVE
>M 1 23 : +C 1 3-C 1 1 +M70
>L 1 23 : +C 1 3-C 1 1 +L70
>K 1 23 s +C 1 3-C 1 1 +K70
>J123: +C13-C1 1+J70
>I 123s +C13-C1 1 + 170
>H 1 23 : +C 1 3-C 1 1 +H70
>G 1 23 : +C 1 3-C 1 1 -»-G70

>F 1 23 z +C 1 3-C 1 1 +F70
>E 1 23 : +C 1 3-C 1 1 +E70
>D123: +C13-C1 1+D70
>C123s "T NOT PV
>B123:" INVESTMENT
>A123: "CUMULATIVE
>M122:" YEAR 10
>L122: " YEAR 9
>K122: " YEAR 8
XJ122: " YEAR 7
>I122: " YEAR 6
>H122: " YEAR 5
>G122: " YEAR 4
>F122: " YEAR 3
>E122: " YEAR 2
>D122s" YEAR 1

>C122: " ANNUAL RT-
>B122:/F*"
>A 122 :

" INVEST - ALT -

>M120:3SUM<M116 M119)
>L120:5)SUM<L116 L119)
>K120sS)SUM<K116 K119)
>J120:S>SUM(J116 J119)
>I120:3SUM<IU6 1119)
>H120:.i)SUM(H116 HI 19)
>G120s3SUM<G116 G119)
>F120:3SUM<F116 F119)
>E120:5)SUM<E116 E119)
>D120:5)SUM<D116 D119)
>C120:"TIVE PIE
>B 1 20 :

"EC . CUMULA
>A 120: "TOTAL APPR
>G119: . 2*-D109
>F119: . 4*-D109
>E119:»IF(B87=3,-.33*D109,-.6*
D109)
>D119:3IF<B87=3,-.66*D109,-.8*
D109)
>C 1 1 9 :

"COVERY CUM
>B119s " CREDIT RE
>A1 19s " INVESTMENT
>L118: . 1 * ( -L89+SSUM < D86 L86)
)

>K118s . 2*<-K89+<i)SUM<D86 K86)

E>B134s "TE
>A134s "R.F.GILLET
>E133s (1-MD7/12) ) ^ (D12*12) *D7/
12*D133/< ( (1-MD7/12) >~<D12*12>
)-l)
>D133s <l-( (1-MB7/12) )~-<D12*12
) ) )/<B7/12)*A60
>C1 33: dIF<C 102=1, -C79, 3IF <B87>
=5, . 1*C79, -06*C79>

)

>B133s3SUM<C16 C23)
>A133:"(C) 1983
>M130: /F*+M127/M125*100
>L130: /F*+L127/L125*100
>K130s /F*+K127/K125*100
>J130:/F*-i-J127/J125*100
>I130: /F*-H127/I125*100
>H130: /F*+H127/H125*100
>G130: /F*-M3127/G125*100
>F130s /FS+F127/F125*100
>E130:/F*+E127/E125*100
>D130s /F«+D127/D125*100
>C130: "AFTER TAX
>B130: "5) YEAR N,
>A130: "PV X ROI
>M129: /F*-M1126/M125*100
>L129: /F*+L126/L 125*100
>K129: /F*+K126/K125* 100
>J129: /F*+J126/J125*100
>I129: /F*+I 126/1 125*100
>H129s /F*+H126/H125*100
>G129s /F*+G126/G125*100
>F129s /F*+F126/F125*100
>E129: /FS-MZ126/E125*100
>D129:/F*+D126/D125*100
>C129: "PIE
>B129: "3 YEAR N,
>A129: "PV X ROI
>M127: <1-B105)*M126
>L127: (1-B105)*L126
>K127: <1-B105)*K126
>J127: <1-B105)*J126
>I127: (1-B105XI126
>H127: <1-B105)*H126
>G127s (1-B105) *G126
>F127s <1-B105) *F126
>E127s (1-B105) *E126
>D127s <1-B105)*D126
>C127s "AFTER TAX
>B127: "3 YEAR N,
>A127: "PV OF ROI
>M126:3NPV<B122,D110.

.

-M110)+<
M120/ < (1+8122)^10)

)

>L126:5)NPV(B122,D110. . .L110> + <

L120/ ( < 1+B122) '9)

)

>K126:S)NPV(B122,D110. . .K110)-M
K120/C (1+B122) ^8)

)

>J126:5>NPV<B122,D110 J 110) + <

J120/< <1+B122)~7)

)

>I126:5)NPV(B122,D110 I110>+<
1120/ ( (1+B122)' 6)

)

>H126s5)NPV(B122,D110 H110>+<
H120/ ( < 1+B122) ~5)

)

>G126:3NPV<B122,D110 G110)-i-(
G120/ ( (1+B122)' 4>

)

>F126:S)NPV(B122,D110 F110>+<
F120/( (1-HB122)' 3)

)

>E126:5)NPV(B122,D110 E110)+(
E120/ ( ( 1+B122) ~2>

)

>D126sS)NPV(B122,D110 D110> + <

D120/< <1+B122>-M> )

>C126s "PIE
>B126s "3 YEAR N,
>A126: "PV OF ROI
>M125s+C13-Cll+3NPV<B122,D69. .

-M69)
>L125:-»-C13-Cll+S>NPV<B122,D69. .

-L69)
>K125:+C13-C1H-«>NPV<B122,D69. .

.K69)
>J125:+C13-C11+»NPV<B122,D69. .
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error. This is caused by dividing by
zero, because without data, many of

the cells have as their value. Before

data entry or calculation, this is nor-

mal. However, if it continues past data

entry and calculation, a data-entry or

program problem exists.

The program explanation will start

from the bottom of the listing, which
is actually the beginning of the pro-

gram! Each line of the listing covers a

global command (/G) or an individual

cell's instruction.

Cell commands take the form of a

Goto cell (>A1:), followed by the in-

structions (label or value/function).

Labels are preceded by a quote (").

You don't type the (>A1:) / (") when
you are entering the program. They are

automatic according to where you
place the cursor and your type of input.

Wrapping It Up
The power of this program can be

seen by reviewing Fig. 1 and compar-

ing it to Fig. 3 and 4. All data is con-

stant between these figures, except

that the tax rate in Fig. 3 has been
changed from .3 to .5, and in Fig. 4 the

mortgage interest rate is nine percent

for the first five years and then 16 per-

cent. The data changes made in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 are highlighted by an under-
score at the affected cells.

The results of these changes in input

data have significant effects on the in-

formation generated. The higher tax

rate (.5) of Fig. 3 results in a much im-

proved cash flow and return on in-

vestment. But look at Fig. 4; the after-

tax percentage return on investment is

almost as good, even though the tax

rate returned to .3. This is differed

from what most investors would have
estimated. What's more important,

the data is more accurate than can be
manually calculated. What happens if

alternate depreciation is selected? Or
if alternate inflation is selected? Only
five minutes extra are required for the

answer!

As can be seen, your microcom-

puter can give you most of the skill

necessary to start your fortune in real

estate investing.

To Avoid Program Listing

If you would like to avoid typing the listing

into your computer, send me $30 and indicate

the type of computer you own. I will send you a

disk with the program listing.

The disk will provide alternate program sizes

to allow for less memory than the full ten-year

program. In addition, you will receive, via a

future mailing, a list of comments and ideas

suggested by Microcomputing readers and

edited by the author. The price includes

postage. (Illinois residents should add six per-

cent sales tax.) You will have to procure

VisiCalc or The Spreadsheet from your soft-

ware dealer or A.P.P.L.E.

Marketing Investment Real Estate, Finance Taxa-

tion Techniques, by Stephen D. Messner et al,

Realtors National Marketing Institute, Chi-

cago, IL.

Federal Tax Course, Students Edition, 1983 (up-

dated annually), Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, NJ.

CASH FLOW 0.58 DEC. TAX R

OPERATING PROFIT OR LOSS <-)

-N0RTA6E INTEREST 9 ABOVE RATE

-ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE PRINCIPAL

CASH FLOW Ul OR (-) (PRETAX)

ACRS (1) S.L.(f) DEP 1

ITC (0) YEAR (1) EXP

WET CASH FLO* AFTER TAX 9 T.R.

INCOME 0.50 TAX RATE

0PERATIN6 PROFIT OR LOSS (-)

-H0RTA6E INTEREST 9 ABOVE RATE

DEPRECIATION DISCOUNTED BY TAX

INVST CREDIT DISCOUNTED BY TAX

NET PRETAX INCOME EQUIVALENT

APPRECIAT. 0.06 ANNUAL RT

LESS SALES 0.06 COHHISSN.

APPRECIATED INV. VALUE PRETAX

ADJUSTED INVESTItNT 6AIN PRETAX

PRETAX APPRECIATION PIE

ACC. DEPRECIATION RECOVERY CUM

PERSONAL PROPERTY DEP. RECOVERY

IHVeSTRENT CREDIT RECOVERY CUM

TOTAL APPREC. CUMULATIVE PIE

INVEST. ALT 0.20 ANNUAL RT

CUMULATIVE INVESTMENT NOT PV

CUMULATIVE ROI PIE NOT PV

PV OF INVESTMENT 9 YEAR N

PV OF ROI 9 YEAR N, PIE

PV OF ROI 9 YEAR N, AFTER TAX

PV ROI 9 YEAR N, PIE

PV X ROI 9 YEAR N, AFTER TAX

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10

17367 17953 18540 19126 19708 20281 20841 21383 21903 22392

-19475 -19414 -19346 -19267 -19179 -19077 -18962 -18831 -18682 -18512

-437 -497 -566 -644 -733 -834 -949 -1080 -1230 -1399

-2545 -1959 -1371 -785 -204 369 929 1472 1991 2480

-23956

120

10607

-23162 -21313 -16146 -14553 -9558 -9558 -9558 -9558 -7965

10353 9688 7358 6808 4546 4769 4975 5160 4523

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10

17367 17953 18540 19126 19708 20281 20841 21383 21903 22392

-19475 -19414 -19346 -19267 -19179 -19077 -18962 -18831 -18682 -18512

23956

240

22088

23162 21313 16146 14553 9558 9558 9558 9558 7965

21701 20508 16005 15082 10761 11437 12110 12778 11844

212000 224720 238203 252495 267645 283704 300726 318770 337896 358170

-12720 -13483 -14292 -15150 -16059 -17022 -18044 -19126 -20274 -21490

199280 211237 223911 237346 251586 266682 282682 299643 317622 336679

-11530 -10193 -8139 -5324 -1704 2772 8152 14493 21852 30289

-11530 -10193 -8139 -5324 -1704 4435 13044 23190 34963 4B463

-15365 -21346 -25478 -26109 -26814 -24138 -23076 -22014 -20952 -18297

-2953 -7874 -11482 -12779 -12263 -10456 -7842 -5228 -2614

-192 -144 -96 -48

-30040 -39557 -45195 -44260 -40781 -30159 -17874 -4052 11397 30166

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10

53837 54334 54900 55544 56278 57112 58061 59142 60371 61770

-7952 4232 19102 36041 54603 75985 99707 125639 153867 184480

53764 54110 54437 54748 55042 55322 55587 55838 56076 56302

-6626 6007 19190 31718 42735 52628 60932 67794 73422 77998

-3313 3003 9595 15859 21368 26314 30466 33897 36711 38999

-12.32 11.10 35.25 57.94 77.64 95.13 109.62 121.41 130.93 138.53

-6.16 5.55 17.63 28.97 38.82 47.57 54.81 60.71 65.47 69.27

Fig. 3. Example screen with modified income tax rate.
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INVESTMENT DEC. RATE DOLLARS (YEAR 6)

PRICE NA 200000 REM0RT6.

DOWN PAYMT 0.25 50000 DEC. RATE

MORTGAGE 0.0? 150000 0.16

POINTS 0.00 0.03

-S. DEPOSIT NA -2100 DOLLARS

PURCH.FEES NA 1000 1000

OTHER YEARS YEARS

PERIOD 30 NA 25

CASH REflUIRED 48900 NA

PAYMENT PER MONTH PER YEAR

1ST 5 Y 1207 14483

YR 6 ON 1954 23452

VALUE

201000

10000

15000

154800

1200

181000

DEPRECIATION LIFE

ADJUSTED BASES NA

LAND VALUE (COST) NA

ACRS PP 3Y 3

ACRS PP 5Y 5

ACRS PP10Y 10

ACRS RP15Y 15

MACH. EXP. 2500 NAX/EA

TOTAL ACRS / YEAR

ACRS CUMULATIVE

DEPRECIATION STRAIGHT LINE

PP 3Y 9NY 3 10000

PP 5Y 9NY 5 15000

PP 10Y 3NY 10

RP 15Y MY 15 154800

MACHNY.9NY 5 1200

TOTAL/YEAR 181000

STRAIGHT LINE CUMULATIVE

CASH FLOW 0.30 DEC. TAX R

OPERATING PROFIT OR LOSS (->

-MORTAGE INTEREST 9 ABOVE RATE

-ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE PRINCIPAL

CASH FLQU <) OR <-) (PRETAX)

ACRS (1) S.L.(0) DEP 1

ITC (0) YEAR (1) EXP

NET CASH FLOW AFTER TAX 9 T.R.

INCOME 0.30 TAX RATE

OPERATING PROFIT OR LOSS M
-MORTAGE INTEREST 9 ABOVE RATE

DEPRECIATION DISCOUNTED BY TAX

INVST CREDIT DISCOUNTED BY TAX

NET PRETAX INCOME EQUIVALENT

APPRECIAT. 0.06 ANNUAL RT

LESS SALES 0.06 CONMISSN.

APPRECIATED INV. VALUE PRETAX

ADJUSTED INVESTMNT GAIN PRETAX

PRETAX APPRECIATION PIE

ACC. DEPRECIATION RECOVERY CUM

PERSONAL PROPERTY DEP. RECOVERY

INVESTMENT CREDIT RECOVERY CUM

TOTAL APPREC. CUMULATIVE PIE

INVEST. ALT 0.20 ANNUAL RT

CUMULATIVE INVESTMENT NOT PV

CUMULATIVE ROI PIE NOT PV

PV OF INVESTMENT 9 YEAR N

PV OF ROI 9 YEAR N, PIE

PV OF ROI 9 YEAR N, AFTER TAX

PV I ROI 9 YEAR N, PIE

PV Z ROI 9 YEAR N, AFTER TAX

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4

2500

2250

18576

90

23416

23416

1667

1500

5160

114

8441

8441

YEAR 1

17367

-13458

-1025

2884

-23416

120

8856

YEAR 1

17367

-13458

10035

171

14115

212000

-12720

199280

-6880

-6680

-14975

-2953

-137

-24945

YEAR 1

49925

-10830

49754

-9025

-6317

-18.14

-12.70

3800

3300

, «

15480

132

22712

46128

3333

3000

10320

228

16881

25322

YEAR 2

17953

-13362

-1121

3470

-22712

8906

YEAR 2

17953

-13362

9734

14324

224720

-13483

211237

-5243

-5243

-20806

-7874

-103

-34026

YEAR 2

51046

-5586

50532

-1919

-1343

-3.80

-2.66

3700

3150

13932

126

20908

67036

3333

3000

10320

228

16881

42203

YEAR 3

18540

-13257

-1226

4057

-20908

8744

YEAR 3

18540

-13257

8961

14244

238203

-14292

223911

-2889

-2889

-24833

-11482

-69

-39273

YEAR 3

52272

3411

51242
tnni.
i i.x.0

5058

14.10

9.87

3150

12384

252

15786

82822

1667

3000

10320

228

15215

57418

YEAR 4

19126

-13142

-1341

4643

-15786

7584

YEAR 4

19126

-13142

6765

12750

252495

-15150

237346

226

284

-25404

-12779

-34

-37933

YEAR 4

53613

17500

51889

17808

12466

34.32

24.02

3150

10836

252

14238

97060

3000

10320

228

13548

70966

YEAR 5

19708

-13016

-1467

5224

-14238

7488

YEAR 5

1970S

-13016

6102

12793

267645

-16059

251586

4146

5213

-26094

-12263

YEAR 5

55080

35082

52478

27923

19546

53.21

37.25

9288

9288

106348

1500

10320

114

11934

82900

YEAR 6

14882

-22007

-1445

-8571

-9288

-3647

YEAR 6

14882

-22007

3981

-3145

283704

-17022

266682

8922

11216

-23448

-10456

YEAR 6

56525

42393

52962

32592

22814

61.54

43.08

9288

9288

115636

10320

10320

93220

YEAR 7

20841

-21768

-1685

-2611

-9288

453

20841

-21768

3981

3054

300726

-18044

282682

14602

18357

-22416

-7842

-33144 -22688 -11901

YEAR 7

58210

56235

53432

37721

26405

70.60

49.42

9288

9288

124924

f

10320

10320

103540

YEAR 8

21383

-21489

-1964

-2069

-9288

749

YEAR 7 YEAR 8

21383

-21489

3981

3875

318770

-19126

299643

21243

26706

-21384

-5228

94

YEAR 8

60173

72105

53889

41965

29376

77.87

54.51

9288

9288

134212

10320

10320

113860

YEAR 9

21903

-21164

-2289

-1550

-9288

1015

YEAR 9

21903

-21164

3981

4719

337896

-20274

317622

28902

36334

-20352

-2614

13368

YEAR 9

62462

90098

54333

45449

31814

83.65

58.55

YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10

7740

7740

141952

10320

10320

124180

YEAR 10

22392

-20785

-2667

-1060

-7740

779

YEAR 10

22392

-20785

3317

4924

358170

-21490

336679

37639

47318

-17772

29546

YEAR 10

65129

111200

54763

48425

33898

B8.43

61.90

Fig. 4. Example screen with modified financing.
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Circle 345 on Reader Service card.

Selling Micro-

computing will

make money for you.

Consider the facts:

Fact 1: Selling Microcomputing
increases store traffic—our dealers

tell us that Microcomputing is one of

the hottest-selling computer magazine on
the newsstands.

Fact 2: There is a direct correlation between store

traffic and sales— increase the number of people com-
ing through your door and you'll increase sales.

Fact 3: Fact 1 + Fact 2 = INCREASED $ALE$, which

means more money for you. And that's a fact.

For information on selling Microcomputing, call

800-343-0728 (in New Hampshire call 1-924-9471) and
speak with Ginnie Boudrieau, our bulk sales manager.

Or write to her at Microcomputing, Route 101 & Elm St.,

Peterborough, NH 03458.

MICROCOMPUTING
80 Pine Street Peterborough, NH 03458

800-343-0728

FFT* - SCOPE on TIMEX
• Dual channel • Cursor • Trigger • Averaging • High res printout.

Resolves up to 75Khz. High speed program on EPROM.
*Fast Fourier Transform for spectrum analysis w/ magnitude & phase data-

Uses TS1000, 16K RAM, TS2040 printer, and our A/D + D/A board.

EPROM card with A/D + D/A Board and complete documentation $275.

FFT EPROM alone, 256 points, in Z80 . Two 271 6's or one 2764 & docs . . > $75.

Not Just For Timex: 8+8 channel A/D + D/A Board.
Connects to CBM64, APPLE, TRS-80, Jupiter Ace, others. Connects to micro-

processor buss to give you higher speeds and ease of programming.

Fast: 200K samples/sec with Z80A A/D convert time 1.6us.

Easy to program: One PEEK chooses the channel, starts the conversion and

gets the data. Routines provided. Many on board options such as the ability to

switch select the decoding address anywhere on the memory map. 8 bit

resolution converters; routines for higher resolution. Manual w/software.

Low cost: Assembled and tested $1 95. Cable $15. Box $15.

Other peripherals for Timex: Buffered Buss/Development Board kit $65; Con-

nectors; software.

Please call or write for FREE CATALOG.

(omputer^ontinuum
301 Sixteenth Avenue
San Francisco, CA 941 18 (415) 752-6294

COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE

WHY BUY 3 PROGRAMS?
LYNC HAS ALL 3 IN ONE!

1) FILE TRANSFER 2) REMOTE OPERATION
3) COMMUNICATE WITH TIME-SHARE

Easy set up on most systems.

Menu driven install program.

Command Mode of operation

Help Screen for Lync & Term

Z80 based CP/M $155

PC DOS $155 TRSDOS $75

We're Not the Biggest, Just the Best.

International Software Alliance (805i 966-3077

1835 Mission Ridge Santa Barbara, CA 93103
• DEALER WD OEM LWQjL IRItX IXXTTED '

FORMATS. 8" Standard; IBM PC DOS; TRS-80 Mod II with CP M; VertoKiraphit

;

Cromemco; North Stan O.shome; Xerox 820 18" or 5"i; SuperBrain; \LS KayPro;

TeleVideo; TRS-80 Model I or III; Zenith Heathkit; Victor 9000; Sanyo; Altos;

Fujitsu; Otrona.

|(P M is a trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH. LVNt is a trademark of MIDMGHT SOFTWARE.

Circle 39 on Reader Service card.

Sffff
DAISY WHEEL
New Smith Corona TP-2

True letter quality printer for less than the cost of an

office typewriter! Priced $500 less than other popular

daisy wheel printers!

SALE PRICE:

$449

FEATURES:

^ Friction feed

* 15 cps. 120 wpm
+ Changeable daisy wheels"

+ Parallel or serial interface

+ Compatible with R/S. Apple, etc

fS SUNLOCK SYSTEMS= 4217 Carolina Ave

Richmond. Va 23222

ADDITIONAL PRINTER SPECIALS
OkidcutaEpAon

RX80 $329 Z1A $399

SOFT 429 S3A 639

VX&O 559 91 499

TX100 739 93 849

Udmirvi C.Itoh
10 $299

10S 389

15 439

15S 529

&510AP
1550P
V10-40
¥10-55

$369

629

1149

1495

WE WILL MEET ANV AVVERTISEV COST IN-STOCK
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 368 9191

In Virginia call 804-321-9191

We accept MasterCard. Visa and CODs
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Commodore and Condominiums

The author wanted to purchase investment property, so he wrote

this program for his Commodore to compute rent, mortgage
payments, cash flow and tax savings.

By Ed Steinfeld

Afew months ago I was in the mar-
ket to purchase investment prop-

erty. The type of investment involved

rental condominiums, so I decided to

use my CBM to compute rent, mort-

gage payments, cash flow and tax sav-

ings.

I first wrote a program to compute
the mortgage payment based on a

fixed interest rate and duration. The
program asked for selling price, down
payment, interest rate, loan duration,

condo association fees, taxes and in-

surance.

It then calculated the mortgage pay-

ment based on a formula I couldn't do
on my pocket calculator, added the

monthly expenses and computed
what I should charge for rent. My rent

calculation included the monthly ex-

penses for mortgage, insurance, taxes

and fees. To that it added ten percent
for occupancy and maintenance
reserves.

What's the Use?

I used this program to give me an
idea about the trade-off between

down payments and monthly expen-

ses. Since I wanted a positive cash

flow, this allowed me to compare the

computed rent with the average rent

currently being charged in the lo-

cal area.

While I was looking at property, I

was also showing the results of the
program to realtors. They told me I

could afford a negative cash flow, bas-

Address correspondence to Ed Steinfeld, 31

Richman Road, Hudson, NH 03051.
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ing their claim on the depreciation

used on my taxes and the probable ap-

preciation of the property. But I

couldn't comprehend how a negative

cash flow could be beneficial to me.
I knew I had seen property invest-

ment programs in one of the computer
magazines. I went through my back is-

sues and found a program by Gregory

Glau called Invest {COMPUTE! Jan-

uary 1982, Vol. 4 No. 1). At first, it

seemed to do everything I wanted it

to—mortgage payment, cash flow, tax

savings and even return on invest-

ment (ROI). Without looking at it

closely, I started to enter the program.

The first thing I saw was all those data

statements—I hate to enter data state-

ments. After entering about a third of

them, I took time to find out what they

were used for.

The first set of data statements were
used to calculate the mortgage pay-

ment based on interest intervals of Vi

percent. I already had a program to

compute the mortgage payment, and
the interest I was looking at had a lA
percent fraction. The other data state-

ments were used to compute the equi-

ty build-up for the first two years. I

wanted a four-year study. Surely,

there must be a way to compute equi-

ty build-up without having to enter a

large number of data statements. Af-

ter I looked closely at the program, I

found it didn't calculate depreciation

on the new Accelerated Cost Recov-

ery System (ACRS) method. This

method is now required by the IRS for

property put into service after 1981.

The program had some nice fea-

tures for correcting typing mistakes

and it had a nicely formatted output. It

could also handle up to three mort-

gages. Since the amount of data I

wanted to enter wasn't too great, and
since it involved only one mortgage, I

decided to write my own program,

but use its output as a guide. It took

It took me

one very long

weekend to

write and debug

my program.

me one very long weekend to write

and debug my program.

Something to Build on
Since I already had a program to

compute mortgage payment and pro-

posed rent, I just built on it. If I don't

want to compute cash flow and depre-

ciation, the new program lets me
either quit or loop back to enter a dif-

ferent down payment, keeping the

other expenses the same.
The additions to the program

prompt for (a) the month the property

is put into service, (b) the rent decided

on, (c) what percentage appreciation is

expected per year, (d) first-year clos-

ing costs, and (e) the user's tax

bracket.

The ACRS depreciation method
uses different depreciation rates for

each of the first four years, depending

on the month the property is put into

service. This table of percentages is

stored in data statements—but only

for 36 items.

The output is to a printer (any CBM
or ASCII printer connected via the

IEEE-488 bus). The program gives

data for four years. Monthly rents, ex-

penses and cash flow are printed. This

is followed by equity build-up, ap-

preciation and depreciation. Finally,

the tax savings per year and percent

ROI are presented.

It wasn't until I saw an ROI of 25
percent to 30 percent per year with a

negative cash flow that I finally

understood what the realtors were
saying.

The equity build-up is done with

pure brute force. I compute the inter-

est charged each month and subtract it

from the monthly payment to get the

amount applied toward the princi-

pal—also the equity. A new principal

is computed for the next month's in-

terest. When you run the program you
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will notice a five to ten second delay

at one point while it does the 48
computations and stores the results in

two arrays.

The only unusual item in the pro-

gram is the use of the print using state-

ment. The Skyles Command-O (a

ROM that adds additional Basic state-

ments to the Commodore CBM) is

turned on and provides the statement.

It is available with other similar tool-

kits or can be programmed in Basic as

was done for Invest.

This program (Listing 1) is ideal for

trying what-ifs. But the final decision

on such things as down payments
should be made with the consultation

of an accountant.

Listing 1. Program to analyze rental investments.

IOC REM NEW RENTALS
110 REM
120 REM
130 REM
140 REM

9 APRIL 1983
E.F. STEINFELO
31 RICHMRN RORD
HUDSON., NH 03051
•:' .603 *:» S39—C 2 2:

4

150 REM
160 REM CALCULATES MORTGAGE PAYMENT, MONTHLY EXPENSES,

SETS RENT,. AND FIRST FOUR YEARS OF
EQUITY BUILD-UP, CASH FLOW, ACRS
DERREC IfiTI ON , T Rtt SAU I NGS , ANO RO I .

170 REM
180 REM
190 REM
200 REM
210 DEF FNR < R > = < I NT <; (fl+.OOS > * 1 ©0 > > / 1 00 : REM ROUND TO NEAAE ST PENNY
22© DRTR 1 2 , 1 , 9 , 6 ,11,10, 9 ,8,10,11 , 9 , 8 , 9 ,11, 9 , 8 , 8,11 , 1 © , 8 , 7, i 1 , I , 6
23© DATA*, 1 1 ,10,9,5, 1 1 , 1©,9,4, 1 1 , 10,9,3, 1 1 , 10,9,2, 3 1

,

l^, 1?^ I , 1 2, 10,

9

240 DIM OF.:; 4, 6.:.

250 SYS 9*4096: REM ACTIVATE SKYLES COMMAND— FOR PRINT USING STATEMENT
260 PR I NT "H" :KB=REEK (

:; 59468 > :POKE59463, 12 : REM SETS UPPER CASE ONLY
270 I NRUT •• PROPERTY :

280 INPUT"SALE PRICE
.Jfl^SlFRI.s" "GOTO270

<*) =
290 INPUT "DOWN PAYMENT •:. *> =
300
310
320
33©

0Mnr
0llll";D
0IHII" ; i

S : IFS=0GOTO2;r;0

IFI=0GOTO300
Ollll" r N : IFN=0GOTO3 10
©I" ;T : IFT=0GOTO320
0ll«l";F
0IB1I"; IN

PRESS RETURN MHEN READY.

INPUT" INT. RRTE <£) =

INPUT "TERM CYEARS) =

INPUT"TAXES/YEAR <*) =

INPUT "FEES/MONTH <$) =
340 INPUT" INSURRNCE/MO. <$) =
350 PR I NT: PR I NT "SET PRINTER TO TOP OF FORM.
360 GETQ* : I FQ* < >CHR|:(13 > GOTO36
370 TM=FNR •.; J/ 1 2 >

380 p=s-D:P1=fnr.:;p;:.

390 ;k=p$ 1/1200
400 Y= < 1 + 1 / 1 200 > f ( 1 2*N >

410 M=X/< 1-1 /V>
420 m=fnr<:;m>
43© Km .: M+ 1 N+TM+F > / . 9
440 X»TNR<X)
450 OPEN4,4:PRINT#4 :PRINT#4:PRINT#4: REM OPENS PRINTER RS FILE #4
460 PRINT#4," INVESTMENT PROPERTY ANALYSIS** tPR INT#4
470 FORM 1 = 1 TO80 : PR I NT#4 ,

" fc
"

' =NEXTM 1 : PR I NT#4 : PR I NT#

4

480 PR I NT#4 , " PROPERTV : " R*
490 I*="################ *#*#,### ##tt######4t### *##*»,##**"
500 PR I NT US I NG#4,1*," SRLE PR I CE " , S , "DOWN PAYMENT " ,

D

510 II *="############### $###,###"
520 PR I NT US I NG#4,11*," PR I NO I PRL " , P

1

530 II *="################ *#,###.## »###•#•#•«« *#,#•#•«•"
540 PR I NT US I NG#4, II*," TAXES/MONTH " , TM ,

" TAXES/YEAR " ,

T

550 I*="########*t#####*># *«,JMMf«##"
560 PR I NT US I NG#4 , I * , " FEES/MONTH " ,

F

570 PR I NT US I NG#4 , I * , " I NSURANCE/MO . " , I N
580 Il*="#############tt## |,•#••««£"
590 PRINT USING#4, II*," INTEREST RATE",

I

600 II *="################ #..«##"
610 PR I NT US I NG# 4 ,11*," TERM < YEARS >

" ,

N

620 PRINT USING I*,"MORT. PAYMENTS",

M

63© PR I NT US I NG# 4,1*," MORT . PAYMENTS " ,

M

640 PR I NT US I NG#4,1*," MO . EXPENSES " , N+TM+F+ 1

N

650 PRINT*

4

>^C.iS\ PR I NT US I NG I * , " MO . EXPENSES " , M+TM+F+ I N
670 PR I NT US I NG I * , "RENT SHOULD DE "

,

X
6S® PR I NT US I NG#4 , I * , " RENT SHOULD BE " ,

X

690 INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO SHON CASH FLOW AND DEPRECIATION N|11|";Q*
IFLEFT*i:.Q*, 1 > = "N"GOTO4 000
INPUT"NHRT MONTHLY RENT WILL YOU USE 0|lil".:RE

'00
'10

-?-=•

Z0 PRINT**WHAT MONTH WILL THE PROPERTY &E PLACED IN SERVICE?"
INPUT** <JAN- 1 , FEB=2, ETC.:.

740 PR I NT "WHAT AMOUNT OF THE *"S"
" ; M3

&ALES PRICE IS RLLOWED UNDER THE ACRS"
75© I NPUT " 1 5 YERR DEPREC I AT I ON METHOD < * > "

.: S 1

760 INPUT"WHRT RRE THE ESTIMATED SETTLEMENT COSTS 0|ill" .?CL
770 GOSU&5000: REM CALCULATE EQUITY &UILD-UP FOP FIRST FOUR YERRS
780 GOSUe.6000: REM RERD ACRS DEPREC I RT I ON TABLE FOR FIRST FOUR YEARS
79*J GOSUEf.6200: REM CALCULATE DEPREC I RT I ON
30O GOSUfc6400: REM CALCULATE CASH FLOW
810 INPUT" WHAT X PER YERR PROPERTY APPRECIATION DO YOU EXPECT O :AP
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Listing continued.

820 INPUT "WHAT TAX BRACKET <X> **C VOU IN" ;TX
83© PRINT#4 :FORM1=1TO80 :PRINT#4, "#" ; :NEXTM1 :PR INT#4 :PR INT#4
34© PRINT#4, "CASH FLOW ANALYSIS FOR PROPERTY I "A$
35© PRINT#4 :PRINT#4, "ESTIMATE BASED ON THE PROPERTY BEING PUT INTO SEP',' ICE":
S3© PR I NT#4 , 1 2-M3+ 1 " MONTHS THE F I RST YEAR .

"

370 PRINT*

4

33© PRINT#4
39© PRINT*

4

9O0 PRINT*

4

910 PRINT#4

, "RENT HAS BEEN SET AT $"RE" PER MONTH. ESTIMATED APPRECIATION " ;

, " I S " AP " •;' PER YEAR .
"

, "DEPRECIATION IS CALCULATED ON THE ACCELERATED COST RECOVERY ";

"SYSTEN CROPS > METHOD"

920 PR I NT#4 : PR I NT#4
930 11$="

, "FOR 15-YEAR PROPERTY. SETTLEMENT COSTS ARE ESTIMRTED AT $"CL".

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 i. .•EAR 3 'ERR 4

940 PRINT#4, 11$
950 I$=" *#######*########### ##,##*•## ##,###.*# ##,##«. tt# *#.,###.##"
9*0 PR I NT US I NG#4 , I $ , " MONTHLY RENTS " , CF •:. 1,1) , CF < 2 , 1 > „ OF < 3,1 > , OF ( 4,1 >

970 PRINT#4
980 PR I NT US I NG#4 , I $ , " MORTGAGE " , CF •:. 1 , 2 ) , CF < 2 , 2 > , CF < 3 „ 2 > , CF •:; 4 , 2 >

990 PR I NT US I NG#4 , I * , " TAXES " , CF < 1 , 3 .) , CF < 2 , 3 ) , CF < 3 , 3 > , CF < 4,3 )

1 ©00 PR I NT US I NG#4 , I $ , "FEES 6 EXPENSES " , CF ( 1,4 > , CF < 2,4 > , CF (. 3,4 ;• , CF < 4.4 )

1010 PR I NT US I NGtf 4 , I $ , " I NSURANCE " , OF < 1 , 5 > , CF «:. 2 , S ) , CF < 3 , 5 > , CF < 4 , 5 .'

102© PPINT#4
1 030 PR I NT US I NO#4 , I $ , "CASH FLOW " , CF < 1 , 6 > , CF < 2 , 6 > , CF »:; 3 , 6 > , CF •:' 4 , 6 >

1040 PRINT#4 :PRINT#4
1050 PRINT#4, "RETURN ON INUESTMENT FOR "A$
10*0 PR I NT#4
107O PRINT#4,I1$
1 0S0 PR I NT US I NG#4 , I $ , " CASH FLOW " , CF < 1 , 6 > , CF < 2 , 6 > , CF < 3 ... 6 .:• , CF < 4 , 6 >

1 09© PR I NT US I NG#4 , I $ , " EQU I TV BU I LOUP " .* X < 1 > , X ( 2 > , X »:. 3 ) , X ( 4 >

1 1 00 AP < 1 > =S* ... RP/ 1 00 .') * •:.' 1 2-N3+ 1 > / 1 2 : REM 1 ST YERR APPREC I RT I ON

1110 FORM 1 =2T04 I AP < M 1 .: =S* < AP.•-' 1 00 > : NEXTM

1

1 1 2© PR I NT US I NG#4 ., I * , "APPREC I RT I ON " , AP -:. 1 > , AP ( 2 > ., RP < 3 > ., RP -:. 4 >

1 1 30 PR I NT US I NG#4 ., I $ .,
"DEPREC I RT I ON ... ACRS > " , D ( 1 > .r D < 2 .' , D < 3 > ,• D<4)

1140 PRINT#4
1150 PRINT#4., "ESTIMATED TAX BRACKET IS HTX"#"
1130 PRINT#4
1 1 70 FORM 1 = 1 T04 : TX < M 1 > =D < M 1 > *TX/ 1 0O : NEXTM

1

1180 TX .:; 1 > =TX ••• 1 > +C:L*TX/ 1 00
1190 PR I NT US I NG# 4 ., I f- , " TAX SAU I NGS " , T>-, < 1 ';> , TK < 2 ) , TX i\ 3 ';.> , T.::

; •:. 4 .:>

12O0 PRINTfM
1210 FORM 1 = 1 T04 : RO •.; M 1 > =CF •:.' M 1 . 6 > +X < M 1 > +PP < M 1 .: +TX < M 1 > : NEXTM 1

1 220 PR I f -IT US I NG4I 4,1$., "RETURN ON I NUESTMENT " , RO < 1 > , RO ... 2 > , RO •:; 3 ) ., RO ... 4 >

1230 PRINT#4
1 240 PR I NT#4 ,

" DOMN PAYMENT $ "

D

1250 PRINT#4
1230 i$=" ##*##############*## «####-«#•: #####.##;.• ####^.«#;: ###4»#.##;:"

1 ?^0 FORM 1 = 1 TD4 : R I «:' M 1 > =FNR < 1 005fR ( M 1 > /D > : NEXTM

1

1280 PRINT USING#4, I *, "PERCENT R O I " , RI < 1 > ,RI <2 > , RI O > - RI <+ >

1290 PRINT#^
1 300 FORM 1 = 1 TO80 : PR I NT#4 ,

"

X " I : NEXTM 1 : PR I NT^4 : PR I NT#4

2000 :

4000 PRINT: INPUT "ANOTHER FOR THIS PROPERTY <Y OR N> N||HI" ;G$ : Q$=LEFT$ <Q$ ,.1

)

40 10 PR I NT#4 , CHR$ < 12> I CLOSE4 .

4020 I FQ$= " Y " THENPR I NT : PR I NT : I NPUT "DOMN PAYMENT < $ .) = 0IIBI" .: D I GuTu«0
4030 POKE59438,K&:END: REM RETURN CASE TO ORIGINAL
4^00 :

-.000 FORM 1 = 1 T04 : X < M 1 ) =0 : T < M 1 > =© : NEXTM 1

50 1 M4=M3 :FORM2= 1 TC4 : GOSUB5020 : NEXTM2 : RETURN

5020 FORM1 = 1 2TOM4STEP-

1

503© IT=<I/1200>*P
5040 X < M2 > =X •:. M2 > +M- 1

T

5050 P=P-CM-IT

>

5030 T<M2>»IT4>T<M2>
5070 NEXTM

1

5030 T .:: M2 > -TNR < T :; M£ ... > : X ( M2 ... =FNR <. X •:; M2 > >

5090 M4=l
5100 RETURN
5200 :

3000 RESTORE : FORM 1 1 TOM3 :FORM2= 1 TD4 : READD;; ( M2 > :NEXTM2 : NEXTM 1 :RETURN

3050 :

3200 FORM 1 = 1 T04 : D •:: M 1 >=FNR ( < D:-;' < M 1 > / 1 00 > *S 1 > : NEXTM 1 : RETURN
3250 :

3400 REM CF< YEAR, RENT - MORTGAGE - TAXES - FEES - INSURANCE - CASH FLON>
3410 Ml=12-M3+1
3420 Cr<l,l>-«£*M1 :CF<1,2>=:M*M1 :CF < 1 ,3>==TM*M1 ICT CI ,4>«F»M1 :CF( 1,5> =IN*M1

3430 CF < 1 , 3 > =CF < 1 , 1 > -CF < 1 , 2 > -CF < 1 , 3 > -CF <. 1 , 4 > -CF ( 1 , 5 > -CL
44.40 F0RM1=2T04
3450 CF.ailrl>=RE*l2:CF.::Ml,2>=M*l2:CF.::Ml,3.:.==T:CF.:.Ml,4>=F*l2:CFa-1l ,5>=IN*12

3430 CF .:; M 1 , 3 > =CF < M 1 , 1 > -CF ( M 1 , 2 > -CF •:: M 1 , 3 > -CF ( M 1 , 4 > -CF •:. M 1 , 5 >

3470 NEXTM

1

3480 FORM 1 = 1 T04 : FORM2= 1 T03 : CF < M 1 , M2 > =FNR ( CF .: M 1 , M2 ) > : NEXTM2 : NEXTM 1

349© RETURN
READY

-
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Pick Apart Those Apple
Interface Problems

By using the DOS enhancements Magic Window II and Diver-

siDos, the author had an easy time interfacing copy-protected

Apple software.

By Ted Carnevale

Given the large number of hard-

ware and software accessories

available for the Apple, interfacing

problems are bound to occur. Many
hardware manufacturers have taken

this into consideration and have made
their products compatible with as

many related devices as possible.

Printer cards are a prime example of

this: one popular card works with

printers made by eight other manufac-

turers.

Software interfacing can be diffi-

cult, partly because of the prolifera-

tion of copy-protection schemes. How
often have you wished you could take

advantage of the special features of

program A and still be able to use pro-

gram B?
This is a special problem where

DOS enhancements are concerned.

Many experienced Apple users have
"fine-tuned" DOS, adding special

routines for a variety of purposes.

With the proper patch, you can have a

catalog listing that shows the number
of free sectors on a disk, use wild

cards in DOS commands, expand disk

capacity to 40 tracks, speed up disk

reads and writes—and you don't have
to be a whiz at assembly language,

since many of these patches are part of

easily installed software packages in

the $20-40 price range.

All of these conveniences may dis-

appear when you try to run protected

software. Because copy protection

generally involves changing the DOS
routines for disk reading and writ-
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ing, booting a protected disk may
wipe out all the patches in your per-

sonalized DOS.

Getting Around the Problem

This article tells how I got around
this problem with Magic Window II

and DiversiDos. The same general ap-

proach may also work with other

combinations of DOS enhancements
and copy-protected software.

DiversiDos lives

up to its promise.

It increases disk

read/write speed.

From the reviews, Magic Window
II (MWII) sounded like the word pro-

cessing program for me. The dealer's

demonstration convinced me: it is

suitable for almost any professional

use. It has a true screen-oriented

editor that shows exactly what the

printout will look like.

Cursor control keys are arranged

logically. Most editing functions re-

quire only a single keystroke. Menus
are helpful but not obtrusive. Portions

of manuscripts can be excerpted,

merged and inserted selectively. A
reasonable amount of text can be han-

dled at one time (over eight single-

spaced pages with 64K RAM). Longer

manuscripts can be made up of sub-

units that are linked together at print

time by means of a print list. The print

function supports several different

printers.

After using MWII for a couple of

months and slogging through many
revisions of a long paper, I wanted
faster disk access. Also, disks were
filling up quickly with manuscript

outlines, drafts and revisions, so more
disk space would be helpful.

About the same time I ran across re-

views of DiversiDos, a product of

Diversified Software Research (DSR).

This enhancement of DOS 3.3 prom-
ised faster disk read/write speed with
almost any type of file. It has an op-

tional patch to display the number of

free sectors with every catalog. It can
also be patched to increase the num-
ber of tracks on a disk from 35 to 40
(assuming your disk drives can handle
the inner five tracks), adding 80 more
sectors of usable space. Furthermore,

it can be used to create DOSless data

disks, thereby freeing up another 32
sectors. Finally, it costs only $30!

DiversiDos lived up to its promise.

The improvement in disk read/write

speed was noticeable when dealing

with long Applesoft, text or binary

files. The problem was getting it to

work with MWII.

Address correspondence to Ted Carnevale, Neur-

ology Dept, SUNY, HSC T12 Room 020, Stony

Brook, NY 11794.



First, I tried the obvious: booting

DiversiDos and then booting the Mag-
ic Window system master disk with
PR#6. This failed, since a copy of the

old DOS 3.3 on the MWII disk over-
wrote DiversiDos and restored the

slow file handling I wanted to avoid.

This cannot be overcome by simply
writing DiversiDos over the DOS
tracks of the MWII master. Since the
master disk is copy-protected, writing

over tracks 0-2 makes it impossible to

load Magic Window and destroys the

master disk.

I asked Bill Basham of DSR (the de-

veloper of DiversiDos) if he had any
suggestions. He said that he hadn't

had the opportunity to look into it, but
he thought that extensive revisions of

MWII might be necessary to make it

run under DiversiDos.

Discouraged, I put up with the slow

How often have you wished

you could take advantage

of the special features of

program A and still be able

to use program B?

disk routines in MWII for a while.

Then, after another lengthy manu-
script, I got tired of listening to the

disk drives grind away and decided to

try DiversiDos one more time.

Finding a Clue

The answer finally started to be-

come clear after close study of the in-

stallation notes that came with MWII
and DiversiDos. According to DSR's
documentation, certain protected

disks can be run by first booting Di-

versiDos and then running a start-up

program on the protected disk. Did
MWII have such a program?
The MWII system master has a file

called BRUN MW2. This is intended

for users with hard disks who won't

appreciate having the old DOS (which

knows nothing about hard disks) sud-

denly reappear every time MWII is

loaded, thereby making their expen-

sive hardware useless.

Since I didn't have a hard disk drive,

I had previously ignored the section in

the MWII installation notes that re-

ferred to this file. Now, however, it

seemed to offer a solution to the prob-

lem.

File type

Text length: pages

sectors

Read times (seconds):

Standard DOS
DiversiDos

Write times (seconds):

Standard DOS
DiversiDos

formatted (B)

12 4 8

15 23 48 93

7 10 15 27

4 5 6 8

9 12 19 33

4 5 5 8

unformatted (T)

12 4 8

14 22 47 92

11 20 40 76

14 23 42 80

15 22 39 66

12 15 20 32

L

Table 1. Disk read and write times using standard DOS 3.3 and DiversiDos. Text size is given

in 256-byte sectors and in units of standard 8V2 x 11 inch pages (each page equals 54 lines of

single-spaced text 64 columns wide). Times are measured to the nearest whole second. Note

that DiversiDos is much faster than standard DOS except when reading unformatted (T) files.

Also note that formatted files are handled more quickly than unformatted files with either DOS,
even though a formatted file (type B) is one sector longer than an unformatted file (type Tj con-

taining the same amount of text.

So I booted up the DiversiDos disk,

exited to Basic, and switched to the

MWII master. The command BRUN
BRUN MW2 produced some disk ac-

tivity, and then the familiar MWII
system option menu appeared. Load-

ing the slave driver disk, I pressed

return and was rewarded by the ap-

pearance of the main editing menu.

A Neat Solution

To automate the process of loading

DiversiDos before running MWII, I

followed a suggestion from DSR's
manual and created a preboot disk

with DiversiDos on tracks 0-2. I did

this by booting the DiversiDos master,

choosing the free-sector option and
then exiting to Basic.

Since I have 40-track drives, I wrote

this program and saved it onto the Di-

versiDos master disk as PRE-INIT 40:

10 HOME
20 PRINT "40 track pre-init"

30 POKE 44725,160

40 POKE 43894,40
\

50 POKE 46063,40

60 IF PEEK (48352) = 140 THEN POKE
43352,160

70 PRINT
80 PRINT "Ready to INIT a 40 track disk"

90 PRINT "with DiversiDos"

I run this program before INITing a
disk. If you do not have 40-track

drives, you should skip this step.

I then used INIT HELLO to put
DiversiDos onto a new blank disk.

Next, I wrote this program and used
SAVE HELLO to write it onto the

DiversiDos slave:

10 HOME
20 PRINT'DiversiDos pre-boot for Magic

Window II" II"

30 PRINT "40 track/free sector version"

40 POKE 4S352, 160

50 PRINT
60 INPUT "Press RETURN" ;A$

70 PRINT CHR$(4);"CATALOG"
80 PRINT
90 PRINT "Put MWII System Master Disk"

100INPUT "in drive 1 and press

RETURN" ;A$

110 PRINT CHR$(4);"BRUN BRUN MW2"

Line 40 adjusts the free sector routine

for 40 tracks. If you use 35-track

drives, this line should be left out and
you should change line 30 ap-

propriately.

When this disk is booted using

PR#6, it displays this message:

DiversiDos preboot for Magic Window II

40 track/free sector version

Press RETURN

After you press the return key, a cat-

alog of the preboot disk appears along

with the number of free sectors on the

disk. Following the last catalog entry

you will see:

Put MWII System Master Disk

in drive 1 and press RETURN

If you do what it says, MWII will

load and you are ready to go.

Now it took three separate disks to

boot up MWII: the DiversiDos pre-

boot, the system master disk, and the

slave driver disk. Having to use two
disks to get things running is bad
enough, but three seemed almost in-

tolerable. What could I do about this?

Magic Window uses three files called

SYS.Options, Video and Printer on the

slave driver disk to tell it such things

as what sort of video display or printer
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you are using. Fortunately, the in-

stallation routines on the driver

master disk can write these to a disk

that already contains a DOS and other

files without destroying them. So I just

used the driver master to put these

files on the DiversiDos preboot disk.

Checking the Solution

As far as I can tell, MWII runs with-

out a hitch under DiversiDos, even if

you include the 40-track patch (see

below). The maximum file size is un-

changed. The only differences are

quicker disk access (see Table 1) and,

if your drives can handle tracks

35-39, more disk space. DiversiDos's

free sectors routine works properly,

too. This is quite handy since the cat-

alog command can be invoked any
time from within MWII to see how
much disk space is left.

I timed disk reads and writes using

portions of a recent manuscript to see

how much faster things really were
(see Table 1). Magic Window's for-

matted (type B) files read and write

two to four times faster with Diver-

siDos. The only surprise is the slightly

slower reading of unformatted (type

T) files. The improvement in writing

time more than makes up for this for

all but the shortest unformatted files.

Now I can take advantage of the

speed of DiversiDos when program-

You may be able to keep

your DOS's bells and

whistles if your

copy-protected program

has an alternate boot method.

ming or writing manuscripts. It has
been well worth the effort. I haven't

tried some of the fancier features of

DiversiDos, such as the keyboard and
print buffers, but you might want to

experiment with them.

The success of this software com-
bination suggests a general approach

to the problem of interfacing DOS
enhancements with other copy-pro-

tected programs. A key to the solution

was the program BRUN MWII, which

allowed Magic Window to be used

with a hard disk system without re-

sorting to rebooting the system with

the PR#6 command. Any program

that can be loaded without doing a

cold boot or using PR#6 has the poten-

tial to be used with your favorite cus-

tom DOS.
The other key to this solution was

the fact that Magic Window appears

to use standard DOS routines for most

disk reads and writes (except for un-

formatted files). Therefore, custom

patches to these routines are unaf-

fected by the presence of Magic Win-

dow. Conversely, this also means that

direct I/O with peeks and pokes or

special hardware drivers that bypass

DOS will also circumvent your cus-

tom patches. This seems to be the rea-

son why DiversiDos failed to speed up
the reading of unformatted files.

In conclusion, you may be able to

keep your DOS's bells and whistles if

your copy-protected program has an

alternate boot method. Programs that

may be used with hard disks are likely

to have this capability.
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Is the Future

At Your Fingertips?

Mouses and light pens may be things of the past. The Hewlett-

Packard HP-150 takes advantage of the ultimate pointing

device—your finger.

By Jim Heid

Microcomputing Technical Editor

Because keyboards are considered

awkward and intimidating for in-

experienced computer users, com-
puter designers have always looked

for a way to improve the method used

to supply commands to a computer.

The light pen, the first widely used

pointing device, never quite caught on

because of its marginal reliability and

cumbersome umbilical cable.

The mouse improved on reliability,

but still required a connecting cable

and still didn't represent the ultimate

goal—eliminating the mechanical
middleman between the user and the

computer.

Computer designers were missing

the boat. They were searching for a

device that would let the user select

options by simply pointing at them.

They seemed to forget that the ulti-

mate pointing device had already

been designed and was at their finger-

tips.

Touching on a Solution

The Hewlett-Packard HP-150 is the

first microcomputer to use touch-

screen technology. Trademarked un-

der the name HP Touch, the HP-150's

touch screen lets you select options

and perform tasks by simply touching

words, pictures or boxes that appear

on the screen.

The bezel that surrounds the com-

puter's screen is lined with small in-

frared light-emitting diodes on one

side, and with light-sensitive photo

diodes on the other side (see Photo 1).

This produces an invisible grid of

light in front of the screen. There are

40 diodes along the screen's horizontal

axis and 24 along the vertical axis,

making the screen touch-sensitive for

each line of the display and for every

other column. When you touch a

point on the screen, the computer de-

termines which point you touched by

determining which light beams are

blocked.

Inside the HP-150

The heart of the HP-150 is an Intel

8088 microprocessor running at a

swift 8 MHz. The computer contains

256K of memory (expandable to

640K), two 270K, single-sided, 3V4-

inch disk drives, two RS-232C serial

ports and one Hewlett-Packard inter-

face bus port.

It also contains two expansion slots

that can house additional memory or

options like networking boards and
modems. The complete system occu-

pies only 1.7 square feet of space and
has a suggested retail price of $3995.

Table 1 contains a summary of the

HP-150's features.

The HP-150's keyboard was designed

to offer full use of the computer with

or without the touch screen. It has 107

keys, including editing keys, a cursor-

The Hewlett-Packard HP-150 is the first microcomputer to offer touch-screen technology.
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control cluster, an 18-key numeric
keypad, and eight programmable
function keys. The typing angle is ad-

justable. The keyboard is controlled

by its own microprocessor, which is

located in the system unit.

The Screen

The video display is the HP-150's
star attraction. Measuring only nine

inches diagonally, the green phosphor
screen seems small at first. With a text

resolution of 720x378 and a bit-

mapped graphics resolution of 512 x
390, however, its display is as crisp

and easy to read as any. The screen

can display 27 lines of 80 characters

each, with each character formed by a
7x 10 matrix within a 9x 14 character

cell.

The bottom line of the screen dis-

plays system-status messages, and the

two lines above it can be designated as

softkeys—screen areas that can be
programmed to send commands
when the screen is touched. Like the

keyboard, the video display is con-

trolled by its own microprocessor,

freeing the 8088 for other tasks.

Expansion Options

The HP-150's microfloppy disks can

be supplemented by 5V4- or eight-inch

floppy disk drives, and by five- or 15-

megabyte hard disks. Since the Hew-
lett-Packard interface bus (HP-IB) lets

you daisy-chain these peripherals, the

HP-150's mass-storage capabilities are

nearly unlimited.

Price: $3995.

Dimensions: System unit, including monitor, 12 x 12 x 11 inches,21 pounds.
Processor: Intel 8088, running at 8 MHz.
Memory: 256K, expandable to 640K.

Display: Nine-inch (diagonal) green-phosphor monitor, 27 lines by 80 characters.

Resolution: 512 by 390 (graphics), 720 by 378 (text).

Keyboard: 107 keys, detached, auto-repeat, numeric keypad, eight function keys, n-key
rollover. Six-foot cable.

Mass storage: Two 270K, SVa-inch disk drives.

Input/Output ports: One RS-232C only, one RS422/RS-232C (combined), one HP-IB
(IEEE-488) port.

Operating system: MS DOS 2.0 with PAM shell.

Expansion: Two slots free.

Table 1. Summary of the features of Hewlett-Packard's HP-150.

An optional emulator card lets you

link the HP-150 to an IBM mainframe

computer. This IBM 3278 accessory

card provides a direct coaxial-cable

connection to the host computer,

which can operate with remotely or

locally attached controllers.

A unique option of the HP-150 is its

user-installable thermal printer that

fits in the top of the video monitor.

The printer is fast and quiet, and it can

print graphics as well as text.

Software

Hewlett-Packard has learned that

even a sophisticated computer is use-

less without software. The HP-150
uses MS DOS 2.0, making it possible

for the HP-150 to run many existing

programs. In fact, software written for

the IBM PC will run on the HP-150 as

long as the software doesn't depend
on specific IBM hardware features

Hewlett-Packard has

learned that even a

sophisticated computer

is useless without

software.

Photo 1. The Hewlett-PackardHP-150. The holes for the HP Touch sensors can be seen on the screen's

bezel.
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and uses standard MS DOS system
routines. The HP-150's graphics reso-

lution is different from IBM's, how-
ever, so programs that rely on graphics

displays generally aren't compatible.

The HP-150 is packaged with MS
DOS 2.0, Microsoft Basic and an oper-

ating system shell called Personal Ap-
plications Manager (PAM). PAM pro-

vides a link between you and MS
DOS; it lets you use the touch screen

to select application programs, back
up and copy files and disks, and install

programs.

Instead of seeing the familiar and
cryptic A> prompt, you see a number
of boxes, each containing a message
like COPY/BACKUP, MS DOS COM-
MANDS, FORMAT and so on. Other
boxes contain the names of applica-

tions programs. You can run a pro-

gram or perform a task by simply
touching the box that corresponds to

the program or task desired.

The utility programs that actually

copy and format disks have also been
enhanced to use HP Touch. The disk



copy program, for example, displays

each file name in its own box. You tell

the system which files to copy by sim-

ply touching boxes. You can also use

conventional MS DOS commands, if

you prefer.

Hewlett-Packard is supporting

some of the most popular programs

available. WordStar, VisiCalc and the

Condor relational database manager

have all been modified to use HP
Touch.
The enhanced WordStar, for exam-

ple, displays a row of softkeys at the

bottom of the screen that lets you

open a document, open a nondocu-

ment, access print and file options,

run SpellStar, MailMerge or another

program. The softkeys for single-level

commands, such as opening a docu-

ment or exiting WordStar, are dis-

played in all uppercase letters. The
softkeys for multilevel commands
such as the print and file options are

displayed in all lowercase letters. Se-

lecting a softkey labelled with low-

ercase letters produces a new set of

softkeys for the commands available

under that category.

WordStar's touch enhancements ex-

tend to editing, too. You can use the

touch screen to position the cursor,

designate blocks and scroll the screen.

You can also use the function keys on

the keyboard, or even the standard

WordStar control key sequences.

Other software packages distrib-

uted by HP include MemoMaker, a

simple word processor with cut-and-

paste capabilities that creates Word-

Star-compatible files, and a graphics

package that can use data from Visi-

Calc or Condor files to produce bar

charts, pie charts and line graphs. The

graphics package lets you select the

type of chart, color, shading and other

options, all by touch (see Photo 2).

Included with the HP-150's demon-

stration program is a simple database

manager called Personal Card File

(PCF). PCF displays an image that

looks like a Rollodex card file. When
you move your finger up and down
the "handle" of the file, the cards flip

forward and backward. To select a

card, simply touch its tab, and the data

on that card appears and can be

edited. PCF files can be sorted and

used by WordStar's mailmerge fea-

ture, or transferred to Condor for

more sophisticated manipulation.

A communications program called

DSN/Link is also available. DSN/Link

lets you transfer both ASCII and bi-

nary files by simply touching the file

names to be transmitted and specify-

ing any options. Log-on procedures

can also be stored in files and called

up with a touch.

Microsoft Basic is the only high-

level language currently supported by

Hewlett-Packard, although Pascal is

on its way. You can use the touch

screen as an input device in your own
Basic programs by using a user-de-

fined function that defines touch

fields on the screen.

Software vendors are in the process

of converting many popular programs

to use HP Touch. Enhanced versions

of dBase II, 1-2-3 and Context MBA

will be available soon, as will offerings

from BPI, Peachtree and Chang Lab-

oratories.

But is It Better?

The touch screen represents a vast

improvement in the user interface.

Combined with the PAM operating

system shell, it brings computer pow-

er to noncomputerists without the

need for condescending icons and in-

convenient mice. In its search for the

ultimate pointing device, Hewlett-

Packard has definitely put its finger on
something.

Photo 2. Using the touch screen to design graphics.

Circle 132 on Reader Service card. Circle 126 on Reader Service card.
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Stepping Out
The Next Step, from Execuware, is a program generator for the

nonprogrammer who wants customized database management
and data reporting programs for his IBM PC

By Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

Program generators are a part of the

evolution of software that follows

the emergence of higher-order lan-

guages such as Basic and Cobol.

In company with modern database

management systems, program gener-

ators go several steps further along the

path toward making computers flexi-

ble and responsive to nontechnical
users.

The Next Step package is a program
generator from Execuware that cre-

ates database management and data

reporting programs for the IBM Per-

sonal Computer.
The product of Next Step is another

series of programs that accepts your
data inputs, sorts and arranges the
data, and presents it in different for-

mats you design.

The Next Step is aimed at the novice

user and is presented in a manner that

requires no previous programming
experience. You don't have to know a
programming language or even learn

an extensive command language asso-

ciated with the database management
system in order to create your own ap-

plications. The Next Step software un-
derstands enough from your screen

and keyboard inputs to write the code
for the programs it creates.

Both the Next Step program and the

programs it creates are easy to use.

The steps required to generate a pro-

gram are presented as a series of ques-

tions and options.

The final database programs and

Ml RREHER
MTAlftSI MlftJ INVSYS1

Ixit to Rasic
Display, Mi, Relete
or Csaeee Rataaase
Print a Report
Set or ClMOfO Report Rate
Recreate a File Iaeex
UieM Pile ftaaws oa Risk
Exit to a Batabase Profrea
Caaefe Profrea Password

later Select ioa Neater

2

riWSYSni.Mfr NOT PRESENT Press ESC to letera to fleas or ENTER to Rails' Pile

TIfll: 12:88:15 RATE: sV-13-l*3

The Next Step main menu lets you select from the many system creation, modification and operation op-

tions available. Note that you can also view the disk directory and gracefully exit to Basic from the menu.
It is surprising how many programs do not include these functions. The bottom status lines contain

valuable system information and appear through all levels of operation.
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reports are generated in Microsoft

Basic. They can be used as created

with the IBM Basic interpreter or they

can be compiled using the Microsoft

Basic Compiler available from IBM.
You can use Next Step to design your
own customized inventory control,

credit record, library index, family
tree or even personal accounts pay-
able systems.

Superior Features

The database creation process and
the Next Step program itself are both
divided into two distinct parts. The
first part handles the creation of the
database and data-entry formats. The
second part of the program creates the

reports derived from the data.

The database creation portion of the
program has three outstanding fea-

tures. First, the input screens and the

database are designed according to the

format and relationships you describe

graphically on the screen. Second, you
can choose special filter and editing

criteria, including data editing, range
editing or table editing of specified or

numeric fields. Third, basic record re-

trieval is fast. It is done through a tech-

nique known as B tree file access, and
no special reorganization of the data is

required.

The Next Step has features that are

in many ways superior to other data-

base managers. Records can contain
up to 510 characters and 99 data

fields. The program can use up to 15

keys to sort and recall data. Complex
formulas can be entered using the
standard four arithmetic functions

and exponential numbers.
You can use Next Step to generate

Contact the author at PO Box 691, Herndon, VA
22070.



The DTC Style Writer ™ should be your daisy wheel
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This screen format was created with just a few minutes of work. Other formatting steps attach numbers to

each of the data entry boxes you see here. These numbers are used to create calculation formulas. The
boxes are also formatted internally so that only certain types or ranges of inputs will be allowed in each
position. This is a strong quality control factor for later data entry.

menus that simplify the operation of

your final program. You can specify

data formatting aids—there are four

ways to retrieve and update records

and two levels of password protec-

tion. You can personally customize

the reports through a parameter file

that allows company names or titles to

The call for authors is out!

Wayne Green Books is now accepting manu-
script proposals for the upcoming publication

list. Ideas for book-length manuscripts about
any microcomputer system or area of electronics

will be considered. In addition to payment and
royalties, we offer our distribution channels
and the marketing support your book deserves.

Send proposals or requests for a copy
of our Writer's Guide to:

Editor, Wayne Green Books
Peterborough, NH 03458.

Or call toll-free 1-800-343-0788.

appear as part of the data reports and
screen displays.

The report generator allows reports

to be defined using database access

keys that you select when you create

the input screens. It provides print-

outs that can be simple reproductions

of the records in the file or can be spe-

cially sorted, arranged and computed
presentations of the data. The output

of the report generator can be sent to

either the computer screen or to the

printer.

The printer routines support 80- or

132-column printers and the
132-condensed mode on the IBM stan-

dard printer. You can specify page
breaks and page and column
headings, and you can send the report

to the screen for acceptance prior to

printout.

The Next Step reads files created by
EasyWriter 1.1 and WordStar 3.2, so

you can create applications such as

mailing lists and read in the data from
word processing files. The report gen-

erator also has two levels of password
protection available as a user se-

lection.

System Requirements

The Next Step is designed for the

IBM PC and runs on either PC DOS
Version 1.1 or 2.0. It requires an 80-

character by 25-line monitor and any
standard printer.

The system should have 128K of

memory and two floppy disk drives or

a hard disk. Although double-sided

disk drives (320K under 1.1 or 360K
under 2.0) are not required, they are

recommended for most applications.

No Manual Labor Needed

One of the most outstanding fea-

tures of the Next Step is its manual.
Through its well-organized and il-

lustrated pages, the Next Step manu-
al allows the user to set the pace for

learning.

The manual goes through full expla-

nations of the various functions on the

IBM PC keyboard and describes each
of the keys that are used during pro-

gram generation and use.

As you progress through the lessons,

each new area is highlighted in large

bold print. Keystrokes are also high-

lighted along the screen prompts so

you can easily find your place in the
text.

The program is designed for the

nonprogrammer. It makes excellent

use of both function keys and special-

ly defined key inputs to execute pro-

gram instructions. Information on the
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current function of each of the special

function keys is described on the bot-

tom lines of the screen when needed.

The program is both menu- and ques-

tion-driven. The menu screens are

well designed and easily understood.

At the same time, the menus are short

and grouped so that experienced users

don't waste time wading through

layers of menus when they know
what they want to do.

Once you have selected your func-

tion from the menu, the design pro-

cess is guided by a series of questions

that help you to formulate your

screens and create your formulas.

The formulas are entered in a man-
ner similar to most spreadsheet pro-

grams. Formulas can be written to

create interim results that are not writ-

ten to the screen but are used for fur-

ther calculations. The formula func-

tion adds great power to the resulting

program and sets Next Step apart

from other file management pro-

grams.

The display of the database or re-

ports program is quite simple to de-

sign, although some study time should

be spent to understand the program's

change function before changes or up-

dates are attempted. Editing is accom-

plished as you finish the design of

each screen or any time you decide

you need to use a different format. Ed-

iting functions not only include text

and numeric fields, but also tables,

range edits and default edits you can

use if you only need a standard data or

text entry format.

Database Creation

Actual creation of a database system

is accomplished by painting the

screen with the formats you need to

input, correlate and report the data.

The program starts with a display that

somewhat resembles a spreadsheet,

but is limited to 78 characters horizon-

tally. You may select any screen posi-

tion to begin the description of the da-

ta entry format you need.

The standard title format for the

screen uses the first, second and

fourth lines. You can specify boxes on

the screen for all data entry positions

and enter specific categories of alpha-

numeric or numeric characters that

will be required for all data. In opera-

tion, the program will inspect each en-

try to insure that it meets the category

and limits you defined for that posi-

tion.

Further development of your data-

base is done through on-screen calcu-

lations and file sorts. The calculation

Circle 1 12 on Reader Service card.
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areas enable you to select specific

fields used to calculate important re-

port data. The file specification area

consists of on-screen questions, giving

you the opportunity to select a specific

program and file name, disk drive lo-

cation, password security and screen

heading.

Once the key fields and editing cri-

teria have been defined, you are ready

to generate the program. From this

point, the Next Step takes over and in

101 I1EHII
WEEKLY INUnffOlY SYSTB1

noma

THE NEXT STEP

IEL EST AM. PIC

FINCL AM. PIC

know you! curr

EC0H Oil QHTY

COST

8295.80

8149.95

8892.95

8892.95

8892.95

•ATI 0V1V1983
THU fli TOTALS

1188.88

WEEKLY TOTAL SALES

1849.65

92.95

92.95

92.95

2588.58

r2=Ch*»se F3=lelete FS=Get text *«c F6=6«t Prev tec ESC=Ixit m9=Hmlf
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In this screen, the account title, cost and sales data have been entered according to the formatted boxes.

The totals are computed by formulas entered when the screen was created.
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Thebest software for

theIBM Personal Computer.

Could itbeyours?

Attention, all programmers. Here's a

chance to reach the top.

If you've written software that's completed

and runs on the IBM Personal Computer, we

could be interested in publishing it.

(We also could be interested if it runs

on another computer. Ifwe select your software,

we'll ask you to adapt it to our system.)

But be advised.

Our expectations are great.

Because the software we publish must be

good enough to complement IBM Personal

Computer hardware. In fact, the more you take

advantage of all our hardware capabilities (see

the box at right), the more interested in your

software we become.

Think about incorporating color graphics

into your program, for example.

Use sound. Consider the power of our

keyboard and remember to utilize the ten

programmable function keys.

In all cases, we're interested in "friendly"

software—with emphasis on quality and wide

appeal. Programs with the greatest chance

of being published must be easy to use, offer

a better way to accomplish a task and provide

something special to the user.

What kinds of programs? All kinds.

Education. Entertainment. Personal W
finance. Data management. Self improvement.*^

Games. Communications. And yes, business. |

We select programs that will make the

IBM Personal Computer an even more useful tool

for modern times.

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS

User Memory
64K-640K bytes

Microprocessor
16-bit, 8088

Auxiliary Memory
2 optional internal

diskette drives, 5VV
160KB/180KB or
320KB/360KB
per diskette

Keyboard
83 keys, 6 ft. cord

attaches to

system unit

10 function keys

10-key numeric pad

Diagnostics
Power-on self testing

Parity checking

Display Screens
Q)lor or monochrome
High-resolution

80 characters x 25 lines

Upper and lower case

Operating Systems
DOS, UCSD p-System,

CP/M-86t

Languages
BASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN,
MACRO Assembler,
COBOL

Printer
All-points-addressable

graphics capability

Bidirectional

80 characters/second

18 character styles

9x9 character matrix

Permanent Memory
(ROM) 40K bytes

Color/Graphics
Text mode.
16 colors

256 characters and
symbols in ROM

Graphics mode.
4-color resolution:

320h x 200v
Black & white resolution:

640hx200v
Simultaneous graphics &

text capability

Communications
RS-232-C interface

SDLC, Asynchronous,

Bisynchronous protocols .

Up to 9600 bits per second

J

So, if you think your software is the best,

consider submitting it. If it s accepted, we'll take

care of the publishing, the marketing and the

distribution. All you have to do is reap the

benefits of our royalty terms. And you're free to

market your program elsewhere at any time

even if you license it to us.

We're offering the ladder. Think about

taking the first step.

For information on how to submit your

program, write: IBM Personal Computer,

External Submissions,

Dept. 765 PC, Armonk,
New York 10504. ===. i
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For more information on where to buy the IBM Personal Computet, call 800-447-4700 In Alaska or Hawaii, 800-447-0890.

tUCSD p-System is a trademark of the Regents of the Uniwsity of California. CP/M-86 .s a trademark of D,g.tal Research, Inc.
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The report menu gives many options for the selection of data. Standard reports can be designed and run on
a regular basis, or special queries can be made as needed.

eight to ten minutes, depending on the
size of the database you've created,

the files are written to disk. The actual
number of files depends on the pa-

rameters you've defined, such as re-

ports and password protection, but

usually a minimum of five files are

created.

The Next Step has an excellent man-
ual. It gains friendliness from quality

illustrations that guide you through
program creation and execution. The

tutorial portion of the manual pro-

vides additional information that

should assist you in program develop-

ment. I think more attention could

have been given to the change func-

tion that is used to change data or to

correct errors made in initial program
definition, but this function is easy to

use after you run through it once.

You'll need this function during your
first attempts at database creation!

If problems arise during data entry,

indicating programming errors or the

need for additional screen informa-

tion, the reference information section

of the documentation is helpful. The
first attempt at the process of creating

and perfecting a database will proba-
bly yield in incomplete results, but
careful reading of the text and prepa-

ration of the original database infor-

mation can speed the process. The
section of the manual on database

concepts is useful. It will help you bet-

ter organize your thought process and
improve future program creation.

Data input is quite simple and al-

lows changes to be made without dis-

rupting the program. When you begin
data input, you will find out how well
your thought process survived during

Circle 189 on Reader Service card.
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handy and keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes.
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tant. Use them to keep all your magazines orderly yet available
for constant reference.

Self-sticking labels are available for the following:
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program definition.

Report Generation

The initialization and setup of the

report format is similar to the process

followed for the database program.

The screen is painted with the re-

quired data set in specific locations.

The difference is that you now use

the number associated with each item

you put into the database to locate and

sort the information. This allows total

freedom in format arrangement re-

gardless of how the original data was
displayed. Key specifications can be

redefined for the report and new
screen calculations can be made.

The report format allows page

breaks, totals, page headings, multiple-

line columns and colulmn headings

that aren't restricted by the field size.

The process is again totally menu-
driven and requires user selection to

continue so you can be sure you're fin-

ished with a specific area before going

on to the next.

Attention to detail is an important

consideration in database and report

design. You should carefully proof-

read and understand the report de-

sign, review the calculations, and un-

derstand the ability to add text before

you finish up with the ESC option.

It's easy to go past the area that

allows you to add text to your screens

without realizing it. Although this is

frustrating, you can easily go back by

using the "C" change report option

during start up to make the appro-

priate inputs. Remember to go

through the entire program each time

you start the report program genera-

tion process so you don't lose your ini-

tial work. It could be helpful to use the

IBM PC's PrtSc function to make
copies of your screen entries as you go

along. This gives you a copy of your

work in case you are interrupted or

have a problem in format or data that

you can't solve. Practice makes per-

fect with the Next Step program and

with just a little practice, program

generation is a snap.

A Confidence Builder

Today, database management sys-

tems and new "spreadbase" applica-

tions programs have become popular.

Building your confidence with many
of these programs requires hours of

learning that you don't have.

The Next Step by Execuware offers

an excellent alternative to these pro-

grams, since the database and re-

port programs are actually created

and customized by the user. The user-

created attribute means that the pro-

gram can be made to function to cre-

ate reports exactly as the end user

needs them without having to change

requirements to conform to the pro-

gram in use.

Although The Next Step also re-

quires invested time to fully under-

stand the text input and editing func-

tions, the time is short and well spent.

Once you get a working knowledge of

how the program generator functions,

you can create the kind of database

and report formats you need to solve

your particular requirements.

A Step Forward

The Next Step should be considered

as your best step toward user-created

database programs for both personal

and professional use. Developed by
Execuware, the Microcomputer Soft-

ware Division of Aeronca, Inc., The
Next Step is distributed exclusively by

Starsoft Software Distributors, 4984 El

Camino Real, Suite 125, Los Altos, CA
94022. It sells for $295.

Circle 60 on Reader Service card.

Circle 72 on Reader Service card.
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EPSON PRINTER-STILTS
The solution to your paper storage <£ 1 O QC
problem for the low cost of only ... ^ I *£• -7J SET

MX-70/80
FX-80, FX-100 & IBM-5152

>TM

PRI NTER-STILTS " printer supports
• Solid Aluminum. • Soft Rubber Feet. • No Tools Required.

• Also for the IBM-PC Dot Matrix Printer Model 5152.

DATATE K INC 018) ees-ooee or 868-2241

DepL 200 P. O. Box 5956 Shreveport, La. 71135

Send set(s) of PRI NTER-STILTS'" at $12.95 each set

Plus $2.00 Postage and Handling. • Specify Style:

MX-70/80 D FX-80 D MX-100 D FX-100 IBM-5152

Check or money order Visa D Mastercard

(La. residents add 3% tax)

Acct. No.

PLEASE PRINT

Name

Exp.

Address

City _
State _ -Zip

Please Sign Here

8K in 30 Seconds
for your VIC 20 or CBM 64
If you own a VIC 20 or a CBM 64 and have been concerned
abouf the high cost of a disk to store your programs on
worry yourself no longer Now there's the RABBIT The RABBIT

comes in a cartridge, and at a much, much lower price

than the average disk And speed this is one fast RABBIT

With the RABBIT you can load and store on your CBM
datasette an 8K program in almost 30 seconds, compared
to the current 3 minutes of a VIC 20 or CBM 64. almost as

fast as the 1541 disk drive

The RABBIT is easy to install, allows one to Append
Basic Programs, works with or without Expansion

Memory, and provides two data file modes The
RABBIT is not only fast but reliable

(The Rabbit for the VIC 20 contains an expansion con-
nector so you can simultaneously use your memory boara. etc

)

$39.95

MAE NOW
THE BEST
FOR LESS!

$59.95

For CBM 64, PET, APPLE, and ATARI
Now, you can have the same professionally designed Macro
Assembler Editor as used on Space Shuttle projects.

• Designed to improve Programmer Productivity

• Similar syntax and commands - No need to relearn peculiar

syntaxes and commanas when you go from PET to APPLE to

ATARI

• Coresident Assembler/Editor - No need to load the Editor, then

the Assembler, then the Editor, etc

• Also includes Word Processor, Relocating Loader, and much
more

• Powerful Editor. Macros, Conditional and Interactive

Assembly, and Auto - zero page aadressmg

Still not convinced, send for our free spec sheet 1

TELSTAR 64 A sophisticated Terminal Cartridge for the 64
Upload/Download — $49.95

MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR - Over 20 commands Cartridge plugs
into the 64 — only $24.95

l

3239 Untia Dr

Winston Salem. NC 27106

(919)924 2889 (919) 748 8446
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Kaypro Steps Up Its Software

To take advantage of its ten megabytes ofhard disk memory,
Kaypro has introduced a new assortment ofsoftware to be bun-
dled with the Kaypro 10. The author describes what to expect on

the software side of this powerful transportable computer.

By Bob Hickey

Ijust got hold of Kaypro's new assort-

ment of software for the Kaypro 10.

As I reported in last month's issue of

Microcomputing, Kaypro has begun
shipping a different combination of

software with the hard disk transport-

able computer. The bundled software
now incudes:

>WordStar

•The
Word +

The word processor—
an old established fa-

vorite in the computer
field.

One of the best spelling

checker/correctors on
the market today with a
family of associated ex-

tra word-help programs.

>CBasic A Basic used in many
business applications. It

needs line numbers only

when the lines are call-

ed in the program itself.

>MicroPlan A menu-driven finan-

cial planning program;
it has some program-
ming and statistical ca-

pabilities included.

>MBasic This is a Basic language

that most people find

easy to learn as a first

computer "language."

'SBasic Structured Basic, uses
Basic keywords in a Pas-

cal-like environment.
•Super-
Term A modem program.

File name
Original backup specification

ID comment
Original file name
This is file #04 out of 13 in this backup.

Original size of file

This Mufbar file contains records:

Starting with record number
Through record number

"C:Mufbar.004"

"A:????????.???"

"Magic Wand September 29, 1983 9:03 pm"
"A:Sample3.doc"

0008 hex.

OOOOhex

0007 hex.

Fig. 1. An index of each program written to the floppy disk.

Inversing Video

WordStar is being shipped with the
implementation of the inverse video
option. When I contacted Kaypro last

month, they told me they weren't
shipping it with the inverse video ac-

tivated. However, the computer in-

dustry moves swiftly and so does Kay-
pro. As a matter of fact, Non-Linear
Systems has changed its name to

Kaypro Corp.

The WordStar now being shipped
with the Kaypro 10 is version 3.30. It

doesn't work at all with my old de-

pendable Random House thesaurus.

When I tried to install the thesaurus
on the 3.30 version of WordStar, the
thesaurus aborted with a message that

it could be installed only on WordStar
versions 2.26 or 3.0.

I called Dictronics Publishing, Inc.,

at its customer service facility in Ti-

jeras, New Mexico. I was informed
that the thesaurus won't work with
WordStar 3.30. In fact, all further de-

velopment work on the thesaurus for

WordStar has been taken over by Mi-
croPro. Persons depending on the
company's WordStar-integrated the-

Address correspondance to Bob Hickey, PO Box
77022, Eagle River, AK 99577
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screen. MicroPlan, in the Kaypro 10

version, has a case of the "have-not-

gots." For example, typing the com-
mand for Tables or Link generates the

MicroPlan response of "This add-on

option is not available in your copy of

MicroPlan."

Chang Labs sells add-on options to

WordStar Version

3.00 3.30

Location Address Value Comment
IVON 0284 0267 03 Inverse On

0285 0268 IB Kaypro 10 Code

0286 0269 42

0287 026A 30

IVOFF 028B 026E 03 Inverse Off

028C 026F IB Kaypro 10 Code

028D 0270 43

028F 0271 30

ITITOG 0362 034F FF Come up with "insert": ON
0386 036E 00 Justification: 00 Ragged Right

FF Right Justify

0389 0371 FF Hyphen Help: ON

NONDOC 0392 0375 00 Nondocument Mode: ON
DECCHR 0393 037A 2E Decimal Point Tab Character

DOTCHR 0395 037B 2E Dot Command Character: 2E

HARDCR 03B4 03E1 7E Hard Carriage Return:

PACFIL 03B9 03E8 AD Display line of -'s w/inverse set on

Table 1.

Listing 1. A CBasic program that shows how to draw a box on the Kaypro' s screen.

rem cbasic cursor positioning function for KAYPRO 10

def fncursor$(X,Y)
fncursor$=chr$(27)+chr$(6l)+chr$(31+X)+chr$(31+Y)
return
fend

rem cbasic strings for KAYPRO 10 screen display
on$=chr$(27)+ ,, B ,V ,0" rem inverse on

off$=chr$(27)+"CM+M0" rem inverse off

dimon$=chr$(27)+M B'V'l"
dimoffS^hrSWJVC'Vl"

rem reduced intensity on
rem reduced intensity off

blinkon$=chr$(27)+M B ,V ,2" rem blinking on
blinkoff$=chr$(27)V ,C ,,+M2" rem blinking off

underon$=chr$(27)+ ,, B ,V'3M rem underline on

underoff$=chr$(27)+nC ,V ,3" rem underline off

curon$=chr$(27)+ ,, B ,V4"
curoff$=chr$(27)+"C ,V ,

4
n

linon$=chr$(27)+"B ,V7M

linoff$=chr$( 27 )
MCV7M

rem cursor on
rem cursor off

rem status line on
rem status line off

rem cbasic string to clear the screen for the KAYPRO 10

cls$=chr$(27)+ ,,C ,V'0 ,,+chr$(27)+MC ,V ,

l" + ,,
l"

chr$(27)+MC ,V ,

2
M+chr$(27)+ MCV ,3'VT

chr$(27)+M B ,,+ ,^ ,,+chr$(27)+"C ,,+ ,r
7

,,+chr$(26)

rem cbasic routines to draw lines and rectangles on KAYPRO 10

rem adapted from sbasic routines provided by Kaypro on the KAYPRO 10

def fnposition$(VERT,H0RZ)
fnposition$=chr$(27)V'= ,Vchr$lVERT+31)+chr$(H0RZ-h31)
return
fend

this Basic program provided free with

the Kaypro 10. 1 wonder if this will get

to be a trendsetter in the world of

packaged software— I hope other

computer manufacturers avoid pro-

viding incomplete packages with their

offerings.

The package that Kaypro is pro-

viding with the Kaypro 10 has another

example of such a come-on in the

WordStar package.

MicroPro says that version 3.30 is

not compatible with earlier versions

of WordStar's companion packages,

such as MailMerge or SpellStar. So, if

you want to upgrade your WordStar to

3.30, be advised that you must be pre-

pared to pay the upgrade price of $85

for each of the companion packages

that you want to run with your new
WordStar 3.30.

When and How Often?

When operating a hard disk, one
often wonders what files to back up
and how often to do it. Kaypro has at-

MicroPlan, in

the Kaypro 10

version, has a

case of the
u
have-not-gots.

"

tempted to provide a relatively pain-

less way of (1) accessing a back-up

process and (2) actually performing

the backup.

On the Kaypro 10, this is ac-

complished by a menu selection call-

ed "Back Up Files." Its function is to

run a program called MUFBAR-80. It

is described by its manufacturer, Total

Systems, as a "Multi-Floppy Backup
and Restore System."

What it does is to copy your hard

disk programs onto the floppy located

in drive C of the Kaypro 10. And it

does this at a small savings in disk

space. It will also, using its Lookup
program, give you a look at the index-

ing of each program written to the

floppy disk (see Fig. 1).

When using this Lookup program,

the screen tends to get cluttered. I

would suggest that Total Systems pro-

vide for a clearing of the screen before

each new file is listed. It is a good pro-

gram and can backup some 255 files at

a time.
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saurus who may be thinking of up-
grading to WordStar 3.30 should bear
in mind that Dictronics Publishing has
no plans to support that configuration.

WordStar 3.30 on the Kaypro 10 is

different from version 3.0 provided on
the Kaypro 4. It takes up 20K of space
on the Kaypro 10, compared with the

16K of version 3.0. Part of the change
is an overlay of a sign-on message. The
sign-on is the only poor-quality thing
about this WordStar version.

While we are on the subject of

WordStar, version 3.30 is not sup-

ported by the old customization notes
for version 3.0. But, for you inveterate

hackers out there, I have found a few
starting points (see Table 1).

When you're done with the changes
in DDT, you must type SAVE 70 WS
.COM for WordStar 3.30. 1 mentioned
DDT because MicroPro has provided
Kaypro with an installation program
called WINSTALL.COM. This pro-

gram, unlike the INSTALL.COM pro-

gram provided with Wordstar 3.0,

provides a menu-restricted customiza-
tion of WordStar 3.30. For example,
WINSTALL.COM allows the Word-
Star owner to change preselected
items by toggling them on and off.

List of WINSTALL.COM Options
A. Initial help level

B. Decimal point character

C. Nondocument mode
D. Initial directory display

E. Initial insertion toggle

F. Justification toggle

G. Hyphen help toggle

H. Hyphen help toggle

I. Top page margin

J. Bottom page margin

K. Left margin

L. Right margin

M. Number lines/page

N. Page offset

O. Form feeds

P. Data field separator

Q. Variable name symbol
R. Default disk drive

A Cheer for Friendly
Software

For the nonprogrammer, MicroPro
is to be complimented for choosing
the route it has.
Kaypro has for too long been

plagued by unfriendly software. Aside
from the friendliness of Perfect Filer,

with its menu-driven ease of use, the
Perfect package of software served to
inhibit many first-time computer
owners.
At times, I got the impression that

the not-so-perfect software was being
developed using the Kaypro owners as
a large beta test unit.
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I remember one sequence of events
with Perfect Calc. The folks at Perfect
Software, bless their hearts, sent our
Kaypro user's group a set of upgrade
disks to correct some bugs in the pro-
gram. At the next monthly meeting,
we got a notice from Kaypro to the ef-

fect that it wouldn't support soft-

ware updates that didn't come from
them.
Then, at the next monthly meeting,

we were told that the dealers in town
had received updates of Perfect Soft-

ware from Kaypro and members
could stop by and get their programs
cleaned up.

For the nonprogrammer,

MicroPro is to be

complimented for

choosing the route

it has.

Kaypro has for

too long

been plagued

by unfriendly software.

Kaypro now has put together a
package of software for the Kaypro 10
that should make service easier. Con-
sider what it has: WordStar, even in its

new face of version 3.30, is a reliable

word processor that wins new com-
puter users over each time it boots up
on a home computer.
Unlike Perfect Writer, new users

are not left wondering how to make it

work. Kaypro pulled off another coup
when it added The Word + to the
family of software. I like the fact that
it will suggest possible replacements
for misspelled words. For example, I

wrote the non-word: "oknly" in this

text. When I used the Lookup option
in The Word + , it suggested:

only

I typed the "0," and "only" was
substituted for my error. For the mis-
spelled word "assest," the Lookup op-

tion provided seven possible words I

may have meant to use:

assent

1 assert

2 asses

3 assess

4 asset

5 assets

6 assist

After typing "C" for correct, I mere-
ly tapped the 4 key and the correct

spelling of "asset" was entered in my
text as a substitute for my spelling er-

ror. You certainly develop confidence in

a spelling checker when this happens.

There is one peculiarity with run-

ning The Word+ from within Word-
Star with the run option. If you specify

the filename to be checked as a part of

the command line calling The Word-»-

,

then The Word+ won't give you the

opportunity to specify any special dic-

tionary to be used in conjunction with
the main dictionary.

Of course, the purpose of having a

special dictionary is to tell The
Word + which words you use fre-

quently in your documents. By having
The Word + enter words you use fre-

quently, but which it doesn't recognize

from its on-line dictionary, you can still

provide the program with a personal-

ized list of words to be checked.
But if the filename is included as a

part of The Word + 's command line

from within WordStar, you won't
even be given the chance to have your
specials dictionary list checked by
WordStar.

So, what you should do if you want
to check your spelling using an added
specials file is to specify only The
Word+'s name when WordStar asks
for the name of the file to run. This
way, The Word+ will ask you if

you want a special dictionary to be
checked.

Plan on It

MicroPlan is basically an upgrade
from Chang Lab's ProfitPlan. Chang
Labs has designed MicroPlan for me-
dium-sized businesses. These are de-

fined as those doing between five and
50 million dollars a year in business. It

is not designed as a spreadsheet but as

a financial planning tool for middle
business managers.
MicroPlan, as implemented on the

Kaypro 10, has its menu options shown
in a column of inverse video. Its cursor

position is also lighted with inverse

video for the width of the column.
MicroPlan features an extensive on-

line help file. Merely type 7 and then
the number of the command for

which an explanation is desired. After

presenting the help message at the bot-

tom of the screen, MicroPlan prompts
you with a line displayed and under-
lined at the top of the screen:

Press any cursor key to recover your display.

Of course, if you want, you can type
the command 115 to redisplay the



Of course, rinding a floppy to han-

dle such a large back up might take

some looking around. Through its res-

toration program, MUFBAR-80 will

put the saved programs back onto the

hard disk from floppies. Why back up
your files? Just good common sense!

I haven't experienced any troubles

with my Kaypro 10' s hard disk, but

I've had it for only two months now.
Where my writing is concerned, I

tend to be conservative. I back up fre-

quently, so I like the idea that Kaypro

is consumer-oriented enough to pro-

Kaypro has taken

a great step

forward. . .

vide this type of quality back-up pro-

gram as a part of its software package.

I always back up my programs and

what I create in order to insure against

machine failures. The MUFBAR-80
program assumes that you'll want to

use its services to make what are

called "archive" copies of what you

have on the hard disk.

Archive copies aren't designed to be

run in their archived condition. In the

first place, they are compacted to pre-

serve space on the floppy. In the sec-

ond place, they have been assigned a

MUFBAR name. This name now con-

sists of the word MUFBAR plus the

hex extension showing the number of

the file in hexadecimal notation.

No More Computerese

The most visible effort that Kaypro

is making to help the new purchaser is

its master menu. The master menu is

a program developed by Kaypro in

SBasic. With this, the new computer

owner doesn't have to go through the

shakedown of learning "computer-

ese" in order to make the computer do

what he wants it to do.

There is a blending of menus in each

of the user areas that provides easy ac-

cess to the word processing and other

programs furnished with the machine.

Kaypro has also provided the SBasic

source codes for the menus. This

should go a long way in helping peo-

ple learn to program in SBasic. Too

bad Kaypro didn't do the same thing

H i
•»

def fnpixon$(VERTl,HORZl)
fnpixon$=chr$(27)V'*"+chr$(VERTl+31)+chr$(HORZl+31)
return
fend

def fnpixoff$(VERTl,HORZl)
fnpixoff$=chr$(27)+" "+chr$( VERT1+31 )+chr$(HORZl+31

)

return
fend

def fndrawline$(TOP01NT,LEFTP01NT,LOWP01NT,RlGHTPOlNT)
fndrawline$=chr$(27)V , LM+chr$(TOPOINT+31)+chr$(LEFTP01NT+3DV

,

J

chr$(LOWP01NT+31)+chr$(RIGHTP01NT+31)

return
fend

def fnset.on$(att)
fnset.on$=chr$(27)+"B"+chr$(att)
return
fend

def fnset.off$(att)
fnset.off$=chr$(27)+"C"+chr$(att)
return
fend

def fnrectangle$(Y,X, HEIGHT, W)
print fndrawline$(Y, X, (Y + HEIGHT), X);

print fndrawline$(Y, (X + W), (Y + HEIGHT), (X +

print fndrawline$(Y, X, Y, (X + W))

print fndrawline$((Y + HEIGHT), X, (Y + HEIGHT), (X +

return
fend

W))

W))

Y = 8

X = 40
HEIGHT
W=80

= 36

rem program starts here

print cls$
print fnrectangle$(Y, X, HEIGHT, W);

print on$;
print fncursor$(4,38)

;

print blinkon$;"A";
print blinkoff$; M BOX"
print off$;underon$;
print fncursor$(6,34)

;

print "By Bob Hickey";underoff$
print fncursor$(8,31)

;

print "Eagle River, Alaska"
print fncursor$(25,l)

;

print lineon$;on$;curoff$; " PRESS X AND return TO
INPUT "TERMINATE PROGRAM
print cls$

end

ii

;X

for CBasic. Kaypro includes several

SBasic programs with Kaypro 10. I

have included a CBasic program that

shows how some of the Kaypro 10

codes can be used in a program to

draw a box on the screen (Listing 1).

This is a useful program that lets

you put headings at the sign-on of a

program. It can also be used to put

questions in for parent-developed

flashcards to help the kids with their

homework. After the student responds

to the question, just clear the screen

and show the answer in the answer

box. Or you could leave the box on the

screen and put in a running score

tabulation.

A Giant Step for . . .

Finally, Kaypro has taken a great

step forward with the introduction of

this set of software on the Kaypro 10.

Kaypro should be advised to include

a spreadsheet with this unit. Micro-

Plan as a financial planning tool is fine

for its purpose. But, it isn't envisioned

as a replacement for a solid spread-

sheet program.
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WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM $99500

(Everything you need for word processing — LIST PRICE M800.00)

FARM BUSINESS SYSTEM s109500

(Everything you need to computerize your farm — LIST PRICE M900.00)

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM s119500

(Everything you need to computerize your business — LIST PRICE *2200.00)

LOOK AT WHAT YOU GET WITH EACH SYSTEM
PACKAGE!!!

• The powerful 84K Commodore 64 Computer!
(More features than Apple II)

• 170K Commodore 64 Disk Drive!

• Box of 10 "Loarn" Disks!
• Gemini 10X Starmicronics 10" Carriage Deluxe, 120CPS,

Dot Bit Addressable Tractor-Friction Printer!

• Deluxe Cardco Printer Interface!

• Box of Printer Paper!
• Your choice of 12" Green Screen or Amber Screen Monitor!
• Monitor Interface Cable!

The s995 complete word processing system includes: "Script-64 Executive Word Processor Program, 80
columns in color, 20,000 word customizable dictionary, powerful mail merge" — List Price $130)

The M095 complete farm business package includes: "Cyber Farmer" Farm Business Program! (Budget
Analysis, Cash Flow, Depreciation, General Ledger, Inventory, Money Borrowed, Dept Paid

)

PLUS-YOU CAN BUY THE FOLLOWING SPECIALIZED FARM MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS!
1. GENERAL BUSINESS: Investment, loan analysis, land purchase, machine cost, business study — $49.50
2. BEEF PRODUCTION: Calf production, cattle feeder, heavy cattle, beef marketing, ration analyser — $49.51
3. PORK PRODUCTION: Pig production, pig feeder, heavy hogs, ration analyser — $49.50
4. GRAIN MANAGEMENT: All crop comparison, corn yield, wet grain, early freeze, grain marketing — $49.50

The s1195 complete small business system includes: "General Ledger, Accounts Payable and Check Writing,
Accounts Receivable, Payroll, Inventory, Database Manager" — List Price $595)

15 DAY FREE TRIAL We give you 15 days to try out these SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGES!! If it doesn't meet
your expectations, just send it back to us prepaid and we will refund your purchase price!!

90 DAY IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY If any of the SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE equipment or
programs fail due to faulty workmanship or material we will replace it IMMEDIATELY at no charge!

Add $50.00 for shipping and handling!!

WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES EXCEPT
CANADA.

Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or Personal Check. Allow
14 days for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express
mail! Canada orders must be in U.S. dollars. We accept Visa
and MasterCard. We ship C.O.D.
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BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order

Circle 398 on Reader Service card.
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SCRIPT-64 EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR (80 Columns in Color)

40 or 80 columns in color or black and white; turns your computer Into a Business Machine!
_ ..

Rated best by COMMODORE. This Is the finest word processor available. Features Include line and paragraph insertion/deletion, in-

SnUtlS rlflh I and le«7uat.f.cation, titles, page numbering, characters per inch. etc. AH features are easy to ™£™££»*
With tabs etc. SCRIPT-64 even includes a 250 word dictionary/spelling checker to make sure your ape ling is correct. The dietlona-y Is

user customizable to any technical words you may use. Furthermore, all paragraphs can be printed in wrIMng and everyday letters a

snip To top things off *he£ Is a 100 page manual and help screens to make learning how to use SCRIPTS a snap. This word proc-I ^oVomXe we can't think of anything It doesn't have. When combined wjth ^J™*«'™^\%»^™££
mailmerge and label program that lets you customize any mailing list with personalized letters. List $99.95. Sale $79.00. Coupon Price

$59.00. (Disk only.)

SCRIPT-64 20,000 WORD DICTIONARY
Allows you to check spelling on 20,000 most often mispelled words! List $29 95 Sale $19.95. (Disk only.)

SCRIPT-64 DATABASE
s tsa^seTffS)!dTydatabasHha^akes any information easy to store and retrieve The user defines the fields and then can add

.change delete and search for any category he wants. When combined with the SCRIPT-64 Executive Word Processor you can search

'out any category (zip codes, hair color, etc.) and print super personalized letters. List $89.00. Sale $69.00. 'Coupon Price $46.00. (Disk

I only.)

"WRITE NOW" WORD PROCESSOR
S^lT^^1^ This cartridge system has all the features of professional systems at

I only a 'fraction of the cost. Some features include: margin setting, word wrap, search and replace, centering, page numbering,,uaer

defined characters, plus ascii code set that allows you to use all the features of your printer. List $49.94. Sale $44.95. -Coupon $39.95.

(Cartridge). _
"WRITE NOW" MAILING LIST

1
600 names, addresses, etc. can be sorted and formulated in any order and by any category (zip code, name, etc.) for merging into the

"write now" word processor. Fantastic speed. List $34.95. Sale $24.95. 'Coupon $14.95. (Disk only.)

TOTALWORD PROCESSOR PLUS 5.2
Th^P^ahty word processor was specially designed for PROTECTO ENTERPRIZES. Features include line and paragraph insert and

delete right and left justification, multiple copies, and line spacing. Extra functions include mailmerge. embedded footnotes, extra

user defined character sets, plus a complete label program. List $69.90. Sale $56.00. -Coupon $37.00 Tape; $42.00 Disk.

TOTAL TEXT WORD PROCESSOR 2 .

6

This is a complete word processor program which allows you to create and format professional looking documents^Features include:

page numbering, margin control, full screen editing and footnotes. Tape - List $44.95. Sale $39.00. 'Coupon $26.00. Disk - List

$49.95. Sale $42.00. 'Coupon $29.00.

QUICK BROWN FOX WORD PROCESSOR
,
Nationally'advertisedTallI puTposeword processor that uses menu control to let you manipulate your text. Includes the features most

often asked for including right and left justification, wordwrap, and more. List $69.00. Sale $59.00. 'Coupon S4C X). (Carl ndge^

• LOWEST PRICES* 15 DAY FREE TRIAL* 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. * ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL • OVER 500 PROGRAMS « FREE CATALOGS

WE SHIP C.O.D. HONOR VISA AND MASTER CHARGE
ADD $3.00 SHIPPING FOR C.O.D. ADD $2.00 MORE
SPECIAL SERVICES:
One Day — Express Mail add $10.00

CMTCppp|7CC (WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS)

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/3825244 to order
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The Intelligent Toaster

This month, Mark Robillard concludes his series on home con-
trol system architecture. Next month, the author kicks off his

new monthly column 'Techniques/'

By Mark Robillard

Last month I began a description of

the design of a general-purpose
I/O card that has the ability to com-
municate with an operator by using a
combination of tone signals and voice
messages. The name Command Com-
municator seemed appropriate at the
time.

This time I'll present the design of a
set of subroutines to support the
board's functions.

Speaking of functions, let's review
the basic architecture of the Com-
mand Communicator board. Fig. 1

shows the various functional circuits

that are included on this card.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, an interface

capable of receiving touch tone codes
from a remote keypad is provided.
Through this, various commands may
be loaded into a system. The nice
thing about using tones is that only a
single audio cable is necessary to

transmit the signal. An interface that

allows connection of a standard tele-

phone line for those really remote
keypads may be added.

Moving around Fig. 1, you can see
the incorporation of a voice syn-
thesizer, which makes operator
prompting for input and annunciation

Mark Robillard (MJR Digital, PO Box 630, Town-
send, MA 01469) has authored a pair of books on
computer-controlled tutorials and applications:

Microprocessor Based Robotics and Hero 1:

Advanced Programming and Interfacing (both

published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.).

of error or alarm messages both possi-

ble and useful. The synthesizer used
here is programmed using codes for
sounds.

Complementing the speech output
capability is a circuit that allows sim-
ple sentence structure voice recogni-
tion. Although this type of recognizer
is less accurate than others, it does
allow for extremely inexpensive dia-

log between man and machine. Try it!

You'll be surprised at the results.

Rounding out a review of the hard-

ware, we wander back to the micro-
processor, which coordinates all of

these functions. (If you'd like a better

understanding of the 8748, a complete
reprint of the tutorial on that micro-
processor appears in chapter 1 of my

book Microprocessor Based Robotics,

from Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.)

To help in implementing an interac-

tive command system, I wrote several
firmware routines that can be pro-
grammed into the 8748. These pro-
grams allow you to write higher-level

applications code, which calls these
routines when I/O processing is nec-
essary, and take most of the head-
aches out of your work.

Let's go over the operation of each
command to familiarize you with the
capability of the board.

Command Operations

•Get Tone Code—This routine con-
stantly polls the touch tone input in-

terface awaiting a valid key code.

/\ TO UNICOM
BUS

SZ
8048

MICROCONTROLLER

INTERNAL BUS

TOUCH TONE
SIGNAL
DECODER

VOICE COMMAND
INTERFACE

SPEECH
SYNTHESIZER
INTERFACE
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When a key tone is received, this rou-

tine returns with the hex equivalent of

the key in the data register (A).

•Get Data Entry—This routine acts

as a higher-level code system. Up to

four tone entries may be stored as a

packed two-byte entity. It returns as

soon as the # key tone is detected. The

two-byte packed code array is stored

in registers R6 and R7.

•Speak Word—With this routine, it's

possible to have the board speak the

word of your choice. Each word is

stored in a vocabulary elsewhere in

ROM.
•Speak Phrase—This routine allows

multiple word phrases to be spoken

from the vocabulary.

•Listen—As the word implies, this

routine polls the voice recognizer for

sound input. It characterizes the input

as to how many words or utterances

were spoken and to the length, in

time, of each.

•Get I/O—This routine allows the

command processor (8748) to receive

command codes via the parallel

UNICOM interface.

• Put I/O—Conversely, this rou-

tine places control bytes on the

UNICOM bus.

Well, there you have it. Later on, I'll

provide a simple application using

many of these routines. Right now, it's

important that we delve deep into the

actual operation and coding of each

routine.

Tone Input Routines

Of the two routines provided for

tone code input, it will be smarter to

go over the Get Tone Code first. Dur-

ing this routine, as I said earlier, the

8748 awaits a valid tone code entry.

What exactly is a valid entry?

If you chose, last month, to opt for

the SSI 201 decoder chip, then this

means that the Data Available signal

connected to the TO microprocessor

input will pulse high. At this time, the

hex code equivalent of the button that

was pushed appears for input at port

lines P24-P27.

Basically, the function of this rou-

tine is to constantly poll the TO input

awaiting a logic 1 level. To pull in port

2 data, strip off the lower four bits and

swap nibbles.

Did that go past you too quickly? Let

me explain in English.

The Get Tone Code routine's pur-

pose in life is to retrieve a digital code

that corresponds to the tone

representing a pushed tone button.

There are 16 possible buttons on a ful-

ly functional touch tone pad.

Therefore, the code representing each

button can have a value somewhere
between and F (hexadecimal).

When the Data Available output of

the tone decoder goes high, a valid

hex tone code is available at its out-

put. These four lines are connected to

the upper four bits of the 8748' s I/O

port #2.

The routine returns with a code for

a valid tone entry placed in the ac-

cumulator (A). Simply reading port 2

not only secures the four-bit tone

code, it also reads the status of the ex-

ternal I/O request line and the unde-

fined states of port lines 20, 21 and 22.

The idea is to present the applica-

tion program with an output that is

GET TONE CODE

V

Right now. . .

we delve deep

into the actual

operation and coding.

useful and requires no external pro-

cessing. Therefore, a clear eight-bit

byte with the four-bit code represent-

ing the binary equivalent of to 15

would be nice.

In order to do this, it's necessary to

do a swap nibble command, which es-

sentially moves the upper four bits

down to occupy the lower. It also

moves the unwanted lower bits to the

newly vacated upper four. To get rid

of them, simply zero them out by per-

forming a logical And on the byte with

an immediate value of OF. Fig. 2 de-

picts the program flow of this routine.

The actual code involved is shown

in Listing 1. Don't worry about where

it fits in yet; a complete listing of all

routines properly placed in memory is

available (see end of article).

GET CODE
FROM PORT 2

SWAP NIBBLES
TO PLACE CODE
IN LOWER BITS

ZERO OUT
UPPER BITS

c RETURN )
Fig. 2. Logic flow of Get Tone Code routine.

Getting Into a Routine

That's all there is to it. You'll find

this routine in Listing 1 useful when
asking for command input. However,

I have provided a higher-level routine

for the entry of data. This one, called

Get Data Entry, frees the application

program from the drudgery of contin-

uously calling Get Tone Code and

storing the results. It allows the entry

of up to four consecutive tone codes

terminated by the reception of the #

button code.

What is meant by "up to"? Well,

consider the need to enter only two
digits of data. As long as the # code is

received, the routine will store only

the amount of data presented. In this

way, the code has been designed to

GCODE JNTO , GCODE ;Test TO for logic i, if none, loop

IN A ,P2

SWAP A

ANL A , #0F

if a logic 1 is found get code

put code into lower nibble

zero out upper four bits

RET ^return with code in A

Listing 1. Code used in program shown in Fig. 2.
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eliminate the so-called "leading zero
problem" when an application is

looking for a number, like the temper-
ature, that could conceivably contain
three digits. If you intend to enter 49,
it gets cumbersome to push 049. This
routine automatically inserts the zeros
if the number is less than four digits

long.

What happens if you enter more
than four digits before the delimiter?

A properly designed input routine
should allow for error; the way you
negate errors here is to fully enter the
correct number.
The fifth entry will start the whole

process over with a clean slate looking
for the full four digits.

Let's go over the actual design im-
plementation of the routine by follow-

ing the logic flow outlined in Fig. 3.

First off, both code register bytes (R6
and R7) are cleared. These are the lo-

cations where the four tone codes will

be stored.

GET DATA ENTRY

ERROR
FROM>-

FIG 3C

I
CLEAR R6
STORAGE LOCAT

+ R7
OCATIONS

CALL GET TONE CODE
ROUTINE

YES

u

STORE CODE IN
R6

CALL GET TONE CODE
ROUTINE

YES

SWAP NIBBLES
IN R6

OR' TOGETHER
R6 AND NEW CODE

TO FIG 3B TO FIG 3B

Circle 161 on Reader Service card.

Kt> SCREENWRITER II e

In order to provide leading zero en-
try, the locations of each tone code re-

ceived will have to be manipulated
constantly. The first entry will reside
in the lower nibble of R6, indicating a
"units" digit location. When the sec-

ond entry is detected, the first code
will be shifted to become the "tens"
digit, and the newer code replaces the
older in the "units" position.

Throughout the entry process, the
code received is checked to make sure
it isn't a #. When one is detected, the
whole process is completed and the

FROM FIG 3A FROM FIG 3A

I
CALL GET TONE CODE
ROUTINE

MOVE CONTENTS
R6 TO R7 L\

SWAP CONTENTS OF
R6 TO PLACE LAST
CODE IN UPPER BITS

ZERO OUT LOWER
NIBBLE OF R6

OR' NEW CODE
INTO LOWER R6

]

a
SWAP CONTENTS OF
R7 TO PLACE OLDER
CODE IN LOWER BITS

ZERO OUT UPPER
NIBBLE OF R7

CALL GET TONE CODE
ROUTINE

YES

SWAP NIBBLES
OF NEW CODE

OR' NEW CODE
INTO UPPER R7

GO TO FIG 3C GO TO FIG 3C

Fig. 3. Logic flow of Get Data Entry routine.

25o/o OFF
WE WANT YOUR SOFTWARE BUSINESS

WIZARDRY 1 - $37.47
apple only 2 or 3 - $29.95

VISICALC 3.3
APPLE & IBM $187.50

APPLE ONLY $97.46

ROUTINE MACHINE
APPLE ONLY $48.71

ZORK1,2or3
APPLE & IBM $29.97

Apple & IBM are Registered Trademarks +*,

Greenbnar, Dept. M-12
Ohio Residents Add 5 1/2% Sales Tax P O Box 795
Add $2.00-S&H; Visa, MC Welcome Bryan, OH 43506
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routine returns to the application pro-

gram with whatever data entered
safely tucked away in R6 and R7.

Voice Output Routines

That does it for tone entry routines.

I've found it almost impossible to pro-

gram a data entry application without
providing some feedback to the opera-

tor regarding status; it's also nearly

impossible simply to echo the data en-

tered. This is where the next two rou-

tines come in.

In applications where power is criti-

cal, voice output serves well as a feed-

back medium. Here at home, it lends
itself well to incorporation into stan-

dard intercom housings because all

that's needed is a speaker.

The first routine for voice output
vocalizes the word of your choice.

Each word is comprised of a string of

bytes, each representing a discrete

sound called a phoneme. If you opted
for the GI synthesizer last month, then
the sound code represents an allo-

phone. The length of this string de-

pends on the word coded.
The routine itself expects that a

word address in the hex range of 01 to
FE will be placed in register R7 of the
8748 prior to its being called. From
there, the word number becomes an
index into a larger table, called a vo-

cabulary. In this table are several doz-
en or hundred words comprised of

FROM FIG 3B
V

FROM FIG 3B

c

I
CALL GET TONE CO0E
ROUTINE

RETURNJ
GO TO
'ERROR'
ON
FIG 3A

sound codes. At the end of each word
is the code byte 00. This value is not a
valid sound code and therefore may
be used to flag the end of the chain.

Fig. 4 covers the logical flow of the
routine. It shows that the word num-
ber index is obtained initially from R7.
This number is then loaded into a
counter; the routine then checks to see
if it is 00. If it's zero, then the first

word in the vocabulary is pulled,

sound code byte by byte, and sent to

the speech synthesizer circuit. Before
each byte is sounded, however, it is

checked for zeros. This interrogation

is to determine if the end of the word
has come.

Any other word number addresses



SPEAK WORD

I
SET UP VOCABULARY
POINTER

YES

GET SOUND CODE
FROM VOCABULARY

INCREMENT POINTER
VALUE

NO

DECREMENT R7
WORD COUNTER

NO

NEXT
FROM FIG>

4B

»«-

GET SOUND CODE
FROM VOCABULARY

YES

C RETURN
J

GET BUSY BIT
PI6

YES

OUTPUT SOUND CODE
TO SYNTHESIZER

ZERO STROBE BIT
PI7

SET STROBE BIT
PI 7

TO NEXT
FIG 4A

Fig. 4. Logic flow of Speak Word routine.

are used, as I mentioned, as counter

values. The counter is decremented

each time the routine comes across a

00 endmarker. In this way, word #3

will reside as the string directly

following the third end marker (0, 1,

2, 3). Each time the routine is run, the

pointer is reset to the beginning of the

vocabulary table.

In shipping a sound code to the syn-

thesizer, first check to see if it's ready

to receive a byte. This is done by read-

ing the status of port line P16. To do

this, the entire eight-bit port 1 must be

input into register A. All other non-

essential bits are stripped off by the

use of the logical And; then a deter-

mination can be made if the bit is a

logic 1 or 0. A logic indicates the

desire or the permission to receive

data.

Transmission occurs by the 8748

outputting the six-bit value on the

lower six port 1 lines, then by toggling

the strobe line (P17) to the chip. To
toggle means to fall to logic and then

back to logic 1.

All of the programming associated

with sending a word to the synthesizer

is done. But wait! I've gone a little bit

further and included another higher-

level macro command.
The Speak Phrase Routine allows

you to vocalize a complete sentence.

Basically, it's a routine that gets word
numbers and calls the Speak Word
sub. The way it does this is by again

looking at a table. The entries into this

SPEAK PHRASE

Here's where the

fun begins. It's

time to teach the

board to listen

to its master's

voice.

table are word numbers. The table ad-

dress is predetermined, as in the case

of the word vocabulary. Register 7

contains, for this sub, the phrase

number that you want to speak.

Fig. 5 outlines the flow of the rou-

tine. Most of the logic remains the

same as the Speak Word routine, ex-

cept that an end code of FF marks the

time to stop speaking.

As you can see, each entry in the

phrase table is a word number. The
routine continuously stuffs word
numbers into R7 and calls the Speak

Word routine. When a word number
of FF appears, the routine stops.

Voice Input Routines

Here's where the fun begins.

By now you should be all "talked

out." It's time to teach the board to

listen to its master's voice. Believe it

or not, it's even easier than talking!

As you recall from last month's

hardware description, the voice recog-

nizer incorporated onto the board is

basically an amplifier and a one-shot

multivibrator. As long as sound is pres-

ent, the output of the one shot remains

low. The time constant it is set to will

detect dropouts of sound as small as

100 milliseconds in duration. This

I
SET UP PHRASE
POINTER

YES

6ET WORD NUMBER
FROM PHRASE TABLE

INCREMENT PHRASE
POINTER

DECREMENT R7

YES

SET WORD NUMBER
FROM TABLE

YES

PUT WORD NUMBER
INTO R7

f RETURN
)

CALL SPEAK WORD
ROUTINE

INCREMENT POINTER
VALUE

Fig. 5. Logic flow of Speak Phrase routine.

roughly equates to the short pause

most people insert between words.

Therefore, our circuit can mark the

beginning (output goes low), duration

(output remains low) and end output

returns high) of a word. Building on

this logic, we should be able to accu-

mulate a lot of data on an entire sen-

tence if we arbitrarily set a no-sound

pause of two to three seconds as a

sentence end marker.

The routine described in flow dia-

gram Fig. 6 will poll the output of the

recognizer. It does this easily because

this signal is applied to the testable in-

put Tl of the microcomputer. You
may recall from our discussions about

the 8748 that there is a Jump if Tl = 1

instruction. The beauty of this is that

in two bytes of code, our routine is con-

stantly polling the recognizer awaiting

input.

When a logic zero is discovered, a

timer is started. This timer will contin-

ue incrementing its value as long as Tl

is low. As soon as it suddenly sparks

high (inter-word gap), the timer will

be stopped and its value recorded in

an internal register location.

This inter-word gap is now timed to

determine if it is signaling the end of
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LISTEN

I
CLEAR WORD COUNTER
R6 TIMER

YES

INCREMENT COUNTER
R6

START TIMER

NO

STORE TIMER VALUE IN
MEMORY INCREMENT
LOCATION POINTER

START TIMEOUT
TIMER

NO

NO

the sentence. If not, a "number of

words present" counter is increment-
ed and the timing of the next word dur-

ation commences. This goes on until an
end-of-sentence gap is detected.

When the end comes, the routine
has accumulated the number of words
accepted in register 6 and the total of

the word durations taken in register 7.

There two pieces of data should pro-

vide a unique two-byte "template"

FROM FI6 6A

I
SAVE R6 COUNTER
IN RS

INITIALIZE MEMORY
POINTER

CLEAR R7 VALUE

A00 MEMORY DATA
TO R7

DECREMENT R5
INCREMENT POINTER

NO

RETURN

Fig. 6. Logic flow of Listen routine.

that can be used later to recognize the

same utterance.

The routine provided here will re-

ceive only a spoken utterance and
classify it according to what I just

described. Realize, however, that it is

next to impossible to utter a phrase the

exact same way twice. Therefore,

when writing a recognition algorithm,

do not check to see if the template

bytes match directly. You should in-

stead look for the closest match. This

way, you'll provide some leeway in

the process.

I/O Processing

Last but not least are the I/O rou-

tines. These allow the board to com-
municate with other pieces of equip-

ment via the parallel UNICOM bus.

Get and Put are the universal calls for

I/O. Both routines are flowcharted in

Fig. 7.

The Get I/O routine is actually an in-

terrupt service routine. Last month's
schematic diagram showed that the
UNICOM bus "Call" line from the
master controller (outside piece of

equipment) is connected to the INT in-

terrupt line of the micro. Yanking this

signal low will cause the 8748 to im-

Circle 230 on Reader Service card.

UO-LISP
A LISP Programming Environment

An Excellent System for
A. I., Robotics & Intelligent Systems
An Optimizing Compiler and Assembler

Documentation
Comprehensive manual

covering all aspects of the
system. Numerous examples
of each facility are included.

Interpreter
Over 125 functions

implemented in

the base interpreter.

Additional Development and
Example Software Available.

Fast Load Libraries
Compiled code can be stored in relocatable files.

Requirements
CP M System. Also available for TRS 80 Model I

or Model III 48K dual disks.

Ordering
Systems Manual $ 35.00
Basic System $100.00
Development System . . $250.00

VISA and Mastercard
Please include expiration date and Card No.

Write for your FREE copy of our catalog

/VTWW\ FAR WESTlUVW SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE, INC.^^™™" P.O. Box 6582, Palo Alto, California 94305 (41 5) 941-0900

Circle 93 on Reader Service card.

Ultra Quiet

Computer
Protection

KLEEN
LINE®
CONDITIONER

KLEEN LINE

Power Out

Prevents:
• Computer Damage
• Brownout Interruptions

• Lightning Spike Damage
• Disruptive Line Noise

• Program Errors

Regulator • Filter • Suppressor
KLR-250A 250 Watt Load
KLR-250A-1S0 250 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets

KLR-500A 500 Watt Load
KLR-500A-1S0 500 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets

Shipping: $12.75 Land; $45.50 Air

Ask Your Local Dealer

$291.95

$346.95

$390.95

$445.95

jGEST® Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street, Box 389, Natick, Massachusetts 01 760

Toll Free Order Desk 1 -800-225-4876

MasterCard, VISA, American Express
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mediately propel itself to fetch its next

instruction from location 003. There, a

jump that catapults it to the Get I/O

routine is placed.

When it gets there, the accept/re-

quest flag is set to a busy state; then it

picks up the data left at its door stop

(Bus port) by the calling party prior to

the call signal pull. After getting the

data settled in R7, the routine courte-

ously returns the request line to its ac-

tive state, signaling to the world that

another data byte may be accepted.

After this, it returns from whence it

was summoned.
Put I/O is similar but different. Yes,

it goes through the accept/request tog-

gling, except instead of depositing a

byte in R7, it removes it from there

and ships it to the outside world.

For a Complete Listing . . .

For interested readers, I'll provide a

complete assembly language listing of

the routines. This, along with some

typical applications calls, will be pro-

vided free of charge. To obtain a copy,

send a stamped, self-addressed, busi-

ness-size envelope to MJR DIGITAL,
PO Box 630 (LST), Townsend, MA
01469.B

Circle 166 on Reader Service card.

GET I/O <INT)

I
SET BUSY LINE
P23

GET DATA FROM
BUS INTO R7

RESET BUSY LINE
P23

(RETURN FR0»A
INTERRUPT J

PUT I/O

1f
GET DATA FROM R7
TO BUS PORT

SET BUSY LINE
P23

RESET BUSY LINE
P23

GEURN
J

Fig. 7. Logic flow

of I/O routine.

SOLID STATE
SURGE SUPPRESSOR

Protect against

Voltage Surge
FOR USE WITH 3-WIRE GROUNDING DUPLEX OUTLETS

15 AMPS / 125 VAC / 1875 WATTS
LIGHTNING can strike miles away near power lines, or as close

as down the road and cause a brief, but very Dangerous Volt-

age Surge.

THE CIRCUITS OF SOLID STATE ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT CAN BE SERIOUSLY DAMAGED!

THE "SOLID STATE SURGE SUPPRESSOR" WILL PROTECT
• COMPUTERS & PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

• TELEVISIONS & VIDEO EQUIPMENT
• STEREOS & COMPONENTS
• SATELLITE TV EQUIPMENT

— Any electrical

equipment with solid

state circuitry —

$2995

Ask your Local Dealer or Call

(304) 428-1184

Circle 269 on Reader Service card.

Z80* SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER!
64K RAM — 80 x 24 VIDEO DISPLAY — FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

RUNS CP/M* 2.2!

srsSUpC
;YAetf*

ALL ORDERS WILL BE
PROCESSED ON A STRICT,
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
BASIS! ORDER EARLY!

$39.95
(BLANK BOARD WITH
DATA AND ROMS.)

GROUP SPECIAL:
BUY 6 FOR $205!

USES EASY
TO GET PARTS!

UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICE!!! GIANT COMPUTER MANUFACTURER'S SURPLUS!
Recently Xerox Corp. changed designs on their popular 820* computer. These prime, new, 820-1 PC boards were declared as surplus and sold. Their loss is your gain!

These boards are 4 layers for lower noise, are solder masked, and have a silk screened component legend. They are absolutely some of the best quality PC boards we

have seen, and all have passed final vendor QC. Please note, however, these surplus boards were sold by Xerox to us on an AS IS basis and they will not warranty nor

support this part.

We provide complete schematics, ROM'S, and parts lists. If you are an EXPERIENCED computer hacker, this board is for you! Remember, these are prime, unused PC

boards! But since we have no control over the quality of parts used to populate the blank board, we must sell these boards as is, without warranty. You will have to do any

debugging, if necessary, yourself! CP/M 2.2 for the original Big Board, sold by Digital Research Computers, P. O. Box 461565, Garland, Texas 75046, will run on this PC

board without modification. It is available from them for $139 including manuals.

'CP/M TM OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.) 820 TM OF XEROX CORP. Z80 TM OF ZILOG

ADD $2 PER PC BOARD FOR SHIPPING. (USA and Canada)

G. MICRO
P. 0. Box 280298 Dallas Taiat 75228

(214) 271-5546 ^g P^ J^

TERMS: Orders over $50 add 85C insurance. No COD. Tex. Res. Add 5%
Sales Tax. Subject to prior sale. Foreign orders: US funds only. We
cannot ship to Mexico. Foreign countries other than Canada add $6 per

board shipping.
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Circle 347 on Reader Service card

Quality you expect, at a price you don't

BECK DOUBLE DENSITY DISKETTES
SINGLE SIDED^A4A //*^^-*/\ DOUBLE SIDED

Our message to you is simple. If you like the quality of Dysan.Verbatim, 3M, et al, you'll like the quality of
Beck soft sector, SV*" flexible diskettes. The only major difference is cost. We're less expensive. In fact, a lot less expensive.

Why does Beck cost less?
Our philosophy is: Excellent quality and reliability, at a cost
that beats the jackets off other diskettes. We can do it be-
cause we (1) put our money into the product, not mega-
marketing schemes and fancy packaging; and (2) sell our
money-saving 25-diskette pack to you direct via a toll free
order line, so you get fast, door-to-door service efficiently

When you buy Beck, you've got the best.
Beck Quality. Beck Reliability.

And, of course, Beck Price.

1 D, soft sector 5 1/4" diskette $2.19 each
2D, soft sector 5 1/4" diskette $2.79 each

For IBM, Apple, TRS and 97% of popular
microcomputers.

What about quality and reliability?

At Beck, our success as a diskette manufacturer depends
upon our ability to provide you with a fully reliable, quality

diskette - every time. For that reason we take no shortcuts.

You get the best because we are committed to excellence.
Every diskette is manufactured to very strict quality stand-
ards. We test and retest 21 times throughout the manufac-
turing process to insure compliance with no less than 42
rigid specifications. We make sure you get the very best -

a 100% certified, 100% error free diskette.

Our satisfaction
money-back guarantee
and full7 year warr-

anty /are proof of
our commitment to

excellence and
confidence in

our product.

OrderNow
Toll Free

COD'S
CASH
ONLY

Corporate Accounts Welcome

(in New Hampshire call 924-3821) DOOt tO DOOT //? 48 llFS.

Order Toll Free 1-800-232-5634. Available in 25 pack only, plus freight Complete
with hub reinforcing rings, Tyvek envelopes, color coded user tables, and nonmetallic

write protect tabs. All Beck Diskettes meet or exceedANSI specifications.



The SpectraVideo 318 is not per-

fect, but it is absolutely terrific.

Despite the major drawback of an un-

comfortable keyboard and the frus-

tration of poor documentation, I'm

tempted to add it to my personal

computer collection.

The Heart of the Matter

The SV 318 is the heart of a com-

puter system that its manufacturer

promises "you'll not grow out of."

The 318 is, well—extraordinary might

be the right word.
Its CPU is a Z-80; it has 32K ROM

expandable to 96K and 32K RAM ex-

pandable to 144K. Its internal clock

runs at a fast 3.6 MHz.
The extraordinary feature, how-

ever, is the built-in Extended Micro-

soft Basic; you may find that part of

this review, while praising the capa-

bilities of the SpectraVideo, is also an

essay on the joys of that language.

The computer's graphics capabili-

ties are outstanding. Would you be-

lieve 32 sprites? There is also three-

channel sound with programmable
ADSR envelope, and it's no slouch

when it comes to mathematical oper-

ations and string manipulations,

either.

What else could you ask for? Well,

how about CP/M compatibility, pro-

grammable function keys, built-in

Address correspondence to Sharon Zardetto

Aker, 20 Courtland Drive, Sussex, NJ 07461.
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joystick, cartridge slot, an adapter for

Coleco game cartridges, TV and mon-
itor compatibility, and the newly an-

nounced MSX agreement that makes
the system compatible with products
from 14 Japanese computer manufac-
turers and with other firms as they
join the MSX standard.

The Keyboard

Now the bad news. I have nothing
against chiclet-style keyboards, but
this is an uncomfortable one to work
with. If the keys are struck squarely

in the middle, there is no problem:
there is an audible pop and a decent
tactile feedback. However, the keys
rock a little on a central point, and
pressing one off-center will not regis-

ter with the computer (most of the
time). It's particularly annoying to

find that your shifted characters

aren't shifted after all because you
didn't hit the key just right.

The alphanumeric keys are ar-

ranged in the standard QWERTY for-

mat. The remainder of the 66 keys
are the usual escape, delete, insert,

clear and control keys, as well as five

function keys, two graphics keys that

let you access the symbols printed
beneath the other keys, and a mys-
tery key, labeled Select, that is not
referred to in any documentation.
The built-in joystick is awkward to

work with as a cursor controller.

However, the stick is removable, and
you're left with a circular cursor-con-

trol pad with fingerprint indentations
at four points for cursor direction.

After an initial period of getting used
to it, I found it preferable to the usual
cursor-control keys. Diagonal cursor
movement is also available with this

pad; unfortunately, the cursor occa-

sionally moves at an angle instead of

horizontally, and I found I had to

compensate repeatedly for this ten-

dency.

There is a caps lock key, with an in-

dicator light beneath it since the key
itself doesn't lock down; there is also

a power-on indicator light.

The keyboard is nearly my only
complaint about the SpectraVideo.

A Look at the Display

The screen is 40 characters by 24
lines. The 40 character figure is a
maximum; it can be reset by a width
command. Oddly enough, the default

setting, at least on the review model,
is 39.

Except during hi-res mode, or in
the absence of a clear-screen com-
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mand, the values of the function keys
are displayed across the bottom of the

screen. Each time the shift key is

pressed, the values of the shifted

function keys take their place. I

found their presence on the screen

annoying and the shift changes dis-

tracting. Default identifications would
have been better placed right on the

keyboard, especially considering the

KeyList command that shows the
current value of the keys.

The function keys are what you
want function keys to be. You can
assign a value to them, "Screen," or

"Draw," for instance, and each time
you press the key, that word will ap-

pear on the screen. This is in contrast

to some function keys—those on the

Commodore-64 come to mind—which
are strictly for use during the running
of the program, (e.g., "Press Fl to con-
tinue"). The five keys (ten available

functions using shift) are preset to

The keyboard is

nearly my only

complaint about

the SpectraVideo.

such common commands as Goto,

CLoad, List and Run, which incor-

porates a clear-screen command. The
appearance of the text, white on blue
at start-up, and the quality of the col-

ors are reasonable on the television

screen and very good on the monitor.

Graphics

There are 16 colors available on the

SpectraVideo. You will have to keep
looking up their code numbers in the
manual because there are no color

names on the keyboard. Hi-res is

256 x 192 pixels; lo-res mode address-
es a square of four pixels at a time.
There is a 52-character graphics set

that appears rather mundane com-
pared to some of this computer's
other capabilities. The set is the usual
circles, squares, boxes and portions

thereof, and symbols for suits in a
deck of cards. Two symbols appear
under each of the letter keys and are
accessed by pressing the left or right

graphics key at the bottom of the key-
board. So much for the mundane.

There is a screen command to

choose hi- or lo-res. The first graphics

command introduced, PSet, fills in a

point in a specified color. In lo-res,

the point is a quarter of a character

space; in hi-res, it is a pixel. Preset

erases the point.

The line command is just what
you'd expect, but it can be appended
with a "B" in order to draw a box
with the corners described by the line

coordinates. Addition of an "F" will

fill the box with color as it's drawn.
It's hard to explain the graphics

capabilities of the 318 without turn-

ing out a tutorial on Extended Micro-

soft, but here are some further high-

lights:

Circle, defined by center coordi-

nates and radius length, has options

for partial circles and for ellipses of

various height/length ratios. Color
sets foreground (character), back-

ground, and border colors. Locate

places the cursor by line and column
number.
With Draw, you can indicate hori-

zontal, vertical or diagonal direction

with single-letter commands accom-
panied by a number for the desired

line length. Paint is used with coor-

dinates that are inside the area you
want filled with a specified color. (Fill

only works with Box.)

All of the graphics commands work
in both hi- and lo-res with, of course,

very different-looking results. As a
matter of fact, you can even use the

print command on a lo-res screen and
get enlarged characters.

Get This

Of all the graphics commands
available, I found the get command
to be the most impressive. (This is not
a keyboard-reading command; IN-
KEY$ is used for that.) With the get

command, coordinates are given that

define a box on the screen. The con-
tents of that box are assigned to a
string variable, and that string can
then be put at another location. This
means a picture can be easily copied
from one section of the screen to

another. There are options with the
put command that give various com-
binations of the get string and the
background: these can be additive or
exclusive, dependent upon the use of

And, Or and XOR, and can be stan-

dard or reversed images with Pset
and Preset.

Designing the 32(!) available sprites

is a little awkward. Binary codes de-
scribing the shape of the sprite need
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CdmpuCduer

COVER YOUR INVESTMENT
• Static Free
• Cloth Backed Vinyl

• Custom Fitted
• Clear Plastic

WE COVER ALL SYSTEMS
FROM ADDS TO ZENITH

1-800-874-6391
ORDER LINE

Dealer Inquiries Invited

CompuCover
P O Box 324 Dept A
Mary Esther. FL 32569

Customer
Service

(904)243 5793
Telex 469783

CALL TOLL FREE

Circle 219 on Reader Service card.

Problems interfacing RS-232?

Now reverse pins 2 and 3 with

the flip of a switch!

Eliminates special cables!

At last, you can interface any two RS-232

devices easily by inserting the Reversing

Switch in the RS-232 line between them.

The Reversing Switch comes with two
RS-232 connectors (one male-one female)

and requires no power. $29.01 with satis-

faction guaranteed.

Jaxon
197 Hathaway Road PO Box 265
De Witt, NY 13214
(315) 446-2763
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Supports the

6801 micro-
computer family

Only 4x6V."

Including a 4x2
"

prototyping area

2K Bytes
EPROM/2K Bytes
RAM RS-232
Interface

Complete
documentation
(over 50 pages)

MC6801 APPLICATIONS PROTOTYPE BOARD
The APB is a small board which supports the MC6801 family of microcomputers It is

described in Motorola s application note AN799 A typical 6801 member contains an

enhanced 6800 processor. 2K bytes of ROM. 128 bytes of RAM. a 16-bit programmable

timer parallel I/O and a serial communications interface In addition lo the resources

of the 6801 the APB provides an additional 2K bytes of EPROM (TMS2716). 2K bytes of

RAM (2114L). and a full duplex RS-232 interface It also supports special versions such

as the 6801G1 with its LILbug' monitor, and provides on-board programming of the

68701 EPROM version

The APB is an excellent educational aid which allows for evaluation and familiarization

of 6801 family members It is great for prototype development. Since the nuts and

bolts are already in place, the designer need only add the necessary interface circuits

tor a particular application It can also be used as a simple cost-effective dedicated

controller for those limited quantity applications

Besides being so practical, it is a tun little board Order yours today 1

• TM ot Motorola Semiconductor Products. Inc

APB-1 Bare board with documentation
J ]}

APB-2 Above assembled with all parts less microcomputer and memory $6!

APB-3 Above with MC6801G1 and LILbug manual $109

APB-4 Above with four 21 14L RAMs » 129

r For the SS-30 Bus
AD-68A A/D Converter - 8 channels. 8 bit. 0-2 5V input. 6ms conversion time J39 A4T

CI-68A Control Interface - 8 opto-isolated inputs 8 reed relay outpuls $79 kit $96 A&T

Terms Check MO. VISA, or MC In US and Canada add $3 per item for shipping Others

add $7 per item US funds only TX add 5"* tax Shipped from stock to two weeks

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
SI0 Oxford Park

Garland, TX T5043 (21*) 270-8593

When it comes to quality software
for microsystems, DYNACOMP delivers:

STARSHIPDOG FIGHT (TRS-80): $23.95

The Systems ... Apple Atari Canon Commodore
Compustar CP/M Franklin H/Z-100

IBM PC Kaypro Morrow NEC North Star

Osborne SuperBrain Timex TRS-80

The Software ...

ADVENTURE BUSINESS CARD GAMES EOUCATION
ENGINEERING GAMES HOME FINANCE INVESTING

LANGUAGES SCIENCE TAX PLANNING UTILITIES

Nam* brand diskettes: $19.95/10 (SS. SO w/hub ring).

Includes FREE plastic storage box. Add S2.0O shipping.

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG
DYNACOMP, INC.

1427 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, N.Y. 14618
Telephone: (716) 442-8960

ATiMttion
Foreign Computer

Stores/Magazine Dealers

You have a large technical audience that

speaks English and is in need of the kind of

microcomputer information the Wayne

Green Publications group provides.

Provide your audience with the maga-

zines they need and make money at the

same time. For details on selling Micro-

computing. 80 Micro . Desktop Computing.

inCider. HOT CoCo . RUN. Instant Soft-

ware and Waune Green Books contact:

Sandra Joseph
World Wide Media
386 Park Ave. South
New York. N.Y. 10016
Phone—(212) 686-1520

Telex—620430
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BASIC COMPILER
NOW ONLY $40!

BASIC COMPILER $20
• SUPPORTS INTEGER. REAI MUD STRING OAT*

• ?! STATI Ml NT TYPES

• Q| Nt RATES HOMO ASSI MHI I H CODE
• HUN TIM! LIBRARY SlIUHl.l AVAIL ABLE iSbO I XTRAi

• MANUAL ONLVSSiHH WITH SOf TWARE PUHCHASL

• Rl OUIRl S ASSE MBI I R I INK! R Bl I OW

ASSEMBLER/LINKER $10
• rMBOLH rtOHU RELOCATABLE ASSEMBL I R

• I INK EDITOR (LIBRARY St ARCH C.APABIl ITU

• I IBRARIAN t OR LINK EDITOR LlBRARlt S

I R| t BRIM HURL AVAIL ABl I

f •!

RL OUIRl S ( I' M SO V.' .' AND I2K

i SSSO OR APPl SECTOR
DISK FORMATS ONI Y

• • *
WHt N ORDERING ADD SIO FOR

SHIPPING HANOI ING AND ML DIA COSTS

MASS SHIPMENTS ADD 5 SAi t S TAX

MAM IHll K OR MONEY OROEH PAYABLE TO

JV SOFTWARE
PO.BOX684-NEWTON, MA 02162

CP M ib a trail' ln <

APPLE is .t trademark ot Apple Computer Inc

-3

SAVE MORE
THAN EVER ON

3M Scotch
DISKETTES!

ea

Oty 20

5'/4 SSDD— (744)

5V4 DSDD
(745)—

ea

Oty 20

S2.07 ea
$2.54 ea
$3.30 ea

$23.00

5'/4 SSQD—96TPI (746) $2.89 ea
5V4" DSQD—96TPI (747) $3.95 ea

(Specify soft. 10 or 16 sector

)

6 SSSD (740)
8" SSDD (741)

6 DSDD (743)
(Specify soft or 32 sector

)

Lifetime Warranty!
3M HEAD CLEANING KITS

Save even more on quantity orders!

Minimum Order 20 diskettes Add $3 00 shipping

per 200 diskettes COD charge $1 65 additional

Visa • Mastercard • Checks

For fast service, call

DISK WORLD!
Nationwide: 1-80O-621-6827

In Illinois: 312-944-2788

Suite 4806 • 30 E Huron Street • Chicago. Illinois 60611

Authorized Distributor

Information Processing Products
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to be put into a sprite string before it

can be put onto the screen. Sprites can
be either 8x 8 or 16 x 16 pixels. Sprite

collisions can be detected and acted
upon with the on sprite command.

A Few Nasty Words
Before explaining some of the other

features of the SpectraVideo, a few
words about its documentation—

a

few nasty words. It is clearly written,

if you can ignore the typos—some of

which change the meaning of the in-

structions entirely.

It is directed at the computer
novice, and does a good job of intro-

ducing various programming con-
cepts. However, it stops at the novice
level and will leave even the begin-

ner wondering and begging for more
information. There is an instructional

tape available that goes a little further

but not nearly far enough. There is

also a Quick Reference Guide that

lists all the commands available in

Extended Microsoft; it explains them
briefly and cryptically: "WAIT...
suspends program execution read in-

put at port until (input bit XOR select

And with mask) returns nonzero."
The only reason I understood that is

because I have another computer
with that command available. In fact,

the entire guide seems designed for

someone already familiar with the

commands on another system who
only needs to know the slight dif-

ferences that might apply to the Spec-

traVideo.

There just isn't enough information
available to get at a lot of the 318's

Coordination of sound

and graphics is an

easy prospect.

features. There is, for instance, a
Vpeek command to check an address
in the video memory, but without a
memory map you're not going to be
able to Vpeek or Vpoke. And, while
the authors did a commendable job of

presenting what information there is,

the proofreaders ought to have their

eyes checked.

The Sound of SpectraVideo

There is eight-octave, three-channel

Circle 1 1 1 on Reader Service card. Circle 1 15 on Reader Service card.

CP/IVT
FOR YOUR COMMODORE" C-64

NOW:
SIX TIMES

•RunAIICPM" Formated Software

• Supports 5/4 " or 8" Disk Drives

• Z-80, Disk and DMA Controller on
Interface Card

• Plugs into the Commodore 64" Expansion
Port

• Uses Soft Sectored IBM 5/4 " and 8" Format
Disk Drives

Interface Card COO°0
with8" Disk Drive D>tt

Interface Card ylOOCK)
with 5'/4

" Disk Drive HV%J

Interface Card Q/1Q00
without Disk Drive o4v7

' Commodore 64 is a registered trademark of

Commodore Business Machines, Inc

' CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc

To Order
Phone (913) 827-0629
825 N. 5th Street

engineering, INC. Salina, Kansas 67401

RATE BASE:
130,000

ISSUE DATES:
• Nov./Dec. • May/June
• Jan. /Feb. • July/Aug.
• Mar./Apr. • Sept./Oct.

The complete publication for
the beginner or inexperienced
computer owner Targeted to
reach the impressive computer
market of the future . . . people
who are planning to buy. . . or
owners of hardware ready to
upgrade. Computers 84 talks to
them in plain language, explaining
your products and suggesting
applications.
For further information, contact:

Ed Knobloch. Advertising Director
1515 Broadway. New York. NY 10036

212-719-6572

A CBS PUBLICATION

sound available, and the basic sound
commands are simple enough to use.

Play is followed by the letter name of

the note in a string, with various in-

dicators for octaves, rests, durations

and so on. The ADSR is program-
mable, but you'll have a hard time
doing it, since the techniques are not

mentioned in the manual and the ref-

erence guide is less than helpful.

The computer always reads ahead
on sound commands, which means
the music will be playing while the

computer gets on with the rest of the

program. This makes coordination of

graphics and sound an easy prospect.

The quality of the sound through a

television speaker is fine, but with a
monitor, the notes are all but drowned
out by an unpleasant hum. I have no
doubt that this was due to the connec-
tions I was using. SpectraVideo pro-

vides only the television connection
cable, with rf modulator, with the

computer; they do have a monitor
cable available.

Numbers and Strings

While the graphics and the sound
are the most noteworthy features on

TM

Circle 283 on Reader Service card.

80 COLUMNS!
25 LINES!

A FULL PROFESSIONAL
DISPLAY FOR

Commodore 64
with

Screenmaker
Screenmaker is a video display generator
module that plugs into the expansion connector
of the Commodore 64.

v7 WORD PROCESSING
v7 CALCULATIONS
v' BASIC PROGRAMS
Screenmaker provides a B & W video signal

that connects to your video monitor to provide
a full 80 characters on each line. With Screen-
maker, Screen displays will appear the same
as the printer output. Trial printouts can be
eliminated. Word processing is easier. Forms
and reports can be set up faster. Screenmaker
features a bank switched memory, 40/80 video
switch, and a full character set including graphics

SCREENMAKER $1 79.95

Copy-WriterWord Processor. . . $ 99.95

SCREENMAKER/
Copy-Writer Package $239.95

(MICROTECH] P.O. Box 1 02
Langhorne, Pa. 19047

215-757-0284
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this computer, it certainly does its

share of mathematical manipula-

tions. Aside from functions that you
expect, such items as integer divi-

sion, and double and triple precision

numbers are available.

There are also some rather esoteric

operations such as MOD (integer

modulus), EQV (bitwise equivalence)

and IMP (bitwise implication). They
may well remain a mystery to many
users; they aren't mentioned in the

manual, and the reference guide

gives as explanation only the paren-

thetical phrases that I just used.

There are prefixes to indicate bi-

nary, hex and octal constants. Vari-

ables are, rather surprisingly, limited

to two characters.

The usual string functions are

available, as well as the less common
SPACES and INSTR (instring), and
HEX$ and OCT$ to convert those

numbers to strings.

A Plethora of Peripherals

As mentioned before, the SV 318 is

the center of a complete—a very com-

pfete—system. Among the peripher-

als available or planned: cassette

recorder, disk drive, printer, mon-

itor, joysticks, graphics tablet and a

"system expander" console that al-

lows the 318 to interface with as

many as seven devices at a time.

There are also expansion cards for ad-

ditional RAM, Centronics and paral-

lel interfaces, dual disk drive con-

troller, modem and an 80-column

display card.

Only the recorder was available for

SpectraVideo has its

own line of business,

personal, educational and

game software.

review, and it is discussed below.

The other two items that will be of

most immediate interest are the disk

drive and the printer.

The disk drive uses standard Sc-
inch single-sided double-density

disks that store 250K unformatted

(about 164K formatted). Although a

company spokesman said the $325

drive unit connects directly to the

computer, its specs state that "all dc

power is supplied by the drive con-

troller," which is listed elsewhere as

$150 by itself.

The printer is a Gorilla Banana in

all but name, which means it is a fine

bidirectional impact dot matrix

printer with tractor feed. It has a

rather slow printing speed of 50 cps,

and its lack of true descenders may
make it inappropriate for more seri-

ous applications.

The Recorder

The recorder was the only periph-

eral available for review. It has some
special features that make it better

for information storage than the

usual cassette system.

First of all, it plugs directly into,

and draws its power from, the com-
puter. Once the recorder has been
turned on (there is an LED indicator

light), it can be controlled from the

computer, either by direct command
or in a program. CLoad or CSave
switches it on, and it turns off when
the operation is completed.

It also has a built-in microphone
and two-channel sound. This means,
according to advertisements, that you
can have voice-supported programs.
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I earn Digital

Electronics While
lluiliiiim Your Own
Computer!
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Computer Carnival

For the TRS-80 Models I

and III. These sixty
programs for beginners
will entertain and
educate. Children will

find mazes, word
games, graphics,
puzzles, and quizzes.
Card games, logic tests,

word and number
quizzes, and letter

guesses make
Computer Carnival a
learning experience. The
Carnival Companion
cassette of all sixty

programs is also
available. Computer
Carnival and Carnival
Companion $24.97
CC7389 Computer
Carnival $16.97
BK7389 218 pp.
Carnival
Companion $9.97
TP7389

For credit card orders call toll-free, 1-800-258-5473. Or send your order on a separate piece of paper to: Wayne Green Books, Retail Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458. Be

sure to include the book title, order number, and price. Postage and handling is $1.50 for the first book, $1.00 for each additional book. Foreign air mail is $10.00 per book.

Check, money order, or complete credit card information must accompany your order. If you have questions about your order, write customer service at the above

address.

Rainbow Quest
for the Color

Computer
A computer fantasy for

young Color Computer
users. Rainbow Quest is

an adventure that

combines fiction and
programs. Readers must
cross the planet
Rainbow and master a
series of challenges to

succeed on the Quest.
Each challenge is a
program on cassette.
Included are arcade
games, puzzles, and
mazes. Book and
cassette sold together.

$24.97 BK7391 128 pp.

Inside Your
Computer
Find out what goes on
inside your Color
Computer. Inside Your
Computer explains
microcomputer circuits

and how they work.
Topics include chips,

interpreters, circuits,

machine language,
binary numbers,
algorithms, ASCII code,
software, and what they
all mean to the
computer. Includes
many photographs and
schematics. $12.97
BK7390 108 pp.

Annotated BASIC,

vol. 1 and 2
This two-volume set
teaches you the hows
and whys of BASIC
programming. TRS-80
Level II programs are

taken apart and
described in detail.

Each program is

accompanied by
documentation, program
annotation, BASIC
concepts and
definitions, and a
flowchart. Volume 1

$10.95 BK7384 160 pp.
Volume 2 $10.95
BK7385 125 pp.

The Selectric™
Interface

You can turn an IBM
Selectric I/O writer into a
letter-quality printer for your
computer. The Selectric
Interface gives you the
programs and step-by-step
instructions you need for

Selectric models 2740, 2980,
and Dura 1041. With slight

modifications, the
instructions will work for

various chips. $12.97
BK7388 124 pp.

Kilobaud
Klassroom
Learn electronics with
this hands-on course.
This collection of
electronics projects
starts with simple
concepts and takes you
on to building your own
small computer. You'll

learn electronics theory
and get the practice you
need to master digital

electronics. $14.95
BK7386 393 pp.
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Apparently the motor on/off com-
mands will control that portion of the
program—there's no hint in any of

the documentation as to exactly how
to go about such a project. It saves
and loads at a fast (for tape) 1800 bits

per second.

Some of the less praiseworthy fea-

tures of the recorder are its documen-
tation and the use of geometric sym-
bols on its keys for record, play and
so on. As a program loads, you can
hear it from the monitor speaker.

Have you ever heard a computer pro-

gram? 'Unpleasant screech" is put-

ting it politely.

Third-Party Software Support?

SpectraVideo has its own line of

software in business, personal, edu-

cational and game categories. The
two games I tried are not unique in

concept but certainly make good use
of the graphics and sound capabili-

ties. Documentation is horrendous,
as usual, but the programs them-
selves are a cut above the usual in-

house developments for a new com-
puter system.

A spokesman said that a lot of

third-party support is expected, espe-

cially with the advent of the MSX
standard.

Three software companies I spoke
with all had the same reaction—
they're "keeping an eye on it." So. .

.

Who will buy?
The question of software support

leads inevitably to the question of

how big a seller the computer is going

to be. Third-party software is always
available for big sellers; big sellers are

those that have a lot of software

available.

This chicken-or-egg problem ap-

plies to all new computers, of course,

but SpectraVideo is probably going to

find its chief competitor is the Com-
modore-64. Their capabilities, on the

surface, are comparable; Commo-
dore wins in the sound department,

SpectraVideo in the graphics.

As far as I'm concerned, the SV 318
wins hands down in the overall com-
parison because of its ease of use with
Extended Basic.

Most buyers, however, won't real-

ize that programming Commodore
graphics and sound is confusing at

best. Also, Commodore has a year's

jump on advertising, sales and soft-

ware development that SpectraVideo

is going to find hard to beat. Although
the SV 318 at $299 is an incredible

buy, the C-64 is currently priced at

least 50 dollars lower.

On the other hand, SpectraVideo's

MSX standard agreement is going to

give it an edge with more knowledge-

able consumers. The promise of com-
patibility with equipment from 14

other manufacturers is nothing to

sneeze at. SpectraVideo's impressive

line-up of its own peripherals is going
to be a big selling point.

I'm not going to presume to make a

prediction about this system, but I

hope that it becomes a big hit: it de-

serves to be.

Summary
The keyboard is the SV 318's only

weak point. It is a computer with

wonderful capabilities that will be
easy to access with the built-in Ex-

tended Basic, once you get past the

hurdle of sketchy documentation.
The lack of extensive documenta-

tion is one that can be easily rem-
edied. The SV 318 offers a lot of

power for the price, and it deserves

serious consideration from the per-

sonal computer consumer.

Circle 1 14 on Reader Service card. Circle 391 on Reader Service card. Circle 341 on Reader Service card.

Price Shopping?
Diskettes
ELEPHANT
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to

SS/DO *

DS/DD

ELEPHANT
WORDSWORTH
MAXELL
IBM

VERBATIM

ELEPHANT

WORDSWORTH
IBM

MAXELL
VERBATIM

Hardware
FLIP-N-FILE
LIBRARY BOX
HEAD CLEANING KIT
AMDEK 300 grn mon.
GORILLA grn monitor
PROWRITER10"par.
GORILLA Banana printer

TYMAC par print crd, Apple
OKIDATA Microline92
OKIDATA Microline 83A

MUCH MORE - send tor complete

o
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O
(/>
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$40 00
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4500
45 00

55.00
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49 94

55.00

55 00

69 96
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71.50

$ 29.97

4.95

30.00
199.00

99.00

595.00
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139.00

699.00

899.00
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i 18.95

2395

21.95

25.95

24.95

25.95

24.95

27.95

29.95

35.95

36.95
36.95

$ 19.95

2.25

19.95

139.95

89.00

379.95

229.00
79.00
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Ocorona
^VT The Compatible Company

AT SIMILAR SAVINGS

USE Electronics
"

103 GODWIN AVENUE
MIDLAND PARK NJ 07432

TERMS M0. certified check Allow time for other checks to
clear NJ res. add 6% tax S&H to 48 states add $3 Monitors
$10 Printers $15 COD add $3 to S&H Outside US inquire

CUTS EYE
FATIGUE

Eye-Guard"* is a VDT screen shield
made of the same protective lead-
impregnated acrylic used to shield
workers in x-ray rooms and nuclear
power plants.

Cuts glare as well as most types of

radiation that may be emitted by
malfunctioning computer terminals.

129
30-DAY

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

PLUS $4.00 SHIPPING & HANDLING

To order with a credit card or for

more information CALL TOLL-FREE

800-221-7070
In New York CALL (212) 989-6876

x«Lansley-St.Clair
Instrumentation Systems, Inc
132 W 24th St New York. NY 10011

1000
A Z80/8086 UPGRADE
FOR THE H89/Z89
HARDWARE
• plug-in replacement for the H89/Z89
CPU board; no modifications required

• dual CPUs: Z80 and 8086

• 128K RAM standard; sockets for 256K,
memory expansion bus for up to 1 megabyte
RAM

• 5 I/O slots

• faster program execution: 2/4 MHz for Z80,
8MHz for 8086

• fully compatible with all Heath/Zenith

peripherals

SOFTWARE
• runs all Heath/Zenith software without
modification

• compatible with Zenith Z 100 and IBM PC
• choice of MSDOS or CP/M-86 for the 8086
• supplied with diagnostic software package

• "ghost disk" feature: copies an entire disk in

RAM for instant disk access

• supports multi-user and multi-task

operating systems

Technical Micro Systems Inc.

P.O. Box 7227, Dept. H • 336 Cloverdale

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 • (313)994-0784
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Circle 392 on Reader Service card

Author

The call for authors is out!

Wayne Green Books is accepting manu-
script proposals for the upcoming publi-

cation list. Ideas for book-length manu-
scripts about any microcomputer system
or area of electronics will be considered.

In addition to payment and royalties, we
offer our distribution channels and the

marketing support your book deserves.

Send proposals or requests for a copy of

our Writer's Guide to:

Editor, Wayne Green Books
Peterborough, NH 03458.

Or call toll-free 1-800-343-0728.

YOU MISSED IT!
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car""***

But you still need that issue of Microcomputing.

Well, it's not too late to get it.

Send for your free Back Issue Catalog.

A complete listing, including editorial highlights.

You still need it.

And we've still got it.

YES, I want my free Back Issue Catalog for

Microcomputing.

Name

Address

City State. Zip.

Microcomputing, Mail Order, 80 Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458

TWSNTEDJ
n

Buyers"* We'll pay the shippin
•CALL FRE^(800) 6544058-
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Diskettes
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320
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Disk Minder
•Smoked Plastic
•Holds 75 Disks
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Dealer Inquiries
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^^ "(Continental U.S. only. Add 3°-° on orders under 40°-°) ^
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JERAL SYSTEMS CONSULTING^
2312 Rolling Rock Drive yr

V Conley, Georgia 30027 /
ICASSETTE SOFTWAREl

SINCLAIR ZXSI
T1MEX SINCLAIR 1000

COMMODORE V1C20
T1MEX SINCLAIR ISOO

T199/4A
TRS80 COLOR
COMMODORE 64

g ^J DESIGNED TO HELP MONITOR YOUR FINANCES
I6K MINIMUM FOR T/S 1000 & ZX81

EXTENDED OR NON EXTENDED FOR Tl & TRS80

(404) 433 -7143

(404) 243-7369w
* At least 3K expansion
** At least 8K expansion

ZX8I

TA 1000

T/S 1500

VIC
20

TRS
80

Tl

99/4A
COMM

64

YOUR
PRICE

I

1

AMORTIZATIONS (LOANS) 14.95 15.95 16.95 17.95 18.95

BAR CHARTS 15.95 "16.95 17.95 18.95 19.95

ANNUITY EVALUATION 14.95 15.95 16.9S 17.95 18.95

FILE MANAGER 14.95 •15.95 16.95 17.95 18.95

E

C

IANK STATEMENT BALANCER 14.95 15.95 16.95 17.95 18.95

HECKBOOK SIMULATOR 14,95 NA NA NA NA
DEPRECIATION STRAIGHT LINE 14,95 15,95 16,95 17.95 18.95

DEPRECIATION DECLINE BALANCE 15.95 16.95 17.95 18,95 19.95

DEPRECIATION ACRS 16.95 •17.95 18.95 19.95 20.95

DIET PLAN 12.95 NA NA NA NA
HOME BUDGET 15.95 "16.95 17.95 18.95 19.95

HOME INVENTORY 14.95 15.95 16.95 17.95 18.95

^

"1
HOME PAYABLES 14.94 NA NA NA NA
HOME EQUITY EVALUATION 14.95 15,95 14.95 17.95 \*.n

REAL ESTATE INVESTING 15.95 •'14,95 17.95 18.95 19.95

SAVINGS INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 15.95 ••16.95 17.95 18.95 (9.95

IRS 1040 LONG FORM 29,95 ••J2.95 34.95 37.95 39.95

IRS 1040A SHORT FORM & I040EZ 24.»5 ••27,95 29.95 32.95 14.95

INCOME TAX PROJECTIONS 16.95 •• 17.95 18.95 19.95 80.95

1RA ANALYSIS 14.95 15.95 16.95 17.95 J8.95
5ISK FILE CONCEPTS NA "24.95 NA NA Z9.<*S

TOTAL YOUR PRICE

NAMF l«t CLASS POSTAGE HANDLING 3j00

1

(

»nnRF«y; GA RESIDENTS A SALES TAX

"ITY STATE ADD S.00 FOR DISK (COMMODORE ONLYi
TOTAL PRICE

LriAKOtMY: u visa um.
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THESE COULD THE
TO YOUR FUTURE

p*£L

Unlock all the potential of your

Commodore 64 and VIC-20* with

RUN.
Explore . . . Experiment . . . Enjoy . .

.

Beginner and expert alike will be

taken beyond the manual to the limits

of their abilities. Enter your own game
programs. Construct a simple hardware

add-on. Broaden your scope with unique

applications. . .And. . .get a 13th issue

FREE!

Enjoy key features like these:

•Games for fun & strategy.

• Programming tips help you learn short cuts.

• Candid reviews help you make money-saving
decisions.

• Programs to add to your library.

• Instructions & tutorials to increase your skills.

• Hardware & software modifications help your
machine work smart.

• Unique applications broaden your scope.

Here's a system-specific magazine written with

you in mind. Written by and for the reader to give

time-saving, money-saving hints. You'll get instruc-

tions and tutorials to increase your skills, and candid

reviews to help you make the right decisions. Most
of all though, you'll have fun.

*Commodore 64 and VIC-20 are registered trademarks of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

Commodore 64 and VIC-20

owners are one of the largest

groups of computerists today.

Enjoy the benefits of this with

your own magazine. Be in con-

trol like never before. Order
RUN today and get a 13th

issue free with your prepaid

order (check or credit card)

of only $17.97. Send in the

coupon or call toll free

1-800-258-5473.

Send me a subscription to RUN for only $17.97 per
year. I understand that with payment enclosed or

credit card order I will receive a FREE issue making a
total of 13 issues for $17.97. Save $2.00 off the basic rate!

CHECK/MO DMC DAE a VISA D BILL ME

card#

signature

name

exp. date

address

city .state. .zip.

L.

Canada & Mexico $20.97; Foreign Surface $37.97, 1 year only, US funds drawn on US
bank. Foreign airmail, please inquire. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery. This offer

expiresJanuary 31, 1984.

RUN • Box 954 • Farmingdale, NY 11737
_33DF7_
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TI Hands It to You
Unthinkable a few decades ago and taken for granted today,

hand-held computers are changing the ways people compute. The

Texas Instruments Compact Computer 40 offers a low price tag,

power and speed—all in the size ofa paperback novel.

By Frank J. Derfler and Douglas Ferrata

Today, in the age of the micro-

processor, we take hand-held

computers like the Texas Instruments

Compact Computer 40 for granted.

It Wasn't Very Long Ago

Just a few decades ago, the CC-40

would have been something out of a

science-fiction story. At that time,

hand-held computing was performed

with a slide rule and literally involved

rubbing two sticks together to get a

spark of inspiration. Items like the

Keuffel & Esser Log-Log Duplex Deci-

trig were the prized possessions of

every engineer and scientist.

The K&E was the Mercedes-Benz of

slide rules and could handle multipli-

cation, division, logarithms and

trigonometry. Slide rules had one big

problem, though—they were accurate

to only three digits. Serious computa-

tions had to be performed on large

computers like the IBM 7094.

The 7094 used vacuum tubes and fill-

ed a room the size of a large one-room

school house. Maybe I should say a
small church, because these systems

were treated as if they were some-

thing supernatural. Only a chosen

few, the operators, were allowed to be

in the presence of the great machines.

The less worthy users could only look

at them from afar.

There were no such things as com-
puters for the masses. To use a 7094,

you had to punch out your program on

a card deck, submit it to the operators

through a small window, and wait 30

to 45 minutes—or overnight—for a

printout. That was as interactive as it

got. If the term "card deck" isn't fa-

miliar to you, you might be able to

find something on it in the muse-

um . . . next to vacuum tubes and slide

rules.

In the early '60s, if you wanted to do

any serious number crunching, you

had to do it in the "computer

building." There were no such things

as portable or hand-held computers.

At that time, a magazine article pre-

dicted that by the mid-1980s we
would have computers as powerful as

that 7094 that would fit into a brief-

case and cost around $100. That was
really science fiction!

Well, given the capabilities of the TI

Compact Computer 40, and taking in-

flation into account, that prediction

was surprisingly accurate. Flash Gor-

don would feel right at home. Hand-

held computing has come a long way.

Sizing Up the CC-40

The TI CC-40 measures 93A x 53A x

1 inch, weighs about P/2 pounds, and

sells for $249.95. It has a typewriter-

like keyboard, a separate numeric

keypad and a 31-character liquid

crystal display.

The display can be scrolled side-

Contact the authors at PO Box 691 Herdon, VA
22070.

Photo 1. Hand-held computers 1963/1983. The Keuffel & Esser Log-Log Duplex Decitrig and the Texas In-

struments Compact Computer 40.
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ways to show the contents of a full

80-character line.

The computer is built around a 2.5
MHz TMS70C20 eight-bit micropro-
cessor and comes with 32K ROM and
6K bytes of RAM. Internal RAM can
be increased to 18K, and an additional
16K can be added via memory expan-
sion cartridges, bringing the total

RAM to 34K.

Information in memory is retained
when the computer is turned off by a
trickle charge that powers the RAM
chips. TI calls this its constant mem-
ory feature. Power is provided by
either 4 AA batteries or an ac adapter.
The batteries power the computer for

up to 200 hours and an automatic

power-down feature helps conserve
them by turning off the machine after

ten minutes of nonuse. This feature
can be overridden if desired. A fold-

out stand on the back is provided to

allow for easy desktop use.

The Display

The liquid crystal display for the
CC-40 uses a 5 x 8 dot matrix and pro-

duces a full set of ASCII characters,

both upper- and lowercase. In addition

it can also produce Greek, Japanese
and special user-defined characters.

The display also contains certain in-

dicators showing if the shift, control

and function keys are in effect and if

the angular measurement is in use

Photo 2. Eighteen display indicators are provided to show various states, warnings and error conditions.

Photo 3. The insides of the CC-40 showing the TMS 70C20 CMOS processor on the right.
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(DEG, RAD and GRAD), as well as

the status of the uppercase lock, I/O

status, low battery and the position of

the screen.

In addition, there are six user-de-

fined indicators on the bottom of the

display. Any of these indicators can be
turned on or off from a program.
Prompts and messages can be dis-

played on the screen in seven lan-

guages. English and German come
with the machine and French, Italian,

Dutch, Swedish and Spanish can be
added with cartridges.

The Keyboard

The keyboard has an arrangement
like most larger microcomputers, with
a 44-key typewriter portion and a
20-key numeric keypad. The keys
click when depressed, like those on a
calculator, and if held down have an
automatic repeat capability of about
ten characters per second.

Some of the keys have up to four
uses based on the position of the con-
trol, shift and function keys. A clear

plastic overlay is provided to show
Basic keywords assigned to the alpha-
numeric and punctuation keys. The
Basic keywords are entered by using
the function key. One of the draw-
backs of the CC-40's small size is that

only a small keyboard can fit on it.

Unless you have small hands, it's

definitely a one-finger-entry machine.

It's Basic

Like most of the other hand-held
computers on the market today, the
CC-40 comes with its own version of
ROM Basic. It's an enhanced version,

with some 105 commands, functions
and statements. Variable names can
be from one to 15 characters long. If

you're familiar with some of the more
popular versions of Basic, you
shouldn't have any trouble with TI's

CC-40 version.

About a quarter of the commands
are unique, however, and are de-

signed to reduce programming steps
and achieve the full potential of the
display.

Software Selection

If you aren't into Basic program-
ming, or are interested in off-the-shelf

software to make your job easier, the
library of software for the CC-40 may
be just what you need. This software
comes on two types of media—car-
tridges (Solid State Software) or cas-

settes (Wafertapes).



The cartridges plug into the same
slot on the upper-right-hand corner of

the computer as the memory expan-

sion cartridges, and the cassettes are

designed for use with the portable dig-

ital tape drive.

Software available on the cartridges

includes: finance, advanced electrical

engineering, statistics, mathematics,

business graphics, editor/assembler

and games. All have a suggested retail

price of $59.95, except for the editor/

assembler, which retails for $124.95.

The software that comes on cas-

settes includes: perspective drawing,

regression/curve fitting, pipe design,

inventory control, photography, solar

engineering, quality assurance, ther-

modynamics, electrical engineering,

elementary dynamics, nonparametric

statistics, production and planning,

and profitability analysis. All cassettes

sell for $19.95.

Based on the difference in price be-

tween cartridge and cassette software,

it seems that buying a tape drive could

well be worth the investment. Each

software package, be it cartridge or

cassette, comes with its own instruc-

tion manual. But should you have any

questions concerning any of the soft-

ware that you have purchased, TI has

a toll-free telephone number that you
can call for assistance. In addition to

the packages mentioned above, TI is

working on a word processor and a

spreadsheet program. Both should be

available in the near future.

Peripherals

Peripherals for the CC-40 are de-

signed to let you significantly increase

its power and capabilities over those

of most other hand-held computers.

Each peripheral has its own built-in

microprocessor. This eliminates the

need to use the computer's RAM for

peripheral control and reduces the

size of the interconnecting cable.

The peripherals are connected to

the computer through what TI calls its

HEX-BUS Intelligent Peripheral Inter-

face. It is a four-bit, medium speed I/O

bus that supports data transfer speeds

of up to 48,000 bits/second. It uses an

eight-line cable with four data lines,

two bus control lines, a ground line

and an extra line reserved for future

expansion. The list of peripherals in-

cludes a printer/plotter, a wafertape

digital tape drive, an KS-232C Inter-

face, a telephone modem and a video

interface.

A list of accessories available for the

peripherals includes ac adapters for

the CC-40 and telephone modem, and
eight- and 36-inch I/O cables.

Where Does It Fit?

The CC-40 puts the power and

speed of a full-blown eight-bit micro-

computer into a package the size of a

paperback book. Its size allows you to

carry it easily in a briefcase or purse,

and take it places where only pocket

calculators have gone before.

These places could include class-

rooms, construction sites, factory

floors or even courtrooms. Word pro-

cessing and spreadsheet applications

can be done anywhere, not just in

places where there is an ac outlet.

The small size, however, imposes

some limitations. Thirty-one charac-

ters is not a big window on the world

and takes some getting used to. Also,

the small keyboard is basically a cal-

culator keypad with letters on it. It

will never be entered in the touch-typ-

ing hall of fame.

In spite of these problems, given the

CC-40's price, size and power, it will

probably blow away the top-of-the-line

hand-held programmable calculators.

It has more memory than the calcu-

lators, and Basic beats reverse polish

notation any day. The peripherals also

give it some of the capabilities of

larger microcomputers. So if you want
to do some computing on the go, and

want to keep your investment low,

then the TI CC-40 may be just what
you're looking for.H

Circle 268 on Reader Service card

A Capsule Look
At TI's CC-40

Manufacturer

Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, TX.

List Price

$249.95

Standard Features

Texas Instruments TMS70C20 CMOS
eight-bit CPU; 6K RAM; 32K ROM; 64-key

keyboard; 31 -character LCD; audible tone;

cartridge and peripheral ports; enhanced

Basic.

Proportions

One and a half pounds; 9V4 x 5% x 1 inch.

Software

Basic, spreadsheet, word processor, engi-

neering and scientific applications, statis-

tics, financial analysis and editor/assembler.

Options and Accessories

Printer/plotter; digital tape drive; RS-232 in-

terface; 300-baud modem; video interface; ac

adapter.

Documentation

Users manual describing the hardware and

enhanced Basic.

Polish your

WordStar
brighter with • • •

MagicPrint

MagicBind
MagicPrint upgrades WordStar and other

CP/M-based word processors with
powerful functions, including:

* Text preview with page break display

Type-set quality printouts in

true proportional spacing
Kerning as in "hors d'oeuvre"

Automatic footnoting

Multi-column printing; micro-centering
Flexible page heading and footing

Automatic "widow/orphaning"
Over 60 other formatting functions

MagicBind has all the functions of

MagicPrint, plus:

* File merging with record selection
* Automatic numbering of chapters, par-

agraphs and articles
* Printing personalized form letters,

labels, bibliographies
* Generating customized wills, contracts

and other documents
Simplified steps for file merging
Automatic data file verification

*

*

*

*

*

*

MagicPrint has added major enhancements
since it was reviewed in Creative Com-
puting (6/83) and Interface Age (8/83).

Growing number of users discern the
superior performance of MagicPrint and
MagicBind in implementing proportional
spacing, footnoting and other important
features. Our software emulates the
delicate hands of a professional typeset-

ter (without greasing the hands, and you
may retrieve the program cost from one
typesetting job). Moreover, the handsome
documents produced by our software will

help build your professional image.

Requires 48K RAM minimum, CP/M W -

based text editing program, and a

Diablo-compatible daisywheel printer or

a NEC Spinwriter.m

Watch for our forthcoming ...

Magiclndex™ MagicLink™
MagicEditor 1" ...

To order, you must specify disk format,
computer model and the correct version:

the WordStar Version for WordStar m

users, or the Standard Version if you
use standard ASCII editors including
Electric Pencil? Magic Wand* Mince?
P/Mate? and Word Master"* (if in doubt,

please call).

MagicPrint $195; MagicBind $250. NY
residents add sales tax. MC/VISA
accepted (specify expiration date).

For COD/credit card orders only:

call now 24-hour toll free number...
1-800-824-7888 (in 48 States)
1-800-824-7919 (Hawaii/Alaska)

and ask for Operator 53

For further information,

ask your local dealer, or contact:

Computer EdiType Systems
509 Cathedral Pkwy 10A
New York, N.Y. 10025

(212) 222-8148

OEM/dealer inquiries invited.
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Quick and Dirty Disassembler
Instead of starting a hopeless search for an HX-20 ROM

disassembler program, the author took some advice: ''Write

your own. " In this article, he explains the basics of his Basic
disassembler.

i iycan't help it, I just gotta see

Xwhat's inside it!"

With those famous last words, I

voided my Epson HX-20' s warranty

by opening it and peering at its tiny in-

nards. My curiosity was only tempo-
rarily satisfied because I developed an
equally burning desire to look inside

the HX-20's ROM—there's a whop-
ping 32K there! The built-in monitor
allows you to dump the HX-20
memory 15 bytes at a time, but staring

at meaningless (to me, anyway) hex
bytes was less than satisfying. "I wish
I had a disassembler for this thing," I

mused.

Write My Own?
The HX-20 uses an oddball CPU

(HD6301 by Hitachi) that is claimed to

be a CMOS version of the 6801 micro-

processor with six additional instruc-

tions. The chances of finding such a

disassembler program looked slim.

"Why don't you write your own?"
asked my wife, blissfully ignorant of

the inherent difficulties in such an
idea. I explained that disassemblers,

By Ray Albrektson

like compilers and interpreters, are

things that Basic hackers like me just

don't sit down and write in an after-

noon! Don't teams of professionals

slave for months on that sort of pro-

gram?

Even while speaking I began to

realize that a disassembler needn't be
that difficult. Why, I could write it in

Basic! To keep things simple, I decid-

ed not to try to incorporate any kind of

labeling for jumps. Since the 6800-

series mnemonics were totally unfam-
iliar to me, I wanted to include a short

comment that would give me the gist

of what the mnemonic really meant.
Since the ROM would probably con-

tain some ASCII strings, I wanted
everything printed out in ASCII form
as well.

All Those Data Statements

The program in Listing 1 is the re-

sult of my labor. It's a quick and dirty,

brute-force disassembler that sequen-
tially peeks its way through the Ep-

son's ROMs and sends the disassem-

bled output to the RS-232C port for

Listing 1. A quick and dirty disassembler.

10 CLEAR 50
20 OPEN ,,O ,,

1 #l,"COM0:(47N2B)" 'For Diablo at 1200 baud
30 PRINT #1,CHR$(0)+CHR$(0) 'Send some nulls
40 PRINT #1,CHR$(27)+CHR$(13)+CHR$(80) 'Reset printer
50 PRINT #1,CHR$(0)+CHR$(0) 'Send more nulls
60 PRINT #1," "+CHR$(27)+CHR$(57) 'Set left margin
70 DIM MNC$(256),A(256),COM$(256) 'Dimension arrays
80 'Read all data into arrays
90 FOR N = TO 255: READ MNC$(N) , A(N) ,C0M$(N) : NEXT N:N=1
100 PC=&HE000 'Set disassembly start address here
110 IF L=53 THEN PRINT #1,CHR$(12): 'Print FF at end of page
120 L=0:P=P+1 'Update line and page counters
130 BYTE=PEEK(PC) 'Get value of current disassembly address
140 BYTE$=HEX$(BYTE) 'Convert to hex string
150 IF LEN(BYTE$)<2THEN BYTE$="0"+BYTE$ 'Add leading zero if necessary
160 PC$-HEX$(PC) 'Convert disassembly address to hex string
170 IF LEN(PC$X4THEN PC$="0"+PC$ :G0T0 170 'Add leading zeroes
180 MNC$=MNC$(BYTE) 'Lookup mnemonic
190 COM$=COM$(BYTE) 'Lookup comment
200 'Find out if byte is ASCII printable

BYTE>32 AND BYTE<126 THEN AS$=CHR$(BYTE) ELSE AS$ = "-"

'A = number of bytes in instruction
310 'If all bytes disassembled, go print

'If not, point at next disassembly addresjs
'Get address or data stored there

220 A=A(BYTE)
230 IF N=A THEN GOTO
240 PC PC +1
250 BYTE=PEEK(PC)

printing. Notice that all the infor-

mation on the HD-6301 op-codes (us-

ing Motorola mnemonics) is listed in

the data statements in lines 1000-

1255. To keep things simple, the line-

number of the data statement for a
given op-code is the decimal

equivalent of the hexadecimal op-

code. For instance, the Load Accum-
ulator B-Immediate op-code is C6H,
so the data describing it is in line 1 198

(C6H= 198D). That data statement in-

cludes the Motorola mnemonic
(LDAB) and the number of bytes for

that instruction (two), followed by the

comment (Im = >B) that describes in

ten spaces or less what the op-code

means. In this case, it means that the

byte following the op-code (the "Im =
Immediate" data) is to be placed in the

B register.

Those Addressing Modes
The SC6501 (like all 68XX micro-

processors) uses a gaggle of addressing

modes that I am unused to. Just to give

me a clue to the type of addressing in-

volved with a particular op-code, I put

the letters "im," "di," "in" or "ex"

after some mnemonics. These stand

for immediate, direct, indexed and ex-

tended addressing modes.
In the immediate mode the data to

be operated on (the operand) is stored

in the second (and sometimes third)

byte of an instruction, as in the exam-
ple I just gave.

With direct addressing, the second
byte of the instruction indicates the

address where the operand is stored.

Since this address is only one byte,

this mode can be used only to address
data in the bottom 256 bytes of the

Ray Albrektson (ACPO Box 51, Quezon City

3001, Philippines}, is extension faculty with the In-

ternational School of Theology in Baguio City,

Philippines.
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Listing continued.

260 IF BYTE>32 AND BYTE<126 THEN AS$=AS$+CHR$(BYTE) ELSE AS$=AS$+"-"
270 B$=HEX$(BYTE) 'Convert it to hex string
280 IF LEN(B$)<2 THEN B$="0"+B$ 'Add leading zero if required
290 BYTE$»BYTE$+B$ 'Tack this onto first byte
300 N=N+l:GOTO 230 'Increment instruction counter & do again
310 N=l 'Reset instruction counter
320 MNC$=MNC$+RIGHT$(BYTE$,LEN(BYTE$)-2) 'Construct Mnemonic string
330 'Check if we have a branch instruction
340 IF LEFTS (MNC$,1K>"B" OR MID$(MNC$, 1 , 2)-"I" THEN GOTO 430
350 'Compute branch address for all branch-relative instructions
360 REL=PEEK(PC)+1 ' REL relative address
370 IF REL>127 THEN ADR=PC-(REL-128) 'If REL negative
380 ADR=PC+REL 'If REL positive
390 HADR$=HEX$(ADR) 'Convert it to hex string
400 IF LEN(HADR$)<4 THEN HADR$="0"+HADR$ :GOT0400 'Add leading zero(s)
410 MNC$=MNC$(PEEK(PC-1))+" "+HADR$ 'Redefine mnemonic
420 'Format & print a line

430 PRINT #1,PC$;TAB(7);BYTE$;TAB(16);MNC$;TAB(32);C0M$;TAB(46);AS$
440 PC * PC +1: L - L + 1

450 GOTO 110
1000 DATA 00,1,--
1001 DATA NOP, 1, DO NOTHING
1002 DATA 02,1,--
1003 DATA 03,1,--
1004 DATA LSRD,1,D/SHIFT R/L
1005 DATA ASLD,1,D/SHIFT L/A
1006 DATA TAP,1,A=>CCR
1007 DATA TPA,1,CCR=>A
1008 DATA INX,1,X+1=>X
1009 DATA DEX,1,X-1=>X
1010 DATA CLV,1,0->OVERFLO
1011 DATA SEV,1,1->0VERFL0
1012 DATA CLC,1,0=>CARRY
1013 DATA SEC,1,1->CARRY
1014 DATA CLI,1,0»>INTERUP
1015 DATA SEI,1,1->INTERUP
1016 DATA SBA,1,A-B»>A
1017 DATA CBA,1,A-B
1018 DATA 12,1,--
1019 DATA 13,1,--
1020 DATA 14,1,--
1021 DATA 15,1,--
1022 DATA TAB,1,A=>B
1023 DATA TBA,1,B->A
1024 DATA XGDX,1,AB<=>X
1025 DATA DAA,1,A=>BCD=>A
1026 DATA SLP,1,CPU SLEEP
1027 DATA ABA,1,A+B=>A
1028 DATA 1C,1,--
1029 DATA 1D,1,--
1030 DATA 1E,1,--
1031 DATA 1F,1,--
1032 DATA BRA, 2, ALWAYS
1033 DATA BRN,2,NEVER
1034 DATA BHI,2,IF >

1035 DATA BLS,2,IF > OR =

1036 DATA BCC,2,IF C

1037 DATA BCS,2,IF C = 1

1038 DATA BNE,2,IF <>
1039 DATA BEQ,2,IF =

1040 DATA BVC,2,IF OVRFLOO
1041 DATA BVS,2,IF OVRFLOl
1042 DATA BPL,2,IF PLUS
1043 DATA BMI,2,IF MINUS
1044 DATA BGE,2,IF >or»0
1045 DATA BLT,2,IF <

1046 DATA BGT,2,IF >
1047 DATA BLE,2,IF <or-0
1048 DATA TSX,1,SP+1»>X
1049 DATA INS,1,SP+1=>SP
1050 DATA PULA,1,SP+1/M»>A
1051 DATA PULB,1,SP+1/M*>B
1052 DATA DES,1,SP-1->SP
1053 DATA TXS,1,X-1»>SP
1054 DATA PSHA,1,A»>M/SP-1
1055 DATA PSHB,1,B«>M/SP-1
1056 DATA PULX,1,SP+1/M«>X
1057 DATA RTS,1,RTRN SUB
1058 DATA ABX,1,B+X«>X
1059 DATA RTI,1,RTRN/INT
1060 DATA PSHX,l,X->M/SP-2
1061 DATA MUL,l,AxB=>A&B
1062 DATA WAI,1,WAIT INT
1063 DATA SWI,l,PROC INT
1064 DATA NEGA,1,00-A=>A
1065 DATA 41,1,--
1066 DATA 42,1,--
1067 DATA COMA,l,/A«>A
1068 DATA LSRA,1, SHIFT R/L
1069 DATA 45/1,--
1070 DATA RORA.l, ROTATE R
1071 DATA ASRA,1, SHIFT R/A
1072 DATA ASLA.l, SHIFT L/A
1073 DATA ROLA,l, ROTATE L

1074 DATA DECA,1,A-1»>A
1075 DATA 4B,1,-

'Update disassembly address & line

'Go back to beginning for more!

computer.

Indexed addressing adds the second

byte of the instruction to the bottom
byte of the index (I) register, and the

data to be operated on is in the

memory location pointed to by that

addition. Note that this mode of ad-

dressing does not change the index

register!

Extended addressing is the most
familiar mode for the 8080-family of

programmers, but there's a catch. The
two bytes following the op-code repre-

sent the address where the operand is

located, except the second byte is the

upper half of the address and the third

byte is the lower half of the address.

Circle 28 on Reader Service card

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER FEATURING THE

T^lj (3S96 : INTEL 801 86 (see Byte magazine April '83)

Full 8MHz 16-bit microprocessor having 8K of EPROM contains drivers for

complete software compatibility with the peripherals, commands for hardw

8086 and 8088 checkout and software testing

Source for monitor and bios inclu

disk

Bios for CP/M 86* supports 8", 5-1/4"

3-1/2" drives and the Xebec 1410
controller for hard disks

Board size 6" x 12" power
requirements + 5 @ 3A, + 12V @
60mA, - 12V @ 50m/

256K Bytes of RAM plus 32K Bytes of

EPROM memory capacity on board

90 line expansion interface for more
memory and peripherals consist of 1

6

bit data bus, 20 bit latched address bus
and all important 80186 control signals

loppy disk controller can run the

combination of 8", 5-1/4", 3-1/2" drives

Itaneously

SASI port for hard disk controller

Two full function RS232C serial ports

with individually controlled baud rates

from 50 to 38.4K baud

Baud rate for console port acquired

automatically

More

Complete documentation included.

Sold in various forms:

Assembled and tested $1 ,075.00

Full Kit 895.00

NEW Easy Kit (hard to get parts) 450.00

Bare Kit (board, Rom, doc, and disk) 1 50.00

CP/M 86* available 85.00

Regular U.P.S. shipping within continental

U.S. is included.

Available Now! j.
Choose 8 MHz CPU for speed

6 MHz CPU for speedy delivery

SLICER COMPUTERS INC. 2543 Marshall St. N.E.

Minneapolis, MN 55418 (612) 788-9481

Mastercard, Vlaa, check, money order or C.O.D. orders accepted. Please allow 4 weeks for delivery.

*CP/M a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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Listing con

1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135

tinued.

DATA INCA,1,A+1=>A
DATA TSTA,1,TST Oor-
DATA 4E,1,--
DATA CLRA,1,0=>A
DATA NEGB,1,00-B=>B
DATA 51,1,--
DATA 52,1,--
DATA COMB,l,/B=>B
DATA LSRB,1, SHIFT R/L
DATA 55,1,--
DATA RORB,l, ROTATE R
DATA ASRB.l, SHIFT R/A
DATA ASLB,1, SHIFT L/A
DATA ROLB , 1 , ROTATE L
DATA DECB,1,B-1=>B
DATA 5B,1,--
DATA INCB,1,B+1=>B
DATA TSTB,1,TST Oor-
DATA 5E,1,--
DATA CLRB,1,0=>B
DATA NEGin,2,00-M=>M
DATA AIMin,3,MandIm=>M
DATA 0IMin,3,MorIm=>M
DATA C0Min,2,/M=>M
DATA LSRin,2,SHIFT R/L
DATA EIMin,3,MxorIm=>M
DATA RORin, 2, ROTATE R
DATA ASRin,2,SHIFT R/A
DATA ASLin,2,SHIFT L/A
DATA ROLin, 2, ROTATE L
DATA DECin,2,B-l=>B
DATA TIMin,3,MaIm=>Flag
DATA INCin,2,hH-l = >M
DATA TSTin,2,TST Oor-
DATA JMP,2,JUMP
DATA CLRin,2,0=>M
DATA NEGex,3,00-M=>M
DATA AIMdi,3,MandIm=>M
DATA 0IMdi,3,MorIm=>M
DATA C0Mex,3,/M=>M
DATA LSRex,3,SHIFT R/L
DATA EIMdi,3,MxorIm=>M
DATA RORex, 3, ROTATE R
DATA ASRex,3,SHIFT R/A
DATA ASLex,3,SHIFT L/A
DATA ROLex, 3, ROTATE L
DATA DECex,3,B-l=>B
DATA TIMdi,3,MaIm=>Flag
DATA INCex,3,M+l=>M
DATA TSTex,3,TST Oor-
DATA JMPex,3,JUMP
DATA CLRex,3,0=>M
DATA SUBAim,2,A-Im=>A
DATA CMPAim,2,A-Im
DATA SBCAim,2,A-Im-C=>A
DATA SUBDim,3,A&B-Im=>A&B
DATA ANDAim,2,AandIm=>A
DATA BITAim,2,AandIm
DATA LDAAim,2,Im=>A
DATA 87,1,--

1136 DATA E0RAim,2,AxorIm=>A
1137 DATA ADCAim,2,A+InH-C=>A
1138 DATA 0RAAim,2,AorIm=>A
1139 DATA ADDAim,2,A+Im=>A
1140 DATA CPXAim,3,X-Im;InH-l
1141 DATA BSR,2,G0SUB
1142 DATA LDSim,3,Im=>SP
1143 DATA 8F,1,--
1144 DATA SUBAdi,2,A-M=>A
1145 DATA CMPAdi,2,A-M
1146 DATA SBCAdi,2,A-M-C=>A
1147 DATA SUBDdi,2,A&B-M=>A&B
1148 DATA ANDAdi,2,AandM=>A
1149 DATA BITAdi,2,AandM
1150 DATA LDAAdi,2,M=>A
1151 DATA STAAdi,2,A=>M
1152 DATA EORAdi,2,AxorM=>A
1153 DATA ADCAdi,2,A+M+C=>A
1154 DATA 0RAAdi,2,AorM=>A
1155 DATA ADDAdi,2,A+M=>A
1156 DATA CPXAdi,2,X-M;M+l
1157 DATA JSRdi,2,G0SUB
1158 DATA LDSdi,2,M=>SP
1159 DATA STSdi,2,SP=>M;M+l
1160 DATA SUBAin,2,A-M=>A
1161 DATA CMPAin,2,A-M
1162 DATA SBCAin,2,A-M-C=>A
1163 DATA SUBDin,2,A&B-M=>A&B
1164 DATA ANDAin,2,AandM=>A
1165 DATA BITAin,2,AandM
1166 DATA LDAAin,2,M=>A
1167 DATA STAAin,2,A=>M
1168 DATA EORAin,2,AxorM=>A
1169 DATA ADCAin,2,A+l*»-C=>A
1170 DATA ORAAin,2,AorM=>A
1171 DATA ADDAin,2,A+M=>A
1172 DATA CPXAin,2,X-M;M+lag
1173 DATA JSRin,2,G0SUB
1174 DATA LDSin,2,M=>SP
1175 DATA STSin,2,SP=>M;M+l
1176 DATA SUBAex,3,A-M=>A
1177 DATA CMPAex,3,A-M
1178 DATA SBCAex,3,A-M-C=>A
1179 DATA SUBDex,3,A&B-M=>A&B
1180 DATA ANDAex,3,AandM=>A
1181 DATA BITAex,3,AandM
1182 DATA LDAAex,3,M=>A
1183 DATA STAAex,3,A=>M
1184 DATA EORAex,3,AxorM=>A
1185 DATA ADCAex,3,A+ttK;=>A
1186 DATA ORAAex,3,AorM=>A
1187 DATA ADDAex,3,A+M=>A
1188 DATA CPXAex,3,X-M;M+l
1189 DATA JSRex,3,G0SUB
1190 DATA LDSex,3,M=>SP
1191 DATA STSex,3,SP=>M;M+l
1192 DATA SUBBim,2,B-Im=>A
1193 DATA CMPBim,2,B-Im
1194 DATA SBCBim,2,B-Im-C=>A
1195 DATA ADDDim,3,A&B+Im=>A&B

1196 DATA ANDBim, 2 , BandIm=>A
1197 DATA BITBim,2,BandIm
1198 DATA LDABim,2,Im=>B
1199 DATA C7.1,--
1200 DATA E0RBim,2,BxorIm=>A
1201 DATA ADCBim, 2 , B+Im+C=>A
1202 DATA 0RABim,2,BorIm=>A
1203 DATA ADDBim,2,B+Im=>A
1204 DATA LDDim,3,Im=>A;B
1205 DATA CD,1,--
1206 DATA LDXim,3,Im=>X
1207 DATA CF,1,--
1208 DATA SUBBdi,2,B-M=>B
1209 DATA CMPBdi,2,B-M
1210 DATA SBCBdi,2,B-M-C=>B
1211 DATA ADDDd i , 2 , A&B+M=>A&BB
1212 DATA ANDBdi,2,BandM=>B
1213 DATA BlTBdi,2,BandM=>B
1214 DATA LDABdi,2,M=>B
1215 DATA STABdi,2,B=>M
1216 DATA E0RBdi,2,BxorM=>B
1217 DATA ADCBdi,2,B+M+C=>B
1218 DATA ORABdi,2,BorM=>B
1219 DATA ADDBdi,2,B+M=>B
1220 DATA LDDAdi,2,MM=>A&B
1221 DATA STDBdi,2,B=>M
1222 DATA LDXdi,2,M=>X
1223 DATA STXdi,2,X=>M;M+l
1224 DATA SUBBin,2,B-M=>B
1225 DATA CMPBin,2,B-M
1226 DATA SBCBin,2,B-M-C=>B
1227 DATA ADDDin,2,A&B+M=>A&B
1228 DATA ANDBin,2,BandM=>B
1229 DATA BITBin,2,BandM
1230 DATA LDABin,2,M=>B
1231 DATA STABin,2,B=>M
1232 DATA EORBin,2,BxorM=>B
1233 DATA ADCBin,2,B+M+C=>B
1234 DATA 0RABin,2,BorM=>B
1235 DATA ADDBin,2,B+M=>B
1236 DATA LDDin,2,MM=>A&B
1237 DATA STDin,2,A&B=>MM
1238 DATA LDXin,2,M=>I
1239 DATA STXin,2,I=>MM
1240 DATA SUBBex,3,B-M=>B
1241 DATA CMPBex,3,B-M
1242 DATA SBCBex,3,B-M-C=>B
1243 DATA ADDDe x , 3 , A&B+M= >A&B
1244 DATA ANDBex,3,BandM=>B
1245 DATA BITBex,3,BandM
1246 DATA LDABex,3,M=>B
1247 DATA STABex,3,B=>M
1248 DATA E0RBex,3,BxorM=>B
1249 DATA ADCBex,3,B+M+C=>B
1250 DATA ORABex,3,BorM=>B
1251 DATA ADDBex,3,B+M=>B
1252 DATA LDDex,3,MM=>A&B
1253 DATA STDex,3,A&B=>MM
1254 DATA LDXex,3,MM=>X
1255 DATA STSex,3,X=>MM

This is the opposite of the Intel con-

vention, so beware!
Finally, the branch instructions all

use an addressing mode called relative

addressing. These are two-byte in-

structions, and the second byte is add-
ed to the lower byte of the word in the

program counter. This results in a

branch (or jump) to an address from
- 126 to + 129 bytes of the program
counter. This is not easy to figure out,

so I included a special section in the

program to process these branch in-

structions. The disassembler converts
that relative address to an absolute ad-

dress (such as BRA E01F) to make the

program easier to interpret.

How the Program Works

The actual program is straightfor-

ward. It begins by reading all that data

into a set of three arrays: MNC$(N),
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A(N) and CMT$(N). These are, re-

spectively, the mnemonic array, the

array indicating the number of bytes

in the instruction (ranging from one to

three), and the comment string.

The program begins by peeking at

the memory location specified in line

100 (for example, &HE001). The byte

at the location is &H8E or 142 dec-

imal. We know MNC$(142f is LDS
and that it uses the immediate mode
of addressing (im). A(142) tells us it is a
three-byte instruction, and the com-
ment string CMT$(142) informs us
that LDS means ' 'the next bytes are to

go into the Stack Pointer."

The program acts on the number of

bytes in the op-code to treat the next

one or two peeked-at bytes as data or

an address. When done, the program
prints a line (see Listing 2) giving the

address of the first byte of the instruc-

tion, the actual hex bytes, the mne-
monic, the address or data following

the mnemonic, the comment and the

ASCII character (if printable).

Disassemblers Are Easily
Confused!

Not all of the 256 possible op-codes

have been implemented in the

HD6301 microprocessor. These are

indicated in the data table by the hexa-

decimal number representing the
op-code instead of a nonexistent

mnemonic. The byte-count of all

nonimplemented op-codes is given as

1, and the comment field is a simple
but eloquent "--." When encountered
in disassemblies, these could be data

storage locations or ASCII strings.

Either could derail the disassembler,

but not for keeps. Consider this simple

program:



0000 DB ')' ;close parenthesis in storage

location

0001 JMP 0005 jump to 0005, thereby skip-

ping next byte

0004 NOP
0005 NOP

When assembled it looks like this:

0000 65

0001 7E

0002 00

0003 05

0004 01

0005 01

If the disassembler were to begin

with address 0000, it would mistake

the ASCII ")" for the HD6301 op-code

EIM. EIM is a special three-byte op-

code that performs an exclusive-or

between a memory byte and the first

byte following the EIM op-code. The
result is stored in memory at the loca-

tion pointed to by the index register (I)

plus the third byte (00) in the instruc-

tion.

The resulting garbage would look

like this:

0000 E1M7E00
0003 ASLD
0004 NOP
0005 NOP

This example should make it clear

that accurate disassembly can take

place only when begun on a valid op-

code! Even if it doesn't, the disassem-

bler will straighten itself out after it

runs into a few one-byte instructions.

An example is given in Listing 3; it

begins disassembly on E002, which
contains data, not an op-code.

Conversing with Other
Microprocessors

The disassembled output of this pro-

gram can be directed to the HX-20's

screen or to the built-in printer by sub-

stituting "SCRN:" or "LPTO:" in line

30. In addition, this program can be

easily adapted to almost any micro-

processor just by building a new data

table for the new op-codes.

If typing in all those data lines

doesn't appeal to you, send me a

blank microcassette and a money
order for $10 for a ready-to-run ver-

sion of the program. It's certainly a no-

frills way to find out what's in those

ROMs, but it works.

Roaming the ROMs
Using the disassembled listing and

the HX-20 monitor, I can happily

roam through the ROMs, and who
knows what delightful routines I

might discover?^

E000 OF SEI 1=>INTERUP
E001 8E04AF LDSim04AF Im=>SP
E004 8600 LDAAimOO Im=>A --

E006 9700 STAAdiOO A=>M --

E008 8604 LDAAim04 Im=>A —
E00A 9703 STAAdi03 A=>M
E00C 8616 LDAAiml6 Im=>A --

E00E 9701 STAAdiOl A=>M --

E010 8604 LDAAim04 Im=>A --

E012 9710 STAAdilO A=>M --

E014 860A LDAAimOA Im=>A --

E016 9711 STAAdill A=>M --

E018 8602 LDAAim02 Im=>A --

E01A 974B STAAdi4B A=>M -K
E01C 72804D OIMdi804D MorIm=>M r-M
E01F 4F CLRA 0=>A

Listing 2. A sample disassembly.

E002 04 LSRD D/SHIFT R/L
E003 AF86 STSin86 SP=>M;M+1
E005 00 00 __

E006 9700 STAAdiOO A=>M
E008 8604 LDAAim04 Im=>A

Listing 3. An example of a disassembly begun on a data byte.

Circle 316 on Reader Service card.

RS-232 Transfer Switch lets you switch your com-

Suter between printers, modems, terminals, any

S-232 peripherals. No plugging and unplugging

cables. Like having extra ports. Choice of 8 models.Switch

Pictured:

MFJ-1240
1 in-2 out

7x2x6 in.

95
Exclusive features:

LEDs monitors data lines • Data lines spike/surge protected

• Switch reverses transmit-receive lines

These multi-function RS-232 transfer switches

let you switch between peripherals, test for data

and line failure, protect data lines and use as null

modem for less cost than a switch alone.

Switches 10 lines (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 15, 17,

20). LED data/line indicators monitor lines 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 8, 20. Metal oxide varistors protect data

lines 2, 3, 7 from voltage spikes and surges. Push

button reverses transmit-receive lines. PC board

eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line interference.

CHOOSE FROM 8 MODELS
• MFJ-1240, $79.95, 1 input - 2 outputs.

• MFJ-1241, $99.95, 2 inputs - 2 outputs.

• MFJ-1242, $119.95, 2 inputs - 3 outputs.

• MFJ-1243, $119.95, 1 input - 4 outputs.

• MFJ-1244, $139.95, 3 inputs - 3 outputs.

• MFJ-1245, $169.95, 3 inputs - 5 outputs.

• MFJ-1246, $199.95, 5 inputs - 5 outputs.

• MFJ-1247, $99.95, 1 in-2 out (switches 20 lines)

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted,

return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).

One year conditional guarantee.

Order yours today. Call toll free 800-647-1800.

Charge VISA, MC or mail check, money order for

amount indicated plus $4.00 each shiDpinq.

CALL TOLL FREE . . . 800-647-1800
Call 601-323-5869 in Miss., outside continental

USA, tech/repair info. Telex 53-4590 MFJ STKV .

Write or Call for FREE Catalog

ENTERPRISES
INCORPORATED

I Louisville Rd., Starkvllle. MS 39759
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The VIOEpson Connection

Make the most ofyour VIC-20—interface it to an Epson MX-80
printer. It's not only a simple matter, but it's inexpensive as well;

you 7/ spend less than $20 on parts.

By Thomas Franks

One of the most valuable additions

to any home computer system is

a printer. As a happy owner of an Ep-

son MX-80, I was already well aware

of this fact. Naturally, when I pur-

chased my VIC-20, one of the first

things I wanted to do was interface it

to the MX-80.

5 REM **INITIALIZE MX-80 INTERFACE**
lO X=PEEK (55) (PEEK (56) *256> -82: XH=INT (X/256) : XL«X- (XH*256)
20 POKE56, XH: POKE52, XH: POKE55, XL: POKE51 , XL
30 F0RY=0T081:READA*
40 IFLEFT*(A*, 1)= MH"THEN90
50 IFLEFT*(A*, 1>="L ,,THEN100
60 POKEX+Y,VAL(A*>
70 NEXTY
80 PRINT" CCLRDC2DNDUSE SYS (" X+43" )": PRINT" CDNDTO INSTALL THE DRIVER": END
90 Z=VAL (RIGHT* < AS, LEN<A«>-1> ) :POKEX+Y, INT( (X-»-Z> /256> : GOT070
IOO Z=VAL (RIGHT* (A*, LEN<A*> -1 ) ) :POKEX-t-Y, (X+Z)-INT( (X+Z) /256> *256: GOT070
200 DATA72, 165,251,240,5, 104, 72, 32, L14, H14, 104,76, 122,242
210 DATA72, 169, 16,44,29, 145,240,251, 104, 141, 16, 145,96
220 DATA169,0, 160,26, 141, 17, 145, 169,8, 136,208,253, 141, 17, 145,96
230 DATA169,255, 141, 18, 145, 169, 140, 141, 19, 145, 169,8, 141, 17, 145, 169, 174, 141,
28, 14,5
240 DATA169,00,32,L14,H14,32,L27,H27, 169, LOO, 141,38,3, 169, HOO, 141,39,3,96

READY.

Listing 1. Basic loader program.

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270

REM ** VIC-EPSON DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM**
POKE 251,1: REM TURN ON THE PRINTER
PRINT "HELLO, HOW ARE YOU?": REM TEXT GOES
POKE 251,0:REM TURN OFF THE PRINTER

TO SCREEN AND PRINTER

REM t* WE CAN DO UNDERLINES! **
POKE 251,1: REM TURN ON PRINTER
POKE 37137, 12: REM TELL PRINTER TO INGNORE A LINE FEED
PRINT "UNDERLINE!"
POKE 37137, 8: REM RESTORE LINE FEEDS TO
FOR X-l TO 10:PRINT CHR* (95) : NEXT: REM
POKE 251,0:REM TURN OFF PRINTER

PRINTER
CHR* (95) » AN UNDERLINE

REM ** UPPER AND LOWER CASE DEMO **
PRINTCHR*(14):REM SWITCH VIC TO UPPER-LOWER CASE
INPUT AS: REM USE UPPER AND LOWER CASE IN A*
POKE 251,1: REM TURN ON PRINTER
FOR X=l TO LEN (A*): REM TAKE A* APART, CHANGE CHARACTERS TO PROPER CASE
X*=MID*(A*,X, 1)

IF ASC(X*X65THEN250
IF ASC ( X« ) >90THEN230
X*=CHR* (ASC ( X*) +32)
IF ASC(X*)<193 OR ASC(X*)>218 THEN 2SO
X*=CHR* (ASC ( X*) -128)
PRINT X*;:NEXT X

PR INT: REM SEND A CARRIAGE RETURN
GOTO 160

READY.

Listing 2. A program to demonstrate how to program output to a printer.

The Epson printer is not an intelli-

gent device in the same sense that

Commodore printers are, so the

regular VIC serial port was no good
for sending information to the MX-80.
Much to my frustration, I discov-

ered the now well-known fact that the

x-line RS-232C system is not im-

plemented on the computer as de-

scribed in the VIC Programmer's
Guide.

Since the MX-80 won't interface

properly with just a three-line serial

port, my only alternative was to use a

parallel interface using the VIC's user

port.

VIC
SIGNAL

CBI

PBO

PBI

PB2

PB3

PB4

PBS

PB6

PB7

CM
LOGIC GROUND

JOY

JOY I

LIGHT PEN

PIN
ID

3 ft

RIBBON

B
CABLE

10

C 2

3

E 4

F 5

H 6

J 7

K e

L 9

M 1

N 16

4 14

5 31

7 1 1

PIN EPSON
10 SIGNAL

ACK

OATA I

DATA 2

OATA 3

DATA 4

OATA 5

DATA 6

OATA 7

OATA 8

STROBE

LOGIC GROUND

AUTO FEED

RESET

BUSY

AMPHENOL
#530665-3 8040

AMPHENOL
#57-30360

Fig. 1. A description of the parts and wiring

necessary to tie printer and computer together.

The only additional item needed to

tie the printer and the computer to-

gether is the proper cable. Figure 1

shows the details, wiring and parts

Address correspondence to Thomas Franks, 75

Fairview Ave., Wadsworth, OH 44281.
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needed. Use a low wattage (12-30

watts) soldering iron; strip only as

much insulation as is necessary to

make the connection; and keep the

connections clean.

The cable I used is three feet long.

Cables of more than four feet invite

problems in the form of signal degra-

dation.

You should be able to get the parts

from a local electronics store or from a

mail-order supplier for $12-$ 16.

The user port pins that the cable is

tied to are connected to output pins on

a 6522 integrated circuit in the VIC. In

order to control those outputs, you

need a program. It can be done from

Basic, using peeks and pokes, but this

makes programming text output dif-

ficult and listing programs next to im-

possible.

Listing 1 is a Basic loader program.

The data statements are a machine

language program. Machine language

is the native tongue of the micropro-

cessor chip inside the VIC. Basic is just

a big machine language program

whose job is to make programming

the computer easier on you.

This type of machine language pro-

gram is sometimes referred to as a

"wedge;" that is, you are wedging

your program between the Basic pro-

gram and some smaller program used

to get information into or out of the

computer.

In this case, the machine language

program is wedged between the Basic

language and the normal output rou-

tines of the VIC. When the VIC goes to

put a character on the screen, it has to

go through your program first. Telling

the VIC to do this, and setting the 6522

to do what you want, is all done by the

machine language program.

Type Listing 1 into your VIC. Care-

fully go over what you have typed,

correcting any errors that you keyed

in. Make a copy on tape (or disk) when
you're sure the program is correct.

When you run the program, a

message will appear. Write down the

SYS(####) that appears in the

message.

To install the printer driver, just

type the SYS command using the

number supplied by the loader pro-

gram. Your Epson printer should re-

spond by resetting, a procedure it goes

through when you turn it on.

Please note two things about the

number supplied by the loader pro-

gram. First, it represents the first ad-

dress of that part of the machine

language that sets everything up

You will have to enter this SYS com-

mand any time you hit the restore key

to get control of the computer, be-

cause restoring the computer disen-

gages your wedge.
Second, this number will be differ-

ent for VICs with different memory
configurations. This is because the

loader program automatically locates

the machine language in the highest

unused area of memory in the VIC it is

being used in.

This feature is important because it

provides maximum memory to Basic

and protects your driver from being

destroyed by Basic.

To turn on the printer, simply poke

a nonzero value into memory location

251. For example, type

POKE251,l:LIST

Your MX-80 should print a listing of

the loader program.

Listing 2 is a demonstration pro-

gram that will show you how to pro-

gram output to the printer. Bear these

facts in mind when using this VIC-

Epson combination:

1. There are certain characters that

the computer uses that the printer

cannot print, mainly graphics char-

acters.

2. Outputting lowercase characters

to the printer can be a problem due to

the fact that Commodore did not

chose to use a true ASCII standard

character set.

These two facts are why expensive

converters are available to interface

nonCommodore printers to the VIC.

There are some ways around this.

Upper- and lowercase can be handled

by software. This is illustrated by the

program in Listing 2. Program listings

can be solved by altering listings on

the screen and then sending them to

the printer. For example, the VIC
would use two inverted hearts to

show that the down cursor key is used

twice in a print statement. You can re-

place that with

[2DN]

Your VIC can't run a program writ-

ten like this, but it will list well on the

printer.

For those of you who are program-

ming with the HES Forth cartridge,

Listing 3 is two screens of definitions

that will run the MX-80 with this

same cable interface. The variable

margin contains a number used by the

variable width carriage return

(VWCR) as the total spaces inserted to

form the left margin. PON turns the

printer on, POFF turns the printer off.

Use PINIT to install the printer rou-

tine (again, disengaged by hitting the

restore key). When the word PON is

used directly or in another definition,

all output that would normally go to

the screen will go to the printer.

SCR # 1

O DECIMAL
1

2 lO VARIABLE MARGIN
3

< PRINTER DRIVERS )

42005 EXECUTE MARGIN 3 SPACES ; ( 42005=CFA OF CR )

' VWCR CFA 1/06+ ! ;

4 : VWCR
5
6 : NEWCR
7
8 : PRES
9
10
11
12 : PINIT
13
14
15
SCR # 2
O ( MORE PRINTER DRIVERS )

1

READY BEGIN UPORT 13 + C3
16 AND

UNTIL ;

O UPORT 1+ C!
25 O DO LOOP
8 UPORT 1+ C! ;

255 UPORT 2+ C! O UPORT C!

140 UPORT 3 + C! 8 UPORT 1+ C!

174 UPORT 12 + C! PRES NEWCR ;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
11
12
13
14
15

PEMIT READY UPORT C! ;

PON • PEMIT CFA I/O 2+ ! ;

POFF VRESET ;

Listing 3. Two screens of definitions to run the MX-80 interface cable with HES Forth cartridge.
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The Eagle:

A High-Flying PC System
Eagle hasjoined the flock ofIBM-compatible microcomputers
with the release of the PC-2 and the 1630. And, according to

author Ken Lord, it's hard to find fault with these new
machines.

By Kenniston W. Lord

Keeping with industry trends,

Eagle has released not one, but
two IBM-compatible microcomputers.
The advertising literature states pro-

minently, "The Eagle PC. . .Simply a
better PC."

The Makings of an Eagle

Eagle Computer provided two ma-
chines for review, each in three parts: a
keyboard, a system unit and a monitor.
The first system, the Eagle PC-2,

contains 128K of memory and two
320K floppy disk drives. At $3495,
this system includes EagleWriter (a

version of Spellbinder), EagleCalc (a

version of UltraCalc) and both the MS
DOS and CP/M operating systems.
This system costs less than an
equivalent IBM system.

The second system, the Eagle 1630,
contains 128K memory, one ten-

megabyte hard disk and one 780K
floppy disk drive. The unusually large
storage capacity of the floppy disk
drive gives the 1630 the edge over an
IBM PC-XT.
The Eagle 1630 costs $6995 and

comes with the same software as the
PC-2. Tables 1 and 2 show feature and

The IBM-compatible Eagle PC.
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cost comparisons for the Eagle PC and
Eagle 1600 series of machines.

Keyboard Fits

Identical keyboards are supplied for

both machines. The keyboard has 105
keys, all packed into a 19-inch width.
The touch is stiffer than the IBM key-
board's but is easy to adjust to.

Of the 105 keys, 24 are function
keys. Nineteen of the keys are located
across the top of the keyboard, above
the number row. The remaining five

lie to the lower right of the keyboard,
beside the "enhance" key, which
switches the display to reverse video.

Although some of the Eagle's func-
tion keys are dedicated to the software
that comes with the machines, the
function keys worked properly with
the IBM PC software that I used in
testing. Two software packages that

rely heavily on function keys—Word-
Star and a Basic interpretive com-
piler—worked normally.
The keyboard's cursor-control keys

gave me fits. The arrow keys aren't ar-

ranged in a diamond-like cluster, as

they are on the IBM keyboard. What's
more, the left cursor (backspace key)
often deletes characters rather than
simply moving the cursor one position

to the left. It was often easier for me to

use a program's control key sequences
rather than the cursor control keys. Pg
Up and Pg Dn keys are also conspicu-
ously absent, especially since both
commands are extremely useful in

word processing.

Two keyboard features, one good
and one bad, are noteworthy. On the
Eagle PC, the keyboard recedes into
the system unit (see Photo 1), thus re-

Address correspondence to Kenniston W. Lord, 45
School St., Winchendon, MA 01475.
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during the system's footprint. How-
ever, the keyboard's coiled cord must

be threaded through a small hole and

connected inside a covered plate in

such a way that the cord doubles back

on itself. This results in the loss of

about a foot of cord as well as an in-

jured hand.

Screen Scenes

Both systems come with mono-

chrome monitors. Although the moni-

tors' cabinets and power switches are

different, they are interchangeable.

The monitor can display 25 lines of

80 characters each. A character cell

comprises an 11x14 matrix, with

characters using a 7x9 matrix within

a cell. The color monitors can display

either medium- or high-resolution

graphics. Medium-resolution color

graphics use an 8x8 eel1 with a 5x7
character matrix, with a resolution of

320x200 pixels and four colors avail-

able. High-resolution color graphics

have a 9x14 character cell and a reso-

lution of 640x400 pixels with 16 col-

ors available.

The System Units

The Eagle PC system unit is 13

inches deep and 19 inches wide. The

1630, on the other hand, is as deep as

it is wide—a 24-inch table is required

to hold it.

The real differences are, of course,

on the inside. The Eagle PC has three

expansion slots, compared to the

1630's eight. The Eagle PC uses the

8088 microprocessor; the 1630 uses the

8086. My tests showed that the 1630

runs nearly twice as fast as the PC.

Eagle plans to make the 1630 a multi-

user system. It claims that when the

software becomes available, the net-

work will support 64 terminals.

The systems' interconnect capabili-

ties are also worth noting. Optional

ports are available to add hard disk ca-

pabilities to the Eagle PC or a second

hard disk to the 1630, to connect to a

local area network or to connect to a

videocassette recorder, which can be

used to back up the hard disk.

Software

EagleWriter, EagleCalc, MS DOS
and CP/M-86 are included with the

machines. (With some versions of the

hardware, the operating systems are

optional.) Eagle produces GWBasic as

an option.

Because of the three-level Basic

structure used in the IBM PC, IBM's

Basic and BasicA don't work on the

Eagles. Compaq's BasicA does work,

however, although Basic's softkey

designations don't appear on the Eagle

PC's screen.

An Important Point

The default drive in the 1630 is the

hard disk, drive A. However, funda-

mental software is loaded to drive A
through the floppy disk drive, drive C,

using special utility software that isn't

available to the user.

Don't be tempted simply to copy

IBM PC disks from drive C to drive A,

because although the system and com-

mand files have the same names, they

aren't the same.

Is the Eagle
All It Claims to Be?

It certainly is. The only real fault I

can find with the Eagles is their lack of

a type-ahead buffer. (A type-ahead

buffer lets you type while the comput-

er is doing something else. It stores

your keystrokes, then supplies them
to the computer as soon as it's ready

for them.)

The equipment is good. Because

Eagle is marketing its products as

business machines, the Eagle PC and
1600 series microcomputers should

become a formidable force in the

desktop computer market.

EAGLE PC SERIES

PC-E

Memory *

Microprocessor

Floppy disks

Hard disk

Monochrome
Monitor

Keyboard

Serial ports

Parallel ports

Expansion slots

Available slots

EagleWriter

EagleCalc

MS DOS-CP/M-86

Basic

Cost

64K

8088

IDS
320K

optional

optional

105 keys

2

1

3

2

optional

optional

optional

optional

$1995

PC-1

128K

8088

IDS
320K

optional

12 inch

720x352

105 keys

2

1

3

1

yes

yes

yes

optional

$2995

*Expandable to 512K on the system

Table 1.

PC-2

128K

8088

2DS
640K

optional

12 inch

720x352

105 keys

2

1

3

1

yes

yes

yes

optional

$3495

board

1620

Memory 128K

Microprocessor 8086

Floppy disks 2 DS
1.6M

Hard disk optional

Monochrome 12-inch

Monitor 720x352

Keyboard 105 keys

Serial ports 2

Parallel ports 2

Expansion slots 8

Available slots 4

EagleWriter yes

EagleCalc yes

MS DOS-CP/M-86 yes

Basic optional

Cost $4995

EAGLE 1600 SERIES
1630

128K

8086

IDS
780K

10M
12-inch

720x352

105 keys

2

2

8

3

yes

yes

yes

optional

$6995

PC-XL

128K

8088

IDS
320K

10M
optional

105 keys

2

2

3

optional

optional

optional

optional

$4495

1640

512K

8086

IDS
780K

32M
12-inch

720x352

105 keys

2

2

8

3

yes

yes

yes

optional

$8995

Table 2.
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Solution to a Serial Saga
Problem: Your New printer's parallel port doesn't match your

micro's serial port. Instead of buying boards or boxes, build your
own converter and create your own compatibility.

By Frank Sergeant

Why buy an expensive serial-to-

parallel interface when you can
save money by building your own
with the RCA 1802 microprocessor
and this circuit?

This article explains how to build a
simple, inexpensive serial-to-parallel

converter using a microprocessor. It

also serves as an introduction to build-

ing and programming dedicated con-
trollers and an introduction to ma-
chine language programming.

Once Upon a Time . . .

When I received my beautiful new
Okidata Microline 92 printer, I was
anxious to try it out. Unfortunately, it

comes with a parallel port, and my
computer has only a serial port.

There are several standard solutions

to this common problem. One is to

buy the expensive Okidata serial

board that plugs inside the printer
case. Another way is to buy the less

expensive serial-to-parallel converter
box that sits between computer and
printer.

Instead, I decided to build my own
converter, using a somewhat unusual
approach.

What the Serial Port Offers

The serial port on my Radio Shack
Color Computer uses three lines: a
ground line, a data line and a status

line.

The computer will not transmit un-
less the status line is high. The printer

must make this line go low when it

wants the computer to stop sending.

This is known as "handshaking."
The data line transmits a character

serially, a bit at a time. It uses the RS-
232 signal levels to represent zero-bits

and one-bits: a negative voltage be-

tween -3 and -12 V represents a
one-bit while a positive voltage be-

tween + 3 and +12 V represents a
zero-bit.

When the computer isn't sending
any characters, it marks time by keep-
ing the signal at the "one" level ( - 3 to
-12 V), thus sending out a steady
stream of ones.

When the computer is ready to send
a character, it first sends a "start" bit,

which is a zero-bit. Then it sends the
eight data bits, one after the other,

starting with the least significant bit.

Then it sends two "stop" bits, which
are one-bits.

Baud Rate HEX DECIMAL
Poke into $95 $96 or 149 150

110 01 FA 1 202
300 00 BE 180
600 00 57 87
1200 00 29 41
2400 00 12 16

4800 00 06 or 07 16 or 7
9600 00 01 1

Table 1. Color Computer baud rates.

The computer can be set up for var-

ious speeds, from 110 bits per second
(bps) or slower, to 9600 bps. (This

speed is commonly called the baud
rate.)

The default value for the Color
Computer is 600 bps. This can be
changed by poking different values in

addresses $0095 and $0096 (decimal

149 and 150). (See Table 1 for a list of
values for various baud rates for the
Color Computer.) It's important that

the computer and the printer both be
set to the same baud rate.

What the Printer Port Needs

Since the printer has only a parallel

port, it doesn't know what to do with
the serial data. The printer requires
that all eight bits (seven bits, optional-

ly) of a character be present, each on
its own line, at the same time. Then
the printer's STROBE line must be
brought low (briefly) to signal that the
data is ready.

The printer puts out its own status

line to say whether it's ready for an-
other character or whether it's busy.
The Okidata Microline 92 makes its

status line go high when it isn't ready
and low when it is ready.

This is just the opposite of what the
Color Computer needs on its status

Baud Rate

600

1200

9600

19200

SW1

off

off

on

on

SW2

off

on

off

on

Table 2. Switch settings.

Address correspondence to Frank C. Sergeant, 1410
W. North Loop #108, Austin, TX 78756.
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Circle 169 on Reader Service card.

PRODUCTS FOR ATARI" 400/800
FROM ELCOMP

BOOKS:

ATARI BASIC - Learning by Using

An excellent book for the beginner. Many short programs

and learning exercises. All important features of the ATARI
computers are described (screen drawings, special sounds,

keys, paddles, joysticks, specialized screen routines, graphics,

sound applications, peeks, pokes, and special stuff). Also

suggestions axe ™«rte t.r\»t challenge you to change and write

program routines.

Order #104 17.95

Qamas for the ATARI Computer
This book describes advanced programming techniques like

player-missile-graphics and use of the hardware-registers.

Contains many ready to run programs in BASIC and one

called GUNFlGHT in machine language.

Order #162 87.95

Programming in 6602 Machine Language on your PET+CBM
2 complete Editor/Assemblers (Source code 3 hexdump +

description plus a powerful machine language monitor

(Hexdump) ).

Order #166 819.95

How to program your ATARI in 6602 machine language

Introduction to machine language for the BASIC programmer

Order #169 89.95

SOFTWARE IN BASIC FOR ATARI

Invoice Writing for Small Business

This program makes writing invoices easy. Store your

products in DATA statements with order-number,

description, and price. The program later retrives the

description and price matching to the entered order*

number. The shipping cost and the discount may be

calculated automatically depending on the quantity

ordered or entered manually. The description to the

program tells you how to change the program and

adapt it to your own needs. Comes with a couple of

invoice forms to write your first invoices on to it.

Order #7201 cassette version 829.95

Order # 7200 disk version S39.95

Mailing List

This menu driven program allows the small business

men to keep track of vendors and customers. You can

search for a name or address of a certain town or for

an address with a certain note. 50 addresses are put

into one file.

Order #7212 cassette version 819.95

Order #7213 disk version S24.95

Inventory Control

This program is menu driven. It gives you the

following options: read/store data, define items,

entry editing, inventory maintenance (incoming-

outgoing), reports. The products are stored with

inventory number, manufacturer, reorder level,

present level, code number, description.

Order #7214 cassette version 819.95

Order #7215 disk version 824.95

Progrems from Book #164
The programs from book no. 164 on cassette. (Book

included)

Order #7100 829.00

Game Package
Gemes on cassette. (Bomber, tennis, smart, cannon
fodder, etc.)

Order #7216 - 89.95

dicrocw-*"**'

HO«

Microcomputer Herdware

Handbook (845 pages)

Descriptions, pinouts and

specifications of the

most popular micropro-

cessors and support

chips.

A MUST for the hard-

ware buff.

Order-No.

SI 4.95

29

Cere and Feeding, o\ the Commodore PET
Eight chapters exploring PET hardware. Includes

repair and interfacing information. Programming

tricks and schematics.

Order #150 $995

Payment: check, money order, VISA, MASIIH
CHARGf ,

l uroscheck;

Orders from outside USA add 15% shipping CA
residents add <> 5% tdx

"ATARI is a registered trademark ol A l AMI inc.

"VIC ?{) is .i registered trademark ol Commodore

SOFTWARE IN MACHINE LANGUAGE for ATARI
ATMONA-1
This is a machine language monitor thet provides you
with the most important commands for programming
in machine-language. Disassemble, dump (hex and
ASCII), change memory location, block transfer, fill

memory block, save and load machine-language pro-

grems, start programs. Printer option via three

different interfaces.

Order #7022 cassette version 819.95
Order #7023 disk version 824.95
Order # 7024 cartridge version 859,00

ATMONA-2
This is a tracer (debugger) that lets you explore the

ATARI RAM/ROM area. You can stop at previously

selected address, opcode, or operand. Also very

valuable in understanding the microprocessor. At
each stop, all registers of the CPU may be changed.
Includes ATMONA-1

.

Order #7049 cassette version 849.95
Order #7050 disk version 854.00

ATMAS
Macro-Assembler for ATARI-800/48k. One of the

most powerful editor assemblers on the market.
Versatile editor with scrolling. Up to 17k of source-

Code. Very fast, translates 5k source-code in ebout 5
seconds. Source code can be saved on disk or cassette.

(Includes ATMONA-1)
Order #7099 disk version 889.00
Order #7999 cartridge version 8129.00

ATAS
Same as ATMAS but without macro-capability.

Cassette-based.

Order #7098 32k RAM 849.95
Order #7998 48k RAM 849.95

ATEXT-1
This wordprocessor is an excellent buy for your
money. It features screen oriented editing, scrolling,

string search (even nested), left and right margin
justification. Over 30 commends. Text can be saved

on disk or cassette.

Order #7210 cassette version 829.95
Order #7216 disk version 834.95
Order #7217 cartridge version 869.00

GUNFlGHT
This game (8k machine-language) needs two joysticks.

Animation and sound. Two cowboys fight against

each other. Comes on a bootable cassette.

Order #7207 819.95

FORTH for the ATARI

FORTH from Elcomp Publishing, Inc. is an extended

Fig-Forth-version, Editor and I/O package included.

Utility package includes decompiler, sector copy,Hex-

dump (ASCII), ATARI Filehandling, total graphic

and sound, joystick program and player missile.

Extremely powerful I

Order #7055 disk 839.95

Floating point package with trigonometric functions

(0-90°).
Order #7230 disk 829.95

Leern-FORTH from Elcomp Publishing, Inc.

A subset of Fig-Forth for the beginner. On disk

(32k RAM) or on cassette (16k RAM).
Order #7053 819.95

Expansion boards for the APPLE

The Custom Apple Other Mysteries

A complete guide to customizing the

Apple Software und Hardware
Order-No. 680 $24.95

We also stock the boards which are

used in the book "The Custom
Apple ..." (barebords)

6522 I/O Board No. 605
EPROM Burner No. 607
8K EPROM/RAM Board

No. 609
Prototyping board for the
Apple II No. 604

Slot rvpsatar board for the Apple II No. 606
Order two hoards and aet the book fr«e !

COMING SOON t ORDER NOW I

A Look in the future with your ATARI
(Astrology and how to do your own horoscope on the

ATARI 800. Order No. 171 89.95
FORTH on the ATARI - Learning by Using

Order No. 170 87.95

$39.00
$49.00

$29.00

$29.00
$49.00

ELCOMP PUBLISHING. INC

53 Redrock Lane

Pomona. CA 91766
Phone: (714) 623 8314

Books

+

Software

for

ATARI

VIC 20

0SI

SINCLAIR

TIMEX

Hardware - ADD-ONS for ATARI

PRINTER INTERFACE
This construction article comes with printed circuit

board and software. You can use the EPSON printer

without the ATARI printer interfece. (Works with

gameports 3 end 4).

Order #7211 819 95

RS-232 Interfece for your ATARI 400/800
Software with connector and construction article.

Order #7291 $19.95

EPROM BURNER for ATARI 400/800
Works with gameports. No additional power supply

needed. Comes compl. assembled with software

(2716,2732,2532).
Order #7042 $179.00

EPROM BURNER for ATARI 400/800 KIT
Printed circuit board incl. Software and extensive

construction article.

Order #7292 $49.00

EPROM BOARD (CARTRIDGE)
Holds two 4k EPROMs (2532). EPROMs not included.

Order #7043 $29.95

B |

EPROM BOARD KIT
Same as above but bare board only with description.

Order #7224 814.95

ATARI, VIC 20. Sinclair, Timex and OSI

New - for your ATARI 400/800

Astrology and Biorythm for ATARI (cass. or disk).!

Order #7223 829 .95

1

Birth control with the ATARI (Knaus Ogino)
Order # 7222 cass. or disk $29.95

1

Books «- Software for VIC-20 (requires 3k RAM Exp.)

#4870 Wordprocessor for VIC-20. 8k RAM $19,951
#4883 Mailing List for VIC-20, 16k RAM $14.95
#141 TricksforVICs-TheVICstory Progr. $9.95
#4880 TICTACVIC $9.95
#4881 GAMEPACK I (3 Games) $14.95
#4885 DualJoystick Instruction $9.95

1

INPUT/OUTPUT Programming with your VIC
Order #4886 $9.95

#4896 Miniassembler for VIC-20 $19.95
#4881 Tennis, Squash, Break $9.95
#4894 Runfill for VIC $9.95

Universal Experimenter Board for the VIC-20
(Save money with this great board). This board

plugs right into the expansion slot of the VIC-20.

The board contains a large prototyping area for your
own circuit design and expansion. The construction

article shows you how to builJ ysur own 3k RAM
expander and ROM-board.
Order #4844 $18.95

Software for SINCLAIR ZX-81 end TIMEX 1000
#2399 Machine Language Monitor $9 .951

#2398 Mailing List $19.95

Programming in BASIC and machine language with

the ZX-81 (82) or TIMEX 1000.

Order #140 (book) $9.9!

Books for OSI
# 1 57 The First Book of Ohio $7 .95

#158 The Second Book of Ohio $7.95

!

#159 The Third Book of Ohio $7.95
#160 The Fourth Book of Ohio $7.95
#161 The F ifth Book of Oh io $7 .95

#151 8K Microsoft BASIC Ref. Men. $9.95

# 1 52 Expansion Handbook for 6502 and 6802 $9.95

#153 Microcomputer Appl. Notes $9.95

Complex Sound Generation
New revised applications manual for the Texas

Instruments SN 76477 Complex Sound Generator.

Order # 154 $6.95
Small Business Programs Order # 1 56
Complete listings for the business user. Inventory,

Invoice Writing, Mailing List and much more. Intro-

duction to Business Applications. $14.90



line. If these two lines were connected
directly together, the Color Computer
would send data only while the
printer was busy.

Somehow we must convert the se-

rial data sent by the computer (using

three lines) into the parallel data the
printer needs (using many more lines).

The Standard Approach

The usual way to build a serial-to-

parallel converter is to use a universal

asynchronous receiver-transmitter
(UART) chip and a bit rate generator
chip. A UART is designed to go both
ways—that is, to receive serial data
and convert it to parallel and to take
parallel data and send it out serially.

Driving a printer uses only the half

that receives serial data and converts
it to parallel.

A bit rate generator chip (sometimes
called a baud rate generator), such as

the MC 14411, generates the reference

frequencies needed by the UART. It

produces these frequencies by divid-

ing down a 1.8432 MHz crystal.

The Microprocessor Approach
The UART and the bit rate gener-

ator are specialized logic devices
dedicated to special functions. For this

application, they can be replaced with
a general-purpose logic device—a mi-
croprocessor.

Microprocessor chips are frequently

referred to as "computers." You cer-

tainly can build computers with them.
Actually, though, only a fraction of

such chips are used in computers.

INITIAL VALUE

START BIT

Microprocessors really are general-

purpose logic devices. Most of them
find their way into machinery of one
kind or another rather than into "com-
puters." They're general-purpose be-

cause, depending on the program, the

same microprocessor can perform the

functions of a UART or a bit rate gen-

erator or of many other dedicated

devices.

I used a microprocessor to perform
both the UART and the bit rate gener-

ator functions needed to interface the

computer's serial port to the parallel

port on the printer. This is a flexible

approach; changes can be made with-
out rewiring—just by changing the
program.

The 1802

I chose the RCA 1802, a CMOS mi-
croprocessor, because I wanted the

interface to use as little power as pos-

sible. CMOS devices draw little cur-

rent. I hoped to power it directly from
one of the pins on the printer's parallel

port to eliminate both the need for an
extra power supply and the extra cord
to plug into an outlet.

Lots of Registers

The 1802 has 16 16-bit registers, any
one of which can be used for data or

addresses. Or any of the 16 can be se-

lected to be the program counter (PC).

These registers are named R0-R15.
Either the high byte or the low byte

of each register can be addressed. Be-

cause of the 1802's wealth of general-

purpose registers, its instruction set

R4 (low half)

11111111

01111111

DF

X

FIRST (LEAST SIGNIFICANT) DATA BIT 10111111

NEXT DATA BIT

•i

••

•

••

••

LAST (MOST SIGNIFICANT) DATA BIT

01011111

OOlOllll

OOOlOlll

00001011

00000101

10000010

OlOOOOOl

Fig. 1. This shows the changes in the low half of Register 4 and DF (the carry) as the start bit and
then eight data bits of the character A are shifted in from left to right. Because of the way R4 was
initialized, DF containing zero is the signal that the entire character has been received.
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looks a little unusual, but it's

straightforward and easy to use.

Registers have one primary ac-

cumulator—the D register. Except for

incrementing and decrementing regis-

ters R0-R15, all operations on data

take place in the D register.

GHI R5 (get high) copies the upper
eight bits of R5 into D. GLO R4 (get

low) copies the upper eight bits of R4
into D. PHI R6 (put high) copies the

contents of D into the upper half of

R6. PLO R3 (put low) copies the con-

tents of D into the lower half of R3.

Carries, borrows and the lost bit in

left and right shifts go into the one-bit

DF register. This is like the carry flag

in most microprocessors.

The Q Output

Pin 4 of the 1802 is an output pin

that can be set (to 5 V) with the in-

struction SEQ (set Q) or reset (to V)

with the instruction REQ (reset Q).
Thus, the program can turn this line

on and off.

Q is connected to the printer's

STROBE pin. Since the Q line didn't

have enough drive power for this pur-
pose, I amplified it by running it

through an inverter (one-sixth of a

4049, also CMOS). That Q gets in-

verted by the 4049 is not a problem
because the 1802's program takes this

into account.

External Flags

The 1802 has four input pins—
EFT, EF2, EF3 and EF4. These pins
detect voltage applied to them; their

state can be tested by the program.
When a low voltage (around V) is

connected to an external flag pin, its

state is called "true." When a high
voltage (around 5 V) is connected to an
external flag pin, its state is called

"false."

The 1802 has a set of branch instruc-

tions that test these flag pins and
branch accordingly. For example,
BN1 (branch if not 1) takes the branch
only if EF1 is false (connected to a

high voltage); B4(branch if 4) takes the
branch only if EF4 is true (connected
to a low voltage).

Timing

Timing is the key to converting

serial data to parallel. The easiest way
to provide a clock for the 1802 is to

hang a crystal across two of its pins. I

used the cheapest crystal, the
3.579545 MHz color burst crystal. (It's

available from Radio Shack for $1.69.)

Since this frequency synchronizes
everything the 1802 does, and since



ioma

COLOR COMPUTER
SERIAL PORT
4 PIN DIN

Fig. 2. Schematic for 1802-based serial-to-parallel interface.

we know exactly how long the 1802

takes to perform each instruction, we
do not need a separate bit rate

generator.

Serial to Parallel in Software

The program must reconstruct, bit

by bit, the data byte sent by the serial

port. We will use the low half of R4 to

hold the byte. We start by initializing

R4 to all ones (hex FF).

The timing is handled by a time-

killing loop that loads a value in R5
(the low half) and then decrements R5
while it is not zero. The timing for dif-

ferent baud rates is handled by using

different starting values for R5.

Generally, the 1802 watches (listens

to?) the data line from the serial port.

This line is connected to EF3.

When a start bit occurs, the pro-

gram kills time for Vfe-bit. Then the

program sees whether the data line is

a zero or a one.

If EF3 is true, you have a one-bit. If

EF3 is false, you have a zero-bit. Of
course, the very first bit you sample

will be a zero-bit, since it's the start bit.

Shift this start bit into R4. Then kill a

full bit; this puts you in the middle of

the first data bit. Depending on whether

EF3 is true or false, you then shift a

one or zero into R4. This moves the

original start bit over one place. It also

shifts the least significant bit out of R4
and into the DF register.

Since you initialized R4 to all ones,

the ones will be shifted out of R4 each

time you shift in a new bit until, final-

ly, the original start bit (a zero) is

shifted out. When this happens, you

know you have your full eight bits of

data! (See Fig. 1.)

You have just converted the serial

data into a byte of parallel data.

Give It to the Printer

The printer's BUSY/READY (status)

line is connected to EF4. Once the

1802 has a byte of data ready for the

printer, it makes sure the printer is

ready by watching EF4. There is no

point in sending the byte to the printer

if it isn't listening.

When the printer is ready, the data

byte is latched to the printer through

the 1852 I/O chip. (There is a special

trick to this; I'll describe below.) Once
the byte has been latched to the printer,

Q is turned on and then off as the

STROBE signal to tell the printer you

have data for it.

Special Trick

I didn't want to have to add an extra

chip to this interface in order to have

some RAM. Ordinarily, the 1802 can

send data only to an I/O port from

RAM. If the data is in a register, first

you have to store this data to RAM and

then write it from RAM to the I/O

port. You cannot send it directly from

the register.

Here's how to do it without RAM:
Since the program fits easily into 256

bytes of ROM, we need only the lower

eight address lines. The upper eight

address bits aren't connected to the

memory (EPROM) at all.

Sure, you're wasting some of the

EPROM, but it's pretty cheap these

days. So you can put any data you

want into the upper half of the PC
without affecting the part of the PC that

is used to address memory!
Connect the 1852 latch to the ad-

dress lines so that whatever data is in

the upper half of the PC is sent to the

printer. Of course, the printer ignores

it until you pulse the STROBE line.

Sneaky, huh? It saves you a RAM
chip, though.

The Hardware

Fig. 2 shows the schematic for this

circuit; it consists of four chips: the

1802 microprocessor, the 1852 eight-

bit latch, the 4049 hex inverter and the

2716 (2K) EPROM. All of them are

CMOS except the EPROM. If neces-

sary for power requirements, a CMOS
EPROM could be used.

Only two of the six inverters in the

4049 are used. One of them amplifies

(and inverts) Q to give it enough drive

to activate the printer's STROBE input.

The other inverts the printer's BUSY/
READY output so it will have the

correct levels for the serial port's

READY/BUSY input.

The 1802's address lines are

multiplexed. That is, all 16 bits of the

address are sent out on only eight

lines.

First, the upper eight bits are put on

the address lines and TPA (pin 34) is

pulsed. Then, the lower eight bits of
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Circle 348 on Reader Service card

it
Extremely Useful pro-

gram for Microsoft Basic

USerS.
'

' Jerry Pournelle

"The User's Column"

Byte Magazine, April 1983

WE DO WINDOWS!
Spaghetti code is what many experts call

a beginner's Basic program which is all

tangled up and difficult to follow. The
Active Trace package will help you learn

how to avoid the pitfalls of structureless

programs. And if you already have a
program which is too confusing to follow,

or has an error which is hiding, relax.

Active Trace doesn't get confused. Active

Trace pops a window into Basic that lets

you see inside your program as you run
it. It will lead you through your program
letting you know variable values (all

variables or just those you specify) as
they change. In a form a novice can
understand, your program's internal

activity is presented on your screen, or

printer, or it can be saved on disk.

WE EVEN SAVE WINDOWS
For more advanced programmers,
creating a disk file of a program's
activity can make debugging virtually

automatic. If X = 42, and it shouldn't and
you can't figure out where you went
wrong, you can instruct your word
processor to find "X=42" in the activity

file created by Active Trace's Scope. The
line number responsible for you problem,
the line in wihch X became equal to 42,
will appear on your screen! You'll also

see a display of every other variable and
function value at that point in program
execution. You can then step backwards
through your program's "real time"
activity if the problem had its roots

elsewhere.

To order or request information

contact your dealer or

CALL TOLL FREE 800-358-9120 (US)
In California call 800-862-4948

Active Trace
Complete package includes Scope. XREF $79.95
mapping and documentation was

$125.00

Scope Separately $49.95
Only recommended for those who already Newly
own professional mapping (XREF) programs available

Documentation
Applicable to purchase

$12.50

Acttvf Tract is available for most MS-DOS and CPM 2,2
systems and supports the special features of Brand specific

versions of Microsoft Basic such as Basics on the IBM-PC.

AWARECO
ctive Software

P.O. Box 695 Gualala, CA 95445
(707) 884-4019

Active trace, Active software. AWARECO and Scope are

trademarks of A Ware Company—CPM is a trademark of

Digital Research-MS-DOS and Microsoft are trademarks of

[Microsoft Corporation— IBM -PC is a trademark of IBM Corp.

the address are put on the address
lines.

The 1852 is an eight-bit latch that is

connected to the address lines and
TPA so that the 1852's output lines al-

ways hold the upper eight bits of the

program counter. These output lines

are connected to the printer port's

data lines.

Only the low eight bits of the ad-

dress have any effect on the EPROM.
This is unconventional, but works be-

cause the program fits well within the

256 bytes that eight bits can address.

The EPROM's other address lines

(A8, A9, AlO) are tied high. Thus, your
program sits in the EPROM in the

256-byte block from $0700 through
$07FF, but this is the same to the 1802

as $0000 through $OOFF, or $0100
through $01FF.

The EPROM's A8, A9 and AlO can
be run through a DIP switch so they'll

be set manually to one of eight com-
binations. This allows you to pick

which of the eight 256-byte blocks of

memory is active. By using this

method, you could run any one of

eight separate programs, each sitting

in its own 256-byte block.

The 1802's EFT and EF2 are con-

nected to two DIP switches. These
switches are used to set the baud rate

to one of four possible rates.
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0700 7A REQ make STROBE* inactive
0701 F85A SET-BAUD-RATE LDI $5A assume 600 bps
0703 3C0D BN1 600-0R-1200
0705 F803 LDI $03 set for 9600 bps
0707 3D11 BN2 SET-IT
0709 F800 LDI $00 set for 19,200 bps
070B 3011 BR SET-IT
070D 3D11 600-0R-1200 BN2 SET-IT
070F F82C LDI $2C set for 1200 bps
0711 A6 SET-IT PLO R6
0712 F8FF GET-BYTE LDI $FF initialize
0714 A4 PLO R4 data byte to all ones
0715 3E15 WAIT-FOR-STOP BN3 WAIT-FOR-STOP
0717 3617 WAIT-FOR-START B3 WAIT-FOR-START
0719 86 GLO R6 pick up delay
071A F6 SHR divide it by two
071B A5 PLO R5
071C 85 KILL-HALF-BIT GLO R5
071D 3222 B2 GET-A-BIT
071F 25 DEC R5
0720 301C BR KILL-HALF-BIT
0722 3628 GET-A-BIT B3 ONE
0724 F800 ZERO LDI $00
0726 302C BR FIX-CARRY
0728 F801 ONE LDI $01
072A 302C BR FIX-CARRY keep paths equal
072C F6 FIX-CARRY SHR
072D 84 GLO R4
072E 76 SHRC shift in new bit
072F 3B3A BNF FULL-BYTE if the start

bit fell out
0731 A4 PLO R4 else save partial byte
0732 86 GLO R6
0733 A5 PLO R5
0734 85 KILL-BIT GLO R5
0735 3222 B2 GET-A-BIT
0737 25 DEC R5
0738 3034 BR KILL-BIT
073A BO FULL-BYTE PHI RO put byte in upper half

of PC and thus latch
it to 1852 and printer

073B F3 PRINTER-READY? BN4 PRINTER-READY?
073D 7B STROBE* SEQ make STROBE* active
073E C4 NOP
073F C4 NOP
0740 C4 NOP
0741 C4 NOP kill
0742 C4 NOP some
0743 C4 NOP time
0744 C4 NOP
0745 C4 NOP
0746 7A REQ make STROBE* inactive
0747 3012 BR GET-BYTE

Listing 1. Program for controlling your printer with an 1802.



If you need more than four baud

rates, combine this with the technique

mentioned in the previous paragraph.

This would allow 32 different baud

rates, or 16 baud rates with an eight-

bit serial character and 16 with a

seven-bit serial character.

The four baud rates I picked are

600, 1200, 9600 and 19200 bps. (See

Table 2 for switch settings for the dif-

ferent rates.)

EF3 is connected to the data line

from the serial port. EF3 is true when
a one-bit is being sent and false when
a zero-bit is being sent.

EF4 is connected to the printer's

BUSY/READY line so the program

knows when it may send data to the

printer.

The data line from the serial port is

diode-clamped to prevent the voltage

program line from going negative or

above +5V.
I recommend wire-wrapping this

circuit. It's easy to do and is forgiving

of mistakes. If you connect a wire to

the wrong place, just unwrap it.

Understanding the Program

The program is shown in Listing 1.

The far left column is the address

where the machine code for that line

sits. The next column contains the ac-

tual machine code in hexadecimal.

This is the data that would be burned

into the 2716 EPROM.
The third column contains labels

that are either explanatory or are

referred to by branch instructions.

The last column contains the program

in assembly language, sometimes fol-

lowed by comments.
First, REQ (reset Q) makes sure

you're starting with the printer's

STROBE turned off. Then, the section

from Set-Baud-Rate through Set-It

reads the two DIP switches that are

used to set the baud rate to one of four

possible values.

LDI (load immediate) $5A loads the

value $5A into D. BN1 (branch if not

1) 600-or-1200 branches down to the

600-or-1200 label if EF1 (connected

to DIP switch 1) is not true.

If EF1 is true, you might want 9600

bps, so LDI $03 puts the correct delay
value for 9600 bps into D. If EF2 isn't

true (and EF1 is), the BN2 Set-It

instruction branches to Set-It, where
PLO (put low) R6 saves this delay

value in the lower half of R6. BR is an

unconditional branch.

Through one path or another, the

program winds up at Set-It, where the

proper delay value gets saved in the

low half of R6.

The main loop of the program be-

gins at Get-Byte. That's what you'll do

over and over—get a byte from the

serial port.

LDI $FF loads all ones into D, and

PLO R4 copies those ones into the low

half of R4. Next, you test EFS, with

BN3 Wait-For-Stop branching in place

if you inadvertently come in during

something other than a stop bit. If you
come in during a stop bit or after

you've waited for a stop bit, you again

branch in place with B3 Wait-For-

Start until you detect a start bit.

Now you're synchronized with the

data coming from the serial port. Pick

up the delay for one-bit at the baud

rate selected. (Remember, you saved

this in the low half of R6.) Then, shift

it right with SHR, which has the effect

of dividing the delay in half.

This first time, you want to delay for

only half a bit. This puts you in the

middle of the start bit.

The Kill-Half-Bit routine works by

putting the V4-bit delay value into the

low half of R5, seeing if it is zero yet

with the instructions GLO R5 (to put

the current value of the counter into

D) and BZ Get-A-Bit (to branch if D is

zero). If the counter isn't zero yet,

decrement it with DEC R5, branch

back to check and decrement over and

over until it is zero.

At this point you branch to Get-A-

Bit. You're in the middle of a bit now,

so you sample EF3 with the B3

(branch if EF3 is true). Depending on

whether a one-bit or a zero-bit is being

sent, load D with binary 00000001 or

00000000. Then put that least signifi-

cant one-bit or zero-bit into DF with

SHR.
The whole point of that sequence of

instructions is to set up DF to equal

the one- or zero-bit being sent by the

serial port. Of course, the first time

you do this the bit will be zero because

you sampled EF3 during the

start bit.

Now that DF holds the proper bit,

put the value of the low half of R4 into

D with GLO R4. It started out as all

ones. Then, shift in to the left side the

bit in DF and shift out the right-most

bit into DF with the instruction SHRC
(shift right with carry) (see Fig. 1).

BNF (branch if DF is not true) Full-

Byte branches only to Full-

Byte if a zero-bit was shifted out of D
and into DF. This happens only after

we have shifted in eight data bits. At

that time, the original zero-bit (the

start bit) is shifted into DF. If you

don't have all eight bits yet, you'll

store your partially complete data

byte back into R4 with PLO R4. Then

you pick up your bit delay value from

R6, put it into R5 and kill a full bit's

worth of time. This puts you in the

middle of the next data bit, and you

branch back to get the next bit (BZ

Get-A-Bit).

Finally, when you have all eight bits

in D, the instruction at address 072F

branches you to Full-Byte, where the

received byte is put into the high half

of R0. R0 is used as the program

counter, so its high half is latched to

the 1852, which is connected to the

printer's data lines.

Since only the low eight bits of the

program counter are connected to the

EPROM, it makes no difference what

you put in the high half of R0 as far as

program addressing is concerned.

Once you've sent the printer the

eight bits, you have to tell it you have

done so. First, test the printer's BUSY/
READY status line with BN4
Printer-Ready?, which loops in place

until the printer is ready. Then pulse

the STROBE line by setting Q
(SEQ) and by killing some time with

instructions that do nothing but kill

time (NOP) and then by resetting Q
(REQ).

Finally, with BR Get-A-Byte, you

start the cycle over again.

Conclusion

Use this program and circuit as is

for a Color Computer/Microline 92

combination. It probably will work
unchanged on many other comput-

er/printer combinations as well. I'm

currently using it between the Micro-

line 92 and a terminal's auxiliary

serial port.

If your printer puts out a READY/
BUSY signal (instead of a BUSY/
READY signal), connect it directly to

the serial port's READY/BUSY signal

and to pin 5 of the 4049. Do not con-

nect the printer's BUSY/READY signal

signal directly to EF4; connect pin 4 of

the 4049 to EF4 instead.

The flexibility of the microprocessor

approach makes this circuit adaptable

to a variety of special situations. For

example, if your printer doesn't offer

the option of an automatic linefeed

following a carriage return, you can

add it in the software.

Just before the last instruction in the

program, test to see if the last char-

acter sent to the printer was a carriage

return. If so, load D with a linefeed

($0A) and jump to Full-Byte. Just keep

the program within the 256-byte max-
imum. That shouldn't be too hard,

since it takes only 72 bytes now.i
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Buyer's Guide
To $6000-$ 10,000

Systems

This month, we conclude our buyer's guide focusing on the
big boys—systems in $6000-$10,000 range.

*

Manufacturer Model Dimensions On inches) Weight Drive Microprocessor

1

1Bit Configuration

Action Computer Enterprise

55 West Del Mar Blvd.

Pasadena, CA91105

Discovery 500 7V2 x 21 35 lbs. 6995 Z-80A 8- or 16-bit

Altos Computer Systems
2641 Orchard Parkway
San Jose, CA 95134

ACS 586 1G% x 18 x 6 33 lbs. 7990 8086 16-bit

Apple Computer, Inc.

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 95014

Lisa Keyboard—

27,o x 18 7
/, x 6%

CPU-13% x 187,o x 15%

48 lbs. 6995 MC68000 16-bit external data path

32-bit processor

Barrington International

738 Airport Blvd.

Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

E'Lite 10 x 6 20 lbs. 7995 Z-80B 8-bit

Billings Computer Corp.

18600 East 37th Terrace South

Independence, MO 64057

6000 System XII 20 x 16 x 17 87.5 lbs. 6740 Z-80A 8-bit

Blue Bird Systems
2120 Las Palmas Drive, Suite F

Carlsbad, CA 92008

Bluebird/1 16 x 12 x 17 under 100 lbs. 8000 Z-80B 8-bit

Callan Data Systems
2645 Townsgate Road
Westlake Village, CA 91361

Unistar 14 V* x 20V2 65 lbs. 9450 68000 16-bit

Centurion Computer Co.

1202 East Arapaho

Richardson, TX 75081

Microplus 11 x 21 V2 138 lbs. 8700 CPU 5/CPU 6 8-bit

Cheshire/Xerox

404 Washington Blvd.

Mundelein, IL 60060

Systems 744 7x9 128 lbs. 7200 Z-80A 8-bit

Codata Systems, Inc.

285 North Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Codata 3300 8 x 22 38 lbs. 7800-13,500 68000 16-bit

Compal
8500 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills, CA 90211

8200 Keyboard—
17V2 x 6 x 25

CPU—20 x 18 x 8

45 lbs. 10,000 Z-80 8-bit

Digilog Business Systems
Welsh Road and Park Drive

Montgomeryville, PA 18936

S-1800 13V2 x 21 V2 50 lbs. 6995 Dual Z-80A 8-bit

Durango Systems, Inc.

30003 North First St.

San Jose, CA 95134

Durango 16 x 28V2 65 lbs. 8250 8085 8-bit

Dynabyte

521 Cottonwood Drive

Milpitas, CA 95035

Monarch 8 x 19 x 21 41 lbs. 10,000 Z-80B and 8086 8-bit

I
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Apple's Lisa features a 16/32-bit configuration and up to 1M of RAM.

Memory Capacity

Disk Drive

Operating System

Hard Drive

Display Format Color InterfaceCapacity Size Capacity Size

64K-192K RAM, 4K ROM 20M 5V4
M CP/M, ACE'S DPC/OS 5M 5V4" Monitor not included N RS-232, Parallel standard

512K-1024K RAM, 4K-16K ROM 500K 5V4" Xenix (Unix V.7) 10M-40M 5V4" 132 x 40 N RS-232

1M RAM, 16KROM 860K 5 1/4" Proprietary 5M 5V4" 144 x 45 N RS-232, Parallel standard

256K RAM 1024K 5V4"or8" Proprietary 10M-105M 5 1/4" Monitor not included
•

N RS-232, Parallel standard

64K-576K RAM 720K 5V4" Proprietary 10M 5V4" 80 x 24 N RS-232 optional,

Parallel standard

256K-512K RAM 1.6M 5V4" or 8" SuperDOS 20M 5 1/4" 80 x 25 N Parallel standard

256K-1MRAM, 32K ROM 600K 514" Unix 21

M

5V4" 80 x 25 N RS-232, Parallel standard

64K-256K RAM, 2K ROM 1.17M 8" OS (CPU-5) 8M-40M 8" 80 x 24 N RS-232, Parallel standard

64K RAM, 4K ROM 920K 8" CP/M 10M 8" 80 x 24 N RS-232, Parallel standard

320K-1.5M RAM 1M 5 1/4" Unix 15 (Unix V.7) 12M-84M 5V4"

or 8"
Configurable N/A Parallel optional

128K-256K RAM 630K 5V4" CP/M 10M-32M 5V4" 80 x 24 N RS-232, Parallel standard

Dual 64K RAM 800K 5V4" TurboDOS 5M-15M 5V4" 80 x 24 N RS-232, Parallel standard

65K-196K RAM, 10K ROM 14M 5V4" DX85M, CP/M up to 14M 5V4" 80 x 24 Y RS-232 optional,

Parallel optional

256K-1M RAM, 16K ROM 800K 8" CP/M, Unix, Oasis,

MP/M II

19.000K 5V4
M Configurable N RS-232, Parallel standard
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The Grid Compass is a 16-bit portable that weighs only ten pounds.

Manufacturer Model Dimensions (in inches) Weight Price Microprocessor Bit Configuration
Eagle Computer Corp.

983 University Ave.

Los Gatos, CA 95030

Eagle 1600 13 V2 x11 % x 13 61 lbs. 6995 8086 16-bit

Gifford Computer Systems
1922 Republic Ave.

San Leandor, CA 94577

Model 321 14 x 17 x 18V2 180 lbs. 9990 8086 8- or 16-bit

Grid Systems Corp.

2535 Garcia Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043

The Compass 2 x 11V2 x 15 10 lbs. 8150 8086 and 8087 16-bit

I

Hewlett-Packard

11000 Wolfe Road
Cupertino, CA 85014

HP-1000 19 x 16 x 29 74 lbs. 8780 Z-80 16-bit

IBC Integrated Business Computers
21592 Manilla St.

Chatsworth, CA 91311

Cadet

Middi-Cadet

9 x 18 x 30

12 x 6 x 19

80 lbs.

30 lbs.

10,000

7495

Z-80B

Z-80B

8-bit

8-bit

Intecolor Corp.

225 Technology Park

Norcross, GA 30092

Intecolor 8354 13V4 x 19V4 x 26% 53 lbs. 6495 8080A 8-bit

Micro Five Corp.

17791 Sky Park Circle

Irvine, CA 92714

Series 1000 #1440

Series 1000 #1540

6 7
/10 x 15% x 16%

6 7
/, x 15% x 16%

33 lbs.

33 lbs.

7995

8995

Intel 8088

Intel 8088

16-bit

16-bit

Molecular Computer
251 River Oaks Parkway

San Jose, CA 95134

SuperMicro Series 24 x 12 x 31 Vt 145-170 lbs. 7995 Z-80A 8- or 16-bit

MUSYS Corp.

1752 B. Langley

Irvine, CA 92714

Net/Work 8816 24 x 24 x 8 50 lbs. 7495 Z-80, 8086 8- or 16-bit

NNC Electronics

15631 Computer Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

Model 80W

Model 820

Model 540

Model 520

17% x 11% x 18

%

17% x 7 x 24

17% x 7 x 18V4

17% x 7 x 18V4

80 lbs.

60 lbs.

50 lbs.

45 lbs.

7350

6150

8625

6995

Z-80B

Z-80B

Z-80B

Z-80B

8-bit

8-bit

8-bit

8-bit

Onyx Systems, Inc.

25 East Trimble Road
San Jose, CA 95131

Sundance II

Sundance

System 2000

C5001/MV

14% x 18%o x 14V*

14% x 18^,0 X 14V2

8V4 x 17 x 23

17 x 8 x 15

51 lbs.

51 lbs.

60 lbs.

30 lbs.

7590

6950

6750

8740

Z-80

Z-80

8088

Z-80

8-bit

8-bit

16-bit

8-bit
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SuperMicro64, from Molecular Computer, can support up to 1M of RAM.

Memory Capacity

Disk Drive

Operating System

Hard Drive

Display Format Color Interlace
Capacity Size Capacity Size

125K-512KRAM.8KROM 13.5M 5V4" CP/M 12M 5V4" 80 x 25 Y RS-232, Parallel

320K-1M RAM 1.2M 8" CP/M 21 M 5V4" 80 x 24 N RS-232, Parallel standard

256K RAM, 16K ROM 360K 5 1/T CCOS, MS DOS 10M 5 1/4" 320 x 240 N RS-232, Parallel standard

128K-4M RAM 270K 5V4" RTE A.1 16.5M- 5V4"

132M

80 x 24 Y RS-232, Parallel standard

256K-512K RAM, 1K ROM

256K-512K RAM, 4K ROM

4M

1M-2M

8"

5V4"

Oasis, MP/M

Oasis, MP/M

20K-160K 5 1/4"

20M-40M 5V4"

Monitor not available

Monitor not available

N/A RS-232, Parallel standard

RS-232, Parallel standard

8K-24K RAM, 22K ROM 1182K 8" File Control System Not

Available

80 x 48 Y RS-232, Parallel standard

128K-512K RAM, 16K ROM

128K-512K RAM, 16K ROM

1M

1M

5V4"

5 1/4"

CP/M

CP/M

12.8M 5 1/4"

19M 5V4"

80 x 25

80 x 25

Y

Y

RS-232, Standard

RS-232, Standard

64K-1M RAM 500K-1M 8" N/Star 10M-60M 5V4",

8" or

14"

Monitor not available N/A RS-232, Standard

128KRAM.4KROM Variable 5V4" TurboDOS 16M-102M 5 1
/4

M 80 x 24 N RS-232, Parallel standard

64K-1M RAM, 4K ROM

64K-1MRAM.4KROM

64K-1MRAM, 4K ROM

64K-1M RAM, 4K ROM

996K

996K

996K

996K

8"

8"

5V4"

5V4"

Oasis, CP/M

Oasis, CP/M

Oasis, CP/M

Oasis, CP/M

8160K 8"

19.584K 5"

39.168K 5"

19.584K 5"

80 x 25

80 x 25

80 x 25

80 x 25

N

N

N

N

RS-232, Parallel standard

RS-232, Parallel standard

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232, Parallel

•

192K RAM

64KRAM

64K-256K RAM

256K RAM

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

1M-1.6M

Not Applicable

5 1
/4

M
or 8"

CP/M, MP/M, Oasis

CP/M, Oasis

Business Basic,

MP/M-86

CP/M, MP/M, Oasis

7M-21M 5V4"

7M-21M 5V4
M

6M-18M 5 1/4"

14M-21M 5 1/4"

80 x 24

80 x 24

80 x 24

80 x 24

N

N

N

N

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232, Parallel
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The Sundance II supports three users under the MP/M and Oasis operating sytems.

Manufacturer

Paradyne Corp.

8550 Ulmerton Road
Largo, FL 33540

Plessey

17466 Daimler

Irvine, CA 92714

Model

PDS VIP

Dimensions (in inches)

7V4 x 17V2 x 16

6200

Quay Corp.

22 Meridian Road
Eatontown, NJ 07724

Sumicom, Inc.

17862 East 17th St.

Tustin, CA 92680

Tab Products Co.

1451 California Ave.

Palo Alto, CA 94304

Televideo Systems, Inc.

1170 Morse Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Model 910

Model 570

Model 936

Systems 830

1630

1650

830

5% x 19

7% x 17% x 22

6 x 16 x 18

7% x 17% x 22

20 x 22 x 27 V*

Texas Instruments

PO Box 402430
Dallas, TX 75234

Torch Computers Ltd.

50 Milk St.

Boston, MA 01209

Wicat Systems
1875 South State St.

Orem, UT 84057

Wintex Computer
528 Morse Ave.

Schaumburd, IL 60193

TS1602

TS806-20

System 300

Torch Microcomputer

System 150

13 x 19% x 19%

13 x 19% x 19%

13 x 19% x 19%

Weight

30 lbs.

65 lbs.

70 lbs.

40 lbs.

70 lbs.

125 lbs.

Price

6855

7660-11,760

8495

6295

9995

6995

13V2 x 22V2 x 14V4

7V4 x 17V2 x 16%

CPU-3% x 19'/10

Keyboard— 147, u x 18

65 lbs.

65 lbs.

65 lbs.

48 lbs.

50 lbs.

7785

8070

7500

Microprocessor

LSI 8086

LSI 11/23

Z-80A

Z-80A

Z-80A

Bit Configuration

16-bit

16-bit

Z-80B

6995

6995

35 lbs.

13 x 22 x 15

16 x 19 x 16V2

Wintex Model MT86

Wordplex Corp.

141 Triunfo Canyon Road
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

Model 80-3

17 x 20 x 20

18 x 17V2

55 lbs.

50 lbs.

9995

8088

8088

8085

8088

Z-80A

8-bit

8-bit

8 bit

8-bit

16-bit

16-bit

8-bit

16-bit

8-bit

TMS 99000

6500

9450

75 lbs.

56 lbs.

8540

9200

Z-80 and 6502

MC68000

16-bit

8-bit

16-bit

8086

Z-80
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Memory Capacity

Variable

256K-1M RAM

128K-768K RAM

256K-768K RAM

64K-768K RAM

256K RAM, 4K-16K ROM

64K RAM, 4K ROM

128K-512K RAM

96K RAM, 52K ROM

256K-1M RAM, 64K ROM

256K-928K RAM, 96K ROM
(nonvolatile)

64K-128KRAM, 2K ROM

208K RAM, 32K ROM

64K-208K RAM, 32K ROM

208K RAM, 32K ROM

128K-256K RAM, 2K ROM

Disk Drive

Capacity

640K

2M

1.25M

800K

1.25M

1M

630K-1.2M

630K-1.2M

630K-1.2M

Size

5V4"

8"

8"

5V4"

5V4"

8"

The Sumicon System 830 features a Z-80 microprocessor.

Operating System

MS DOS

RT11, RSX11M,
RSX11M

MP/M

CP/M, MP/M

MP/M

Hard Drive

Capacity

Not

Available

10M-40M

CP/M

500K

500K

1.2M

400K

616K

655K

128K

5V4
M or8"

5V4" or 8"

8"

5V4"

5V4"

8"

5V4
M

CP/M-86

MP/M-86

CP/M 2.2

CP/M-86

CP/M

DX10

5V4"

5V4"

5V4"

CPN (runs CP/M
software)

10M

20M

36M

8M-16M

Size

5V4"

8"

5V4"

5V4"

Display Format

80 x 24

Monitor not included

Color

N

N/A

Interface

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232, Parallel optional

5"

5M-10M

5M-10M

5M-10M

19.100K

20M

5M-43M

5V4"

5V4"

5V4"

5 1/4"

5 1/4"

80 x 24

80 x 24

80 x 24

640 x 400 pixels

132 columns x 27 lines

132 columns x 27 lines

132 columns x 27 lines

5V4"

or 8"

MCS and Unix

CP/M-86, RMX-86

FDOS, Gemini

10M-21M

10M-45M

10M-32M

Not

Available

5V4"

5V4"

80 x 24

Monitor not included

N

N

N

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232, Parallel
-

N

N

N

80 x 24

80 x 32

80 x 25

N

N

N

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232, Standard

RS-232, Standard

RS-232, Standard

RS-232

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232

N

5V4" 128 x 64

80 x 25

N

N

RS-232

RS-232, Parallel

RS-232

RS-232
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BOOKS

Rainbow Quest
for the Color

Computer
A computer fantasy for
young Color Computer
users. Rainbow Quest is

an adventure that
combines fiction and
programs. Readers must
cross the planet
Rainbow and master a
series of challenges to
succeed on the Quest.
Each challenge is a
program on cassette.
Included are arcade
games, puzzles, and
mazes. Book and
cassette sold together.
$24.97 BK7391 128 pp.

COMPUTER
CJUWIYAL

tfchui larib

IS,

Converting to Timex/
Sinclair BASIC
Convert programs to run on
your T/S 1000 or 1500. This
is a guide to translating
from other BASICs into
Sinclair BASIC. Fifteen
types of instructions are
covered. The T/S replace-
ment is given for each,
followed by a description of
its use and an example.
Much of the material applies
to the T/S 2068. $14.95
BK7396 206 pp.

1*80

Controller

Computer Carnival

For the TRS-80 Models I and
III. These sixty programs for
beginners will entertain and
educate. Children will find
mazes, word games, graph-
ics, puzzles, and quizzes.
Card games, logic tests,

word and number quizzes,
and letter guesses make
Computer Carnival a learn-
ing experience. The Carnival
Companion cassette of all
sixty programs is also avail-
able. Computer Carnival and
Carnival Companion $24.97
CC7389 Computer Carnival
$16.97 BK7389 218 pp. Carni-
val Companion $9.97 TP7389

40 Computer Games from Kilobaud
Microcomputing
Accept the challenge of some of the best games
Kilobaud has published. This collection has every-
thing from racing games and gambling to space
adventures and calculator games for a variety of
systems. Conversion instructions are given. $7.95
BK7381 148 pp.

JerryWO Dei Ph.D

TRS-80 as a Controller

Learn to control outside de-
vices with a TRS-80. This
book is an introduction to
interfacing, with simple, in-

expensive projects. Applica-
tions include controlling
lights and switches, building
a small computer, and sug-
gestions for more complex
applications. The book ap-
plies to the Model III and,
with minor conversions, the
Model I. $12.97 BK7394
192 pp.

TRSSO
DATA FILES

Introduction to

TRS-80 Data Files

Learn by doing with this
guide to writing a data base
manager. This book, with its

accompanying software,
takes you through a simple,
mailing list program to
teach you about sequential
and then random access
files. The construction of a
DBM and the techniques for
moving data to and from
disks are discussed. Book
and TRS-80 disk $24.97
BK7398 approx. 144 pp.

Annotated BASIC,
vols. 1 and 2
This two-volume set teaches
you the hows and whys of
BASIC programming. TRS-80
Level II programs are taken
apart and described in de-
tail. Each program is accom-
panied by documentation,
program annotation, BASIC
concepts and definitions,
and a flowchart.
Vol. 1 $10.95 BK7384 160pp.
Vol. 2 $10.95 BK7385 125 pp.

3t^s£
A Hands on Aj.

by

George
Young

The Selectric™

Interface

You can turn an IBM
Selectric I/O writer into a
letter-quality printer for your
computer. The Selectric
Interface gives you the
programs and step-by-step
instructions you need for
Selectric models 2740, 2980,
and Dura 1041. With slight
modifications, the
instructions will work for
various chips. $12.97
BK7388 124 pp.

BOOKS

TEXTEDIT

a complete
worcjproce^mg
system in kit

^3©m.

by
Irwin Rappaport

A WAYNE GREEN
PUBLICATION

Inside Your Computer TEXTEDIT
Find out what goes on
inside your machine. Inside
Your Computer explains
microcomputer circuits and
how they work. Topics
include chips, interpreters,
circuits, machine language,
binary numbers, algorithms,
ASCII code, software, and
what they all mean to the
computer. Includes many
photographs and
schematics. $12.97 BK7390
108 pp.

Build your own word proces-
sor with the TEXTEDIT kit.

This TRS-80 Disk BASIC
system is built in modules,
so you can modify them or
use only the parts you need.
Features include complete
editing, search, replace, and
count, and upper/lowercase
typing on an unmodified
Model I. Model III users
need the TRSDOS CON-
VERT utility to use the disk.
TEXTEDIT is compatible
with any major DOS. It

operates with one drive; two
drives or copy utility needed
to transfer programs to
system disk. Book and disk
package $24.97 CC7387

rKVJ«*'Zao

Some of the Best from Kilobaud
Microcomputing
Get the programs for your PET or TRS-80 that
readers chose as their favorites. Chapters include
detailed programming techniques, reviews, building
and interfacing, peripherals, and file structures.

"

Applications include word processors, data base
managers, and text formatters. $10.95 BK7311
223 pp.

TRS-80/Z80 Assembly
Language Library

Learn to use assembly
language on the Model I to
its full capacity. Two
TRSDOS-compatible disks
are included, with programs
worth many times the
book's cost. You'll learn
about TRS-80 hardware and
software, general Z80
routines, and TRS-80 utility
programs. Examples show
you how to apply the
information to your everyday
programming. Model III

conversions are given.
$34.97 BK7395 355 pp.
Disks included.

Kilobaud Klassroom
Learn electronics with this hands-on course. This
collection of electronics projects starts with
simple concepts and takes you on to building your
own small computer. You'll learn electronics
theory and get the practice you need to master
digital electronics. $14.95 BK7386 393 pp.

For credit card orders call toll-free, 1-800-258-5473. Or send your order on a separate piece of paper to: Wayne Green Books Retail Sales Peterhmnunh nh n-XA^ r* c.r*
™"f'

Ud
H
the b00k t,te

;
order number, and price. Postage and handling is $1.50 for the first bookT$1.00 for each addmo^al book For^ B

r
e
h
S" r

k
e

money order, or complete cred.t card information must accompany order. If you have questions about your order write customer sTrlicea! the above add?lss
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7400
Part No "Pini Price

SN7400N

SN7401N

SN7402N

SN7403N

SN7404N

SN7405N

SN7406N

SN7407N

SN7408N

SN7409N

SN7410N

SN7411N
SN7412N

SN7413N
SN7414N
SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
SN7421N
SN7422N
SN7423N
SN7425N
SN7426N
SN7427N

SN7428N
SN7430N

SN7432N

SN7437N

SN7438N

SN7439N
SN7440N

SN7441N

SN7442N

SN7443N

SN7444N

SN7445N
SN7446N

SN7447N
SN7448N
SN7450N
SN7451N

SN7453N
SN7454N
SN7459N
SN7460N
SN7470N

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

16

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

25

25

25

25

25

25

45

29

25

25

25

25

49

39

49

25

25

19

49

49

59

29

29

25

59

25

29

25

29

59

19

89

45

1 25

1 25

69

69

69

69

19

19

19

19

25

39

29

74LS00
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90

14
14

14
14
14

14
14

14
14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14
14

14

14

14

14
14

14

14

14

16
16

16

14

14
14
14

14
14

16

16
14

16

16

14

14

25
25
29
25
35

29
29

29
29

35
35
39
59
35
29

29
.29

29

29

35
29
39
55
35
35
29
55
75
75

75

25
25
29
39
49
39
39
39
65
89
39

55

74SOO

74S02

74S03

74S04

74S05

74S08

74S09

74S10

74S11

74S15

74S20

74S22

74S30

74S32

74S38
74S40

74S51

74S64

74S65
74S74

74S85
74S86

74S112

74S113

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

16

14

16

14

35

35

.45

45

39

39

35

35

35

35

35

35

45

89

39

35

39

39

55

249
55

55

55

CA3010H

CA3039H

1 35

1 35

CA3046N 14 1 35

CA3059N 14 2 95

( A3060N

CA3065E

CA MM

16 2 95

14 1 49

8 89

Part No "Pins Price

CD4000

CD4001
CD4002
CD4006
CD4007

C04009
CD4010
C04011

CD4012
CD4013

C04014
CD4015
CD4016
CD4017
C04018

CD4019
CD4020

CD4021

CD4022

CD4023
CD4024

CD4025

CD4026

CD4027

CD4028
CD4029

C04030

1 CD4034

\ CD4035

^^ (Mere

14 29

14 .29

14 29

14 1 19

14 29

16 59

16 59

14 29

14 29

14 39

16 1 19

16 .39

14 49

16 1 19

16 99

16 59

16 1 19

16 1 19

16 1 19

14 29

14 69

14 23

16 2 49

16 45

16 69

16 1 29

14 39

24 2 49

16 1 49

SN7472N

SN7473N

SN7474N

SN7475N

SN7476N

SN7479N

SN7480N

SN7482N
SN7483N

SN7485N
SN7486N

SN7489N
SN7490N
SN7491N

SN7492N
SN7493N
SN7494N
SN7495N

SN7496N
SN7497N
SN74100N
SN74104N
SN74105N
SN74107N

SN74109N

SN74116N
SN74121N

SN74122N

SN74123N

SN74125N
SN74126N
SN74132N

SN74136N

SN74141N
SN74142N
SN74143N
SN74144N
SN74145N
SN74147N
SN74148N
SN74150N
SN74151N
SN74152N
SN74153N
SN74154N

SN74155N

14

14

14

16

16

29

35

35

45

35

14 4 95

14 89

14 1 49

16 59

16

14

59

35

16 225
14 39

14

14

14

14

14

16

79

39

39

89

49

49

16 325
24 1 95

14 1 19

14 1 19

14

16

.29

.39

24 1 49

14 39

14

16

14

14

14

14

16

69

49

45

45

49

69

89

16 3 95

24 3 95

24 3 95

16 59

16 1 49

IS 1 19

24 1 19

16

14

16

59

59

59

24 1 25

16 59

74LS
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS181
74LS190
74LS191

14

14

14

16

14

16

16

14

14

14

16

14

14
14

16

14

16

16

16

16

24
16

16

16

16

16
16

16
16

14
16

16
16
16
16

16

16

24
16

16

55
55
79

89
39

39
39

39
39
49
89
59
49
59
59

39
89
79

59

59
1 29
69
69
69
59
69
69
69
69
69

1 19

1 19

1 19

1 49
69
69
69

2 95
89
89

74S114

74S133

74S134

74S135

74S136

74S138

74S139

74S140

74S151

74S153

74S157

74S158

74S160

74S174

74S175

74S188*

74S194

74S195

74S196
74Sr40

74S241

74S242

14

16

16

16

14

16

16

14

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

14

20

20

14

Number ol Pint ol each IX

(or easy Socket purchase

Part No "Pins Price

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS Digitalker

74S/PR0MS*

55

45

50

69

1 39

89

89

55

99

99

99

99

2 49

1.19

1 19

1 49

1 49

1 49

1 49

2 25

2 25

2 49

CA— LINEAR
CA3081N
CA3082N
CA3083N
CA3086N

CA3089N

CA3096N

16

16

16

14

16

16

99

1 19

1 49

69

1 69
1 49

SN74156N

SN74157N
SN74160N
SN74161N

SN74162N
SN74163N

SN74164N
SN74165N
SN74166N
SN74167N

SN74170N
SN74172N

SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N
SN74177N
SN74179N
SN74180N
SN74181N
SN74182N
SN74184N
SN74185N
SN74190N
SN74191N
SN74192N
SN74193N
SN74194N

SN74195N
SN74196N

SN74197N

SN74198N

SN74199N
SN74221N
SN74251N

SN74276N
SN74279N
SN74283N

SN74284N
SN74285N
SN74365N
SN74366N
SN74367N
SN74368N
SN74390N
SN74393N

16

16

16

16

16

16

14

16

16

16

16

24

16

16

16

14

14

16

14

24

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

14

14

24

24

16

16

20

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

14

59

.59

69

69

69

69

69

69

89

2 95

1 29

4 95

69

69

69

69

69

1 49

69

1 95

1 19

2 49

2 49

69

69

69

69

69

69

89

89

1.19

1.19

1 19

79

2 49

79

1 49

2 95

2 95

55

55

55

55

1 49

1 49

74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS279
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS298
74LS352
74LS353
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS375
74LS386
74LS393
74LS399
74LS670
81LS95
81LS97

16
16

16

16

14
16

20

20
14
14

20

20

16
16

16

16

16

16

16

14

14

20
16

16

14

14

16

16

16

16

16
16

16

20
20
16
14

14

16
16

20
20

79

79

69
69
79

89
1 09
1 09
1 09
1 09
1 49
1 49
1.09

1.09

1 09
59

59
59

59
59
69

1 49
49
69
89
79

89
1.29

1 29
49
49
49
49

1 49
1 49
69
45

1 19

1 49
1 49
1.49

1 49

74S243

74S244

74S251

74S253

74S257

74S258

74S260

74S280

74S287*

74S288"

74S373

74S374

74S387'

74S471*

74S472*

74S473*

74S474*

74S475'

74S570*

74S571*

74S572*

74S573*

74S940

74S941

14

20

16

16

16

16

14

14

16

16

20

20

16

20

20

20

24

24

16

16

18

18

20

20

2 49

2 49

19

19

19

19

19

1 95

1 95

1 95

2 49

2 49

1 95

595
4 95

4 95

4 95

4 95

295
295
4 95

4 95

2 49

2 49

CA3130E

CA3140E

CA3160H
CA3162E
CA3189E

CA3401N

CA360ON

8

8

16

16

14

14

89

79

1 95

6 95

1 59

59

395

in Catalog)

on- CMOS C04098 16 1 95

CD4506

CD4507

16

14

1 19

CD4040 16 1 19 1 19

C04041 14 1 19 CD4508 24 395

C04042 16 89 CD4510 16 1 29

CD4043 16 • 79 CD4511 16 1.19

CD4044 16 79 CD4512 16 1 19

CD4046 16 1 19 CD4514 24 2 49

C04047 14 1 29 C04515 24 249

CD4048 16 59 C04516 16 1 19

CD4049 16 .39 C04518 16 1.19

CD4050 16 39 C04519 16 59

C04051 16 99 C04520 16 1 19

CO4052 16 99 C04526 16 1 49

CD4053 16 99 CD4528 16 1 49

CD4056 16 2 95 CD4529 16 1 69

CD4059 24 795 CD4543 16 1 95

CD4060 16 1 49 C04562 14 695

CD4066 14 59 CD4566 16 1 39

C04068 14 39 CD4583 16 2 49

C04069 14 29 CD4584 14 69

CD4070 14 39 C04723 16 1 19

CD4071 14 29 C04724 16 1 19

CD4072 14 29 MC 14409 16 1395

CD4073 14 29 MC14410 16 13 95

CD4075 14 29 MC14411 24 11 95

CD4076 16 1 19 MC14412 16 13 95

C04078 14 49 MC14419 16 7 95

CD4081 14 .29 MC14433 24 13 95

CD4082 14 29 MC 14538 16 1 19

CD4093 14 49 MC 14541 14 1 19

PartNe.

CDP1802
MCS6502
MCS6502B
MC6802CP
6809
INS8035N6
INS8039N

INS8040N-6
INS8070N
INS8073N
P8085A

8086
8088

8155
8748

-MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS

-

• * Phis Function

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40
40
40

40

40
40
40

40

Z80
ZBO-CTC
780 DART
Z80-DMA
Z8OP10
Z80-S10/0
Z80-S10/1
Z80-S10/2
Z80S10/9
Z80A
Z80ACTC
Z80ADART
Z80ADMA
Z80AP10
Z80A-S10/0

Z80A-S10/1

Z8OAS10/2
Z80A-S10/9

Z80B
Z80BCTC
Z80BDART
Z80B-P10

Z8001

Z8002

Z8030
Z8036

CPU $2 95

MPU w/Ctock 5.95

MPU w/Clock at 3MHz 9 95

MPU w/Clock and RAM 7 95

CPU-8-bit (Internal Clock) 1MH* 14 95

MPU-8-brt (6MHz) 5 95

CPU-Sgl chip8-brl(l28bts Ram) 595
CPU (256 bytes RAM) . 9 95

CPU (64 bytes RAM) 29 95

CPU w/Basic Micro Interpreter 29 95

CPU 495
CPU 16 bit 5MHz 24 95

CPU 8/16 M 29 95

HMOS RAM I/O Port-Timer 6 95

HMOS EPROM MPU 24 95

Z80. Z80A, Z80B Z8000 SERIES
40 CPU(MK3880N)(780C)2MH2

Counter Timer Circuit

Dual Asynchronous Rec /Trans

Direct Memory Access Circuit

Parallel I/O Interlace Controller

Serial I/O (TxCB and RxCB Bonded)

Serial I/O (Lacks DTRB)

Serial I/O (Lacks SYNCB)
Serial I/O

MC68O0
MC6802CP
MC6809E
MC6821
MC6828
MC6830L8
MC6850
MC6852
MC6860
MC6862
MC6880A
MC68000L8
MC68488P
MC68652P2
MCMWire
MCM68764
SY6522

INS8080A

TMS5501
INS8154

8156
INS82C06

DP8212
DP8214
DP8216
DP8224
DP8226
DP8228
DP8238
INS8243
INS8245
INS8246
INS8247
INS8248
INS8250N
DP8251
DP8253
DP8255
DP8257
DP8259
DP8275
DP8279
DP8303
DP8304
DP8307
DP8308
DP8310
DP8311
8741

8755

$3 95

28 Counter Timer Circuit 3 95

40 Dual Asynchronous Rec /Trans 10 95

40 Direct Memory Access Circuit 9 95

40 Parallel I/O Interlace Controller 3 95

40 Serial I/O (TxCB and RxCB Bonded) 12 95

40 Serial I/O (Lacks DTRB) 12 95

40 Serial I/O (Lacks SYNCB) 12 95

40 Serial I/O 12 95

40 CPU(MK3880N4)(780C-1)4MHz 4 49

28 Counter Timer Circuit 4 95

40 Dual Asynchronous Rec /Trans 9 95

40 Direct Memory Access Circuit 12 95

40 Parallel I/O Interlace Controllef 3 95

40 Serial I/O (TxCB and RxCB bonded) 12 95

40 Serial I/O (Lacks DTRB) 12 95

40 Serial I/O (Lacks SYNCB) 12 95

40 Serial I/O 12 95

40 CPU(MK3880N-6)6MHz 9 95

28 Counter Timer Circuit 12 95

40 Dual Asynch Receiver/Transmitter 19 95

40 Parallel I/O Interface Controller 12 95

48 CPU Segmented 44 95

40 CPU Non Segmented 34 95

40 Serial Comm Controller 44 95

40 Counter/Timer & ParaHel I/O Unit 29 95

— 6800/68000 SERIES
40 MPU 295
40 MPU with clock and RAM 7 95

40 CPU (1MHz) External (Lxking) 14 95

40 Peripheral Inter Adapt (MC6820) 2 95

24 Priority Interrupt Controller 15 95

24 1024x8 brt ROM (MC68A30 8) 9 95

24 Asynchronous Comm Adapter 3 95

24 Synchronous Serial Data Adapter 5 75

24 600bps Digital MODEM 7 95

24 ?400bps Modulator 12 95

16 Quad 3 state bus trans (MC8T26) 2 25

64 MPU 16-Bit (8MHz) 49 95

40 General Purpose Int Adapter 9 95

40 Multi Protocol Comm Controller 24 95

28 Enhanced Prog Comm Int 9 95

24 64K EPROM (450ns) 24 95

40 Peripheral Inter Adapter 7 95

8080A SERIES
CPU

Part No

1103
4027
4116N-2
4116N-3
4116N-4
4164N 150

4164N-200
MM5261
MM5262
MM5270
MM5280
MM52902
MM 5290 3

MM5290-4
MM5298-3

•Pins DYNAMIC RAMS Price

40

40

40

40

20

24

24

16

16

16

28

28

24

18

20

28

28

40

28
24

40
40
28

40
40
20

20
20

20

20

20
40

40

INS1771-1

FD1791

FD1793
FD1795

FD1797
6843P

40

40

40

40

40

40

DSO025CN
DS0026CN
INS2651
MC3470P
MM58167AN
MM58174AN
C0P402N

C0P470N
IDM2909AJC
MM5369EST

18

16

16

16

16
16

16

18

22
18

22
16

16

16

16

1024x1 (300ns) 99

4096x1 (250ns) 2.49

16.384x1 (150ns) 1 89-8/14 95

16 384x1 (200ns) 169-8/12 95

16.384x1 (250ns) 1 49 8/10 95

65.536x1 (150ns) 6 95 8/49 95

65.536x1 (200ns) 5 95 - 8/44 95

1024x1 (300ns) 49-8/195
2048x1 (365ns) 49 8/1.95

4096x1 (250ns) MK4096 4 95

4096x1 (200ns) 2107 3 95

1101

2101
2102
21L02
2111
2112
2114
2114L
2114-2

2114L-2
2147
2148
TMS4045

16

22
16
16

18
16

18
18
18

18
18

18
18

16.384x1 (150ns)

16.384x1 (200ns)

16.384x1 (250ns)

8192x1 (200ns)

STATIC RAMS

1 89-8/14 95
1 69-8/12 95
1 49-8/10 95

1 69

IMS40L47-45 20

5101
MM5257
HM6116P-3
HM6116-4
HM6116LP-4
HM6264P-15
27LS00
7489
74C920
74C921
74C929
74C930
74S189
74S200
74S206
74S289
82S10
82S25

2?

18

24

24

24
28
16

16

22

18

16
18

16

16

16

16
16

16

256x1
256x4
1024x1
1024x1
256x4
256x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
4096x1
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
256x4
4096x1
2048x8
?048x8
2048x8
8192x8
256x1

16x4

256x4
256x4
1024x1

1024x1
16x4

256x1
256x1

16x4
1024x1
16x4

(650ns) 1 49
(450ns) 8101 2 49
(350ns) 89
(450ns) LP 149
(450ns) 81 11 2 95
(450ns) MOS 195
(450ns) 149 8/9 95
(450ns) L P 1 95 8/13 95
(200ns) 1 75 8/11 95

(200ns) LP 2 25-8/14 95
(70ns) 4 95
(70ns) 4 95

(450ns) 395
(450ns) 295
(450ns) CMOS 2 95
(450ns) 4044 4 95

(150ns) CMOS 5 95

(200ns) CMOS 4 95

(200ns) L P CMOS 5 49

(150ns) CMOS 39 95

(80ns) LP 9 95

(50ns)3101 2 25

(250ns) 395
(250ns) CMOS 3 95
(250ns) CMOS (6501) 3 95
(250ns) CMOS (6518) 3 95

(35ns) 93405 195
3 95
395
2 25
395
2 25

(80ns) 93410
(60ns) 93411
(35ns) 3101
(50ns) OC (93415)
(50ns) C (74S289)

PROMS /EPROMS

2 95

Synchronous Data Interlace (SIRC) 14 95

128 Byte RAM 16-Bil I/O 13 95

RAM with I/O Port and Timer 6 95

Octal D Flip Flop Tn State (74C374) 2 49

8 bit Input/Output (74S412) 2 25

Prionty Interrupt Control 2 95

Bi- Directional Bus Driver 195

Clock Generator/Driver 2 25

Bus Driver 2 25

System Cont /Bus Driver (74S428) 3 49

System Controller ( 74S438) 4 49

I/O Expander for 48 Series 3 95

16-Key Keyboard Encoder (/4C922) 4 49

20 Key Keyboard Encoder (74C923) 4 95

Display Controller (74C911) 8 95

Display Controller (74C91 2) 8 95

Asyn Comm Element 10 95

Prog Comm I/O (USART) 4 49

Prog Interval Timer 6 95

Prog Penpherall/0(PP1) 4 49

Prog DMA Control 5 95

Prog Interrupt Control 6 95

Prog CRT Controller 29 95

Prog Keyboard /Display Interlace 8 95

8-Bit Tn State Bi Directional Trans 3 95

8 bit Bi Directional Receiver 2 95

8 bit Bi Directional Receiver 2 95

8 bit Bi Directional Receiver 2 95

Octal Latched Peripheral Driver 4 95

Octal Latched Peripheral Driver 4 95

8-bttUnrv Peripheral Interface 29 95

16K EPROM with I/O 24 95

DISK CONTROLLERS
Single Density 16 95

Single/ Dual Density (Inv ) 29 95

Single/Double Density (True) 29 95

Dual Density/Side Select (Inv ) 29 95

Dual Density/ Side Select True 29 95

Floppy Disk Controller ( 1 MHz) 29 95

- SPECIAL FUNCTION
8 Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ) 2 49

8 Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ) 1 95

28 Communication Chip 8 95

18 Floppy Disk Read Amp System 4 95

24 Microprocessor Real Time Clock 8 95

16 Micro Compatible Time Clock 7 95

40 Micrxontrollerw/64-digitRAM 5 95

and Direct LED Drive

COP402MN 40 Microprocessor w/64-digit RAM 5 95

& Direct LED Drive w/N Buss Int

20 32 seg VAC Fluor Drvr (20-pinpkg ) 3 25

28 Microprocessor Sequencer 7 95

8 Prog Oscillator/Divider (100Hz) 1 95

1702A
2708
2708 5

TMS2516
TMS2532
TMS2564
TMS2716
2716
2716 1

27160-5
2732
2732A-3
2732A4
27320-4

27580 A
2764-4

2764-3

MM52040
MCM68764
27128
74S188
74S287
74S288
74S387
74S471
74S472
74S473
74S474
74S475
74S476
74S478
74S570
74S571
74S572
74S573
82S23
82S115
82S123
82S126
82S129
82S130
82S185
82S190
82S191
DM87S180N
DM87S181N
DM87S184N
DM87S185N
DM87S190N
DM87S191N

24
24
24

24
24
28
24
24
24
24
24
24

24
24

24

28
28
24

24

28

16

16

16

16

20

20

20
24

24
18

24
16

16

18

18

16
24
16
16
16

16

18

24

24
24

24

18

18

24

24

?56x8
1024x8
1024x8
2048x8
4096x8
8192x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
4096x8
4096x8
4096x8
4096x8
1024x8
8192x8
8192x8

(lus) 4 95
(450ns) 395
(550ns) SM00246 2 95
(450ns) 2716 5 95
(450ns) NMC2532
(450ns)
(450ns) 3 voltage

(450ns)

(350ns)
(550ns)
(450ns)

(300ns)

(450ns) 21V
(550ns)

(450ns)

(450ns)

(300ns)

512x8(1us)
8192x8 (450ns)

16.384x8 (450ns) 128K EPROM
(6330-1)

(6301-1)

(6331-1)

(6300-1)

(6309-1)

(6349 1)

(6348)
(DM87S296N)
(6340) 4 95

6 95
895

32x8 PROM C

256x4 PROMTS
32x8 PROM T S

256x4 PROMOC
256x8 PROM T S

512x8 PROM T S

512x8 PROMOC
512x8 PROMTS
512x8 PROMOC
1024x4 PROM T S

1024x8 PROM T S

512x4 PROMOC
512x4 PROMTS
1024x4 PROM C

1024x4 PROM T S

32x8 PROM C

512x8 PROMTS
32x8 PROMTS
256x4 PROM C
256x4 PROM T S
512x4 PROMOC
2048x4 PROM T S

?048x8 (80ns)

2048x8 (80ns)

1024x8 PROM C

1024x8 PROM T S

2048x4 PROM C

2048x4 PROM T S

2048x4 PROM C

2048x8 PROM T S

-DATAACQUISITION-
DC10 Mostek DC/DC Convert +5Vto-9V
MC3470P 18 Floppy Disk Read AMP System

MC1408L7 16 7 bit D/A Converter (DAC0807LCN)

MC1408L8 18 8 bit D/A Converter (DAC0808LCN)

ADC0803LCN 20 8-bit A/D Converter ( ± 1 /2LSB)

6 95
14 95
995
4 95
5 95
4 49
695
795
695
595
2 95
995
14 95
4 95

24 95
59 95

1 49
1 95
1 95
1 95
595
4 95
4 95
4 95

(6305)

(6306)

(6352)
(82S137)
(27S18)
(27S15)
(27S19)
(27S20)
(27S21)
(27S12)
(TBP24S81)

(82S180)
(82S181)
(82S184)
(82S185)
(82S190)
(82S191)

2 95
295
4 95
4 95
2 95
9 95
2 95
2 95
295
3 95
9 95
1495
1495
9 95
9 95
995
9 95
1495
14 95

295
4 95
1 49

225
4 95
349
1 95
4 49
9 95

ADC0804 20 8 bit A/D Converter (1LSB)

DAC0806 16 8 bit D/A Converter (0 78% Lin
)

ADC0809 28 8 bit A/D Converter (8-Ch Multi )

ADC0817 40 8 bit A/D Converter (16 Ch Multi)

DAC1000 24 10 bit D/A Conv Micro Comp (0 05%) 7 95

DAC1008 20 10 bit D/A Conv Micro Comp (0 20%) 6 95

DAC1020 16 10 bit D/A Conv (0 05% Lin ) 7 95

DAC1022 16 10 bit D/A Conv (0 20% Lm ) 5 95

DAC1222 18 12-bit D/A Conv (0 20% Lin ) 6 95

LM334Z Constant Current Source 1.19

LM335Z Temperature Transducer 1 40

LM399H Temp Comp Prec Ret ( 5ppm/C°) 5 00

AY-5-1013A 40 30KBaudUar1(TR1602) 395

LOW PROFILE
(TIN) SOCKETS

1-9 10 99 100 up

8 pin LP

14 pin LP

16 pin LP

18 pin LP

20 pin LP

22 pin LP

24 pin LP

28 pin LP

36 pin LP

40 pin LP

16

.17

19

26

30

31

33

40

46

49

14 13

15 14

17 16

24 23

27 25

28 26

30 28

37 35

42 39

46 43

SOLDERTAIL (GOLD)
STANDARD
19 10-99 100-up

8 pin SG

14 pin SG
16 pin SG
18 pin SG

24 pin SG

28 pin SG

36 pin SG
40 pin SG

30

43

.47

53

69

81

1 09

1.21

27

39

43

.49

65

76

1.03

1.14

25

37

41

47

61

.72

97

1 08

LP

TrrmT
SG

rrrrrrr

ST

WW

SOLDERTAIL
STANDARD (TIN)

1-9 10-99 100-up

14 pin ST

16 pin ST

18 pin ST

20 pin ST

24 pin ST

28 pin ST

40 pin ST

29

34

38

45

49

69

99

27

32

36

.43

46

67

95

25

30

34

41

43

63

89

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
(GOLD) LEVEL #3

19 10-99 100-up

8 pin WW
10 pin WW
14 pin WW
16 pin WW
18 pin WW
20 pin WW
22 pin WW
24 pin WW
28 pin WW
36 pin WW
40 pin WW

49

65

65

69

89

1 09

1 25

1 29

1 59

1 85

1 99

45

62

62

65

85

1 05

1 19

1 23

1 50

1.75

1 89

42

59

59

61

79

99

1 15

1.18

1.45

1 69

1 79

$10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only

California Residents Add 6V* % Sales Tax
Shipping — Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance

Send S.A.S.E. lor Monthly Sales Flyer!

Spec Sheets — 30c each
Send $1.00 Postage for your
FREE 1984 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to Change

DT1050 i— Applications: Teaching aids,

appliances, clocks, automotive, telecommunica-

tions, language translations, etc.

The DT1050 is a standard DIGITALKER kit encoded with 137 separate

and useful words, 2 tones, and 5 different silence durations. The

words and tones have been assigned discrete addresses, making it

possible to output single words or words concatenated into phrases

or even sentences The "voice" output of the DT1050 is a highly in-

telligible male voice. Female and children's voices can be synthesiz-

ed. The vocabulary is chosen so that it is applicable to many pro-

ducts and markets.

The DT1050 consists ol a Speech Processor Chip, MM54104 (40-pin)

and two (2) Speech ROMs MM52164SSR1 and MM52164SSR2 (24 pin)

along with a Master Word list and a recommended schematic

diagram on the application sheet.

DT1050 Digitalker™ $34.95 ea.

MM54104 Processor Chip $14.95 ea .

DT1 057 -Expands the DT1050 vocabulary from 137 to over 260

words. Includes 2 ROMs and specs.

Part No DT1057 $24.95 ea.

*r— ilifliiiimgdilJL
Part No. "Pint Function Pric*

7045IPI 28 CMOS Precision Timer 14 95

7045EV/Kif 28 Stopwatch Chip. XTL 19 95

7106CPL 40 Vk Digit A/0 (LCD Drive) 9 95

FE0203D Vh Digit LCD Display tor 7106 & 71 16 19 95

7106EV/Kit* 40 IC. Circuit Board. Display 34 95

7107CPL 40 3V? Digit A/D (LED Drive) 1195

7107EV/Kit* 40 IC. Circuit Board. Display 29 95

7116CPL 40 Vh Digit A/D LCD Dis HLD 16 95

7201 IUS Low Battery Volt Indicator 2 25

7205IPG 24 CMOS LED Stopwatch /Timer 12 95

7205EV/Kit* 24 Stopwatch Chip. XTL 14 95

7206CJPE 16 Tone Generator 4 95

7206CEV/Kit* 16 Tone Generator Chip. XTL 7 95

7207AIPD 14 Oscillator Controller 5 95

7207AEV/KH* 14 Freq Counter Chip. XTL 1 95

7215IPG 24 4Func CMOS Stopwatch CKT 13 95

7215EV/Kif 24 4 Func Stopwatch Chip. XTL 14 95

7216AIJI 28 8 Digit Univ Counter C A 29 95

7216CIJI 28 8 Digit Freq Counter C A 24 95

7216DIPI 28 8 Digit Freq Counter C C 19 95

7217IJI 28 4 Digit LED Up/Down Counter C A 10 95

721 7AIPI 28 4 Digit LED Up/Down Counter C C 1
1
95

7224IPL 40 LCD 4 V? Digit Up Counter DRI '0 95

7226AIJL 40 8 Digit Univ Counter 29 95

7226AEv7Kit* 40 5 Function Counter Chip. XTL 74 9i

I3Q009 1983 INTERSIL Data Book (1356 P ) $9.95]

Mail Ord«r Electronics • Woridwid*

ameco
ELECTRONICS

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

1 2/83 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 592 8097 Telex: 176043

NEW
PRODUCT! 74HC High Speed CMOS
74HC00 14

74HC02 14

74HC03 14

74HC04 14

74HCU04 14

74HC08 14

74HC10 14

74HC11 14

74HC14 14

74HC20 14

74HC27 14

74HC32 14

74HC42 16

74HC51 14

74HC58 14

74HC73 14
74HC74 14

74HC75 16

74HC76 16

74HC85 16

/4HC86 14

74HC107 14

74HC109 16

74HC112 16

74HC113 14
74HC132 14

74HC137 16

74HC138 16

59
59
75

59
65
59
59
59
85
59
59
75

99
75
75
79
79

89
79

1 59
69
79
79

79
79

99
1 95
1 09

74HC139
74HC147
74HC151
74HC153
74HC154
74HC157
74HC158
74HC160
74HC161
74HC162
74HC163
74HC164
74HC165
74HC173
74HC174
74HC175
74HC192
74HC193
74HC194
74HC195
74HC237
74HC240
74HC241
74HC242
74HC243
74HC244
74HC245

16

16

16

18
24

16

16

16

16
16
16

14

16

16

16

16

16

16
16

16
16
20
20
14
14

20
20

99 74HC251 lb ay

1 19 74HC253 16 99

89 74HC257 16 89

99 74HC259 16 1 49

2 49 74HC266 14 1 19

89 74HC273 20 289
89 74HC280 14 3 95

1 29 74HC373 20 2 39

1 29 74HC374 20 2 39
1 29 74HC390 16 1 49

1 29 74HC393 14 1 49

1 29 74HC533 20 2 39

2 79 74HC534 20 239
1 69 74HC595 16 3 95
99 74HC688 20 3 19

99 74HC4002 14 59
1 39 74HC4017 16 2 19

1 39 74HC4020 16 1 39
1 09 74HC4024 14 1 59
1 09 74HC4040 16 1 39
2 95 74HC4060 16 1 39
1 95 74HC4075 14 59
1 95 74HC4078 14 . 69
1 95 74HC4511 16 2 69
1 95 74HC4514 24 3 79

1 95 74HC4538 16 2 39
2 49 74HC4543 16 3 49

74HCU04 is unbuffered All others are buttered

Programmable Array Logic (PALS)
Part No

PAL10H8

PAL12H6

PAL14H4

PAL10L8

PAL12L6

PAL14L4

PAL16L8

PAL16R8

PAL16R6

PAL16R4

•Pins Function **c*

29 Octal 10-lnput AND OR Gate Array (High Output) $3 95

20 Hex 12 Input AND-OR Gate Array (High Output) 3 95

20 Quad 14-lnput AND OR Gate Array (High Output) 3 95

20 Octal 10-lnput AND-OR-lnvert Gate Array (Low Output) 3 95

20 Hex 12 Input AND-OR Invert Gate Array (Low Output) 3 95

20 Quad 14 Input AND OR Invert Gate Array (Low Output) 3 95

20 Octal 16-lnput AND-OR Invert Gate Array 9 95

20 Octal 16-lnput Register AND-OR Gate Array 7 95

20 Hex 16-lnput Register AND OR Gate Array 7 95

20 Quad 16-lnput Register AND-OR Gate Array 7 95

I 30012 1982 NATIONAL PAL Data Book (176 P ) $5.95

Z4C00
74C02
74C04
74C08
74C10
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C85
74C86
74C89
74C90
74C93

14
14
14
14
14

14

14
14
14
16

16
14

14

16

14

16

14

14

35
35
29
35
35
69
35
35
39

1 39
1 95
79

69
1 95
39

5 95
1 19

1 19

74C-C/M0S
74C95
74C107
74C151
74C154
74C157
74C160
74C161
74C162
74C163
74C164
74C173
74C174
74C175
74C192
74C193
74C195

14
14
16
24
16
16
16
16

16
14
16

16

16

16

16

16

1 39
89

2 49
3 49
2 25
1 19

1 19

1 19

1 19

1 49
1 19

1 19

1 19

1 49
1 69
1 39

74C221
74C240
74C244
74C373
74C374
74C901
74C903
74C906
74C911
74C912
74C915
74C917
74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
80C95
80C97

16

20
20
20
20
14
14
14

28
28
18
28
18
20
16

18

16

16

1 95
1 95
1 95
2 49
249
59
59
59

8 95
8 95
1 19

8 95
4 49
4 95
5 95
5 95
69
69

TL071CP

TL072CP

TL074CN

8

14

79

1 39

1 95

LINEAR LM723N
LM733N
LM739N

14

14

14

55
1 00

LM340T-5 79 1 95

TL081CP 8 59 LM340T-12 79 LM741CN 8 35

TL082CP 8 1 19 LM340T-15 79 LM747N 14 69

TL084CN 14 1 95 LF347N 14 1 49 LM748N 8 59

LM301CN 8 35 LM348N 14 99 LM1310N 14 1 49

LM302H 1 95 LM350K 4 95 LM1458CN 8 39

LM304H 1 95 LF355N 8 1 10 LM1488N 14 89

LM305H 99 LF356N 8 1 10 LM1489N 14 89

LM307CN 8 45 LM370N 14 4 49 LM1496N 14 1 95

LM308CN 8 69 LM373N 14 3 95 LM1800N 16 2 49

LM309K 1 25 LM377N 14 1 95 LM1871N 18 2 95

LM310CN 8 1 75 LM380N 14 89 LM1872N 18 3 25

LM311CN 8 69 LM381N 14 1 79 LM1877N-9 14 2 49

LM312H 2 49 LM382N 14 1 39 LM1889N 18 2 25

LM317T 1 19 LM384N 14 1 79 LM1896N 14 2 95

LM317K 3 95 LM386N 3 8 89 LM2002T 1 95

LM318CN 8 1 95 TL494CN 16 3 95 LM3189N 16 1 59

LM319N 14 1 95 TL496CP 8 1 19 LM3900N 14 59

LM320K 5 1 35 NE531V 8 295 LM3905CN 8 1 19

LM320K 12 1 35 NE544N 14 295 LM3909N 8 99

LM320K 15 1 35 NE550A 14 1 95 LM3914N 18 2 95

LM320T 5 89 NE555V 8 35 LM3915N 18 295

LM320T 12 89 LM556N 14 69 LM3916N 18 2 95

LM320T 15 89 NE564N 16 2 95 RC4136N 14 1 25

LM323K 595 LM565N 14 1 19 RC4151NB 8 1 95

LM324N 14 59 LM566CN 8 1 49 RC4194TK 4 49

LM337T 1 95 LM567V 8 99 NE5532 8 2 49

LM338K 6 95 NE570N 16 3 95 NE5534 8 1 69

LM339N 14 69 LM703CN 8 1 19 ICL8038B 14 3 95

LM340K-5 1 35 LM709N 14 49 LM13080N 8 1 19

LM340K-12 1 35 LM710N 14 69 LM13600N 16 1 19

LM340K 1b 1 35 LM711N 14 79 MORE AVAILABLE

30003 1982 Nat. Linear Data Book 1 1952 pgs 1
$11.95

Circle 41 on Reader Service card.
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DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214)271-3538

32K S-100 EPROM CARD
PRICE CUT!

$59.95

SPECIAL: 2716 EPROM s (450

KIT FEATURES
1 Uses +5V only 2716 (2Kx8) EPROM s

2 Allows up to 32K of software on line'

3 IEEE S-100 Compatible

4 Addressable as two independent 16K
blocks

5 Cromemco extended or Northstar bank
select

6 On board wait state circuitry if needed

USES 2716s

Blank PC Board - $34

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $30

NS) Are $4.95 Ea With Above Kit.

7 Any or all EPROM locations can be
disabled

8 Double sided PC board solder-masked

silk-screened

9 Gold plated contact fingers

10 Unselected EPROMs automatically

powered down for low power
11 Fully bufferod and bypassed
12 Easy and quick to assemble

256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR!
US ££±i TH,S BOARD THE "LIGHT-SPEED-100" BECAUSE IT OFFERSAN ASTOUNDING INCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCEWHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

FEATURES:
* 256K on board, using 5V 64K
DRAMS.

» Uses new Intel 8203-1 LSI Memory
Controller.
Requires only 4 Dip Switch Selectable
I/O Ports.

* Runs on 8080 or Z80 S100 machines.
Up to 8 LS-100 boards can be run
together for 2 Meg. of On Line Solid
State Disk Storage.

' Provisions for Battery back-up.
' Software to mate the LS-100 to your
CP/M* 2.2 DOS is supplied.

» The LS-100 provides an increase in
speed of up to 7 to 10 times on Disk
Intensive Software.

' Compare our price! You could pay
up to 3 times as much for similar
boards.

ADD $50 FOR A & T KIT.

BLANK PCB
(WITH CP/M* 2.2

PATCHES ON DISK)

*6995 $39900
# Ls-100 (FULL 256K KIT)

THE NEW ZRT-80
CRT TERMINAL BOARD!

A LOW COST Z-80 BASED SINGLE BOARD THAT ONLY NEEDS AN
ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPL Y, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKEACOMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE, OR
WITH A MODEM FOR USE WITHANY OF THE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER
SERVICES.
FEATURES:
* Uses a Z80A and 6845 CRT

Controller for powerful video
capabilities.

* RS232 at 16 BAUD Rates from 75
to 19,200.

* 24 x 80 standard format (60 Hz).
* Optional formats from 24 x 80

(50 Hz) to 64 lines x 96 characters
(60 Hz).

* Higher density formats require up to
3 additional 2K x 8 6116 RAMS.

* Uses N.S. INS 8250 BAUD Rate Gen
and USART combo IC.

* 3 Terminal Emulation Modes which
are Dip Switch selectable. These
include the LSI-ADM3A, the Heath
H-19, and the Beehive.

* Composite or Split Video.
* Any polarity of video or sync.
* Inverse Video Capability.
* Small Size: 6.5 x 9 inches.

ADD $50 FOR A & T KIT.
# ZRT-80

WITH 8 IN.

SOURCE DISK!

BLANK PCB WITH 2716
CHAR. ROM, 2732 MON. ROM

(95

SOURCE DISKETTE - ADD $10
SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADD $7.50

$129 (COMPLETE KIT,
2K VIDEO RAM)

64K S100 STATIC RAM
$199?S
NEW!
LOW POWER!

RAM OR EPROM!

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION

$55

SUPPORT ICs CAPS
$17.50

FULL SOCKET SET
$14.50

FULLY SUPPORTS THE
NEW IEEE 696 S100

STANDARD
(AS PROPOSED)

FOR 56K KIT $185

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $50

FEATURES:
* Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMt.
* Fully supports IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended

Addressing.
* 64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
* 200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makes
TMM 2016s as fast as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)

* SUPPORTS PHANTOM (BOTH LOWER 32K
AND ENTIRE BOARD).

* 2716 EPROMs may be installed in any of top 48K.
* Any of the top 8K (E000 H AND ABOVE) may

be disabled to provide windows to eliminate
any possible conflicts with your system monitor,
disk controller, etc.

* Perfect for small systems since BOTH RAM and
EPROM may co-exist on the same board.

* BOARD may be partially populated as 56K.

64K SS-50 STATIC RAM
$179°8(48K KIT)

NEW!
LOW POWER!

RAM OR EPROM!

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH

DOCUMENTATION
$52

SUPPORT ICs CAPS
$18.00

FULL SOCKET SET
$15.00

56K Kit $219

64K Kit $249

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $50

FEATURES:
* Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.
* Fully supports Extended Addressing.
* 64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
* 200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makesTMM 2016s as fast as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)

* Board is configured as 3-1 6K blocks and 8-2K
blocks (within any 64K block) for maximum
flexibility.

* 2716 EPROMs may be installed anywhere on
Board.

* Top 16K may be disabled in 2K blocks to avoid
any I/O conflicts.

* One Board supports both RAM and EPROM.
* RAM supports 2MHZ operation at no extra

charge!
* Board may be partially populated in 16K

increments.

32K S100 EPROM/STATIC RAM
NEW! FOUR FUNCTION BOARI

EPROM II

FULL
EPROM KIT

$80 00

AST EPROM
ADO $35 00

NEW!
BLANK

PC BOARO
WITH DATA

$39 95

SUPPORT
ICS

PLUS CAPS
$2300

FULL
SOCKET SET

IIS

Digital Research Computers
P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 271-3538

We took our very popular 32K S100 EPROM Card and added
additional logic to create a more versatile EPROM/RAM Board.

FEATURES: * This one board can be used in any one of four ways:
A As a 32K 2716 EPROM Board
B. As a 32K 2732 EPROM Board (Using Every Other Socket)
C. As a mixed 32K 2716 EPROM/2K x 8 RAM Board
O. As a 32K Static RAM Board

* Uses New 2K x 8 (TMM2016 or HM6116, RAM's
* Fully Supports IEEE 696 Buss Standard (As Proposed)
* Supports 24 Bit Extended Adressing
* 200 NS (FAST!) RAM'S are standard on the RAM Kit

* Supports both Cromemco and North Star Bank Select
* Supports Phantom
* On Board wait State Generator
* Every 2K Block may be disabled
* Addressed as two separate 16K Blocks on any 64K Boundary
* Perfect for MP/M* Systems
* RAM Kit is very low power (300 MA typical)

32K STATIC RAM KIT — S129.95
For RAM Kit A&T - Add $40

TERMS: Add $3.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 75C
handling. No COD. We accept Visa and MasterCharge. Tex Res. add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50, add
85C for insurance.

*TM OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.) WE ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.) THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE



THE 6809 UNIBOARD J5TM

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT
PERFECT FOR COLLEGES, OEMS, INDUSTRIAL

AND SCIENTIFIC USES!

64K RAM! DOUBLE DENSITY
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER!

BLANK PC BOARD

WITH PAL'S, AND
TWO EPROMS.

FOR 5-1/4 OR 8 INCH
SOURCE DISKETTE

ADD $10.

$39900

COMPLETE KIT!

FULLY SOCKETED.

ALL OPTIONS ARE
STANDARD. NO
EXTRAS TO BUY!

THE COMPACTA UNIBOARD ™: Through special arrangement with COMPACTA INC., we are

proud to have been selected the exclusive U.S. Mfg. of their new 6809 UNIBOARD™ COMPUTER
KIT. Many software professionals feel that the 6809 features probably the most powerful

instruction set available today on ANY 8 bit micro. Now, at last, all of that immense computing

power is available at a truly unbelievably low price.

UJ

c/> UJ

<2E

YOUR CHOICE OF POPULAR
DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS:

FLEX" from TSC
OS9™ from Microware

Specify 5-1/4 or 8 Inch

$149
$199

FEATURES:

• 64K RAM using 4116 RAMS.

• 6809E Motorola CPU.

• Double Density Floppy Disk Controller

for either 5-1/4 or 8 inch drives. Uses WD1793.

• On board 80 x 24 video for a low cost console.

Uses 2716 Char. Gen. Programmable Formats.

Uses 6845 CRT Controller.

• ASCII keyboard parallel input interface. (6522)

• Serial I/O (6551) for RS232C or 20 MA loop.

• Centronics compatible parallel printer interface.

(6522)

• Buss expansion interface with DMA channel.

(6844)

• Dual timer for real time clock application.

• Powerful on board system monitor (2732).

Features commands such as Go To, Alter, Fill, Move, Display, or Test Memory. Also Read

and Write Sectors. Boot Normal, Unknown, and General Flex
1

PC BOARD IS

DOUBLE SIDED, PLATED THRU
SOLDER MASKED, 11 x 11-1/2 IN.

, TM

Digital Research ComputersW (OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 271-3538

TERMS: Shipments will be made approximately 3 to 6 weeks after we

receive your order. VISA, MC, cash accepted. Add $4.00 shipping.

USA AND CANADA ONLY



Micro Software Digest presents capsulized software reviews from various computer-related publications.

Super Speed Reading

System Requirements: Apple II or II Plus; 48K RAM; ROM Ap-

plesoft; at least one disk drive

Manufacturer: Magnum, 21115 Devonshire St., Suite 337,

Chatsworth, CA 91311

Price: $149

Comments: As the review says, Super Speed Reading "takes good

advantage of the computer" to help the would-be speed reader.

Based on methods developed by J. Carson Kovar, the program

prompts you to move your eyes down a page of print as quickly as

possible.

The computer can also work as a timer with plenty of flexibility

so you can set your own pace. A metronome option is also

available, and you can check your progress at any time. Results

can be presented on a bar graph. Reader Service number 404.

(Reviewed in Softalk, September 1983)

Real Estate Models for the 80s/
Real Estate Investor

System Requirements: For Real Estate Models for the 80s: Apple

II or III with 48K RAM, DOS 3.3, one disk drive; or Apple III with

96K RAM; or IBM PC with 64K RAM, PC DOS 1.1, one disk drive;

or HP-125 with 64K RAM, one disk drive. For Real Estate Investor:

Apple II or II Plus; DOS 3.3; 64K RAM; one disk drive; 16-sector

VisiCalc

Manufacturer: Real Estate Models for the 80s is from Commer-
cial Software Systems, Inc., 7689 West Frost Drive, Littleton, CO
80123; Real Estate Investor is from Simple Soft, 480 Eagle Drive,

Suite 101, Elk Grove, IL 60007

Price: Real Estate Models for the 80s— $65; Real Estate In-

vestor—$129.95

Comments: Real Estate is a perennial investment favorite, and
now there are two new programs to help you invest wisely. Real

Estate Models for the 80s assumes familiarity with amortization,

depreciation and interest. Sixteen templates are provided to run

with VisiCalc; topics include cash flow and equity return, tax con-

siderations and mortgage calculations. The review says this

package is excellent for "people who have a comprehensive
understanding of the real estate market."

Real Estate Investor, also for use with VisiCalc, is designed for

investing on a personal level. The templates analyze your
economic profile and data on a potential investment, which then

"allows you to make a more informed decision about a home or a

business." The two main systems of the package are residence

analysis and property analysis. Supporting income and expense

schedules also provide help. Reader Service number 414.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, June 27 andJuly 25, 1983}

Diversi-DOS

System Requirements: Apple II or II Plus; 48K RAM; ROM Ap-
plesoft; at least one disk drive

Manufacturer: Diversified Software Research, 5848 Crampton
Court, Rockford, IL 61111

Price: $30

Comments: Some DOS systems for Apple are hindered by their

copy protection, but Diversi-DOS has neatly sidestepped the prob-

lem. The designer has thoughtfully provided a utility to copy the

program onto a DOS 3.3 disk.

You are encouraged to pass it along to your friends, and if they

like it, they're asked to forward checks to the company. Prices are

even low enough to (hopefully) keep people honest. According to

the review, "It could be the best try-before-you-buy policy in the

industry." Reader Service number 408.

(Reviewed in Softalk, May 1983)

SpeedSTAT 1

System Requirements: Apple II, II Plus, or lie; DOS 3.3; 48K
RAM; two disk drives; printer

Manufacturer: SoftCorp International, 229 Huber Village Blvd.,

Westerville, OH 43081

Price: $249

Comments: SpeedSTAT 1 is a statistical report writer that

presents statistics "in a manner that is forgiving both of statistical

naivete and computer inexperience." The package includes four
different report types—raw data, data summary, one-way frequen-
cy tables and two-way cross tabulations.

SpeedSTAT 1 formats statistics to be printed 8V2 x 1 1 inches so

they are ready for report inclusion. The review opines that the pro-

gram's versatility "should appeal to researchers in a wide variety

of disciplines." Reader Service number 403.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, July 7, 1983)

Filefix

System Requirements: CP/M 2.2; 8080/8085 or Z-80 processor

Manufacturer: Digital Marketing, Walnut Creek, CA 94595
Price: $89

Comments: Filefix is a collection of disk-utility programs de-

signed to aid file recovery. Long and short disk directories are in-

cluded—both display the names of regular and erased files. Files

can also be renamed.

The package has a safety feature that changes erased names so

that they can still be recovered at a later date. Several other func-

tions are included. According to the review, Filefix has some
"clever, problem-solving approaches that save the user both time
and work." Reader Service number 401.

(Reviewed in Interface Age, May 1983)
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Microcomputer Circuit Analysis Program

System Requirements: Apple II or II Plus; 48K RAM; ROM Ap-

plesoft; at least one disk drive

Manufacturer: Spectrum Software, 690 West Freemont Ave.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94087

Price: $475

Comments: Put fun back into circuitry by computerizing the

drudgery—namely, building and testing design. Microcomputer
Circuit Analysis Program has a designer module and three

analyzer modules. According to the review, ' 'perhaps the most im-

portant is a program that allows the user to establish parameters

for the standard components that are used."

Circuits are drawn on the screen and then run through several

simulations. Circuits can be analyzed by ac, dc or transient

methods. The review concludes, "For many consultants and small

design groups, this extensive program will be a real godsend."

Reader Service number 405.

(Reviewed in Softalk, May 1983)

Home Finance Systems

System Requirements: Heath/Zenith H89, Z90 or H8; HDOS 2.0

with Basic; 56K RAM; 5V4-inch or eight-inch drives

Manufacturer: Jay Gould Software, Box 2024, Des Moines, IA
50310

Price: $89

Comments: As the review says, "If you've been wondering
where all your money goes, you may be a prime candidate for the
Home Finance System." HFS takes all your financial transactions

and separates them into three accounts—checking, assets and
credit.

Information can be designated as taxable or nontaxable. There's
even a feature that prints checks for you—the only thing HFS
doesn't do is sign the documents for you. Reader Service number 406.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, August 22, 1983}

Edit-80

System Requirements: CP/M; disk drive

Manufacturer: Microsoft, Inc., 10700 Northrup Way, Bellevue,

WA 98004

Price: $120

Comments: Edit-80 is a text editor for all Microsoft languages. It's

possible to both create and edit programs for Fortran, Macro, MS
Basic and others. Edit-80 creates an index file which makes loading

text files faster.

Editing is done both interline and intraline; an entire range of

lines may be adjusted as well. Recommends the review, "If you do
much non-word-processing text entry, this may be the one for

you." Reader Service number 409.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, August 22, 1983)

T/MAKER/III

System Requirements: a 2.2 CP/M system; disk drive

Manufacturer: T/MAKER Company, 1742 Willow Road, #206,
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Price: $275

Comments: According to the review, "T/MAKER/III integrates

many useful computer tasks into one package." Functions include
text editing, word processing, data management and spreadsheet
abilities.

Word processing features are extensive and include some print-

er abilities as well. Spreadsheet functions are also impressive and
T/MAKER/III allows you to store or print all information. As the
review asserts, "T/MAKER is a superb product." Reader Service
number 417.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, July 7, 1983)

Macro-80

System Requirements: CP/M; eight-inch, single-density, single-

sided CP/M disk format

Manufacturer: Microsoft, 10700 Northrup Way, Bellevue, WA
98004

Price: $200

Comments: If you have a CP/M 80-based system, Macro-80 could
be for you. The assembly language program can be used in con-
junction with higher Microsoft languages or by itself. Features in-

clude an assembler, a linking loader, a cross-reference utility and a
library management utility.

Macro-80 is designed for the sophisticated programmer, but the
review also observes that it "can serve as a simple, straightfor-

ward, assembly language product if you just ignore those features

you don't understand." Reader Service number 420.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, July 11, 1983)

Type Faces

System Requirements: IBM PC; PC DOS; 64K RAM; two disk

drives; Epson Series 80 or 100, IDS 460/560 or Prism 80/132 printer

Manufacturer: Alpha Software Corporation, 12 New England Ex-

ecutive Park, Burlington, MA 01803
Price: $125

Comments: Type Faces allows you to print large type characters

with your printer. After the text is copy-reduced, the results look

almost as if they were typeset.

There are 15 different styles to choose from and type can be

mixed on the same page (although not in the same line). Type is

usually two to three times larger than regular printer type—reduc-
tions look best at 70 to 50 percent. The review opines that although

advanced users may find some limitations, ' 'Type Faces easily ac-

complishes all that it promises." Reader Service number 416.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, June 27, 1983)

Soflok

System Requirements: IBM PC; PC DOS 1.1; 32K RAM; two
disk drives

Manufacturer: Olive Branch Software, 1715 Olive St., Santa Bar-
bara, CA 93101

Price: $150

Comments: According to the review, copy protection motiva-
tions "range from corporate security to simple possessiveness."
Soflok is designed for basic, personal protection. The program acts
as an interface between operating system and protected program,
which can be run normally but not copied.

Although Soflok cannot protect against bit copiers, it is still use-
ful for personal needs. If you market a product with Soflok protec-
tion, the company doesn't require royalty payments. Reader Ser-

vice number 407.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, July 11, 1983)

Kindercomp

System Requirements: Atari computer, IBM PC or Apple II Plus
with 48K and DOS 3.3

Manufacturer: Spinnaker Software Corp., 215 First St., Cam-
bridge, MA 02142

Price: $29.95

Comments: If you're in the process of raising a "state-of-the-art"

infant, Kindercomp will be of interest. The package consists of six
programs that teach children different aspects of numerical and al-

phabetical functions.

As the review asserts, the program is "equally valuable as 'door-
ways' for children to enter the world of computers." Wrong
answer signals are designed so that they won't intimidate. A string
of plusses accrues when the child catches on. Reader Service
number 410.

(Reviewed in COMPUTE!, May 1983)
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Easytext

System Requirements: IBM PC or compatible; PC DOS 1.1 or

2.2; 64K RAM; a single-sided, double-density disk drive

Manufacturer: Norell Data Systems Corp., 3400 Wilshire Blvd.,

Los Angeles, CA 90010

Price: $79.95

Comments: Easytext works best in conjunction with the IBM PC
EDLIN text editor. Together, the two programs perform most of

the duties of an ideal word processor. Easytext divides and spaces

your document, specifies headings and footnotes, and numbers

pages.

You can perform many printer functions, such as underlining

and overprinting—there's 56 functions in all. The review sums up,

Easytext is "useful, economical, usable and trouble free." Reader

Service number 419.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, July 18, 1983)

Research Assistant

System Requirements: VIC-20; at least 8K RAM; a Commodore

disk drive; printer

Manufacturer: TOTL Software, Box 4742, Walnut Creek, CA
94596

Price: $25

Comments: Students take note—and you can now do so on a

VIC-20 with cassette tape and later assemble indexes and files.

Research Assistant allows you to create a data file of notes and to

cross-reference your information.

The program supports a function that allows any portion of the

files or cross-reference to be printed along with bibliographic refer-

ences and keywords and dates. According to the review, the cross-

reference function far surpasses anything that can be done by

hand, and the "ability to organize the data is amazing." Reader Ser-

vice number 411.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, August 22, 1983)

Check Book

System Requirements: Timex/Sinclair 1000 or Sinclair ZX-81;

16K RAM; cassette player/recorder

Manufacturer: American Micro Products, Inc., 705 North

Bowser St., Richardson, TX 75081

Price: $17.95

Comments: Check Book not only keeps records on your checking

account by number, use and sequence, it also categorizes each

check. You can budget as well as keep track of where all those

hard-earned dollars are going. The review observes that Check

Book "certainly eases the odious chore of organizing records."

It is possible to call up any specific category and see how much

has already been spent. Although the program is not totally safe

from input error messages, its "organized format and smooth per-

formance" make it a "worthwhile program." Reader Service num-

ber 413.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, July 11, 1983)

Complex Extended Library

System Requirements: a CP/M or DOS system; Microsoft F-80

Fortran compiler; one disk drive

Manufacturer: N/C Data, PO Box 993, Mountain View, CA
94042

Price: $129.50

Comments: Complex Extended Library allows the Microsoft For-

tran compiler to have complex data capabilities. With CEL, you

can "compute the sum, difference, product and quotient of two

complex variables or constants."

Real and imaginary number functions are possible. The package

includes coverage of several complex variable functions not nor-

mally included in Fortran syntax. Reader Service number 421.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, June 13, 1983)

TaxCut IBM Version

System Requirements: IBM PC; PC DOS; 128K RAM; one or

two disk drives; printer with tractor feed

Manufacturer: United Micro Systems, Inc., 711 East River Front

Drive, Tucson, AZ 85719

Price: $250

Comments: Come April, many computer enthusiasts may want

to reach for TaxCut—it can even help you write off some computer

expenses. The review observes, "TaxCut lets you calculate and an-

alyze your taxes without getting in the way."

TaxCut handles most IRS forms and computes according to the

latest tax laws. Four disks are included—two for standard forms,

one for depreciation and one for printing the return. TaxCut won't

work on your state forms but is useful for all federal forms. The

price of the program can even be written off—what a loophole!

Reader Service number 418.

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, July 4, 1983)

COMPUTE, published by Small Systems Services, Inc., PO Box

5406, Greensboro, NC 27404.

InfoWorld, published by Popular Computing, Inc., 375 Cochituate

Road, Box 880, Framingham, MA 01701.

Interface Age, published by McPheters, Wolfe and Jones, 16704 Mar-

quardt Ave., Cerritos, CA 90701.

Softalk, 11160 McCormick St., North Hollywood, CA 91601.

Table. Addresses of the magazine published in software reviews digested

in this department.

Well, the problem could be the quality of tape

you're using. For instance, this tape is marked

"The Sex Pistols."
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BOOK REVIEWS Edited by Larry Canale

A Directory for Micro Book Collectors

Simulation for Problem-Solvers

How to Buy a Business Computer
Going for Broke with Money-Making Releases

The Reader's Guide
To Microcomputer Books

Michael Nicita and Ronald Petrusha
Golden-Lee Books, 1982
1000 Dean St.

Brooklyn, NY 11238
Softcover, 409 pp., $9.95

The Reader's Guide to Microcomputer
Books is a by-product of the huge and
growing microcomputer book market: as
more Apple and Commodore and TRS-80
and Atari and IBM computers are sold,

there's a proportional increase in the

number of books available.

The computer owner who wants to

learn more about the field faces a wide
and complex array of titles. The Guide
tries to cut through this huge selection

with mini-reviews of more than 400
books.

Each book is listed by title and author,

ISBN number, price and publisher. Un-
fortunately, though, the addresses of

publishers were left out; the reader who
wants to buy a book or send for more in-

formation will be disappointed by this

omission.

Still, authors Michael Nicita and
Ronald Petrusha offer incisive and often

caustic comments for each book, and
they don't hesitate to pan what they
didn't like. Comments range from "Aside
from these two chapters, this book never
rises above the level of the author's

previous fiasco. .
." (p. 40) to ".

. .the

(author's) practice of bombarding the
novice with all and sundry Fortran
statements will quickly cause the reader

to do something sensible—like throw the

book away ..." (p. 243) to "Whether the

user simply desires a reference to Basic

statements or a guide to conversions
among Basic dialects, this is the finest

work available. . .
"

(p. 132).

Each book also gets a rating (from 10 to

100), although the comments are much
more helpful than assigned numerical
ratings.

The truly wide range of information is
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good or bad, depending on your own
point of view. If you're interested just in

Apple business products, there are only a
few books listed (probably because there

are only a few available).

If your interests are more diverse and
include, say, programming, there are

many more books reviewed.

If you're interested in the wide spec-

trum of products from IBM to Timex,
from Basic to Pascal, The Guide covers

all the bases. There's even a special sec-

tion on VisiCalc, along with one on word
processing.

The wide variety of titles, however,
also means you have to buy information

on systems and languages you might not

be interested in; since coverage is so

wide, you get data on the whole range of

subjects whether you want it or not.

Surprisingly, though, because this

409-page book is so well-done, you'll find

that you'll want to read about things you
never knew you were interested in.

Indexes include an alphabetical index
by title, an index by author, a subject in-

dex and a list based on The Guide's
ratings, so you can look up the best and
the worst.

Four books, incidentally, received
ratings of 100: 8086/8088 16-Bit Micro-

processor Primer (Byte); The Basic
Handbook—Encyclopedia of the Basic
Computer Language (CompuSoft); 32
Basic Programsfor the Apple Computer
(dilithium); and Basic Faster and Better

& Other Mysteries (IJG).

Three books were slapped with the
lowest rating, 10: Instant Freeze-Dried
Computer Programming in Basic (dilith-

ium); Pocket Computer Programming
Made Easy (ARC Soft); and Sixty Chal-

lenging Problems with Basic Solutions

(Hayden).

Nicita and Petrusha also include a
model inventory with retail prices— "for
computer and bookstore managers in-

terested in starting or expanding a mi-
crocomputer book section." Perhaps some-
one at Waldenbooks would take their

advice, but I kind of doubt it; it seems out
of place here.

I've reviewed some of the books includ-

ed in The Guide, and while I don't always
agree with their evaluations, the com-
ments generally seem fair and accurate.

My only real criticism of The Guide (be-

side its wide range, if your interests are

truly limited) is that a few books aren't in-

cluded. Notable in their absence are Ap-
ple Basic for Business for the Apple II,

Annotated Basic, The Encyclopedia for
the TRS-80 and Apple II Computer
Graphics. Also, there are no books listed

on Texas Instruments' Tl-99—are there

no books on this one?
Thankfully, though, most of the latest

additions to bookstore shelves are includ-

ed and reviewed. To tell you the truth, I

wish I'd thought of this book. It's well-

written, complete, witty and intelligent.

If you spend any money at all on micro-

computer books, spend $9.95 for this

one; it'll pay you back quickly.

Greg Glau
Prescott, AZ

How to Solve It

By Computer

R.G. Dromey
Prentice-Hall, 1982
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Softcover, 442 pp., $16.95

Are creative problem-solvers born or

made?
The University of Wollongong's R.G.

Dromey, building on George Polya's

work in mathematics, believes that prob-

lem-solving—at least in the computer con-

text—is a learnable skill. I agree; anyone
who masters How to Solve It by Com-
puter must surely become a superior pro-

grammer.
This stimulating volume is, minimally,

a handy collection of 57 fundamental al-

gorithms grouped by problem similarity

and ranging from easy computations,
such as the sine function and the Fibo-



nacci sequence, to more complex algo-

rithms requiring, say, dynamic data

structures or recursive routines.

The algorithms have been selected to

illustrate principles of good program-
ming design. Pascal is the language of

implementation, and the book will pro-

bably be used to supplement an introduc-

tory Pascal text in college courses.

But you need not know Pascal to profit

from Dromey's work. In the first place,

Pascal code is readable even to the unini-

tiated; a Pascal manual would be a useful

adjunct, but you can probably get by
without one.

Furthermore, the algorithm descrip-

tions are usually so clear that you could

easily implement them in your preferred

language.

Finally, the real value of the book lies in

the algorithms' development; here you

watch a programmer think his way
through a problem, from initial ideas

through false starts and unsatisfactory

solutions to the formulation of the final,

most efficient algorithm.

The author's style—he seems to invent

these algorithms before the reader's

eyes—is something of a sham, but it's also

good pedagogy.

Dromey's method can be sampled by

looking at his development of the fastest

searching algorithm—hash searching.

You're first introduced to the searching

problem via a lengthy development and

analysis of the other searching routines.

Then you're confronted with the (ap-

parently) startling assertion that there

exists an algorithm that requires, on
average, inspection of only one or two

items before you find the desired item.

How can this be? asks the author. After

some thinking out loud, he concludes

that since all that is known about an item

is its value, the only way to achieve such

a rapid search termination is for this

value and its array location to be the

same number.
Before you can enjoy this clever idea,

Dromey puts forth a series of seemingly

fatal objections. Then he proceeds—
meticulously—to overcome them.

For example, suppose a small set of

seven-digit telephone numbers was be-

ing searched. The suggested retrieval

principle would require a huge amount of

(mostly wasted) storage. How can the

programmer avoid this result? By trying

to answer such questions before the

author does, the reader can participate in

algorithm discovery and development.

Algorithm efficiency is a recurrent

theme. Quantitative and qualitative

standards are suggested, but the efficien-

cy problem sometimes defies easy solu-

tions.

For instance, while the bubblesort al-

gorithm is generally the least efficient of

sorts, when the data is almost in sorted

order, it actually performs best. This real-

ization leads to the general rule that no

sorting algorithm is best for all applica-

tions.

Some of the more stimulating algo-

rithms are left as exercises for the reader.

Contrary to the practice of most texts,

where at least half of the answers are

given, none are supplied here.

Also lacking are sample outputs,

which would be useful in understanding

and verifying the algorithms. And there

are the inevitable typos in the program
listings.

So the book is less valuable than it

could have been, particularly if you're

studying on your own. However, each

chapter is well-documented, making it

easier for you to find help elsewhere.

The algorithms presented, of course,

aren't original; they can generally be

found in standard works, such as those of

N. Wirth or of D.E. Knuth, or in journal

literature; many are available in other in-

troductory texts. But they're more acces-

sible here.

Allan Blackman
New York, NY

So You Are Thinking About
A Small Business Computer

R.G. Canning and N.C. Leeper

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982

Spectrum Books Division

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Softcover, 203 pp., $10.95

So You Are Thinking About a Small
Business Computer should be put on the

"must read" list for anyone anticipating

the purchase of a micro for his business.

The cover bills it as "an authoritative

sourcebook with answers to the tough

questions about hardware/software se-

lection, applications and implementa-

tion."

I must admit to having been skeptical

about those claims, but my skepticism

soon vanished because the authors ac-

tually achieve their goal.

R.G. Canning and N.C. Leeper have

gone a long way in providing the back-

ground information necessary for an in-

dividual to become computer-literate.

But more than that, the authors have pro-

duced a road map for the potential com-
puter buyer as he goes through the pro-

cess of evaluating his computer needs

and selecting the right computer for

the job.

Although the use of an experienced

consultant is recommended, the time

(and resulting consulting fees) that might
have been spent having the consultant

serve as tutor can be saved through care-

ful study of the material presented in this

book.

Canning and Leeper devote an entire

chapter to "Using a Consultant," and
provide a strong case for employing a

consultant's services. This chapter goes

into the selection and effective use of a

consultant, and ends with two case

studies.

As for general education, the first four

chapters provide the background that

any person dealing with microcomputers
ought to have.

The first chapter, "How a Computer
Can Help You," itemizes the areas in

which a small computer can be of use in a

business and attempts to alleviate latent

fears that a neophyte might have. The
authors bring out the fact that, no matter

what use you presently have in mind for

your computer, before long you will be
using that computer for applications that

had never before crossed your mind.

I disagree with the authors' comment
that "with computers, as with most other

things, in general you get what you pay
for." I've dealt with businesses that have
spent $15,000-$30,000 for computer
equipment that is neither better nor

more reliable than equivalent equipment
in the $7000-$20,000 range.

Experiences such as this should be

used to emphasize the need for a knowl-

edgeable consultant.

The next two chapters deal with the

component parts of the computer and the

specific types of hardware available from

the more popular manufacturers, includ-

ing a survey of prices that is, in this ex-

tremely competitive and changing field,

surprisingly up to date.

In addition, 31 manufacturers are

listed, along with brief descriptions of

their systems and price ranges (in Ap-

pendix D).

It would have been beyond the scope of

the book to have included more vendors,

particularly when they number more
than 100. I was surprised, though, to

note that a company like Southwest

Technical Products Corp. had been omit-

ted while several companies marketing

products not nearly so applicable to the

business market were included.

Chapter 4 deals with software and is, in

my opinion, the weakest part of the book.

For one thing, the subject itself is too

complex and varied to be dealth with sig-

nificantly in a single chapter. Indeed, an
entire book written as a sequel to this

book would probably be necessary to do
justice to the subject.

The role of good documentation is only

briefly mentioned in this chapter, and it's

not until chapter 8 that its importance is

emphasized. To the book's credit is the

description of CP/M and the advantages

this system has for the business-

man/computer owner.

With basic computer literacy out of the

way, the book forges ahead into consider-

ations to be taken into account in the

selection of the right computer for the

reader's business. Multiuser systems and
networking are dealt with briefly, and
chapter 5 includes three specific exam-

ples that involve making rough estimates

that relate the size of the computer

system to the data processing time re-
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quired by the office.

Appendix B offers 12 checklists that,

when properly filled in and interpreted

with the aid of the text, can help deter-

mine the computer's specifications for a

given office environment.

Chapters 8 and 9 get down to the nuts

and bolts of finding the right computer to

purchase. Although much of the advice

presented in these chapters is plain com-

mon sense, it's surprising how frequent-

ly common sense is neglected when a

company decides to buy a computer.

Finally, chapter 10, "If Custom Pro-

gramming Is Needed," details how to go

about getting a well-designed, workable

program written for your application.

Several problem areas are clearly spelled

out in this chapter and should be careful-

ly heeded to avoid the single most preva-

lent problem in the computer indus-

try—namely, software failure.

The authors conclude with two chap-

ters detailing the use and selection of

word processing software and a chapter

on other applications, such as electronic

spreadsheets, telephone communica-
tions capabilities and national network
services such as the Source.

If you're considering the purchase of a
computer for your business and don't

know where to begin, your first $11
should be spent on this book. In addition

to the text, it includes a glossary of terms

common to the microcomputer world, a
list of sources for supplies and informa-

tion and an index.

These features make this book a valu-

able reference even after your computer
has been installed and is running
smoothly. In fact, you may want to dust

off So You Are Thinking About a Small
Business Computer in two or three years

when you get ready to buy your next

computer. _k
_. mDan Bishop

Buena Vista, CO

Income from Your
Home Computer

Edward J. Lias

Reston, 1983
1 1480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, VA 22090
Softcover, 16 1 pp. , $ 1 2.95
Hardcover, $17.95

Every so often you'll encounter a book
that's not worth the paper on which it's

printed. Income from Your Home Com-
puter is such a book; its price is far out of

proportion to its value.

It's not that author Edward J. Lias has
written anything bad. It's just that the
book's premise is weak, beginning with
the cover illustration, which equates
your microcomputer with a pot of gold at

the end of a rainbow.

There's a curious mixture of themes
here. On one hand, it's Lias' message

that fantastic opportunities exist now
that you have this device. On the other

hand, the message is that you have now
spent all of this money, and your wife or

husband has laid down the law that

you'd better find a way for the machine to

pay for itself.

Insofar as the latter is concerned, you

might as well forget it. If you're looking

for a way to cover the cost of a foolish pur-

chase, you never will. Computer people

learn early that knowledge of the com-
puter is of no value without the

knowledge of the business to which the

computer is applied.

Lias presents 30 money options, two-

thirds of which are nearly impossible for

the average person to do.

This book's premise is

weak, beginning with the

cover illustration, which

equates your microcom-

puter with a pot of gold at

the end of a rainbow.

Are you prepared to invest the kind of

money necessary to market a seminar on
microcomputers? Consider that it costs

nearly 1 1 cents in postage for each mail-

ing piece sent to individuals on a mailing

list you'd have to rent at another 6 cents

per name since direct mail campaigns
are less than one percent effective, your
cost for rrjailing 10,000 pieces would ex-

ceed $2,500 per experience.

It would cost a few hundred dollars to

have the mailing piece designed, and
you'd need money to advertise the sem-
inar in other areas, rental fees for hotel

services and on and on. And it's not a

one-shot deal. National exposure—even
regional exposure—isn't inexpensive, but

it must be done multiple times if you are

to do it successfully.

Lias isn't in touch with the real world—
or assumes that his audience is grossly

naive. There isn't a library around that

will spend $2000 to purchase a coin-

operated table to which to attach the

$500, $1000 or even $3000 computer
you wish to rent to them. If they get the

computer at all, they'll want their own.
I don't wish to knock all of Lias' ideas.

I'm even doing one of them right now-
writing a magazine article, and I do use
the word processing services of my mi-
crocomputer for other reasons. The
amount of time it takes to break into print

with anything other than a random arti-

cle is no small consideration.

Yes, you can do some bookkeeping for

your neighbors. You can do some typing
for the local college students. You can be
as competitive as any typing service in

that regard.
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Chances are, however, that the inex-

pensive matrix printer you obtained with

your system won't do for submission of

the term paper. Letter-quality printers of

any capability are not inexpensive.

"Start a computer store," Lias says.

Good idea. Franchise, store facility, staff,

inventory, taxes, pilferage, maintenance,

damages and so on are not for the faint-of-

heart.

Sell your broken machine for parts.

Good idea. A little counter-productive,

but a good idea, nonetheless. With all of

the new machines coming out, the need

for repair is extreme. And most of what

goes into these machines can be obtained

for a few dollars. Don't plan on a pot of

gold from that.

A few of these ideas

do have some business

value, but for

part-time at the most.

The amount of original and creative

writing in this book is small. Most of it is

information that has been culled or

clipped from the same publications you
may subscribe to. Some of those have

simply been reproduced in the book.

However, Lias does provide one piece

of advice that comes close to the cover il-

lustration for those of you who probably

shouldn't have invested in the micro-

computer in the first place. It's Money

Option 17: "Sell Your Microcomputer

Outright."

Ken Lord
Winchendon, MA

Making Money with Your
Microcomputer

Robert J. Traister and Rich Ingram

Tab, 1982

Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Paperback, 160 pp., $7.95

Hardcover, $13.95

So you want to make money with your

microcomputer? I bet this thought has

crossed many a hobbyist's mind just af-

ter that $1000-$4000 initial investment

in a complete home computer system

with two disk drives, a printer and all the

memory it can hold. There must be a rea-

son for buying the system besides play-

ing Pac-Man or Robot Attack

Sure, games are fun, but that doesn't

justify buying something that you'll only

play games on, or maybe keep track of

your household expenses. So you ask

yourself this question: How can I make

money with my computer?

Well, I'm glad you asked that question

because you may not have to look far to

get an answer. But I'll be straight with

you, right from the beginning.

This is going to be a book review of

Making Money with Your Microcomput-

er, but I should tell you that it probably

won't help you make much money, ifany
at all, with your computer.

The back cover mentions that this

book offers some 33 practical and proven

ways to use your computer in "your own
profitable full- or part-time business."

33 Ways
Yes, folks, there are 33 ways to make

money with your microcomputer, this

book proclaims. A quick glance at the

contents gives you an overview of what
you're in store for.

First of all, these 33 ideas are 33 pro-

grams (or program packages) that you

may purchase from suggested sources in

the book. So, really, the ideas are just rec-

ommendations to buy programs, and the

text is just a favorable review of those

products. That's what it looks like to me.

Well, I can read reviews in magazines

for free at the library. But just for the rec-

ord, let's take a look at the first of the

authors' ideas. It's called "Intoxitron."

Huh?
Intoxitron is a program from a com-

pany (I won't mention the name) de-

signed to estimate the percentage of

alcohol in someone's blood. The authors

suggest that you sell your services to law

offices, which would deal with clients ar-

rested for drunk driving. The program

would be used by lawyers to help win

their clients' cases by comparing the

police record of blood alcohol content

with the results calculated from data

taken from the client (for example, his

weight, the number of drinks he's had
and time between drinks). It prints out a

chart of percent blood alcohol, for the

lawyer to use in preparing his case.

I was all ready to look around for some
unsuspecting investor for this new proj-

ect, when I read on in the section. The
authors say that the idea would be great

fun at parties or other social gather-

ings ....

A few ideas do have some business

value, but for part-time at the most, like

inventory management, direct mail ad-

vertising or mailing lists. And that's

stretching it, because these services re-

quire expensive computers to do any

good; a VIC-20 with 5K just won't do it.

Most of the so-called money-making
ideas, like computing bowling statistics

and biorhythms and managing a service

for lost pets, are ridiculous. In fact, most

of these ideas, and hundreds more, may
be found by reading ads in computer

magazines.

H.B.
W. Bloomfield, MI
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GLOUCESTER
COMPUTER
Tools for learning and
dedicated applications

programming.
PRQIYiqjEEM Write code for most

common 8-bit microprocessors, test it

in circuit, and

burn it on EP-

ROM with this

all-in-one mic-

ro development

system cart-

ridge. Power-

ful machine code editor provides com-
prehensive ROMware development sup-

port. Ideal for robotics, process control,

game development. Commodore VIC-20

host computer. Programs 2716, 2732,

2758 EPROMS and similar EPROMS.
$199.00

PQ/EjL, all features of Promqueen less

mimic mode. Software enhanced to in-

clude EPROM QC utilities, RS 232 com-

munication, printouts. 28 pinZIF socket.

Reads, edits

runs and pro-

gramsall5volt

2500 and 2700
series EPROMS
plus variety of

EEPR0MS all

without per-

sonality modules

host computer.

PQ/&U RS pack performs RS-232

voltage conversions for PQ/64 system.

$49.00

Commodore C-64

$299.00

Plug your applications software into

Commodore's computers on Gloucester

Computer ROM Packs. Our top quality

ROM cartridges include

- bypassing on

all chips

- low noise lay-

out with ground

plane

- solder mask

and gold plated edge connector

-wave soldered assembly and solvent

cleaning

- DIP switch for address selection

VIC-20 versions include model V-8 for

two 2732 EPROMS and model V-16 for 4

2732 EPROMS. C-64 versions include

model C-16 for four 2732 EPROMS and

model B-16 for two 2764 EPROMS.

All products shipped with comprehen-

sive documentation. Call our user hot-

line 617-283-7719 or write for infor-

mation: Gloucester Computer, 1 Black-

burn Center, Gloucester, MA 01930.
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ITbEflLER blRECrORT^I
CLUB NOTES

Nokomis, FL
We are the leading area computer

store. We carry Cromemco, Apple,

Vector Graphic; printers and termi-

nals. We offer full software support in-

cluding G/L, A/R, payroll and word
processing. Computer Centre, 909
S. Tamiami Trail, PO Box 130,

Nokomis, FL 33555. 484-0421.

Aurora, IL

Full line of Apple Computer and
Fortune Computer, Hewlett-Pack-

ard Personal Computers, Calcula-

tors and Supplies. IDS Prism, SMC
and Daisywriter Printers. Farns-
worth Computer Center, 1891
North Farnsworth Ave., Auro*
ra, IL 60505 (85 1-3888) and 383
East North Ave., Villa Park, IL
60181 (833-7100).

Dealers: Listings are $15 per month in prepaid quarterly payments, or one

yearly payment of $150, also prepaid. Ads include 25 words describing your

products and services plus your company name, address and phone. (No
area codes or merchandise prices, please.) Call Marcia at 603-924-9471 or

write Microcomputing, Ad Department, Peterborough, NH 03458.

CM DS
Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to buy, sell or trade used

computer equipment. No commercial ads are accepted.

Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about 35 characters per line,

including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10 lines. Minimize use of capital

letters to save space. No special layouts allowed. Payment is required in advance with ad copy.
We cannot bill or accept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication (i.e., copy for

March issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1). The publisher reserves the right to re-

fuse questionable or inapplicable advertisements. Mail copy with payment to Classified Micro-
computing, Peterborough, NH 03458. Do not include any other material with your ads as it

may be delayed.

The Egyptian Management Information

Center, 93 Kasr Eleiny St., Cairo Egypt,

phone 27525, telex 92185, Hapi Un, is looking

for interested manufacturers to market their

hardware and software in Egypt and the

Middle East. Contact Adel Fahmy, Ph.D.

For Sale: DEC computer equipment: TU 30,

TU 56 tape drives, ME 10 memories (16K x 36

bits) as units, or send stamped envelope for price

list of components to S. Grot, R.D. 1, Chadds

Ford, PA 19317.

Overseas Call

—

Micromint MPX
Users
An international users' club

is now forming for people with

Micromint MPX- 16 kit com-
puters. The group will discuss

and distribute solutions to

problems common to the ma-
chine and will also act as a

unified voice in dealing with

the manufacturer.

If you're interested, send

your name, address, hard-

ware and software informa-

tion and a list of problems and
solutions you have devised to

Jouko Nuora, Reitrnaa Engi-

neering, Kumpulantie 1, 42-

100 Jamsa, Finland. If you
wish to receive a list of users

and a newsletter, include two
dollars with your letter.

Jackson, MI
Commodore Club

The Jackson. MI, Commo-
dore Club is looking for users

of the VIC-20, Commodore-64
and PET. There's also special

interest groups for Basic and
machine language users.

The club meets at 7:30 on
the last Thursday of every

month, and they also publish

a monthly newsletter. For

more information, contact

club secretary Alfred Bruey,

201 South Grinnell St., Jack-

son, MI 49203.

PC Club
In Darien, CT

The Connecticut IBM PC
Users' Club holds monthly
meetings at the Darien Public

Library. Each meeting fea-

tures a lecturer who discusses

topics of current interest.

In addition, the club has a

large programming library

available to members at a

nominal cost. There is also a

Smartmodem tie-in where
current club news can be ob-

tained.

For further information
about the club, contact Davis

or Sherry Foulger, PO Box
291, New Canaan, CT 06840;
203-744-4002.

Osborne Enthusiasts
in Ontario

An Osborne Users Group is

being formed in Northwest

Quebec and in North Ontario.

If you're interested, contact

M. Lounis at 5-313 Latulipe

Est, Rouyn, Quebec, J9X 3K8.

Circle 135 on Reader Service card.

KnowThyPC!
Are you writing programs in BASIC or Pascal? The popular Peeks
*n Pokes has a disk with 58 programs and a 38-page manual that

helps you get 'underneath the covers' of the PC. Learn how to use
PEEK, POKE, INP, OUT, and DOS/BIOS function calls to do
what you want, fast! Do you want to perform functions not
available from BASIC or Pascal? It's all explained in the manual
and demonstrated in the sample programs. Source code included!

Peeks *h Pokes shows you how to:

• Access the system's configuration
• Unprotect BASIC programs
• Scroll part or all of the screen
• Access the file directory

• Logically swap printers

• Read and change the keyboard
• Find more Peeks and Pokes
• And much more ... for only $30.00

Want to know more? The Inside Track! is a collection of advanced
utilities for the PC programmer. It contains a disk with 61 pro-
grams, a 42-page manual, and a fold-out memory map that helps

you get better performance from the PC. With this package you can
give your programs assembler-assisted speed from high-level lan-

guages, get control over memory, customize and control the PC,
and more. Some programs require DOS 2.00. Source code included

!

The Inside Track! shows you how to:

• Read/write files as fast as DOS
• Display data on the screen faster

• Reserve memory for your use
• Copy memory to another location
• Copy-protect your programs
• Load large programs faster

• Control the keyboard settings

• And much more. . . for only $45.00

MasterCard and VISA accepted. Shipping charges: $2.50 per order for UPS; $2.50 per item for First Class Mail to USA and
Canada; $6.00 per item for Air Mail outside USA and Canada. Dealer inquiries invited.

Data Base Decisions • 14 Bonnie Lane • Atlanta, GA 30328 • 404/256-3860
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NEW SOFTWARE Edited by Sheila Wright

MetaBasic: A Language for IBM and Apple

DataBase Decisions Takes the Inside Track

Manage Your Property with IBM and MCS
South Bay's Money-Making Package

MetaBasic

Software 128 introduces its

new software MetaBasic, a

comprehensive precompiler

for the Basic programming
language.

MetaBasic allows large Ba-

sic programs to be developed

in a modular fashion. That is,

programs written in Basic

may contain "real" subrou-

tine calls (not Gosubs) to other

Basic program modules.

MetaBasic supports full ar-

gument passing and allows

subroutines to be nested at

any level. In addition to this

subroutine call feature, Meta-

Basic supports other desirable

features. These features in-

clude: enhanced data capa-

bilities, data declaration, struc-

tured conditional program
control and simplified file I/O

using record data constructs.

MetaBasic's program com-

pression is an additional fea-

ture that allows interpretive

Basic programs to be written

in a structured, easy-to-read

fashion. This means that pro-

grams can contain a liberal

sprinkling of descriptive re-

marks and clarifying spaces

without incurring the usual

penalties of excessive file size

or slower program execution.

MetaBasic automatically

compresses the executable

program module into an opti-

mal form by suppressing

remarks and unnecessary

blanks and by reassigning ab-

breviated names to all pro-

gram variables.

MetaBasic is available for

the IBM PC (for both interpre-

tive Basic and compiled Basic)

at $59. A version for the Apple

He will soon be available. Soft-

ware 128, 363 Walden St.,

Concord, MA 01742. Reader

Service number 495.

The Inside Track is a collection of advanced utility programsfor the IBM PCfrom Data Base Deci-

sions.

The Inside Track

Data Base Decisions an-

nounces its latest software

product, The Inside Track.

This software is a collection

of advanced utility programs
for the IBM PC. It is the sequel

to Peeks 'n Pokes, which was
introduced last March.

The package includes a 42-

page manual, a disk with 61

programs and a fold-out mem-
ory map. It helps program-
mers to get better perfor-

mance from, and more control

over, the PC. The Inside Track

is also educational—the source

code for all programs is listed

and there is a chapter of hints

for those writing programs in

assembly language.

The package gives you as-

sembler-assisted speed via

subroutines that can be called

from interpretive Basic or

compiled languages. The sub-

routines perform several func-
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tions, including: read and
write files as fast as DOS; dis-

play data on the screen four to

ten times faster than the Basic

print statement; copy mem-
ory from one location to an-
other (useful for fast screen

swapping); copy protect

disks; and much more.
The Inside Track gives you

more control over the PC
through programs that: re-

serve a block of memory for

use as a program scratchpad;

limit the memory used by
compiled Basic programs to

eliminate reloading of Com-
mand.COM and to allow con-

current program loading; dy-

namically schedule up to four

programs from within a pro-

gram—even batch files (re-

quires DOS 2.0); delay exe-

cution of a batch job for a
specified time; control the

keyboard; and much more.
There are even programs

that turn the PC into an ex-

pensive alarm clock and pro-

grams to reboot the system in

three different ways.

The system requires an IBM
PC with 64K RAM (128K with

DOS 2.0), PC DOS, one disk

drive and an 80-column mon-
itor. Most of the programs will

run with any version of PC
DOS, although a few require

DOS 2.0.

The Inside Track sells for

$45 plus $2.50 shipping. Data
Base Decisions, 14 Bonnie
Lane, Atlanta, GA 30328.
Reader Service number 496.

Property
Management System

The MCS Division of Infor-

matics General Corp. an-

nounces new software for resi-

dential managers. This IBM-

compatible property manage-
ment system is an addition to

the Informatics Property Pro
Series.

Designed for the IBM Data-

master small business com-
puter, the residential manage-
ment module tracks tenant

information to help you man-
age properties more effective-

ly. The system handles virtu-

ally all single and multifamily

projects: appartment com-
plexes, condominiums and
single home rental properties.

The software provides prop-

erty management reports, in-

128 Microcomputing, December

eluding rent rolls, vacancy
and lease expiration reports;

receivables reports, such as

delinquency reports and ten-

ant accounts receivable ledg-

ers; and administrative re-

ports, such as rent coupons,
statements, late notices and
mailing labels.

Flexible property manage-
ment reporting allows you to

design management reports

to meet specific needs. Other
features of the new system in-

clude a critical data calandar,

an action planning tool that

helps you keep track of impor-

tant dates, and a tenant in-

quiry feature that provides

complete information on each
tenant in seconds.

The residential manage-
ment program costs $2500 for

the floppy disk version and
$2700 for the fixed disk. MCS
Division, Informatics General

Corp., PO Box 723597, Atlan-

ta, GA 30339. Reader Service

number 497.

Micros Make Money

South Bay Word Process-

ing, Inc., has announced a new
informational package that

tells you how to start a small

word processing service.

The Home Word Processing

Service is designed for people

interested in making money
with their microcomputers.

The kit contains a compre-
hensive manual, several pam-
phlets and software.

The software provides sam-
ple start-up, marketing and op-

erating plans already stored

on disk for the immediate
start-up of a word processing

service.

Home Word Processing Ser-

vice sells for $29.95 from
South Bay Word Processing,

1558 Oro Vista Road, Suite

290, San Diego, CA 92154.
Reader Service number 492.

TeleSolutions II

TeleVideo Systems, Inc.,

has introduced three new soft-

ware packages for the profes-

sional PC user.

Called TeleSolutions II, the

kit includes TeleWrite, a full-

featured executive-level word

processing package; TeleCalc,

an easy-to-use spreadsheet

package; and TeleChart, an
integrated graphics software

package.

TeleSolutions II runs on
TeleVideo's TS 803 and TS
1603 PCs.

TeleWrite is designed for

first-time users. Common
commands are assigned to

function keys so that you can
execute commands in one
keystroke. TeleWrite lets you
work with as many as five

documents. It features split-

screen capabilities and the

ability to operate with all com-
monly used printers, such as

those from Epson, NEC and
Diablo.

TeleCalc is a function-key-

driven modeling package for

financial planning and busi-

ness calculations. Its spread-

sheet can contain as many as

1000 cells. Data in the spread-

sheet can be altered and cells

may be updated with a single

command.
TeleCalc also includes a

graphics extension called Tele-

Chart, which lets you graph-

ically display portions of the

data in the spreadsheet. Pie,

line and bar charts can be con-

structed in one keystroke and
can be combined into a single

display.

As with TeleCalc, Tele-

Chart is function-key-driven

and includes a help file. It sup-

ports printers and plotters, in-

cluding the Epson MX-80
with graphics option, the

MX- 100, the FX-80 and Oki-

data printers.

TeleSolutions II is available

now through TeleVideo Dis-

tributors; the TS 803 sells for

$795 and the TS 1603 for

$595. (A TS 803 computer

system with TeleSolutions II

software sells for $2495 and
the TS 1603 with TeleSolu-

tions II sells for $2995.)

TeleVideo Systems, Inc.,

1170 Morse Ave., Sunnyvale,

CA 94086. Reader Service

number 49 1

.

My "Type" of Apple

Gessler Educational Soft-

ware's new Type-Writer trans-

forms Apple computers into

powerful, multilingual word
processors.

Type-Writer lets you write

and edit letters, reports and
all types of text. Upper- and
lowercase options are also of-

fered in ten foreign lan-

guages—Danish, Finnish,

French, German, Hawaiian,

Hungarian, Italian, Norwe-
gian, Spanish and Swedish.

In addition, Type-Writer in-

cludes a detailed, step-by-step

instruction booklet. The
documentation explains how
to enter the text and delete or

change characters, words,

lines or paragraphs as well as

how to search for specific sec-

tions and preview the format
graphically. The program also

has specially accented letters

that allow you to perform all of

its word processing functions

in foreign languages.

Type-Writer is designed for

the Apple II Plus and Apple He
as well as any Apple-compat-
ible computer. It sells for

$69.95 from Gessler Educa-
tional Software, 900 Broad-
way, New York, NY 10003.
Reader Service number 490.

Home Word Processing Service is a new software package that
lets you supplement your income with your micro.
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Softerm I and 2 on Apple II provide DOS 3.3, CP/M and Pascal with file com-

patibility.

Two Systems,
One Package

Totl.Text is a sophisticated

word processing package from

Microtek, Inc., for the VIC-20

and the Commodore-64.
An interface cable for par-

allel printers is supplied with

the software. The CC-2064
2.5 is for the VIC-20 and the

CC-2064 2.6 is for the C-64.

These cables provide Totl.

Text with a powerful word
processing program for Com-
modore machines and allow

you to create textual docu-

ments in professional for-

mats. You can write research

papers with footnotes, colum-

nar reports and form letters.

Totl.Text has several fea-

tures, including an expanded

character set for the VIC

printer, a full-screen editor us-

ing the VIC-20 color capabili-

ty, shorthand commands and

function keys for fast editing.

Totl.Text allows you to pause

while printing and enter up to

six 80-character lines of input

from the keyboard.

With limitless document
lengths, Totl.Text 2.5/2.6 cre-

ates several text files on tape

or disk and prints them in se-

quence without loss of conti-

nuity or pagination. Files cre-

ated with earlier versions of

Totl.Text may be loaded with

this program.

The Totl.Text CC-2064 2.5

and CC-2064 2.6 both sell for

$99.50. Microtek, Inc., 4750
Viewridge Ave., San Diego,

CA 92123. Reader Service

number 489.

Video Tape Tracker

Video Tape Tracker is a new
software product from Prosoft

that quickly organizes video

libraries.

Video Tape Tracker stores

and manages more than 1000

titles and prints quick-ref-

erence lists by tape number
and/or movie tide. It can

search through the list by

tape, title and performer as

well as print numbered title

labels.

Video Tape Tracker runs on

any TRS-80 Model I or III with

two disk drives and 48K. It

sells for $29.95 from Prosoft,

Box 560, N. Hollywood, CA
91603. Reader Service num-
ber 488.

Lowdown on dGraph

dGraph is a new graphics

software package from Fox &
Geller, Inc.

dGraph selects, sorts, av-

erages and totals information

from dBase II databases.

Secretaries, clerks and man-
agers can chart the informa-

tion in pie, bar and line charts.

The procedure is easy with a

completely menu-driven sys-

tem that utilizes single-key-

stroke commands for all

functions.

dGraph is available in

CP/M-80, MS DOS and PC
DOS versions for use on most
PCs. It sells for $295 from Fox
& Geller, Inc., 604 Market St.,

Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.

Reader Service number 487.

A One and a Two
And a Softerm

Softerm 1 and 2 are two ter-

minal communcation soft-

ware products for the Apple II

manufactured by Softronics,

Inc. They provide DOS 3.3,

CP/M and Pascal file com-
patibility in a single program
on the Apple computer.

Softerm 1 operates on the

Apple II, II Plus and lie and
provides basic terminal com-
munications to a variety of

host computers. Timesharing
services and information ser-

vices such as The Source,

CompuServe and Dow Jones
News Retrieval are also

available.

Softerm 2 includes all fea-

tures of Softerm 1 and pro-

vides an exact terminal emu-
lation of a wide range of

conversational and block

mode CRT terminals such as

ADDS Viewpoint, Datapoint

3601 and IBM 3101 Models 10

and 20.

Softerm 1 and 2 operate

full- or half-duplex at speeds

up to 9600 bps using either a

direct connection or any stan-

dard manual or autodial

modem.
Softerm 1 and 2 incorporate

an advanced file manager
that provides compatibility

with DOS 3.3, CP/M and Pas-

cal disk formats for all file op-

erations including file trans-

fers at speeds up to five

times faster than standard

Apple DOS.
Local file transfer allows

files to be displayed, printed

and copied to another disk in a

different format, which pro-

vides complete format con-

version capabilities. Numer-

ous editing options allow easy

reformatting of data to accom-

modate the variations in host

computer data formats. The
file transfer methods of

Softerm 1 and 2 are flexible

and can match any host com-
puter requirement.

Softerm 1 is available with a

user's guide, a basic terminal

emulation with user-defin-

able functions and a two-key

hardware keyboard enhancer

for $135. Softerm 2 is

available with 20 exact ter-

minal emulations of popular

CRT terminals and a three-

key hardware keyboard en-

hancer for $195. Softronics,

Inc., 6626 Prince Edward,

Memphis, TN 38119. Reader

Service number 485.

PortaCalc

PortaCalc is an electronic

spreadsheet program from

Skyline Marketing Corp.

PortaCalc features a 14-

column by 26-row workspace,

as well as built-in function

keys. These keys give you the

ability to save, print or report

print. They also allow you to

link behind the data in order

to take a closer look at the for-

mulas in use.

PortaCalc worksheets may
be saved, loaded or merged
using the computer's mem-
ory for instant recall.

Two utility programs are in-

cluded with PortaCalc. Por-

taPrint is an enhancement to

the Model 100's text editor,

adding the ability to adjust

left, right and top margins as

well as page length. Page

numbers, headers, centered

PortaCalc is an electronic spreadsheet programfor the Tandy

Model 100 computerfrom Skyline Marketin, Corp.
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lines, flush right justification

and new page control are also

available.

PortaDex is a data ex-

change program that refor-

mats PortaCalc files into the
DIF format used by VisiCalc.

PortaCalc is supplied on
tape and requires 24K RAM.
Complete illustrated instruc-

tions and a quick reference

card are also available.

The software sells for

$69.95. Skyline Marketing
Corp., 4510 West Irving Park
Road. Chicago, IL 60641.
Reader Service number 481.

Expense Account
Manager

Adaptive Software an-
nounces its new software, the

Expense Account Manager. It

is the first microcomputer
software package specifically

designed to organize and
track travel and entertain-

ment expenses for the com-
pany executive and individ-

ual professional.

Features include easy entry
and corrections of expenses,

reminders of expenses that

are often overlooked and
prompting for specific infor-

mation required by the IRS
and budget projections.

For individuals who must
charge out their expenses by
client or project, an option to

provide subtotals in this fash-

ion is included. A table lists

trips that are frequently trav-

eled in order to allow consis-

tent reporting of automobile
mileage.

The system automatically

reconciles travel advances
and tracks reimbursements.
An interface to VisiCalc is pro-

vided to allow ad-hoc report-
ing of the expense data. Ex-
pense Account Manager also

prints pocket recording sheets

that you can use to record ex-

penses as they are incurred.

The system is adaptive. You
can readily change the defini-

tions of the expense items,

budget lines and subtotals

without any computer pro-

gramming.
The Expense Account Man-

ager is available on the Apple
n, II Plus and He. It requires

48K, one or two disk drives

and a printer. The Expense Ac-

count Manager sells for $150.
Adaptive Software, 1868 Ca-
vell Ave., Highland Park, IL
60035. Reader Service num-
ber 486.

Circle 235 on Reader Service card.

View the Message

The Transend PC, from
Transend Corp. (2190 Para-
gon Drive, San Jose, CA
95131), is a message-oriented
communications software
program for the IBM PC.
Based on an "In/Out bask-

et" analogy, Transend PC
uses icons (simple computer
graphics) combined with on-

screen menus to make the

software very simple to learn

and use.

Advanced communication
software makes log-on, trans-

mission, and log-off proce-

dures automatic, under one-
function-key control.

Transend PC also features

pull-down menus and on-

screen windows. Baud rates

may be selected from 110-
1200; up to 9600 baud is

available for direct con-

nection.

Transend PC costs $189.
Reader Service number 499.

Operating with
Smal-LDOS

Smal-LDOS is a new oper-

ating system manufactured
by Logical Systems, Inc. It is

the most sophisticated Z-80
operating system for the TRS-
80 line of microcomputer
systems.

Smal-LDOS contains all of

the popular LDOS com-
mands. It includes many val-

uable functions, including job
control language, keyboard
type-ahead, and a tremen-
dously powerful printer forms
controller. An advanced ver-

sion of TRS-80 Disk Basic

(LBasic) is included, pro-

viding many features that are
indispensible to the serious

programmer or user.

Smal-LDOS is available for

the TRS-80 Model I, III or 4 for

$59 (plus $4 shipping). Logi-

cal Systems, Inc., 8970 N.

55th St., PO Box 23956, Mil-

waukee, WI 53223. Reader
Service number 498.

Commodore 64
and

vie-;

S149 95

Telecommunications

with a difference

!

Unexcelled communications power and
compatibility, especially for professionals and
serious computer users. Look us over; SuperTerm
isn'tjust "another" terminal program. Like our
famous Terminal-40, it's the one others will be
judged by.

• EMULATION— Most popular terminal protocols:
cursor addressing, clear, home, etc.

• EDITING— Full-screen editing of Receive Buffer
• UP/DOWNLOAD FORMATS-CBM, Xon-Xoff,
ACK-NAK, CompuServe, etc.

• FLEXIBILITY— Select baud, duplex, parity, stopbits,

etc. Even work off-line, then upload to system!
• DISPLAY MODES-40 column; 80/132 with

side-scrolling

• FUNCTION KEYS-8 standard, 52 user-defined
• BUFFERS— Receive, Transmit Program, and Screen
• PRINTING— Continuous printing with Smart ASCII

interface and parallel printer; buffered printing
otherwise

• DISK SUPPORT- Directory, Copy, Rename, Scratch

Program options are selected by menus and function
keys. For maximum convenience, an EXEC file sets all

options on start-up. SuperTerm may be backed-up for

safety. Software on disk with special cartridge module.

Write for the full story on SuperTerm; or, if you
already want that difference, order today!
Requires: Commodore 64 or VIC-20, disk drive or Datasette, and
compatible modem. VIC version requires 16K memory expansion. Please
specify VIC or 64 when ordering.

Smart ASCII Plus $59 95

The only interface which supports streaming —sending
characters simultaneously to the screen and printer — with
SuperTerm.

Also great for use with your own programs or most
application programs, i.e., word processors. Print modes:
CBM Graphics, TRANSLATE, DaisyTRANSLATE, CBMArue
ASCII, and PIPELINE.

Complete with printer cable and manual. On disk or cassette.

VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks of Commodore Electronics, Ltd.

(816) 333-7200

MIDWEST
MICRO inc

Send for a free brochure.

MAIL ORDER: Add $1.50 shipping and
handling ($a50 for C.O.D.); VISA/Mastercard
accepted (card# and exp. date). MO residents
add 5.625% sales tax. Foreign orders payable
U.S.1 U.S. Bank ONLY; add $5 shp/hndlg.

311 WEST 72nd ST. • KANSAS CITY • MO • 64114
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NEW PRODUCTS Edited by Sheila Wright

Make Your Apple II a low-cost System

RS-232 Breakout Box Transmits Data

STD Microsystems on the Model 5320A Bus

Economize and Learn

Qwerty, Inc., announces

QPAK-68, a new add-in board

and software package that

turns the Apple II Into a low-

cost 68000 assembly lan-

guage development system.

The system is intended for

engineers, researchers, pro-

grammers, consultants and

people who want to econo-

mize and learn the 68000.

QPAK-68 is a complete sys-

tem including: a plug-in board

that runs 68000 programs, a

combined editor/assembler

that creates 68000 source

codes, a debugger for testing,

and a variety of documenta-

tion and reference material

that explains how the 68000
works.
The new board plugs direct-

ly into the Apple and uses the

68008, a software compatible

eight-bit version of the 68000.

The 68008 processor is driven

from the Apple's 7.16 MHz
clock so it can run parallel

with the 6502. You can start,

stop or interrupt it at any time

from the Apple.

What makes the QPAK-68
board unique is its ability to

run directly out of the Apple's

memory. It shares the Apple's

full 64K memory space and

can access the same memory
and peripherals as the Apple's

6502, including the hi-res

screen display. In addition,

more than one QPAK-68
board may be inserted to run

in a multiprocessor mode if

desired.

The board has a local mem-
ory of 8K ofEPROM and 2K of

RAM, expandable to 32K
respectively. An expansion

connector on the top edge

connects to additional local

memory or to future 68000
peripherals.

The EPROM-resident de-

bugger displays five screen

windows to monitor or

change registers or memory
and to set breakpoints. It also

includes single-step and
disassembly instructions.

The source code develop-

ment package comes on an

Apple-compatible disk and

consists of a combined editor

and macroassembler. The
system is capable of quick

editing and assembly of large

68000 programs.

QPAK-68, complete with

Q-68 board, software, user's

guide and 68000 documenta-

tion, is available now for

$695. Qwerty, Inc., 9252
Chesapeake Drive, Suite 600,

San Diego, CA 92123. Reader

Service number 469.

Breakout
With RS-232

Datacom Northwest, Inc.,

announces its new RS-232

Tri-State breakout box.

The unit has 13 Tri-State

LEDs, including one that

monitors a spare circuit.

Two features make the

breakout box unique. It has

the ability to swap transmit

data and receive data by set-

ting two DIP switches. The

unit can also raise the control

signal lines, clear to send,

data set ready, and data car-

rier detect, by setting individ-

ual DIP switches.

The RS-232 Tri-State has

both positive and negative

EIA voltage outputs that allow

you to raise or lower the state

of any line. A low-battery in-

dicator is standard.

The unit is shirtpocket

sized and weighs eight

ounces. It sells for $249.

Datacom Northwest, Inc.,

11300 25th Ave. N.E., Seattle,

WA 98125. Reader Service

number 463.

Catch the Bus

STD Microsystems intro-

duces the Model 5320A. It is

an STD Bus CPU that features

a Z-80 microprocessor, an on-

board counter/timer CTC and

fully buffered signals for max-

imum expansibility.

The module accepts up to

16K bytes of RAM/ROM/
PROM/EPROM, which may

QPAK-68from Qwerty, Inc., turns the Apple U into a low-cost

68000 assembly language development system.
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Model 5320A is a new STD Bus ZSOfrom STD Microsystems.

freely intermix without mod-
ule reconfiguration.

The STD Microsystems de-

sign allows user-modifiable

control of memory and inter-

rupt acknowledge wait states.

The CTC has four channels

that may be independently pro-

grammed for frequency/event

counting, timing or interrupt

generation. Bidirectional ad-

dress, data and control buses

permit DMA to on-board
memory and I/O.

This full STD Bus compat-

ibility assures efficient, cost-

effective system design. It re-

quires a +5 V supply. Model

5320A is available in 2.5 MHz
for $195, in 4.0 MHz for $225,

or in 6.0 MHz for $255.

STD Microsystems, 399
Sherman Ave., Palo Alto, CA
94306. Reader Service num-
ber 472.

Monitor Data
Transactions

The RS-232 Data Tap, from
B & B Electronics, is a small

compact device that allows

you to monitor data being
transmitted or received on
any RS-232.

Three RS-232 connec-
tors—one male and two
female—allow the Data Tap to

be inserted in the RS-232 line.

The female connectors sup-
plied for the tap can be used to

drive a printer, a CRT or any
other receive-type RS-232
device.

The main line transmit data

and/or receive data can be
routed to the tap connector.

The tap connector is set up in

the loop-back mode (similar to

a null modem connector) so

that the main line handshake
signals are not relied upon for

proper operation.

The RS-232 Data Tap sells

for $34.95. B & B Electronics

Mfg. Co., PO Box 475, Men-
dota, IL 61342. Reader Ser-

vice number 474.

Subsystem
Saves Time

The new Accelerator II is a
time-saving subsystem from
Titan Technologies.

This unique board, based

on a fast 6502 processor with

64K high-speed memory,
allows you to speed up pro-

grams like VisiCalc, DB
Master, Pie Writer, Home Ac-

countant, Multi-Plan, Screen-

Writer II, Apple Writer and
Work Handler as well as

games like Frogger, Zork and
Wizardry.

The dramatic increase in

speed improves efficiency and
productivity and reduces the

frustration of long delays in

both business and home ap-

plications. It increases the ex-

ecution time for all programs
on Apple II and Apple II Plus.

The addition of Accelerator

II to the Apple II creates paral-

lel processor operations; the

Apple II main board handles

only the video display while

the Accelerator II duplicates

the 48K of the Apple and adds
a fast, built-in language card.

Thus, virtually all Apple II

computer software can have
the benefit of greater speeds.

When desired, the Accel-

erator II will function at nor-

mal Apple II or II Plus speeds.

The Accelerator II is a plug-

in board which can be used in

JVB Electronics* new Spool-Z-Q 1 00 expands up to 256K.

any slot. It is hardware com-
patible with most standard

peripherals. Because most pe-

ripherals run at differing

speeds (such as disk drives or

modems), switches are pro-

vided to slow the speed to in-

dividual devices.

The Accelerator II sells for

$599. Titan Technologies,

Inc., 310 West Ann St., Ann
Arbor, MI 48104. Reader Ser-

vice number 468.

Broadening Horizons
With Spool-Z-Q lOO
Printer Buffer

JVB Electronics introduces

a new printer buffer called

Spool-Z-Q 100.

It is an S-100 (IEEE-696)

compatible, 256K character

(maximum) hardware printer

buffer. Spool-Z-Q 100 inter-

faces to both serial and
parallel printers and has
many desirable features and
capabilities.

Spool-Z-Q 100 allows you to

expand to its 256K maximum
Dv Pegging in standard 4164
64K RAM chips. Other size

chips available are 32K, 64K,
128K and 192K. Sockets for

the full 256K are installed on
each Spool-Z-Q 100.

Spool-Z-Q 100 interfaces to

most printers. Baud rates,

parity and word length are

switch selectable for the serial

interface. The board supports
several protocols, including

XON/XOFF, ETX/ACK, ENQ/
ACK and reverse channel in

either polarity.

The system's on-board pro-

cessor frees your computer
and shrinks your BIOS. It also

ignores the reset signals on
the S- 100 bus (although they

may be jumper enabled) so

that even if your computer
has a program crash, Spool-Z-

Q 100 will continue printing

queued documents.

Spool-Z-Q 100 has a socket

installed for an optional
switch panel that allows you
to control the copy, clear the

buffer and self-test the func-

tions. Also, two modes, nor-

1I
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Titan Technologies' Accelerator II is a new time-saving sub-
system.
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Circle 31 1 on Reader Service card.

^^
LOWER PRICES

LONGER LENGTHS

DATA TRAC C-06, C-12, C-24

From the leading supplier of Computer

Grade Cassettes, new, longer length C-12's

(6 minutes per side) provide the extra few

feet needed for some 16K programs.

<r^> Premium 5-screw shell with leader^^ —BASF tape

Internationally acclaimed.

Thousands of repeat users.

<^^ Error Free • Money back Guarantee

<s>

CASSETTE
STORAGE CADDY

Holds 12

cassettes w/o boxes
Includes edge labels

and Index card

Si

# 500 C-12's—380 each. w labe.s

Shipping $1 7. 500 add 4c

500 Boxes 13c ea. • shipping $10 500

TRACTOR FEED
• DIE-CUT BLANK
CASSETTE LABELS

BASF Qualimetric Flexi-Disc—Lifetime Warranty.

5 1/4" Single Side. Double Density, Soft-Sectored.

NEW! MICRO CASSETTES in convenient short lengths.
MC-10
MC-20
MC-30

Same superior tape in premium shell

WITH LEADERS. Supplied complete with
box (fits Epson & Sharp micro drives).

r*-»n- ot o/7nn nwn for immediate shipment
jgmi Call: 213/700-0330 on Credit Card 0rders

ORDER \\mail TO: VORK 10
IM

Comouterujare
NOW . . .L/9525 Vassar Ave. #H Chatsworth, CA 91311

m.mmwmmmMmmmmm ORDER FORM m m^ mm mm mm wm mm \

fTEM 1 DOZEN 2 DOZEN TOTAL

C-06 U 7 00 1300

C 12 750 1400

C-24 9 00 1700

Hard Box 2 50 400

Blank labels 3 00/100 ] 20 00/1000

Storage Caddy @ $2 95 ea Oty

Fiexi Disc
!
26 95/10 120 00/50

MICRO CASS. 1 DOZEN 2 DOZEN
MC-10 16 50 U 32.50

MC 20 | 18 00 ] 34 50

MC-30 | 1900 ] 36 00

SUB TOTAL
Calif residents add sales tax

SHIPPING/HANDLING Any quantity (except 500 special) 3.50
Outside 48 Continental States— Additional $1 per caddy;

per doz cassettes, per doz. boxes, per 10 discs

TOTAL
Check or M O Charge to

enclosed D Credit Card VISA Q MASTERCARD
PLEASE SEND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

Card No

Each std cassette

includes two YORK 10

labels only Boxes are

sold separately We
prefer to ship by UPS
as being the fastest and

safest If you need ship-

ment by Parcel Post,

check here Q
NOTE Additional

charges outside 48

Continental States

Shipments to AK. HI.

and USA possessions

go by Priority Mail.

Canada & Mexico-
Airmail.

All others— Sea Mail

#H

Exp.

Name

Address

City State/Zip

PhoneSignature

Computer make & model Disk? (y/n)

mal and pause-on-form feed,

allow for both normal and
special buffered printing.

Spool-Z-Q 100 sells for $319
with 32K, $349 with 64K,

$409 with 128K, $469 with

192K and $529 with 256K.

JVB Electronics, 1601 Fulton

Ave., Suite 10A, Sacramento,

CA 95825. Reader Service

number 465.

Prevent Multi-user
Conflict on Your
Database

American Planning Corp.

announces a new database

management system for PC/

NET. This multi-user system,

called MIS Builder, auto-

matically prevents user con-

flict without programming.

MIS Builder is a business-

oriented database manage-
ment system. It integrates

a sophisticated menu-driven

database manager with an
automated program develop-

ment system.

It handles business-oriented

data files of up to 80,000

records. Sorting is rarely need-

ed because MIS Builder auto-

matically updates all indexes

(up to 15) when changes are

made. There is a full-featured

report program generator for

sophisticated business re-

ports. First-time users can con-

struct simple inquiries with

totals and subtotals by select-

ing from menu options.

When used for developing

programs, MIS Builder re-

duces at least 60 percent of

the cost and up to 95 percent

of the time. The modularized

concepts of MIS Builder allow

inexperienced programmers
to create unique applications

software, while providing pro-

fessional programmers with

advanced software develop-

ment tools.

MIS Builder has several

automated and semiauto-

mated modes. The automated

mode is designed for non-

programmers, providing a

foundation module which de-

fines individual data files and

an inquiry function that

designs and produces video

pages. It also has a report gen-

erator that performs sophisti-

cated calculations and pro-

duces output to the display

screen, printer or other files

using its fast sort capability.

The semiautomated mode
has a broad and varied set of

functions that supplement
the capabilities of the auto-

mated mode. Typically, large

and complex programs created

in the semiautomated mode
are made up of 75 percent

automated code and 25 per-

cent new code.

MIS Builder is available for

the IBM PC and business ma-

chine microprocessors in-

cluding the Z-80 and 8086/8.

It also supports most operat-

ing systems such as CP/M,

CP/M-86, MP/M, MP/M-86, MS
DOS, North Star DOS, Advan-

tage GDOS and others.

MIS Builder costs $495 and

the advanced programmers'

function package costs an ad-

ditional $295. American Plan-

ning Corp., 4600 Duke St.,

Suite 423, Alexandria, VA
22304. Reader Service num-
ber 462.

Expand on Busboard

The LNW Busboard is an in-

novative multifunction card

for the IBM PC and XT manu-
factured by LNW Computers.

The Busboard is modular in

design and can hold up to

eight separate modules per

board. It can be customized to

your changing needs. As new
functions become available,

modules will be designed that

can easily be added or sub-

tracted to the main board.

The Busboard comes com-

The Busboard, from LNW Computers, solves the IBM PC and
XT expansion problem with eight modules.
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plete with 64K of parity-

checking RAM and can be
used for slave, multi- or com-
patible processing. It is ex-

pandable to 5 12K RAM in 64K
plug-in increments. The Bus-

board also features Busdrive,

a high-performance disk drive

emulaloT, ana Spoolbus, a
queuing spooler for more than
one printer.

The Busboard retails for

$349.95. The I/O Busboard is

also available with no provi-

sions for RAM or coprocessing

modules for $129.95.

LNW Computers, 2620 Wal-

nut St., Tustin, CA 92680.
Reader Service number 475.

A Module
With Compatibility

Connecticut microcomput-

er, Inc., announces a new
16-channel analog input
module. The Busster D16 is

a self-contained IEEE-488
(GPIB) bus-compatible device.

The D 16 is the fourth prod-

uct in the Busster series of I/O

modules. It works with any
microcomputer that has an
IEEE-488 interface (either

built in or added on). It is com-

patible with computers
manufactured by Apple, IBM,

Commodore, Osborne,
Hewlett-Packard and
Tektronix.

The Busster D16 analog in-

put module accepts com-
mands from any host comput-
er through its IEEE port in

order to read data or activate

the timer and buffer. The data

is converted to eight bits and
the conversion time is less

than 100 microseconds.

The built-in timer operates

from .01 seconds to 48 hours.

The built-in buffer allows for

data acquisition while the
host computer is tied up. The
Busster module economically
increases a computer's inter-

facing capability while reduc-

ing its workload.

The Busster D16 analog in-

put module is easily pro-

grammed through Basic com-
mands from the controlling

computer.

The Busster D16 sells for

$495. Connecticut micro-
Computer, Inc., 36 Del Mar
Drive, Brookfield, CT 06804.
Reader Service number 467.

Versatility With
Applem
Hard Disk System

Mountain Computer, Inc.,

announces the first hard disk

system for the Apple III which
runs both Apple III and Apple
II software.

In addition to having the

highest memory capacity (at

20M), the system is market-

ed to be the most versatile Ap-

ple II hard disk system avail-

able.

The Mountain Apple III

Hard Disk System benefits

CPAs, attorneys, educational

administrators, systems inte-

grators and small medical

clinics and businesses. It

allows you to enter and main-
tain files in either Apple II or

Apple III modes without addi-

tional patching.

The Apple III system also

accepts both Apple SOS and
CP/M software. With concur-

rent storage, Apple II users

Connecticut microcomputer's Busster D16 is a new
1 6-channel analog input module.

Daisy wheel quality
without daisy wheel

expense
You need the quality print that a daisy wheel

printer provides but the thought of buying one makes your

wallet wilt. The Selectric™ Interface, a step-by-step guide to

interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your microcom-

puter, will give you that quality at a fraction of the price.

George Young, co-author of Microcomputing magazine's

popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" series, offers a low-cost al-

ternative to buying a daisy wheel printer.

The Selectric™ Interface includes:

•step-by-step instructions

•tips on purchasing a used Selectric™

• information on various Selectric™ models, in-

cluding the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041

•driver software for Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips

• tips on interfacing techniques

With The Selectric Interface and some background in elec-

tronics, you can have a high-quality, low-cost, letter-quali-

ty printer. Petals not included.

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-5473. Or
mail your order with payment plus $1.50 shipping and

handling to: Wayne Green Inc. Attn: Retail Book Sales,

Peterborough, NH 03458.

Dealer inquiries invited.
cb -i i r\ *i

ISBN 0-88006-05 1-4 1 28 pages Jj> 1 Z V7
Yes, I want Selectric Interface (BK7 388). Enclosed is $12.97 per

copy plus $1.50 for shipping and handling.

n MASTER DVISA DAMEX

Card # Expires

Signature

Name

Address

City

State and Zip

All orders ship ped UPS if complete street address is given.

33DB7S
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may extend the life of their

software. It also lets you
thoroughly investigate Apple

III software purchases in order

to make a gradual entry into

the more sophisticated Apple

III applications packages.

The Apple III hard disk

system is available in four

storage capacities—5M, 10M,

15M and 20M.
In addition, the Mountain

Hard Disk System features

four user-visible partitions

that act as user-definable*

volumes on each disk and
allow faster access times than

sub-directories.

The Mountain Apple III

Hard Disk System retails for

$1995 for 5M, $2495 for 10M,

$2995 for 15M and $3495 for

20M. Hard disk systems are

also available for the IBM PC
and XT and Apple II and He
and Franklin PCs.

Mountain Computer, Inc.,

300 El Pueblo Road, Scotts

Valley, CA 95066. Reader Ser-

vice number 47 1

.

The 68000 Multibus
CPU and Local
Memory Board

Callan Data Systems in-

troduces the CD68K Micro-

processor Systems board. The
board features I/O and
memory enhancements of the

Stanford "Sun" family of

68000 Multibus IEEE 796
single board computers.

By partitioning CPU and I/O

functions on one board with

local memory on the second,

the design eliminates wait

states without the needless

replication of memory control

logic.

Up to two one megabyte
local memory boards can be

used per board. It has two-

level, memory management
architecture with separate

segment and page maps as

well as a context selection

register.

The system permits map-
ping of up to 16 process con-

texts.

The Callan CD68K sells for

$1450. Callan Data Systems,

2637 Townsgate Road, West-

lake Village, CA 91361. Reader

Service number 46 1

.

Time for P-Series

Adaptive Data & Energy
Systems announces a new ST
506 Winchester disk control-

ler. It is designed as a single

card interface between the

IBM PC I/O bus and the

5V4-inch Winchester disk in-

terface.

Called the P-Series Disk
Controller, it emulates the

IBM PC disk controller in-

struction set while taking full

advantage of the existing soft-

ware base through its com-
patibility with PC DOS 2.0.

The controller utilizes cus-

tom LSI technology and an
on-board, high performance

microprocessor. It provides

The CP68K is a microprocessor systems board from Callan

Data Systems.
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emulation of the IBM control-

ler while providing significant

growth potential for nonlBM-
defined commands.

Additional features include

an IBM PC expansion board

form factor; IBM PC I/O

channel plug compatibility;

multiple-sector read/write

operations; and consecutive

physical-sector operations.

Each P-Series disk con-

troller supports two ST 506
Winchester disk drives. It also

includes error detection with

eight-bit error correction, 512
byte sector sizes and user-

programmable interleaving.

The controller has an on-

board socket and decoding for

an eight-byte boot EPROM.
The P-Series Disk Controller

sells for $395. Adaptive Data &
Energy Systems, 2627 Pomo-
na Blvd., Pomona, CA 91768.
Reader Service number 473.

Managing
Your Modem

Digital Pathways intro-

duces Defender II, a dial-up

system for computer access

control and management.
Computer access control via

dial-up lines is a critical factor

in telecommunications
because of the proliferation of

home computers and sophis-

ticated modems which ex-

pand the possibility of unau-

thorized database entry.

Defender II guards against

unauthorized usage by pro-

viding an automated dial-in/

call-back procedure allowing

access only through autho-

rized telephones.

In addition. Defender II pro-

vides a host of sophisticated

management, diagnostic and
network control features.

These include a complete aud-

it trail of all transactions, low-

cost telephone routing, prior-

itized queuing, status report-

ing on all modems and pre-

ventative diagnostic proce-

dures. Another feature of

Defender II is its ability to

send computer-independent

messages to a predefined list

of phone numbers.

Defender II is based upon
Digital Pathways' proprietary

bus-controlled 212A mo-
dems. Up to 48 of these mo-
dems are packaged in each

compact 19-inch high rack-

mounting cabinet with full In-

tel multibus modularity.

The system's high degree of

modularity allows for removal

and/or replacement of any
board in the cabinet without

disrupting on-going com-
munications.

Defender II supports more
than 1000 users with unlimit-

ed expandability through the

use of additional memory
boards. A typical 48-modem
system costs about $800 per

line. Adapters are available

for other modems at $200 per

Digital Pathways' Defender II provides intelligent manage-
ment of central-site, dial-up modem systems.



Circle 204 on Reader Service card. Circle 51 on Reader Service card.

fqualimetric]

on BASF V
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

DISKETTES
Dealer inquiries invited

5 /a" Soft Sector Box/ 10
54974 1 side/dbi dens $22.30
54980 2 sides/dbl dens $50.80
54986 1 side/quad 96 tpi $29.40
54992 2 sides/quad 96 tpi $37.80

8ft
Soft Sector

54998 1 side/sgl dens $25.20
54021 1 side/dbl dens $26.60
54061 2 sides/dbl dens $54.50

cnecks-viSA-MC-C.O.D./Add $2 snipping
Call or write for our discount catalog.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave., St. Clair snores, Ml 48041

Pnone: (313) 777-7780

Authorized Reseller
Information Processing Media BASF

KINDER KONCEPTS
30 PROGRAMS FOR KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN

READING READINESS, MATH CONCEPTS.
PERCEPTION, COLORS, SHAPES. ETC.

Disks $39.50 for 5 programs*

All 30 on 1 disk with Backup - $175.00

For COMMODORE PET " and 64,™

and APPLE II +

We also carry "Master Grades", "Multiple Choice"

"Football Scout" and other useful programs for
r

teachers.

Please add $2.00 per disk for shipping & handling

MIDWEST SOFTWARE
BOX 214 • FARMINGTON, Ml 48024
Phone: 313-477-0897 (4:00 pm - 11:00 pm)

Please send for complete descriptions and ordering

information.

* Sample disk with 2 programs for $10.00.

' and TM tradema r ks of Commodore Business Machines

and Apple Computer Company

Circle 54 on Reader Service card.

MAKE A

FORTUNE!
By Writing A

Computer Book
Put your personal know-
ledge and skills to work
earning big money. Com-
puter books sell more than
any other one category of
trade books. Our book pub-
lishing company needs 40
new computer books for a
new line of non-fiction
books. Also needed, other
non-fiction books, how-to's.
self-help, business, health,
etc. Write for submission
information: BOOKMAN
PUBLISHING CO. Suite
3-752, 1750 Kalakaua Ave..

Honolulu. Hawaii 96826

Circle 325 on Reader Service card.
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Circle 36 on Reader Service card.

SLICK PAGES?
COmPUTER
SHDPPeP

Wii

GREAT DEALS?
YES!

^^k—

r |ii i adaaai

-r"-

Computer Shopper pages aren't slick because they

were designed for one purpose; to put buyers in

touch with sellers at the lowest possible cost. This

resulted in bargains on new and used equipment and

software.

Individuals nationwide are able to list their pre-

owned items for only a few dollars. This created hun-

dreds of classified ads in over 100 big 11x14 pages.

And to make sure there were enough buyers for

advertisers, the subscription price was set low, too!

So strike your first deal by taking advantage of

the low subscription price, 12 issues for $15. That's

a $8.40 discount off the newsstand price. Money
back guarantee. For faster service (MasterCard and
VISA) Call 305-269-3211.

camPureR shoppbr
407 S. Washington Ave. • P.O. Box F571

Titusville, FL 32781

Circle 232 on Reader Service card.

PAPER
V TOP QUALITY FANF0LD BOND

O'/i x 11 size fits most computer printers

Perforated both sides, snaps out to 8
' < x 11 sheets

V FREE SHIPMENT - NEXT DAY
From our CA. IL. NJ and GA warehouses

V LOW PRICES - INCLUDE REGULAR UPS
20 lb. white bond. 2500 sheets 30.95
18 lb. white bond. 3000 sheets 32.95
15 lb. white bond. 3200 sheets 32.95
20 lb. smooth-edge bond. 1000 sheets .

.

22.95
20 lb. smooth-edge bond. 2500 sheets .

.

39.95
20 lb. smooth-edge rag bond. 2300 sheets 89.95

CALL TOLL FREE: 1 - 800-628-8736

Open M-F 7-1 1am & 1-5pm PST In CA. call (213) 804-1270

A-1 COMPUTER PAPER CO.
405 E. Third #206. Long Beach CA 90802

We accept checks, MO't, American Express, Visa,

MC, and purchase orders subject to credit approval.
For COO, add $2 per order. No orders accepted
from outside continental U.S. Calif, residents add
6% tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CALL FOR SUPER QUANTITY DISCOUNT PRICES

Circle 172 on Reader Service card. Circle 89 on Reader Service card. Circle 156 on Reader Service card.

NEW! Monitor

the 7 Key

RS-232

Lines

with a Device

Smaller Than This Ad!

RS-232 INTERFACE MINI-TESTER

A compact version of our popular standard

RS-232 Tester. LED's clearly display status

of: TD, RD, RTS, CTS, DSR, CD, DTR. Re-

quires no power; may be left in permanently.

Satisfaction guaranteed. ORDER NOW! Only

$49.95. Optional 2-color LED's indicate low,

high, or open: $59.95. Add $1.75 for ship-

ping (IL res. add 5% sales tax). MC, Visa

accepted. Ask for FREE catalog. Phone

(815)-539-5827. Make checks payable to:

__i electronics
Box 475 MC • Mendota. IL 61342

Sure
its insured?

SAFEWARE™ Insurance provides full

replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software. As little as $35/yr covers:

• Fire • Theft • Power Surges

• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident

For information or immediate coverage call:

1-8O0-848-3469
(In Ohio call 1-8O0-848-2112)

COLUMBIA NATIONAL GENERAL AGENCY
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Selling Micro-

computing will

make money for you.

Consider the facts:

Fact 1: Selling Microcomputing
increases store traffic—our dealers

tell us that Microcomputing is one of

the hottest-selling computer magazine on
the newsstands.

Fact 2: There is a direct correlation between store

traffic and sales—increase the number of people com-
ing through your door and you'll increase sales.

Fact 3: Fact 1 + Fact 2 = INCREASED $ALE$, which
means more money for you. And that's a fact.

For information on selling Microcomputing, call

800-343-0728 (in New Hampshire call 1-924-9471) and
speak with Qinnie Boudrieau, our bulk sales manager.
Or write to her at Microcomputing, Route 101 & Elm St.,

Peterborough, NH 03458.

MICROCOMPUTING
80 Pine Street Peterborough, NH 03458

800-343-0728

MOVING?
Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you

won't miss a single issue of Microcomputing

Extend my subscription one additional year for only $24.97

Payment enclosed Bill Me
Canada & Mexico $27.97 1 year only U.S. Funds drawn on US bank. Foreign

Surface $44.97 1 year only, U.S. Funds drawn on US banks only.

Attach old label where indicated and print new address in

space provided. Also include your mailing label whenever
you write concerning your subscription. It helps us serve

you promptly.

AFFIX LABEL

If you have no label handy, print OLD address here:

Name
Address

City State Zip

Print NEW address here:

Name
Address

City State Zip

MICROCOMPUTING
P.O. Box 997-FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11737

v
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line.

Digital Pathways, 1060
East Meadow Circle, Palo

Alto, CA 94303. Reader Ser-

vice number 466.

A Modem and
Software For Data
Communications

Cermetek Microelectronics,

Inc., announces a new Bell

212A-type modem that plugs

directly into the IBM PC, XT,

or IBM-compatible PCs such

as the Eagle, Columbia, Com-
paq or Corona.

Cermetek's Info-Mate 212PC
is supplied with a data com-

munication software package

called Modemate.
This software allows PC us-

ers to transmit and receive

files; to auto-dial data or voice

calls; to receive or transmit in-

formation at full or half-du-

plex; to log modem data on a

printer; and to maintain a 60-

entry phone book.

The Info-Mate 212PC pro-

vides asynchronous data
communications at either

110, 300 or 1200 bps. It also

supports automatic dialing,

answering, speed selecting,

parity selecting, auto selec-

tion of tone and pulse dialing.

The Info-Mate 212PC also

supports electronic detection

of dial, busy, ring-back and
modem answer tone as well as

detection of the human voice.

The minimum PC required

to operate the Info-Mate
212PC and the Modemate
software is either an IBM PC,

XT or compatible system, a

PC DOS 1.1 or 2.0, 64K RAM,
one disk drive, and an
80-column display.

The Info-Mate 212PC and
its accompanying Modemate
software cost $495. Cermetek
Microelectronics, Inc., 1308
Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale,
CA 94089. Reader Service

number 460.

Interface Board Runs
CP/M Software
On DEC
The QCP-11 is a new plug-

in interface board from
Logicraft, Inc.

The QCP-11 allows CP/M
software on DEC LSI- 11 com-
puters to run simultaneously

with other programs. A serial

port lets a modem, terminal or

printer connect directly to the

board.

The QCP-11 contains 64K
RAM, 2K PROM and a Z-80B

microprocessor at 6 MHz with

no wait states. It is compatible

with RT-11, RSXllM/M-Plus,
TSX-Plus and RSTS/E operat-

ing systems and runs inde-

pendently of the system.

The Logicraft QCP-11 costs

$1495. Logicraft, Inc., 3
Graham Drive, Nashua, NH
03061. Reader Service num-
ber 470.

Share Business Data

The Database Machine is a

new plug-in device for the IBM
PC which allows many desk-

top microcomputers to share

access to the same corporate

1 mx •*> 1
>

.-••'
;• SSL**

The QCP-1 1 is a plug-in interface boardfrom Logicraft Inc.



information pool.

Manufactured by Cogent
Data Technologies, Inc., it

acts as an intelligent, high-

speed controller for the new
breed of small, inexpensive
Winchester hard disks. In ef-

fect, it is a traffic director, sort-

ing requests from micros on
the network, providing data-

base programs from special

circuits, accessing the hard
disk and sending the informa-

tion back to the inquiring

microcomputer.

On the user's end, waiting

time is minimal even if a hun-

dred coworkers all want the

same client address, inven-

tory figure or cost projection

at the same time.

The Database Machine is in-

stalled in a PC with hard disk

connections and with connec-

tions to networks that link to

other PCs within the office or

building.

The Database Machine lets

your microcomputer retain

its autonomy while adding to

and benefitting from a distrib-

uted database. It retails for

$1300-$ 1500 depending on
configuration and quantity.

Cogent Data Technologies,

Inc., PO Box 3902, Bellevue,

WA 98009. Reader Service

number 476.

Circle 272 on Reader Service card.

Cover the Distance
With Half the Drive

Wholesale Technology,
Inc., announces its new Half

Track disk drive for Apple
Computers.

The Half Track disk drive is

a 5V4-inch floppy drive that

stands only 41 millimeters

high and provides 160K of

dual-density storage. It is fully

compatible with Apple II, II

Plus and He and runs on DOS
3.2 or 3.3.

The Half Track disk drive

features contemporary slim-

line styling, cooling louvres,

auto-eject of disks for operator

convenience, a unique quick-

release controller cable and a
fast 12 millisecond head ac-

cess time.

The drive is rated at 8000
hours MTBF. It sells for

$399.95 complete with a filer

DOS 3.3, a controller, a cable

and documentation.

Wholesale Technology, Inc.,

1530 South Sinclair, Ana-
heim, CA 92806. Reader Ser-

vice number 464.

"Gurmal
buys a

Computer"

1984
Calendar

Gurmal is Coming...

Share in the adventures of Gurmal each
month with a new hilarious, side splitting

scene from the "Gurmal Buys a Computer"
calendar for 1984. Gurmal stumbles
through the world of Hardware. Software and
Robotics from the Corporate Office to his

home.

ALSO

The Gurmal Book
64 pages of computer humor

with Gurmal's friends and family

Please send me
copy(s) of the "Gurmal buys a Computer"
Calendar for 1984 (a $6.95 or the Gurmal
Book (a $5.95 or both Calendar and Book
for $10.00 [Utah residents add 5.25% sales

tax] + 50C postage & handling to:

Computer Humor, Inc.
P.O. Box 859
Park City, UT 84060

(^ 1 983 Computer Humor, Inc.

-~-

T/S 1000 Books That Work For You

Using
the
Timex/Sinclair

1000 -

Ralph Colett

Special offer! Get both books for just $19.97.

Using the Timex/Sinclair 1000
by Ralph Coletti

The book to read after the manual. Put your com-
puter to practical use with home, business, educa-
tional, and scientific applications (program listings

included). A review of Sinclair BASIC contains

hints for translating from other BASICs. Common
mechanical problems and solutions and hardware
modifications are also covered. Spiral-bound for

easy computer-side use. Only $9.97.

Converting to Timex/Sinclair BASIC
by S. L. Bird

Translate other BASIC programs to run on your
T/S 1000. This complete guide covers more than
200 BASIC instructions, including a description of

how each T/S replacement works and an example
of it in use. Just $14.95 puts an almost endless sup-

ply of software at your fingertips. Spiral-bound.

Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-5473 for your credit card orders or

send payment with shipping and handling charges toWayne Green
Books, ATTN: Book Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458. Dealer in-

quiries invited.

I

I

YES
r
I want T/S 1000 books that work.

Special offer. Using the T/S 1000 AND Converting to T/S

BASIC (BK739601) for $19.97 ($2.00 shipping & handling).

Using the T/S 1000 (BK7397) $9.97. Converting to T/S
BASIC (BK7395) $14.95. ($1.50 shipping & handling for each)

Payment enclosed MasterCard VISA Amex
Card# MC Bank# Exp. Date

Name Signature

Address
,

City State Zip

Wayne Green Books•Peterborough, NH 03458 33DB7T
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REvWS
(From p. 146)

the major areas of importance.

The Internal Rate of Return is, as you

may expect the most important. This in-

dicates the return on your invested capital

as a percentage of your investment. A use-

ful feature rests in the fact that the internal

rate of return is shown for each of the 20

years of the study. This makes it possible,

by inspection, to determine when there is

a downturn and when it's time to sell.

Also of importance is the information on

the tax consequences shown as deprecia-

tion, interest expense, capital gains tax (if

sold) and the effect of your tax bracket on

the income you are to receive. This can

help the individual investor determine the

tax consequence of the proposed invest-

ment situation.

Another area with clout is, of course,

key income from the property because it

helps determine the income you can ex-

pect to receive in order to supplement

your income or reinvest it.

Total investment, including original in-

vestment, capital improvements and anti-

cipated appreciation of the property value,

Circle 185 on Reader Service card.

Re-ink any fabric ribbon for

less than 5C. Extremely simple
operation. We have a MAC
INKER for any printer.

Lubricant ink safe for dot
matrix printheads. Multi-

colored inks, uninked
cartridges available. Ask for

brochure. Thousands of

satisfied customers.

*5495 +

is also a major area.

The financial specialist pointed out that

the full 20-year projection of all factors

given can be of great value in determining

the correct point to sale for your invest-

ment
Even after you have purchased the real

estate, access to the model and the printed

report will still be valuable. As the present

progresses to the future, it will be valuable

to rerun the model every year as the as-

sumptions made in the purchase of the

property change.

REAP offers a wealth of information to

the person knowledgeable in real estate,

taxes, investments and accounting. Given

the REAP information and the right know-

how, a person can derive a good analysis

of the potentials of a real estate invest-

ment.

The REAP's information is based on as-

sumptions and educated guesses about

what will happen in the future.

The ability and knowledge needed to

answer the questions that the model uses

are not available to novices or semiprofes-

sionals. Most people just don't know what
an internal rate of return is; what the Rule

of 78 is and how it is used; what the five

IRS-accepted methods of depreciation are;

or how to figure out a future "occupancy"

rate.

In fact, to answer many of the questions

used by the model just, in plain language,

Mac Switch lets you share
your computer with any two
peripherals (serial or
parallel). Ideal for word
processors—never type an
address twice. Ask us for

brochure with tips on how to

share two peripherals with

MAC SWITCH. Total

satisfaction or full refund.

$9900

MacInker
CSlmputer
Frien
100 N.W. 86th Ave.
Portland, OR 97229
503/297-2321

pu
ids

&MacSwitch

requires information and education that

most people do not have. Trying to com-

plete and use the model without expert

knowledge can be more dangerous than

just going by intuition.

This package gives the professional an

automated method of calculating useful

information in evaluating real estate in-

vestment alternatives. Most professional

real estate investment analysts already

provide their clients with much of the in-

formation produced by REAP through the

use of laborious manual calculations. This

package provides an easier way for the

professional to provide his clients with in-

formation.

REAP's documentation, on the input

side, is readable and easy to use. Output

documentation, as previously mentioned,

is nonexistant, but it would really help. It

is quite possible that with better output

documentation, informed nonprofession-

als could use the package.

The REAP model is built by a series of

screens which ask pertinent real estate

questions. Once you answer a question,

there is no way of going back and correct-

ing an answer until you are through with

the entire series of questions. Instead,

when you are through with the entire

series of questions, you select the edit op-

tion from the menu and then correct your

input.

REAP is for the IBM PC with 64K of

memory, at least one disk drive and a

printer. The package specifies DOS re-

lease 1.0 or release 1.1. REAP doesn't

work with a DOS that has been modified

for a hard disk. This is not covered in the

user's manual. The programs are com-

pute bound rather than I/O bound, thus

the inability to use a hard disk is not a

problem.

REAP is a good package for analyzing

the income potential of a real estate invest-

ment. It's not a package for real estate nov-

ices who want an assured answer as to

whether a real estate investment is good

for them. The professional, however, will

find this $149.95 package valuable. (Ex-

ecuware, 7415 PLneville Mathews Roaa\

Charlotte, NC 2821 1 .)

Harold Frohlick

Holliston, MA

WordStar Release 3.3

It's been cussed

And discussed—yet

Ranks as the best

MicroPro's WordStar has been around
for a long time, and it promises to be with

us for some time to come. Despite the fact

that competition may be gaining, the

package remains one of the best word
processing systems on the market.

WordStar may possibly be the most
cussed and discussed word processing

package ever. People have railed at it in
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print for not being responsive to its users
(help was easily obtained, so that may be
changing).

User associations have installed Word-
Star interest groups. The package contin-

ues to gain acceptance for one good rea-

son: MicroPro's WordStar Release 3.3
word processor is good software.

WordStar is not an easy package to

use. It is not even an easy package to

learn. However, it is a capable package
with a sound training market for the

product. Training is required to obtain
full use of this package because some fea-

tures require an experienced user to deci-

pher their meaning and uses.

Walter Etlin's book WordStar Made
Easy (published by Osborne/McGraw-
Hill) provides much of the training for

early versions of WordStar. MicroPro
learned something from that effort— the
package's current tutorial is structured
into three distinct learning levels, com-
plete with the suggestion that, for most
tasks, the first level will be sufficient.

There is also strong indication from this

version that MicroPro took criticisms of

WordStar seriously.

Despite the difficulties involved in learn-

ing Wordstar, the package is as ca-

pable as any you will find. There are no
windowing configurations, as with the

Final Word or WordPerfect.

There is little that cannot be done with

WordStar. The windowing configurations

are more easily achieved in the
SHIFT» environment, where a full

screen may be placed on the mono-
chrome and another full screen placed on
the color monitor, allowing you to move
between them at will.

The quantity of WordStar's documenta-
tion seems formidable when compared to

other packages that have fewer features,

but draw their market on the basis of sim-

plicity. MicroPro has proved that a word
processing package doesn't have to be
simple to sell.

WordStar has a number of outstanding

things going for it. It will operate in 64K on
one drive if that's all you have. Of course,

it will operate more quickly with more
memory and more drives if they are

available.

When working with a prior release of

WordStar, I found that the system worked
well with a RAM disk and there was no
problem in logging to the device.
However, under this release, my equip-

ment configuration changed markedly—

I

encountered both problems and oppor-
tunities.

To begin with, my system is a 640K ex-

tended PC system. After several attempts
to install this release, receiving a message
that there was insufficient memory, and
after talking with several knowledgeable
people about the problem, I finally talked

with MicroPro's technical people and dis-

covered that the problem wasn't too little

memory— it was too much memory.

So if your system is 640K, their sug-

gestion is to temporarily change the DIP
switches to indicate a smaller system.

If you fear DIP switches like I fear DIP
switches, that's not a viable alternative.

There are, however, at least two other al-

ternatives: first, find a smaller system on
which to install WordStar (it installed well

on a 256K Compaq) or second, create a
smaller partition under «MEMORY/
SHIFT» (it works with a 128K partition

and could work with a 64K partition).

WordStar makes the assumption that

the system disk will be resident in the de-

fault drive. Since my DOS 2.0 had been
placed on hard disk drive C, WordStar was
placed there as well—and all works well,

so long as the document you are working
on is also on hard disk.

If you change the data drive default to

Drive B, WordStar expects the system to

be on Drive A. Therefore, for successful

operation, it's often necessary to keep the

system disk in Drive A anyway, assuming
that only minor changes are made to the

document on Drive B. Another option is to

simply transfer it onto the hard disk, work
with it and copy back.

Since WordStar first appeared on the

market, one of the most difficult things to

cope with has been the .BAK file. The in-

tent is to let you recover in case something
like a power failure occurs in mid-docu-

ment (it has).

This means that the new document

may take at least double the size (because
of the .BAK file) and that the theoretical

limit of any document is half the disk.

For single-sided drives, this means that

a maximum of 80K must be set aside for

the back-up files. This really isn't a prob-
lem for correspondence whose size will

never exceed a few pages. For a book writ-

er, it's a problem. The limitation can be
alleviated somewhat with double-sided
drives and it disappears completely with
the hard disk.

If you have a two-disk system, there are

some features you may want to assign to

the system disk. These will include such
DOS utilities as CHKDSK, Format, a soft-

ware spooler and a software switch to the

color monitor.

You have the ability to copy, rename or

delete a file within WordStar. You don't

have the ability to do a wildcard directory

or deletion, which would have been a help,

particularly when you want to remove all

.BAK files from the media.

WordStar's use of the control key has
brought barbs from the critics. Other soft-

ware vendors who have developed word
processors exclusively for the IBM PC
have not been shackled by extensive use
of the CTL key.

Since WordStar first appeared on the

eight-bit CP/M machines, where function

keys weren't available extensively, they
made an early decision to stick with the

Circle 318 on Reader Service card
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CTL key functions and to apply them con-

sistently across the board to the machine

on which the system was installed.

On the PC, the CTL key functions work,

and those functions which could be dupli-

cated to other keys, such as the cursor

movement keys, have been moved. You

can still move around the screen using the

control keys, but it isn't necessary.

They did the same with the function

keys. In fact, with this latest release, they

have reversed function keys 9 (beginning

of the file) and 10 (end of the file). They
used to be the other way around and were

the source of many complaints.

More functions could have been placed

on these function keys (combining them

with Shift or ALT), but I can live with

these. One of the things that is most

striking is the fact that the meaning of the

function keys is shown on the status line

(25th line of the screen), which is a help-
but for the person with WordStar experi-

ence, there should be a way to turn off the

display.

A testimony to the capability of this

package is the WordStar command card.

There are more than 130 different com-

mands to tailor your text. In addition,

there are more than 40 imbedded com-

mands that will permit you to tailor your

output once the document has been pre-

pared. Despite all the brouhaha over con-

trol key and codes, once you learn this

package, there isn't much that can't be

done with it.

If you've never used or seen the package

before, be aware that WordStar's docu-

ment handling is different from other

word processors. To begin with, there are

two distinct ways to prepare a docu-

ment—document mode and nondocu-

ment mode.

The document mode prepares text just

as it will appear on the paper. If you wish

to have your document double spaced, the

document will appear double spaced on

the screen. Unless you have turned it off,

text will also appear in justified format.

You have the option, during the opera-

tion of the package, to change margins,

headings, footings, page number and loca-

tion, indentation and so on. You also have

the option to establish necessary defaults

during the installation phase. It would be

nice if the underline and the boldface ap-

pear on the screen. Again, they don't for

compatibility reasons, and there is some
validity for being able to use the same
package on several computers. WordStar

does, however, produce the desired result

on the printed output.

Compared to prior

WordStar documentation,

this package is

extraordinary. It's

professionally done,

fully illustrated and
competently taught.

The nondocument mode produces (or

reads) an ASCII file. Using this mode you

can work with ASCII files produced by Ba-

sic programs, other word processors,

spreadsheet output and so on. You can al-

so use the nondocument mode to produce

program statements for input to a compil-

er program.

Increase Power and Facility

This latest version of the package offers

some increases in power and facility over

prior versions. To begin with, screen

handling is vastly improved.

Before, when moving from screen to

screen there was a gentle roll. Now there is

an almost immediatejump to the next dis-

play. It takes a bit of getting used to, but

it's a positive feature.

Next features that have appeared as

user-suggested patches in the trade media

are now a part of the package. Among
these are the use of color features on the

color monitor.

Articles have appeared on how to add

color. This version comes equipped for

construction of a color display. You have

options for text color (with its own back-

ground color) and menu color (with its

own background color).

The black letters on the white back-

ground were not as pleasing as I thought

they would be. I subsequently settled on a

red background for the menu, black let-

ters for the menu, a blue background for

the text and a pink color for the text. This

combination may not be the best for ev-

eryone, but it is certainly striking. The
function keys remain illuminated in black

on white at the bottom of the screen.

WordStar 3.3 also lets you interface

with printers that have specialized capa-

bilities, such as ribbon shifts (e.g., a color

printer), expanded print lines, compress-

ed print lines, and so on. These options are

now available as part of the set-up infor-

mation. And, while we're on the subject, I

should state that the setup for this

package is comprehensive and easy to fol-

low. And if you don't like the setup you re-

ceived, it's no trick to go through the in-

stallation module a second time.

An Extraordinary Package

Compared to prior WordStar documen-

tation, this package is extraordinary. It's

professionally done, fully illustrated, com-

petently taught and not difficult to use.

Circle 380 on Reader Service card. Circle 349 on Reader Service card. Circle 165 on Reader Service card.
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The addition of flow diagrams and refer-

ence cards makes the process easy to

follow.

There are a couple of snags. In prior ver-

sions, when a block of text was marked for

movement or cutting, there was a shift in

the screen density of the marked block.

That feature doesn't seem to work on this

version.

Likewise, when a temporary left margin
has been established, the ruler line in

former versions illuminated so you could
see where the temporary left margin was
located. This was an important feature,

and it is not clear if or how it works on this

version.

SpellStar and MailMerge on Menu
I can't leave this article without some

discussion of the WordStar options Spell-

Star and MailMerge. Both packages are

available from the WordStar main menu.
Using a dictionary of about 20,000 words,

SpellStar will check your spelling, provide

the ability to augment the dictionary,

count the words that are in the document
and lead you through the necessary steps

to change the document—errors are flag-

ged with a commercial "at" (@). This

package works admirably.

The only problem I have with it is the

size of its dictionary. It pales against a
Random House Dictionary's more than
80,000 words that sells for $50.

MailMerge is the form letter facility of

WordStar. It allows boiler-plated text to be
included within the document, adjusting

paragraphs as necessary. For an organiza-

tion that produces a variety of mailing

pieces, this package can more than pay for

the word processor in the long run.

There really isn't a fixed price for Word-
Star. It's been advertised from
$160-$500. Naturally, the SpellStar and
MailMerge capabilities are extra. You
should shop carefully, remembering that

a customer/dealer relationship is also im-

portant.

Worth Its Weight in Gold

Let nobody be deceived. WordStar is a
capable package and well worth its price.

It doesn't pretend to be all things to all peo-

ple. It's not the easiest to learn. However,
once you get used to WordStar you won't
want to change from it, particularly after

you've had a taste of working with Word-
Star in the «MEMORY/SHIFT» en-

vironment.

(WordStar Release 3.3, MicroPro Interna-

tional Corp., 33 San Pablo Ave., San Ra-
fael, CA 94903; $495.)

Ken Lord
Winchendon, MA

Minds in Training

An Apple II Plus or lie

And Einstein

Maximizes your memory
The other day my mom was quizzing

my oldest boy and girl about state

capitals. "What's the capital of Idaho?"
she asked. "How about Vermont? Rhode
Island?" When they got stumped, they

turned the tables and asked her about
other state capitals. On the basis of my
scientific observation of these tests, it

seems today's schools aren't any worse
or better than those of a few years ago.

A Skill Seldom Taught

But it makes a good point: this type of

thing—association in a rote sort of

way—is something we all do every day.

It's also a skill that's seldom taught. Now
along comes your Apple and Einstein; to-

gether they form a potent team that can
help you improve your memory powers.

Would you like to remember faces? Or I

better yet, to associate a name with that

face? Or a name and a phone number
and a birth date with a face?

Einstein is an $89.95 program that will

help you do just that. It comes with a
130-page indexed manual and three
disks. The system has a lot of clever tools

and builds on the solid foundation that all

memory is based on association.

Once you've envisioned some sort of

relationship between the object you want
to remember and its name, it'll lodge
somewhere between your ears, and
you'll be able to recall it when you need to.

Painless Associations

The authors of this program know
what they're doing and impart their

knowledge in a helpful way. It's one thing
to know that we must associate things to

remember them and quite another to

have the tools to make the process almost
painless. That's the true value of Ein-

stein.

The package is broken down into five

lessons. I don't want to give away any of

its secrets, but the program covers how
to remember names, how to keep track of

lists of information, how to structure and
reorder those lists as you need to, how to

remember dates and the best way to

track phone numbers. Most lessons build

on the prior one.

There are all sorts of practice sessions

in each section that allow you to check
your progress. These arrange their tests in

a random way, so each time you try, the

lesson is different.

In many of these tests, you set the level

of difficulty. You can tell the program
how long it should display each face it

wants you to associate with a name. After

each little test, you get instant feedback:

the program tells you how many right an-

swers you got and even gives you a per-

Circle 396 on Reader Service card.
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centage score. Unfortunately, if you're

perfect, it congratulates you with a little

tune that makes you wish you'd missed

one on purpose.

File That Thought

Einstein has a method you can use to

create your own memory files on disk.

For instance, there are a number of

names you can make an easy association

with. They suggest when you meet
someone called Jack, you think of Bean-

stalk, or when you meet someone named
Gail, you think of sail. However, if you

have ideas about associations that are

more meaningful to you, or want to add

to these lists, you can do so from inside

the program. Each time you work with it,

Einstein will load and use your own infor-

mation.

The system also comes with a game for

which you set the parameters. You de-

cide the display time for each face and
data as well as on-screen help and so on.

It's a terrific way to test yourself, and
comes out of your Apple in a different

fashion each time you play.

Einstein has a number of strong points,

but it's not perfect. Reset stops the pro-

gram. However, I couldn't get the system

to stop for an error or an improper entry.

While you can turn off the music for the

demonstration part of the package, you

can't for the lessons. Einstein says Beep!

a lot.

It's easy to return to the menu left from

any place inside the program with Con-
trol-C. You also use this command to halt

the demonstration program. However,

you're told early on to never use Control-

C when the disk is working. I don't feel

The manual isn't a tutorial. Rather, it

tells you about each lesson and what

The manual isn't tutorial. Rather, it

tells you about each lesson and what
you'll do as you work with it. The illustra-

tions are helpful. It's a good memory-
training aid, even without the program

disks.

It's important to remember that, as

with any device that helps you learn any-

thing, you have to use the tool and work
with the project. Like that memory book

you bought a few years back and can't

remember where you put, Einstein won't

do you any good until ou sit down and

work through its lessons. It does help

make the process fun, though.

It's difficult

to get a handle

on exactly what
BIZPAK II Is.

Einstein requires a 48K Apple II Plus or

He and one disk drive. The system is

available from The Einstein Corp., 1 1340

West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90064.

Greg Glau
Prescott, AZ

BIZPAK II

Communications tool for

General business,

Accounting and ordering

It's difficult to get a handle on exactly

what BIZPAK II is. The 91 -page manual
says it consists of three major parts: Gen-

eral Business, Accounting and Ordering.

These terms are ambiguous, and even

though the three sections can communi-

cate with one another, the system suffers

from a lack of direction. This is partly due

to the limited tutorial, which covers only

a smattering of the package. It does come
on a cassette tape as well as on paper,

which is an interesting approach.

This ambiguity also exists because the

documentation explains how to do this or

that but neglects to discuss the general

purpose and focus of the package.

With a 48K Apple, two disk drives, and

a printer plugged into Slot 1, the menu-

driven BIZPAK II is easy to move around

in. Unfortunately, getting started in-

volves some disk-swapping. The package

I looked at came with only the demon-

stration disks that hold sample data.

These sample disks didn't allow access to

some areas of the program, such as the

ordering section and the copy instruc-

tions.

From Inventory to Invoice

In the accounting realm, BIZPAK will

let you access your inventory records in

order to draw data as well as to create and
print invoices. You can override any

prices there and/or put items that you

don't carry in stock on an invoice. The
program automatically updates the cus-

tomer and sales files as each invoice is

created. Your screen is still alive as each

invoice is printed; you see the data scroll

up and away.

However, the only way you can post a

customer's account is from an invoice that

you generate with the system. If you can

dedicate your Apple to handle all of your

invoices, this isn't a problem.

Your first disk can hold 1118 customer

accounts; if you add additional disk drives,

each can handle 1120 new accounts for

you. The package lets you add sales tax to

each purchase; the program stores the

percentages on disk and does the math
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when you indicate which invoices get

charged any of three different tax rates.

The system also prints statements, al-

though the copy I had couldn't access that

part of the program.

BIZPAK also tracks your income state-

ment and balance sheet figures for you
and produces these two reports on de-

mand.
Fig. 1 shows what the Income state-

ment looks like; it's pretty basic. It does
many reports on your information; in fact

one-quarter of the manual's pages are

sample reports. The system gives you an
aged list of receivables and even can break
them down by the "territory" they're in.

However, since all I had were the demo
disks, when I tried to print the aging report

the system filled my screen with garbage

and refused to print anything.

While the package is strong on reports

for accounting, it doesn't allow you to

break down each sale by its different com-
ponents. It assumes you sell only mate-

rial, which goes along with the basic con-

cept that the system does all invoices and
pulls its data from the inventory files. The
package reports inventory but doesn't let

you report any labor sales, contracts, out-

side services or products you sell.

BIZPAK n is an

unusual program . . .

The number of inventory items the sys-

tem can handle varies by the length of the

product's name and the memory you
have. If you have a 48K Apple and can live

with inventory names no longer than 16

characters, BIZPAK will track 700 prod-

ucts for you. With an extra 16K of memo-
ry, this total jumps to 1210. While there's

not a true reorder summary available, the

system does indicate which items have
fallen below their minimum level with an
asterisk before their name.

As a pure inventory control package,

BIZPAK is fast when you enter data and
when you change it. As you print invoices,

the amounts you charge to customers are

deducted from current stock.

While the inventory section can func-

tion by itself, it's designed to deduct
things from what you have on hand only

when invoices are created. This limits its

value if you want to use it as a stand-alone

inventory program.

BIZPAK can print a price list (which

some "major" inventory programs can't

do) but it doesn't have a way to track pur-

chase orders for you (although it can write

them). However, because the order part of

the system wasn't accessible, I wasn't able

to examine how well it performed. You
can get a cost estimate for a project or a
quotation if you use the estimated quanti-

ties along with your inventory data. That's

a helpful function.

The system will also give you printouts

of how much of each product you've sold

as well as the value of your inventory for

up to 30 different categories. There's no
way to suppress categories (or whatever)

for which there's no data; you get a lot of

zeros in your printouts.

Special Features

BIZPAK offers several unusual features.

A bulletin board allows you to leave mess-
ages for the next person who uses the sys-

tem. You're told that "Looking at the bul-

letin board should always be the first task

upon starting the day . . .
." Really?

BIZPAK also lets your Apple function as

a cash register— it will post your material

and sales tax amounts to the proper cate-

gories and print a receipt.

When you print invoices, the amount
sold to the prior customer appears on the

current screen display. This is handy if

you happen to sell the same things to each

customer; if you don't you have to manu-
ally delete these entries. Numbers must be
entered with all trailing zeros (ten dollars

is put in as 10.00).

While BIZPAK can check to balance

your journal entries, it lets you delete ac-

counts with activity in them. I deleted

both the cash sales account and a custom-
er named Jack Potte's account on the

sample disk—and couldn't recover either

and they both had entries in them. BIZ-

PAK doesn't call itself a payroll system,

but holds regular weekly payroll data in its

files, evidently so you can post the details

to your general journals. It also stores

year-to-date totals for each employee, al-

though they must be entered manually
onto disk.

Summary

BIZPAK II is an unusual program with
useful functions. You can use it to create

a balance sheet or income statement, as

kind of an inventory program or as a
system that prints invoices and keeps sim-

ple customer records. If you sell only
material from stock on hand, BIZPAK
will help automate your business.

BIZPAK isn't a full-blown accounting or

inventory package. The system is at its

strongest in the variety of reports it can
create and in its invoicing. It leads you
around well and always informs you as to

what it's doing.

Generally, it's well error-trapped and
lets you back out of a menu selection you
make accidentally.

BIZPAK weakest point is that while it

can do a touch of inventory and payroll

plus a decent smattering of accounting,

it's not really designed for these purposes.

Before you buy it, I recommend that you
and your accountant spend some time
with the system to make sure it can do
what you need it to.

BIZPAK H is available for $1250 from
Mid-West Marketing, Box 26849, Denver,

CO 80226.

GregGlau
Prescott, AZ

Circle 131 on Reader Service card.
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BTA's MODEL 524 MULTIPORT
CONTROLLER is a code activated one
to four serial port expander — but that's

not all since it has separate and indepen-

dent UARTS, buffers and handshaking

each port can operate with a different

configuration, i.e. different baud rates,

stop bits, etc. These features also permit

two or more devices to communicate
with the 524 simultaneously.

Latter -quality

printar

High spaad
printar

/ Tarmina l \
Modam

Full duplex with EIA RS-232 protocol

Baud rates up to 19,200

Expansion to 16 ports by cascading

Peripheral ports may be configured
by user software

One year warranty

MODEL 524 $249.00
•MODEL 524A $279.00
same as model 524 except has 256 byte

rx/tx buffers per port

MODEL 524 D $269.00
same as model 524, plus continuous poll-

ing of each peripheral device for data

transfer requests. The device is auto-

matically connected when its turn comes
up . ON, BUSY and OFF messages are

sent to the peripheral device.

•Other models available — Contact us or

your dealer for additional information

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES. inc

HIGHWAY 603, PO. BOX 387
BAY ST LOUIS, MISSISSIPPI 39520

16011467 8231
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SOFTWARE REvWS Edited by Sheila Wright

REAP in the Profits

A New Star is Born

This Holiday Get Einstein's Memory
Interact in Business Communication

The Price Is on the Rise
But Is the Investment?

Engage in real estate

Investment using

Your better judgment

There are many things to consider

when purchasing investment real estate.

The Real Estate Analysis Program,
REAP, takes a look at one important

question: All things considered, will you

make money?
In the current real estate environment

prices are always on the rise, which leads

the general public to assume that real es-

tate is a good investment. A popular

sports figure made this assumption and
invested millions of dollars from his

sports income in real estate. Now, after

ten years, this important sports figure is

making television ads in order to keep his

house and home together. The athlete

claims that a misspelling of the short

name for this package, REAP, is what
happened to him.

Could the REAP software have helped?

The answer is maybe.

How Does REAP Work?
REAP builds a real estate investment

model that attempts to take into account

most of the common factors that deter-

mine whether or not a particular invest-

ment will make money.
REAP takes a commercial investment

and breaks it down into its components.
These components are expressed in a

series of data entry type screens.

The screens are data entry in nature

because you must complete all of the

screens and then run the analysis pro-

gram on the data entered. There is inter-

active editing, but the answers must wait

until all of the entry is complete.

Screening the Deal

Questions asked by the entry screens in-
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dicate the power of this package.

In figuring the adjusted cost basis, the

screen asks you how much you will actu-

ally pay for the property. Normally the

cost is the same as the purchase price, but

it will differ if there is a capital improve-

ment that the seller will make for you as a

condition of purchase.

Another screen questions the selling

cost. Real estate fees and taxes that

make up the selling cost are expressed as a

percentage of the purchase price.

REAP looks at

the question:

all things considered,

will you

make money?

The next screen helps you determine

the cost ofmoney. Several loan options are

considered here, including investing in up
to three loans, assuming there is already

an existing loan, and refinancing in

balloon amounts. This screen also offers

you provisions for variable interest loans

and the Rule of 78 permits you, for tax

purposes, to recognize a higher interest

expense in the first years of a loan.

After examining loan alternatives, an-

other screen will help you determine the

expected property income and the effects

of certain factors on that income.

The screen asks you what income is

currently expected from the property and
how it will change in the future. This al-

lows you to change income for each year

under study.

Other considerations this screen asks

you include:

• If the property produces income from

rental, what is the expected vacancy (not

rented) rate? What is that vacancy rate go-

ing to be in the future?

• How much is it going to cost to keep

the property up? How much will it cost to

operate the property in the future?

• How should the depreciable portion of

the investment be depreciated?

• Should any monies be put into reserve

to pay for future improvements or major

maintenance?
• What is your tax bracket?

Menu Time

Once you answer the list of questions, a

menu appears and gives you data options.

I decided to execute the analysis report.

Once you choose to run the analysis, it is

time to take a coffee break. This program
takes a while! I set up a complicated in-

vestment with three loans and the pro-

gram ran for nine minutes. I actually was
starting to believe that my beloved PC was
broken.

When I printed the report, I was deluged

with a volume of information. It is impor-

tant to note that none of the information is

available on your screen. The printed re-

port is the only source of information.

What does all this mean? A thorough

reading of the user guide gave me no help

in interpreting the output of the program.

Although the input is covered in some de-

tail, the output and its use are not dis-

cussed. One look at the printed report will

tell you that this is a definite failure of the

documentation.

I sought the help of a local real estate

agent. Discussing the report, it became
clear that the level of expertise needed to

interpret the report wasn't close to the re-

gimen needed to pass most state real es-

tate exams. To put it simply, most real es-

tate agents will be unable to use this pack-

age's potential.

I was able to locate a financial specialist

who went over the reports and pointed out

(Continued on p. 1 40)
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GIVE THE GIFT THAT
MAKES YOUR APPLE SHINE

This Christmas give PLATO®
educational courseware
and start your family on an
exciting learning adventure.

Discover the difference quality

courseware makes. Begin with

the new PLATO Computer
Concepts* series: The Com-
puter Keyboard, Storage and

Memory Files and Editing, and

Databases. Put these lessons

into practice along with

Keyboardingt and Computer
Literacy to help your family

really understand the computer.

Widen your child's

world with these other
PLATO lessons.

Grade school kids can have fan

while they learn Basic Number

Facts, Whole Numbers, Deci-

mals, and Fractions. For the

teen-ager in your family there

are PLATO lessons in Ele-

mentary Algebra*, Physics-

Elementary Mechanics, and

Foreign Languages. All are part

PLATO
COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION

ofa growing library of quality

educational programs.

Ask for PLATO at selected
retail outlets.

PLATO courseware for micro-

computers is available for the

Apple II Plus and Apple He.

Selected lessons are also available

for the TI99/4A and Atari 800.

For a free PLATO catalog: Call

toll-free 800/233-3784. (In Calif

,

call 800/233-3785.) Or write

Control Data Publishing Co.,

PO. Box 261 127,

San Diego, CA 92126.

•Developed with Continuous Learning Corporation.

fDeveloped with Gregg/McGraw-Hill.

^Developed with Courses by Computers, Inc.

Warranty available free from Control Data Publishing Co.,

4455 Eastgate Mall, San Diego, CA 92121

Circle 47 on Reader Service card.
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THE SECRETS OF PERFECT MEMORY:
ONE AND ONE HALF EARTH DOLLARS

AT LAST: THE WHOLE
TRUTH ABOUT FLOPPIES.

Amazing book reveals

all!

How to keep from
brainwashing your disk

so it never loses it's

memory.
How fingerprints can

actually damage disks.

Unretouched Kirlian

photographs of UFO's

(Unidentified Floppy
Objects)! The incredible

importance of making
copies: the Department
of Redundancy Depart-
ment- and what goes on
when it goes on! Power-
ful secret methods that

scientists claim can ac-

tually prevent computer
amnesia! All this, and
much more . .

.

In short, it's an 80-

page plain-English,

graphically stunning,

pocket-sized definitive

guide to the care and
feeding of flexible disks.

For The Book, ask your
nearest computer store

that sells Elephanr
disks, and bring along
one and one half earth
dollars.

For the name of the
store, ask us.

ELEPHANT MEMORY
SYSTEMS^ Marketed
exclusively by Leading
Edge Products, Inc.,

information Systems
and Supplies Division,

55 Providence Highway,
Norwood, MA 02062. Call

toll free 1-800-343-8413,
In Massachusetts, call

collect (617) 769-8150,

Telex 951-624.

\0

See us at Booth #3327
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